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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

CONSUMING APPALACHIA: AN ARCHAEOLOGY OF COMPANY COAL TOWNS
Material culture is an understudied aspect of social life in Appalachian Studies, the multidisciplinary investigation of social life in the Appalachian region. Historically, material culture in the
region has been largely studied for its semiotic properties, decoded as a tangible symbol of “a region
apart,” lagging behind the rest of America in terms of moral, mental, economic, and social development.
Critical material studies from archaeology and other disciplines paint a different picture, however, and
construct a region as American as any other. This study utilizes discourse analysis of material rhetoric
about Appalachia and archaeological and oral historical data from two twentieth-century companyowned coal mining towns in Letcher County, Kentucky. It argues that contrary to persistent stereotypes
about Appalachia as a backwards place, residents were firmly embedded in the market economy and
enacted modern identities through their engagement with fellow citizens and material objects. This
intersectional study uses theories of practice to explore how entanglement with mass-produced goods,
notably home furnishing and wellness products, constituted residents’ identities as modern consumers
along with the rest of the nation during the golden age of Appalachia’s industrialism. Appalachian
women and their families embraced consumer goods, whose influx intensified during the Industrial Age,
entangling their constitution as modern householders with these everyday goods through daily practice.
Contrary to stereotypes about Appalachian atavism and isolation, Appalachian consumers eagerly
engaged with mass-produced goods and new ideals about scientific health and house-holding along
with their counterparts across the progressive United States.
KEYWORDS: Appalachian Studies, historical archaeology, material culture, discourse analysis, class
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1.1

CREATIVE, COSMOPOLITAN CONSUMPTION IN THE “VALLEY OF POVERTY”

Prelude

I followed Charles Dixon, retired schoolteacher and former mayor of Jenkins, Kentucky, up the
narrow road of Improvement Branch at dusk, praying I wouldn’t lose the oil pan of my old Toyota Camry
to the steep grade. Again. “Just keep behind me, and you’ll be fine, “Charles had said. We were on our
way to visit Clarence Dotson, a retired coal miner and milk delivery man in his late 80s. Charles and I had
been chatting for weeks about my dissertation project, which would ultimately involve doing
archaeology and oral history at the former company coal mining towns of Jenkins and McRoberts, in
Letcher County, Kentucky. Charles knew everyone in Jenkins, and most people in McRoberts, by his
estimate. He was well-liked and well-versed in local history, and took an interest in helping me make
contacts with elderly residents of Jenkins and McRoberts who remembered the company era and would
sit down to talk with a Ph.D. student about the past. “You’ll love Clarence. He’s a talker with a great
memory,” Charles had laughed.
We arrived at Clarence’s home, which he shared with his daughter Jackie, and he met us on the
porch of his spacious, converted duplex, built by the Consolidation Coal Company in the early 1910s.
Clarence was immediately welcoming, and greeted me as though I was both familiar but unknown, as
though perhaps Charles had brought his granddaughter to visit after a long time away. He had a
comforting, melodic voice, and a wonderful, open manner. Clarence would be my first dissertation oral
history interview if he consented to the idea, and I had heard many stories about his fantastic memory
and prowess as a storyteller. I explained my research to him, and about how I was an archaeologist
interested in the consumption of material goods during the company era, and he consented to an
interview almost before I asked. He couldn’t wait to talk about the old days. Before we began, though,
and not very long after I arrived, he asked me one of the most pointed questions I have ever received
during fieldwork. “Now, honey, I’m happy to talk to you, but I have to ask,” he said. “Are you going to use
my stories to put mountain people down?” He went on to explain that he knew “what they think of us,”
meaning outsiders, and that those perceptions harmed everyone, and did not describe the eastern
Kentucky he knew. I actually felt a pain in my chest as he talked, hearing him calmly reference over a
century of stereotypes which he and his community felt deeply. I assured him that my agenda was just
the opposite, and we talked until nearly midnight on that still Summer night.
I think back upon that moment during fieldwork frequently, and I like to recall the details of
Clarence’s house, and the way he talked about them. Clarence had one of my favorite voices of anyone I
have ever interviewed, and a comfortable house filled with interesting things. We looked at his
household goods, touched them, and used them to situate our discussions and prompt both memories
and questions. He showed me how an old man with a cane can still dance the jitterbug and impress every
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young woman at a wedding, rendering the boys envious. He showed me the gorgeous antique
hardwood refrigerator cabinet in the living room, modestly telling me he built it himself. He was clearly
quite an accomplished wood worker, and also made the china cabinet in the corner, in which sat a set of
antique Hall China Company’s Autumn Leaf patterned dishes, now quite the collector’s items. Clarence
remembered the purchase of the dishes from a door-to-door salesman, and called them “the Jewel
dishes,” an apt nickname, as they were manufactured for the Jewel Tea Company beginning in 1933 and
were offered as premiums with coffee and tea delivery. He had a wonderful memory for material goods,
and we spent hours discussing dishes, food, furniture, and many other household things. Clarence was
an archaeologist’s dream: he had a great memory for physical details and offered rich stories and social
analyses to accompany them. I asked him many questions specifically about the Consolidation Coal
Company’s facilities and programs, with my ear toward details about Progressive Era reform programs
which sought to modernize Appalachian families in the early twentieth century. This was originally my
dissertation focus, and Clarence good-naturedly answered all my questions about a subject that honestly
wasn’t particularly meaningful to him.
I think back to that vignette with Clarence frequently, because he told me within the first five minutes
of meeting him what my dissertation focus actually was. I just didn’t realize it at the time. The connection
between material culture and persistent stereotypes about Appalachia was important to him, and to
everyone else I interviewed. It is also important to me as an archaeologist and a scholar of Appalachia,
and on a personal level, as someone who grew up impoverished in rural Northern Appalachia, I am
profoundly aware of how everyday objects empower and disempower people’s lives. Clarence’s
seemingly simple comment about how Appalachians are perceived was the foundational intent of my
research. This dissertation is thus about the representation of Central Appalachia, and an exploration of
how material culture is salient in producing, enforcing, reifying, and justifying persistent stereotypes and
condemnation of Appalachian people, their homes, and their lifestyles. This is a story about how cast-off
medicine bottles and pretty plates like the ones that decorate Clarence’s china cabinet in an old duplex
in an historic coal town in Eastern Kentucky are embroiled in what it means to be people, Appalachians,
and Americans.
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1.2

Introduction: They Don’t Have What We Have

Diane Sawyer’s Pulitzer Prize-winning shock journalism exposé A Hidden America: Children of
the Mountains aired on ABC’s news program 20/20 in 2009. Sawyer visited several communities in
Eastern Kentucky to interview impoverished children, highlighting their hardships in households racked
by persistent financial hardship, drug abuse, hunger, and squalor. Sawyer’s film crew lingered on
material details to tell a heartrending story of loss and despair. The camera panned slowly over rotting
trailers with exposed Tyvek siding, trash middens where children played, Mountain Dew sitting in the
cupholder of a baby’s stroller, the pickup truck where a high-school football superstar slept, and a young
girl’s clothing as she pined for a pair of boots like Hannah Montana’s that her drug-addicted mother
could not afford. The public’s response to ABC’s broadcast was overwhelming and telling. Courtney, the
12-year-old girl from Inez who longed for Hannah Montana’s fur boots, was sent a pair from a couple in
California. Her mother Angel was surprised with a new set of teeth from the dentist interviewed in the
documentary, and PepsiCo donated a mobile dental van to his practice. Jeremy, a nineteen-year-old coal
miner and expectant father of two, received a surprise baby shower from a viewer. ABC informed
concerned viewers they could donate food, clothing, money, and toys through the Christian Appalachian
Project (Gray and Diaz 2009).
The broadcast continues to receive heavy traffic on YouTube, where viewers routinely condemn
the featured families for refusing to ‘pull themselves up by their bootstraps,’ or lament that they do not
enjoy the same quality of life as other Americans. This running commentary on the broadcast is also
telling. These discussions often situate their condemnation and pity through material objects. YouTube
user SecurityPro2704 summed up a common sentiment among commenters, saying, “These people
have money for beer, soda and cigarettes, but they don't have money to buy food (real food) for their
families?” User Classic59100 jeered, “because you are poor does not mean you have to live like pigs,
clean your yard.” Several other YouTube users predictably cracked the worn joke that the tooth brush was
clearly invented in Kentucky, as it would have been named a “teethbrush” if invented elsewhere. Many
other commenters continue to engage in hand-wringing over the lack of household material goods,
notably food, children’s clothes and toys, hygiene and cleaning products, and furniture, comparing the
material environments of the documentary subjects with their own ‘middle-class’ environs and finding
them deeply wanting. Many framed their responses in a sympathetic manner, such as YouTube user Leisa
Wilson, who commented, “I want to help buy them food, diapers, toys, clothes, personal items, birthday,
Christmas and Easter gifts etc to help them anyway possible and possibly deliver part of it versus sending
all of it. Then setup an account at their local grocery store for them to buy extra groceries when their food
stamps run out.” Regardless of these commenters’ good intentions, however, Appalachia was still framed
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by viewers as problematically exceptional, and in need of outside intervention to modernize and ‘catch
up’ with America at large.
Material culture has always been foundational to narratives about Appalachia, particularly its
central and southern areas. Sawyer’s Pulitzer-winning piece followed a strong tradition of subtly
centering household goods as symbols of cultural, moral, and economic deficiency that stretches back to
the region’s literary discovery by local color writers, scholars, and developers in the late 1800s. Writers
and scholars in the nineteenth century latched on to household material goods as overt indicators of
Appalachia’s lack of progress and capitalist development, and the inferiority of its people, argued to be
held in place by their culture, genetics, and the environment. Novels and foundational social studies like
Ellen Churchill Semple’s study of Kentucky’s Pine Mountain communities in the early 1900s set the tone
for a century of rhetoric to follow. Semple wrote lengthily about the material conditions of mountain life
during the region’s industrial emergence, and pronounced the “typical” mountain home as backwards,
folk dwelling devoid of modern material goods located in a “retarded civilization (Semple 1901).”
Material culture has been held up ever since as tangible proof that Appalachia is deficient measured
against ‘mainstream’ America.
President Johnson’s War on Poverty in the 1960s, following President Kennedy’s founding of
the Appalachian Regional Commission, targeted Kentucky as ground zero for poverty reform, sending
journalists, politicians, government agencies, and even scholars into the region to document poverty.
Film crews and photographers came to a common conclusion: Appalachia’s poverty and backwardness
was most fundamentally expressed and deeply felt through the material world. Publications like LIFE
magazine’s notorious poverty-porn exposé “Life in the Valley of Poverty” brought the material conditions
of some of Kentucky’s poorest communities into the average American reader’s home (Figure 1),
knowing full well the carefully captured images of mothers serving their barefoot children dinner in
deteriorating shacks wallpapered with magazines and newspapers just like theirs would strike a chord of
righteous indignation and pity (Cosgrove 2014). Once again, local color portrayals of Appalachian
isolation and backwardness were revived, but with a persistent legacy: photo-documentation of poverty’s
legacy and the new public perception that Appalachia had modernized, but not correctly. These material
portrayals of material culture proving that modernization had gone awry in the mountains were recently
revived again since the 2016 Presidential election, as a slew of “Trump Country exposés,” including J.D.
Vance’s deeply problematic Hillbilly Elegy, visited Appalachian communities in West Virginia to
document the social conditions voters living in the “Land of Trump.” The media’s Trump Country
narratives discuss an Appalachia of mostly white, undereducated, unemployed, close-minded, rural
hillbillies, unable to understand or change their circumstances (Catte 2018b). Appalachia simply
embodies its deserved fate in these estimations, which recycle over 100 years of condemnatory,
stereotypical narratives that precede them.
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Figure 1-1. Photograph from LIFE Magazine's photo essay "Life in the Valley of Poverty" taken by John Dominis in Eastern Kentucky during
the War on Poverty initiative, 1964. From Cosgrove (2014).

In the century of these narratives, there have been nearly no academic studies explicitly
challenging them by foregrounding material culture in their ongoing constitution, and few using
materiality- the active, dialectic construction of selves, societies, and representations- to advance
narratives in which Appalachians construct and represent themselves. This work addresses these gaps in
the literature through a literature review of how material culture has been mobilized in stereotypical
narratives, and through an archaeological and oral historical case study on the historic company coal
mining towns of Jenkins and McRoberts in Letcher County, Kentucky. This work also helps address the
lack of quality, nuanced sociohistorical data called for by Walls and Billings (Walls and Billings 1977)
back in the 1970s, particularly the paucity of industrial community studies and studies of Appalachia’s
middle class, a call which has largely gone unanswered. Chad Berry (2011) recently argued that while
scholarship of nineteenth-century Appalachian life has been greatly enriched in the past twenty years,
the twentieth century remains undertheorized and explored, and calls for creative new studies.
Archaeology’s recent focus on twentieth century and contemporary history (the ‘now’), following the
“archaeologies of the contemporary past” movement (sensu Buchli and Lucas 2001), can seriously
provide this, and this is a fundamental aim of this dissertation. Also, overrepresentation of coal towns
and industrialization through labor histories has implicitly condemned company town life, and has
rendered women, children, immigrants, and people of color either secondary or invisible (Shifflett 1991).
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Focus on these subjects makes for better historiographies, and therefore better action in the present, and
this study intends to do its part.

1.3

Not Just Hollow Materialism: Representation through Archaeology and Oral History
in Two Eastern Kentucky Coal Towns

Simply put, the purpose of this dissertation is to illustrate how persistent stereotypes about
Appalachia are connected to materiality. It seeks to explore how object-based characterizations during
the Industrial Age, produced, reproduced, and reified Appalachia as a land apart, with the implication
that they continue to do so today. It analyzes how material narratives about Appalachia’s agrarian past
and commercial future constructed backwardness and cultural deficiency, whose legacy extends to our
current perceptions of the region and its people. Specifically, this research investigates how material
culture is entangled with portrayals of company coal mining towns and their residents’ lives. Analysis of
archaeological materials from a residential and commercial trash dump from the early twentieth century
town of Jenkins, Kentucky (Figures 2 and 3), and oral historical interviews with former residents of
Jenkins and neighboring McRoberts in Letcher County are used to argue that counter to stereotypes
about isolation and provincialism, residents had their fingers on the pulse of national fashions and trends
and the means to participate and even shape these material trends along with the rest of the nation.
Contrary to stereotypes about persistent provincialism and isolation into the twentieth century,
archaeology and oral history suggest residents of these towns shaped their identities and homes in
progressive, transformative ways.
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Figure 1-2: Jenkins, Kentucky, 1914. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jenkins Photographic Collection.
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Figure 1-3: View of Jenkins from Raven Rock, 1923. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jenkins Photographic
Collection.

Early twentieth-century company coal town residents were cosmopolitan agents whose consumption
of household goods involved diverse strategies that combined both capitalist and non-capitalist
elements. Their personal and kitchen-class artifacts, particularly relating to dishes, medicines, cosmetics,
foods, and drinks suggest residents actively courted and shaped national trends and did not simply
emulate elite standards or accept company domination. Nor were their choices throttled by poverty and
dictated by their stubborn material atavism. Rather than reflecting cultural deficiencies, household
material goods were entangled in the active production of modern Appalachian selves. This is an
intersectional study along the axes of gender, class, and regional representation that seeks to destabilize
the false dichotomies of tradition and modernity, rurality and urbanism, and structure and agency. This
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study must be intersectional; our perceptions of home, family, gendered divisions of labor, and material
goods are wildly entangled with inseparable ideologies of class and gender, which are wildly entangled
with our construction of “Appalachia” and our perceptions of the region (Snyder 1981).
Gender, and women’s lives and roles as consumers in particular, are highlighted in this study. It is
important to situate the home life and domestic sphere within complex gendered and classed social
relations. Many women pursued wage labor in Jenkins and McRoberts (Figure 4), which sharply defies
popular and scholarly understandings of company coal towns across the country. The experiences and
economic opportunities of women in Jenkins should not be extrapolated to fit every coal town, but their
engagement in the waged workforce is significant in the face of the popular understanding which so
many scholars and others have reiterated to me, telling me confidently “they were all prostitutes” or “they
were all housewives.” Secondly, housewifery is surrounded by dismissal in many narratives that portray
women at the mercy of their male partners and the patriarchy generally, and the unwaged work of
women in coal communities is severely undervalued and submerged in capitalistic interpretations.
Housewives’ labor was just as important to creating, maintaining, reproducing, and revolutionizing
social relationships (sensu Gibson 1992; Gibson-Graham 1996). The commonality among women
pursuing various economic livelihoods and strategies was their role in revolutionizing their homes,
families, and communities through their consumption of household goods.
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Figure 1-4: Consolidation Coal Auditing Department employees, 1919. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American
History, Consolidation Coal Collection.

Material culture has been overtly mobilized in ‘othering’ narratives about inferiority but has also
been a hidden hand in rhetorical strategy, and also in people’s daily lives. Cultural anthropologist and
material culture theorist Daniel Miller (2005) argues that objects fade into our peripheral vision but
heavily influence thought and behavior. Everyday objects are bound dialectically in the constitution of
selves and societies: we shape material culture as it shapes us. This includes our discursive constructions
of regions, groups, and individuals. Frankly, scholars, mostly well-intentioned, have played a strong
hand in reifying stereotypes about provincialism and isolation. Foundational material culture studies like
Henry Glassie’s (1975) work on folk construction and vernacular architecture, have searched for and
categorized “Appalachianness” through “traditional” material practices. These studies have
unintentionally bolstered constructions of Appalachia’s cultural stagnancy and provincialism. There has
been a long history of trait-listing material culture in Appalachia, which has been interpreted as a
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reflection of innate culture (Satterwhite 2008). There has not been a strong tradition of studying how
material culture is bound up in our constructions of Appalachian culture itself, particularly its stagnancy.
In light of these problematic scholarly traditions, new approaches must be taken. This is, quite explicitly,
not a project about finding “authentic Appalachia” or the objective past through the material record. This
study is about analyzing residents’ use of material culture- everyday goods- in dynamic, transformative
ways (Figure 5). This is a study of material culture in action. Specifically, this is a study of residents’
consumption of everyday households, following recent scholarship in historical archaeology. This
dissertation is therefore not about literally and figuratively uncovering the “real” Appalachia. Material
culture does not reveal some ‘thing’ called Appalachia. It is not enough to identify different “Appalachias”
through a material lens; we must consider how goods are bound up in constructions and representations
of the region, communities, and selves.

Figure 1-5: McRoberts resident Jim Scott, holding a photograph of his father and his father's mining lunchbox. Photograph by author.
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This is also an exercise in discourse analysis. Appalachian scholars have attempted to “take
exception with exceptionalism” for decades, arguing we must deconstruct a universal, essentialized past
and challenge the idea that Appalachia is in America but not of it (Billings 1995). Really, what sets
Appalachia apart from other regions is the way we have discussed it. Discourse analysis is thus a crucial
component to any scholarly research in Appalachia, and a critical eye toward the discourse our work
shapes is non-negotiable. Archaeologists are uniquely positioned to challenge material myths about
Appalachia’s past and present. Our work can certainly help craft emancipatory landscapes both in the
past and present by positioning residents and their things as active agents and contribute more just
social histories of the region. Archaeology’s emancipatory potential is great, particularly when
confronting a skewed historical record and contemporary perceptions and designing activist work. I have
often joked that although thousands of archaeologists work across Appalachia, there are no Appalachian
archaeologists. Archaeologists have remained largely absent in the multidisciplinary Appalachian
Studies movement, and not versed in its literature. Mark Groover (2003) and Audrey Horning (2002)
admonished over a decade ago that archaeological voices have been largely silent in academic discourse
about Appalachia, and literature review confirms this is still the case. A search through the Journal of
Appalachian Studies and Appalachian Journal, the two premier scholarly journals in Appalachian Studies,
revealed only one archaeological publication, an article in Appalachian Journal from the 1970s about
Native American studies (see Purrington 1977).
This is not to say archaeologists have no concept of “Appalachia.” Many academic publications
and site reports about projects within the region cite Appalachian historiographies for their background
section, notably Ronald Eller’s (1982) Miners, Millhands, and Mountaineers and Harry Caudill’s (1963)
Night Comes to the Cumberlands, and identify their site as within the boundaries of Appalachia as
defined by the federal Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC). However, these studies do not
contextualize their work within over a century of pervasive discourse about the Appalachian myth. Most
archaeological studies merely acknowledge “Appalachia” as an on-the-ground geographical boundary
that frames a regional history and physiography necessary for site context and background. Few
archaeologists position their studies within the framework of the interdisciplinary Appalachian Studies
movement and link their interpretations to the discourse of ‘invented Appalachia (for notable exceptions
see Barnes 2011a, 2011b; Groover 2003; Horning 2000a; Horning 2002).’ These studies do not selfidentify as “Appalachian studies,” and are generally classified by their site type (e.g. farmstead
archaeology), and most scholars working on sites in the region self-identify as “southeastern
archaeologists,” simply referring to the broader American region in which they work. Historical
archaeology abounds in Appalachia, however. For example, a site check with Kentucky’s Office of State
Archaeology in August of 2018 revealed that, 3,911 of Kentucky’s 8,913 historic archaeological sites are
located within the boundaries of Kentucky’s 54 Appalachian counties, and of those sites, 2,220 are
historic farmsteads, residences, or industrial sites (Christina Pappas, personal communication, 2018).
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Material culture allows us to focus on underrepresented actors in historical discourse (Beaudry 1996)
who are either missing or represented narrowly. This is particularly important for Appalachia, where the
white male experience has dominated the documentary record. Identity studies in historical archaeology
have emphasized the importance of intersecting identities in shaping historical experiences,
perceptions, and movements. The material record also allows us to challenge long-held stereotypes
about the Appalachian region: Groover (2003) argues that one of historical archaeology’s greatest
contributions to North American cultural and historical studies is its focus upon issues inadequately
documented or obscured by bias. Appalachia has certainly been afflicted with both historically in terms
of documentation and discourse. Anglin writes, “In academic forums, elite and local color narratives
have been privileged, and the voices of working-class people all too often have been appropriated as
picturesque imagery which substantiates notions of Appalachia/ns as subordinate, ignorant, other
(1992, 105),” and she writes that other marginalized groups have been misrepresented and
unrepresented in discourse, as well. Groover (2003, 4) notes that the dual information sources of
material culture and historical documentation can help achieve a middle ground for Appalachian studies
where “the past is neither romanticized or sanitized.” The interplay of multiple lines of evidence can help
overturn century-old stereotypes and challenge essentialisms; as archaeologist Audrey Horning argues,
“Studies of the material record of the southern mountains, in conjunction with documentary research
and judicious use of oral history, have the potential to fundamentally alter the manner in which regional
cultures and identities of Appalachia have been traditionally studied, and, in so doing, decrease the
marginalization of the region through addressing the complexity of its past (2002, 129).”
Very few historical archaeologists explicitly engage with the multidisciplinary Appalachian
Studies movement via their research, which obfuscates the role that our work plays in discourse which
shapes the region, and the potential of our work to change it. Horning argues, “archaeologists are clearly
guilty of not framing regional research in the context of the Appalachian myth, even though
archaeological data is ideally suited for addressing some of the most critical debates about the region’s
past and potential exceptionalism- in particular, questions about economics, subsistence, and
settlement (2002, 144).” Toward this aim, I argue that archaeologists must participate in a movement
called critical regionalism, which posits that regions are social inventions, always deliberately
constructed (Limerick 1996). Discourse sustains “region,” and this includes our work. Douglas ReichertPowell (2007, 28), in his book Critical Regionalism, describes it as, “a way inhabitants of place, myself
included, could create visions of their homes, at their best, freed of the limitations of our damagingly
nostalgic or abject cultural vocabulary for life on the American geographical margin.” He argues we must
construct narratives envisioning more just and equitable landscapes with local participation, particularly
by people normally excluded from powerful public discourse. This approach is a radical idea in
Appalachia, where those of us who are from the region are taught not to imagine our heritage or futures
positively (Catte 2018b).
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Critical regionalism intersects with critical studies in historical archaeology probing our role in
contemporary and future narratives (Little 2013; Mrozowski 2014; Wurst and Mrozowski 2014), our
recognition of archaeology as political action (McGuire 2008), and our applied focus on environmental
and social justice (Brighton 2011; Little and Shackel 2007; Nida 2013; Saitta 2007; Wood 2002c).
Appalachia, and other post-industrial regions, are well-served by the idea of “doing history backwards
(Mrozowski 2014),” critically examining the past from the vantage point of the present to understand the
present’s foundations, which are clearly shaped by harmful historical discourse. We must examine the
present, and situate our studies within it, in order to imagine how archaeology might influence the
future. History should be recognized as an open-ended process, not a linear pathway, as our purpose as
archaeologists must include political and social relevance. Paul Shackel writes, “History is not
characterized by inevitabilities, but potentialities and the same is true of the future (2014, 343).” We
must not justify injustice as historically inevitable or natural or reify inequality as a timeless reality.
Narratives that disempower regions and communities become naturalized, an unthought part of our
everyday lives. We must consciously use narratives to shape the representations of the past that form our
collective memory (Shackel 2014), and answer David Whisnant’s (1983) call to rethink culture and to
continue to explore the politics of culture. Appalachia’s inferiority, backwardness, and helplessness
should thus never be a foregone conclusion.

1.4

Jenkins and McRoberts: Jewels of the Elkhorn Coalfields

Fifty-four of Kentucky’s counties fall within the boundary of federally-defined Appalachia (Figure
6). Kentucky’s eastern counties and the entirety of West Virginia lie within Central Appalachia, also called
the Regional Core, an area classified as intensely economically impoverished by the ARC (Appalachian
Regional Commission 2016). Kentucky’s Appalachian counties hug the Appalachian Mountains along
the eastern edge of the state. Letcher County hugs the extreme southwest area of Appalachian Kentucky,
where Pine Mountain stretches across the Kentucky-Virginia border (Figure 7). Jenkins and McRoberts,
Letcher County’s premier former model company coal mining towns, were built by the Consolidation
Coal Company (called Consol for short by residents), a firm founded in Maryland, after their acquisition
of lands in the Elkhorn Coalfields in the 1910s. Jenkins and McRoberts were large, densely populated,
cosmopolitan, and home to diverse residents, gathered to make bituminous coal mining of the Elkhorn
seam possible.
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Figure 1-6: Appalachia and its subregions. Source: Appalachian Regional Commission.
https://www.arc.gov/research/MapsofAppalachia.asp?MAP_ID=31
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Figure 1-7: Location of Jenkins, Letcher County, Kentucky.

I chose to work at Jenkins and McRoberts for several reasons. First, both towns reminded me of
all the coal towns surrounding my maternal grandmother’s home where my mother grew up in central
Pennsylvania’s Allegheny Mountains. The company housing in both towns is identical to house styles
around Ridgway and St. Marys and was probably designed by the same architectural firm. My brother
and I used to love driving through Ridgway as kids, excitedly pointing out the old company-built workers’
houses among the modern construction in what is still a fabulous model town. Jenkins and McRoberts
felt immediately familiar from photographs, perhaps because of this personal association, and I had
always wanted to know more about old coal towns. Jenkins and McRoberts stirred a personal connection,
and this was certainly a factor in my choice to do research there. I loved both places immediately, and
that affection has not changed over the course of my research.
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Second, Jenkins was one of the few company coal towns in Kentucky that had been previously
archaeologically investigated on a larger scale. Kim McBride, one of my committee chairs, had worked
in Jenkins at the Shop Hollow Dump (15Lr40) in the early 1990s on Phase II and III excavations required
by Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) in advance of a surface mining permit.
The sizeable Phase III archaeological collection from the Shop Hollow Dump was never analyzed after
collection and had been resting in an equipment cage since the 1990s in the William S. Webb Museum
of Anthropology in Lexington, one of Kentucky’s state repositories for archaeological collections. My
motivations partially stemmed from wanting to see what could be made of the numerous artifacts in
those 22 orphaned boxes, and I wanted to learn about the place from which they were recovered. The
choice to work at towns that had previously been studied by archaeologists was also a practical one. There
were no ongoing archaeological projects about company coal towns to which I could attach myself, and
I did not want to start research completely from scratch.
Third, the status of Jenkins and McRoberts as former model towns made them attractive to me
as an historical researcher. Studies of small company coal towns are sadly lacking, and archaeology is
actually the one form of historical and social study that can offer details about these towns, many of which
are absent in the historical record and collective. Kentucky’s company coal towns operated between
1880-1950, most between 1900 and 1940. During my work with the University of Kentucky’s Coal Camp
Documentary Project, my research team has identified around 430 historic company coal towns thus far,
but only 29% of these towns still exist as living communities with original company buildings (Komara
and Barton 2014). Most of Kentucky’s coal towns have a weak archival presence, low visibility in the
historical record, and are at a demographic tipping point. I am one of the last generations of researchers
who will interview anyone who lived through the company era. Archaeology will thus become more and
more important to discursive constructions of the coalfields, and these studies will be crucial, and there
is strong need for archaeologists to work at these towns. I hope my future research will take me back to
some of these smaller communities. However, the very reason small and transient towns are attractive
as archaeological sites is the very reason I did not choose one such town as my research site. The archival
record for Jenkins and McRoberts, while much sparser than I would like, is more robust than for most
towns in Kentucky, save the other model towns like Wheelwright, Benham, and Lynch. The wealth of
archival data and a few former studies of Jenkins and McRoberts made them ideal locations for
dissertation work.
Lastly, Jenkins and McRoberts are marvelous places. The University of Kentucky’s Special
Collections has an archive of digital photographs of Jenkins throughout the company era (Figure 8), and
these photographs simply drew me in while doing preliminary research. Vignettes of home life, everyday
scenes, and the fabulous mountain scenery and built world were breathtaking. I remember driving into
Jenkins for the first time to scout its potential after doing preliminary research to attend the 2012
Centennial Celebration during the annual Homecoming Days and feeling as though I was returning to a
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former home after many years away. I drove down Main Street past the old Jenkins School and the train
station, now the David A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum, and tried to map my geographic knowledge
from maps and photographs on to the current landscape to figure out what had changed ‘while I was
away.’ Over the years, my aerial knowledge from archival sources has settled into my ground knowledge,
settling over each other like layers in a mental GIS, and I often find myself slipping back and forth in
perception between black and white and colorized worlds as I travel through the area, the past and
present merging and shifting through a living veil. People of the past whom I have never met became
as familiar to me as people I knew in person through the interviews and stories of residents, my friends
and collaborators on this project. Simply put, Jenkins and McRoberts were places I felt I belonged, even
as an outsider, and the welcoming I have received made it a natural choice, as so many people have
helped me simply because I was interested enough to listen.

Figure 1-8: Miner's home, 1912. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jenkins Photographic Collection.

1.5

Touching, Looking, and Listening: Methods of This Study

Methodologically, this study follows traditions in historical archaeology of triangulating
between the primary sources of archaeologically-derived artifact data, archival data, and oral historical
data (Little 2007b). Oral history interviews, archival research, and archaeological fieldwork for this project
were completed between 2013 and 2016, and artifact analysis and interview transcription were
completed between 2016 and 2017.
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1.5.1 Archaeology
Archaeological data for this study hails from a Phase III assemblage from the Shop Hollow Dump
Site (15Lr40) in Jenkins proper. The Shop Hollow Dump was one of the earliest town dumps in Jenkins,
formed by refuse dumped and then graded by the Consolidation Coal Company as part of their formal
refuse disposal program (Sussenbach and Updike 1994:14). The Shop Hollow Dump was located during
Phase I archaeological survey by the firm Cultural Resource Analysts (CRA) in 1993 on behalf of Premier
Elkhorn Coal Company, Inc. to comply with Department for Surface Mining and Reclamation and
Enforcement regulations (Kerr 1993). Phase II archaeological survey and excavations of six test units at
the site were completed by the Program for Cultural Resource Assessment at the University of Kentucky
(PCRA) in 1994 (Sussenbach and Updike 1994). Phase III archaeological assessment was also completed
by the PCRA in 1994, which extended two units excavated during the Phase II work. Artifact analysis for
this dissertation was done on the Phase III collection, a large sample of mostly residential refuse dating
from the golden age of the Consolidation Coal Company’s era in Jenkins, and dates circa 1911 to the
mid 1930s.
My original intention was to locate and excavate at least one additional trash dump from the
Consolidation Coal Company era in either Jenkins or McRoberts. I completed a pedestrian survey of a
likely dump location in Tin Can Hollow and found no remains. I also completed a pedestrian survey of a
known former dump location at Dunham Hill, a known former dump location along Straight Row in
Dunham, and a known former dump location along Tom Biggs in McRoberts and found all destroyed by
surface mining. Community members told me that one dump at Slick Rock was demolished during the
construction of Highway 23 and another was demolished during construction of the new Jenkins High
School. Ultimately, my original research aim was to compare the Shop Hollow Dump assemblage to
another assemblage from one of the miners’ family’s residential areas, particularly in the African
American neighborhoods of Slick Rock and Tom Biggs, was not possible. However, the Shop Hollow
Dump Phase III assemblage was so large, and analysis proved fruitful, so this collection forms the bulk
of my archaeological research, which focuses for this dissertation upon the largely middle-class
neighborhoods of Lakeside and downtown Jenkins. All was not lost.

1.5.2 Oral Historical Research and Sources
The oral history component of this research became the most important part for both myself and
the community members whose families I interviewed. Oral history became the most human, emotional,
nuanced, part of my scholarly journey through this work. My original intention was to interview around
thirty people for this research, which would have been quite possible just a few years before I began my
work. Sadly, many potential participants who had lived through the company era died or became infirm
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during my project, and those interviews were no longer possible. Perhaps the greatest disappointment
of my oral historical work was the inability to interview a racially and ethnically diverse group of residents.
This dissertation is thus largely dependent upon the stories and testimony of white residents of Jenkins
and McRoberts, and focused on the Lakeside neighborhood and downtown Jenkins, largely white
neighborhoods. Most descendants of European immigrant families were too young to have lived
through or remember the company era. I was lucky enough to interview ninety-one-year-old Andigoni
Steffa, the Jenkins-born daughter of Albanian immigrants (Figure 9) who lived in the prestigious
Lakeside area. I was also lucky enough to interview one African American woman in McRoberts, eightynine-year-old Katherine Oden, who moved to the Tom Biggs section of McRoberts in the 1940s.
Katherine, one of her sons, and a few younger neighbors are all that remain of the African American
families in McRoberts, save the Reverend Willy Lamb, a minister and chaplain still active in his nineties.
Reverend Lamb is somewhat of a celebrity among oral historians and scholars of Appalachia, and has
been highly coveted as an interviewee by many, and he declined an interview on the grounds that he is
tired of being commodified as “the oldest living colored man in Letcher County,” and is saving his stories
for the autobiography he hopes to finish before he turns 100 (Willy Lamb, personal communication,
2013).

Figure 1-9: Andigoni Steffa's family on the porch of their Lakeside home, Jenkins, 1934. The Ticco family from right to left: Michael,
Andigoni, Paulixeni, Naunka, Martha, Milton, and John. Photograph courtesy of Andigoni Steffa.
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My oral history goals thus adapted. I was initially interested in interviewing mostly women, who
were the primary shoppers for many household goods. My assumption was that as primary shoppers and
home laborers, women would have the most salient memories of the goods purchased, made, and used
in everyday life. I learned quickly that this assumption was somewhat unwarranted. The eighteen people
I interviewed (thirteen women and five men) were between ages seventy-five and ninety-four, so the
memories I asked them to recall related to their childhood and teen years. I found that children of all
genders were often tasked with everyday shopping for food and other necessities, and my participants
had great memories about shopping and goods across genders. Also, several men I interviewed had
remarkably detailed memories of household material goods and offered nuanced analyses of their
production and consumption, leading me to caution other archaeologists against discounting male
interviewees in similar household analyses. Initially, I added a few of my male participants from the oral
historical survey simply because I could not locate enough living participants, but the choice
unintentionally ended in my favor, and I am thankful for the rich details provided by male community
members of Jenkins and McRoberts. Interview questions centered on everyday household life, including
what residents bought, where they shopped, and their economic strategies, work, play, and social
dynamics.
1.5.3 Archival Research
The bulk of Consol’s company records could not be located during this research. I was
particularly interested in company store legers and employee card files, which have been invaluable in
other archaeological studies of company coal mining towns such as McBride’s (1993) study of Barthell,
Kentucky, but after considerable digging, both appear lost to time. The University of Pittsburg’s archives
in Pennsylvania does hold many of Consol’s records spanning the 1850s to the 1970s, but these records
focus almost exclusively on mining in the company’s northern holdings and include information
primarily about the company’s merger with the Pittsburgh Coal Company. Kentucky records, and
information about Consol’s company towns, is largely absent from this archival collection. Frostburg
State University’s archives in Maryland include financial ledgers for the company’s mining operations,
particularly for their northern mines, but do not include business records for local stores and services. A
few company-generated materials became the property of the Beth-Elkhorn Coal Company after they
acquired the company’s mineral rights in the Elkhorn Coalfields. Beth-Elkhorn manager David Zegeer,
after whom the history museum in Jenkins is named, donated some of Consol’s photographs, and
mining safety and operations photographs taken by the Beth-Elkhorn Company to the David A. Zegeer
Coal and Railroad Museum and the University of Kentucky Special Collections. Luckily, a collection of
over 3,000 glass plate negatives taken by Consol photographers and spanning the company era was also
donated to the Smithsonian, and these images comprised a large part of the archival material considered
for this research. I am also deeply indebted to my oral history interviewees and their families for the use
of their personal photographic collections, of which many images appear in this dissertation.
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My research also heavily utilized Consol’s two employee periodicals housed at Frostburg State
and the Frostburg Museum in Maryland and the Zegeer Museum in Jenkins. These two periodicals, the
CCC Mutual Monthly Magazine (1918-1928) and The Check Board (1945- early 1950s), were published
for workers and families, and contained a bounty of information including fashion advice, children’s
puzzles, recipes, national news, mining industry and safety information, first aid and hygiene
instructions, and a section on local news for each of Consol’s mining districts. Popular women’s
magazines of the era, notably Vogue and Ladies’ Home Journal, were also invaluable, particularly in my
discussion of women’s wellness products and ceramic tablewares. The local newspapers like the
Whitesburg Mountain Eagle were used for background information and were also quite informative in
illuminating the advertisements for these consumer goods to which residents, particularly women,
would have been exposed. Government reports and study schedules housed at the National Archives in
Washington D.C. were also used, particularly those for the U.S. Coal Commission’s 1922 study of the
bituminous industry and its company town residents (United States Coal Commission 1925), and their
1940s study of medical conditions and health across the bituminous fields (United States Coal Mines
Administration 1947). Lastly, trade journals for the glass, ceramics, and coal industries proved
invaluable.

1.6

A Walkthrough and Closing Thoughts

Chapter Two begins this study with a literature review of how Appalachia has been ‘othered’ and
constructed through discourse via material culture. This analysis begins with the “discovery” of
Appalachia by local color writers in the late nineteenth century, and examines how reform movements,
media coverage, and academic studies since then have shaped the region through a material lens. This
discourse analysis specifically questions how myths about paucity and isolation from market goods and
cosmopolitan trends were created, and why they continue to persist. It also engages with myths opposite
these paucity portrayals, specifically the subtly pervasive idea Appalachia did modernize, but lacked the
cultural sophistication to deal with consumerism, which resulted in the misuse of modern material
goods. A practice-based theoretical framework derived from consumption studies in archaeology and
cultural anthropology is proposed to challenge these persistent stereotypes by considering the agency
and transformative potential of household consumption in Jenkins and McRoberts. Rather than reflective
of innate inferiority, cultural stagnation, and cultural circumscription, I argue in this chapter that
residents’ diverse social and economic entanglement with goods from frameworks of embodiment and
performativity constituted their identities as modern, cosmopolitan Americans along with the rest of the
nation.
Chapter Three provides background about Eastern Kentucky’s industrial transition from a largely
agrarian region and the rise of company coal towns, iconic settlements dotting the landscape by the
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hundreds at the turn of the twentieth century. A background of the Consolidation Coal Company is given,
and an analysis of Consol’s use of material narratives to reify mountain provincialism and myths about
backwardness and provincialism. Consol constructed a portrait of an untamed wilderness, improved by
Jenkins and McRoberts, a vast improvement over the material paucity of life on agrarian farmsteads. A
background of Jenkins and McRoberts, including their construction, residents, houses and facilities, is
provided. Consol was marked by a high degree of corporate paternalism and engaged in considerable
reform work to modernize its citizens, distancing them from the ‘hillbilly’ stereotypes from which they so
distanced their towns. Reform programs are discussed, including garbage disposal, sewage systems,
healthcare and domestic science education, and city beautification. The chapter concludes with a
background and discussion of retail opportunities available to Jenkins and McRoberts residents, a
‘consumer’s paradise,’ including the company stores, independent stores, and mail order catalogs.
Chapter Four introduces the archaeological collection analyzed for this dissertation work, a large
Phase III assemblage excavated from the Shop Hollow Dump (15Lr40) in 1994 by the Program for
Cultural Resource Assessment (PCRA). PCRA’s analysis of the Phase II assemblage is presented alongside
my analysis of the Phase III collection, which includes mostly residential materials dating from the 1910s
to the late 1930s. Architectural, botanical, faunal, furnishing, personal and adornment, and kitchen-class
artifacts are presented, with a discussion of their connections to gender, modernity, tradition, innovation,
and patriotism during the consumer revolution of the early twentieth century. These goods demonstrate
that Jenkins residents were firmly connected to the market economy and developed new tastes and
household practices alongside the rest of the nation, which can readily be seen in children’s toys,
decorative pressed glass vessels, and branded condiments. However, they also demonstrate that
residents continued to pursue non-market activities, notably home production of foods and beverages.
Jenkins residents enthusiastically consumed modern, mass-produced household goods, in opposition
to persistent representations about poverty and lingering isolation.
Chapter Five presents the archival and oral historical methods used in this study, beginning with
a consideration of documentary analysis in both Appalachian Studies and the field of historical
archaeology. Notably, it encounters skewed representations of Appalachia’s residents, which have often
backgrounded the histories and social realities of middle-class residents, women, and people of color.
Historical archaeologists have attempted to challenge the “cult of authority” surrounding the textual
record and provide more nuanced interpretations of past social life. This study aims for critical analysis
and use of textual sources, including archival photographs from sources such as the University of
Kentucky’s Special Collections and a large collection of glass plate negatives in the Smithsonian National
Museum of American History. The Consolidation Coal Company’s two employee magazines were also
invaluable, and paint a picture of reform programs targeting residents, particularly women at the
household level. And lastly, federal censuses, government-sponsored mining community studies,
newspapers, and national women’s magazines were used to provide additional context for women’s
housekeeping during the early twentieth century. Oral histories were used to provide a perspective from
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residents themselves, predicated upon trends in both Appalachian Studies and historical archaeology to
listen to voices beyond the dominant majority. Several major themes from oral history interviews with
Jenkins and McRoberts residents conclude the chapter, namely food production, alcohol consumption,
and residents’ perceptions of the national narratives about their home region.
The following two chapters explore specific material themes through the social histories of
artifacts and the stories of interviewees. Chapter 6 outlines the rise of America as a consumer society
following the Civil War, a time of increased product manufacture and specialization and increase market
access for Americans across economic and social spectrums. Contrary to popular narratives which painted
Appalachians as culturally, geographically, and economically isolated from the market, artifacts
recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump reveal savvy consumers defining the tastes of the American
middle and lower classes alongside their national peers. Dinner and teawares in a variety of bold new
patterns, including decorative techniques like decalcomania and gold banding, printing, and stamping,
were embraced and creatively used and displayed in Jenkins homes. Undecorated white dishes also took
on special significance as residents pursued modern homes in keeping with medical reforms that
brought sanitation, hygiene, and simplicity to the aesthetic and practical forefront. Trendy, affordable
ceramic dishes in myriad patterns allowed Jenkins residents allowed to pursue and shape the “china
mania (Blaszczyk 2000)” of the early twentieth century along with the rest of the nation.
Medical reforms sweeping the nation also intersected with Jenkins and McRoberts residents’
definition and utilization of medical care, the topic explored in Chapter 7. Central Appalachia
experienced profound transitions during industrialization as modern scientific medicine, led by male
doctors, actively displaced midwives and other folk healers. Medical reforms targeted companycontrolled coalmining towns, which offered the latest care and first aid, hygiene, and scientific householding instruction (Barney 2000). Residents enthusiastically availed themselves of professional medical
services, but patent medicine use and folk care continued. Century-old stereotypes about isolation and
provincialism portray mountaineers as “hillbillies” resistant to change and modernity; however, I argue
in this chapter that patent medicines recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump suggest women in particular
creatively took charge of their bodies by self-administering products that simultaneously referenced
scientific medicine and women-led ‘folk’ traditions. Women consumers created new space for the work
of feminine healing, destabilizing the patriarchal medical establishment’s hegemony which had
radically altered gendered relationships of care. Appalachia’s perpetual representation as medically
underserved, impoverished, and backwards is severely challenged and enriched by looking at
ubiquitous products available directly to consumers.
In short, critical studies of material culture have the ability to address persistent stereotypes
about Appalachia, and this dissertation aims to do just that by weaving together the texts, photographs,
stories, and objects of life at company coal mining towns in the early twentieth century. Appalachia’s
history is constructed largely in the imaginations of those who experience little direct disempowerment
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from these creations. Objects have the ability to ‘resist’ these impositions, and perhaps build a solid
foundation for imagining the region differently. As historian Elizabeth Catte recently wrote in a speech
called “A Message to the Future of Appalachia,”
I believe that within our history we have the tools to help us move forward, I see this when I look
at rallies of teachers and public employees wearing red bandanas, connecting their actions not
only to the 1990 teachers’ strike but further back, to the mine wars. …Our heritage is the way
we have shared and supported each other in struggle- in the past, in the present, and in the
future, here at home and beyond our borders (2018a).
Catte’s point is that red bandanas are more than red bandanas in the making and remaking of “region.”
Perhaps broken canning jars and teacups and medicine bottles will someday symbolize the
connectedness of Appalachia to the world, a tangible reminder that we all have a stake in our past and
future.
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2

BOARDS AND STONES DO BUILD OUR HOMES, AND NAMES HAVE ALWAYS HURT US: THE
ROLE OF MATERIAL CULTURE IN APPALACHIAN REPRESENTATION

In the distance rose the foothills of the Appalachians… The licks came out of the hills, the fields got
smaller, and there were little sawmills cuttings hardwoods into pallets, crates, fenceposts. The houses
shrank, and their colors changed from white to pastels to iridescents to no paint at all. The lawns went
from Vertagreen bluegrass to thin fescue to hard-packed dirt glinting with fragments of glass, and the
lawn ornaments changed from birdbaths to plastic flamingoes and donkeys to broken-down
automobiles with raised hoods like tombstones. On the porches stood long-legged wringer washers and
ruined sofas, and, by the front doors, washtubs hung like coats of arms.
-William Least Heat-Moon, Blue Highways: A Journey into America, 1982
2.1

Introduction: A Land Apart: The Material Construction of Appalachia

Appalachia, as delineated by the federal government’s Appalachian Regional Commission
(ARC), spans 420 counties from New York to Mississippi, and is defined as a region of need: largely rural
and mountainous, deficient in employment and education, and marked by extreme disparities in health,
wealth, and environmental exploitation. Appalachia has historically been marked by the industrial
extraction of timber, coal, and now natural gas (Appalachian Regional Commission 2017). “Appalachia”
is much more complex than geographical boundaries, however. Appalachia is also an imagined
geography, an imagined community, and a natively expressed and imposed place-based identity.
“Appalachia” is thus a gloriously muddy construction.
John Williams has argued that all definitions of Appalachia share a common desire to link people to
place, and somehow demarcate the region in a way that both ‘places’ the land and people. Williams
concedes Appalachia consistently confounds such attempts, and it is more useful to study Appalachia as
“a zone characterized by the interaction of global and local human and environmental forces and that
regional boundaries shift with the perspectives of both subject and object (2002, 12).”
“Appalachia” is an invented region, constituted by discourse, and narratives about the region
have been historically unkind. Appalachia and her people have been problematically portrayed as
backwards and backwoods for nearly 150 years. Local color narratives produced by travel and fiction
writers, missionaries, educators, scholars (notably, social scientists), and documentarians who flooded
the region after the Civil War in the late nineteenth century and afterwards wrote about an isolated,
backwoods people they ‘found’ living atavistic lifestyles in opposition to the American ‘mainstream.’
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Allen Batteau (1990) argues in his seminal volume The Invention of Appalachia that this ”idea of
Appalachia,” describes a region constituted by literary and political discovery, rather than the actual
discovery of a discrete cultural geography. Batteau argues that the spuriousness of most portrayals of
Appalachia lies not in their thematic content, but rather in the social contexts of their creation and use,
designed to appeal to consumers seeking portraits of quaintness, otherness, and backwardness in a
region not too far from their own (1990, 13). Appalachia, as Emily Satterwhite has argued in her study of
contemporary reader’s responses to regional fiction, is a construction that fulfills consumer’s longings
for both a romantic and a terrible departure from the normative, as readers take solace in a place
“sheltered from both the ills and the advantages of ‘civilization (2011, 2).’”
Constructions of Appalachia have often been pejorative or affirmative, and often simultaneously and
subtly both. Scholarly approaches can also be classified under these broader frameworks, which play
affirmative approaches and cultural idealisms against pejorative approaches and cultural criticisms
(Maloney and Huelsman 1972); the region has thus been alternately celebrated and excoriated in
academic studies as well as in popular perceptions. Both pejorative and affirmative approaches have both
served to ‘other’ the region, its people, and their material lives. Appalachians have been caught in a
catch-twenty-two in terms of representation, lamented for failing to modernize along with the rest of
America during the Industrial Era of the late nineteenth century, and decried for doing just that but failing
to acculturate into ‘mainstream’ modern society appropriately. This chapter traces major trends in
popular and academic material representations from the late-nineteenth century to the present, ending
with recent material scholarship pursuing emancipatory aims. Recent scholarship focusing on the “social
life of things” is highlighted, and theoretical approaches are proposed merging Pierre Bourdieu’s (1977,
1984, 1990) theory of practice, Anthony Gidden’s (1984) structuration, and Daniel Miller’s (1987, 2005)
dialectic of materiality are outlined as a means of subverting earlier semiotic approaches to material
culture in Appalachian scholarship.

2.2

Damned if They Don’t: Material Culture and Condemnations of ‘Premodern’
Appalachia

Academic studies have had a guiding hand in popular portrayals of Appalachia, particularly Central
and Southern Appalachia. Academic researchers began studying the region in the late 1800s, viewing it
as a testing ground for theories about the effects of isolation on a discrete population. Early sociological
studies of Appalachia in the late nineteenth and earliest twentieth centuries shared many characteristics
with local color writings (and indeed, some writers undertook both), but diverged in that these studies
transcended mere descriptions of ‘discovered’ Appalachia. Scholars also hailed Appalachia as an exciting,
shocking, and peculiar find, but explicitly went a step beyond to identify the region as defined and
plagued by problems and proposed models for reform. Academic studies proposed a variety of
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explanations for Appalachian poverty and the region’s perceived social stagnation and backwardness.
Some studies advanced genetic deficiency arguments, such as historian John Fiske (1897), who argued
that Appalachia’s stunted development could be traced to poor mountaineers’ descent from convicts and
indentured servants. Sociologist George Vincent’s horseback ‘windshield’ tour of three Eastern Kentucky
counties painted an impressionistic account of a preserved, archaic mountain culture in danger of being
annihilated by progress, as mountaineers comprised a society “arrested at a relatively early state of
evolution (Vincent 1898, 20).”
Other scholars such as geographer Ellen Churchill Semple (1901) and William Goodell Frost (1899),
Berea College’s president in Kentucky, proposed that instead of genetic isolation and inherent genetic
deficiencies, geographic isolation was to blame for Appalachian poverty and underdevelopment, as the
remoteness and ruggedness of the mountains resulted lack of exposure to the outside world. Frost’s
seminal essay “Our Contemporary Ancestors in the Southern Mountains (1899)” was important for three
reasons: it summarized many previous widely held beliefs about the Appalachian region, it offered a
succinct explanation about why Appalachia was distinct and unique as an American region, and it
coherently legitimized Appalachian homogeneity (Shapiro 1978). Frost argued that Appalachian
mountaineers were a racially pure, Anglo-Saxon group of cultural survivors caught in a “Rip Van Winkle
sleep (1899, 93),” in desperate need of education to help them evolve from a culturally frozen state and
enter the modern age. He argued that mountaineers were like children, intellectually undeveloped, and
he proposed that education would mature them into ‘adults,’ more intelligent if not slightly more
sophisticated, and part of (at least peripherally) mainstream America.
Semple echoed Frost in arguing that extreme isolation resulted in a child-like society with no
knowledge of civilization, and like Frost suggested mountaineers were ignorant, but intelligent, and
would take to education vigorously if only it were available. Semple explicitly contrasted mountain
Kentuckians, an isolated, “progressive Anglo-Saxon race” with the rest of the “progressive twentieth
century (190, 623),” but did so with latent condemnation, skillfully employing material goods as a
ubiquitous, tangible marker of cultural deficiency. Churchill Semple’s (1901) “The Anglo-Saxons of the
Kentucky Mountains: A Study in Anthropogeography” has been the most widely quoted environmentally
deterministic essay of this scholarship. Semple undertook some of the first fieldwork in in the social
sciences and traveled on horseback through many areas of the Kentucky’s eastern mountains including
the Pine Mountain area of Letcher County, recording observations about everyday life, customs, and
folklore. Semple suggested that Appalachian culture resulted from the physical environment. Isolation
and circumscription had resulted in the preservation of a colonial society of pure Anglo-Saxon stock
whose morals, practices, and material culture had been dictated by environmental constraints. Semple
believed mountain people were ‘natively intelligent,’ and would express the same social and material
traits if not for persistent isolation. Semple argued that the mountain topography retarded development
and interaction with the outside market economy, writing “In consequence of his remoteness from a
market, the industries of the mountaineer are limited. Nature holds him in vice (1901, 594).”
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Semple paid a folklorist’s attention to material culture, fascinated with traditional foods, housing,
and crafts, and her interpretations of mountain material culture have proven persistent, as demonstrated
by ABC’s Children of the Mountains broadcast. Semple lamented that mountaineers had no knowledge
of civilization, particularly women, which was readily apparent by the material trappings of their homes
and persons. Mountain women, she wrote, appeared drastically older than their age, sallow because of
poor diet, wrinkled because of grueling work, stained around the mouth from tobacco, and clad in
primitive homemade clothes (1901,152). She gave detailed depictions of the ‘typical’ mountain home,
a log cabin marked by material paucity and disconnection from the wider, modern world. She wrote,
“Only the iron stove with its few utensils, and some table knives, testified to any connection with the
outside world (1901, 153).” She described homesteads as “primitive in the extreme,” single rooms
furnished with homemade furniture and homespun textiles, and longingly wallpapered with
newspapers advertising goods residents could not obtain. The mountain home’s materiality was an
objective reflection of stalled culture and of “retarding conditions, and at no other time could the ensuing
result present so startling a contrast to the achievement of the same race elsewhere as in this progressive
twentieth century (1995, 153).”
Fellow geographer Darrell Davis, whose report for Kentucky’s state geologist on the geography of
Eastern Kentucky’s mountains included fieldwork done in coal mining and farming communities,
echoed Semple’s findings twenty years later. Davis’s report stressed isolation and paucity, but argued
conditions were gradually improving. He noted that until only a few years prior, farmhouses were nearly
devoid of plumbing, electricity, or sanitary sewage systems, and he heavily stressed the lack of modern
consumer goods, just as Semple had, writing,
All the houses of the poorer areas are scantily furnished and much of the furniture is of local
manufacture, though this is less true today than it was a few years ago as cheap metal beds and other
furniture have displaced to a large extent the cherry bedsteads and split bottomed chairs of hickory.
Kitchen utensils were and still are frequently limited to a frying pan, an iron pot, a bucket, a coffee
pot and a few tins, supplemented by gourds of various shapes (Davis 1924, 88).
Paucity of material goods was less severe in the coal camps, Davis argued, and he described a few as
attractive and well-appointed, but cast the majority of these communities as choked with garbage and
loose livestock and characterized by similar material impoverishment to surrounding farmsteads (Davis
1924, 94-99).
Sociologist Mandel Sherman and journalist Thomas Henry’s (1933) book Hollow Folk, a study of
three Blue Ridge communities in the region that would eventually become Shenandoah National Park,
was one of the most influential pejorative studies published at the time, and greatly swayed public
perceptions that Appalachia was completely divorced from modern twentieth century America. Sherman
and Henry spent considerable time painstakingly documenting material culture on bodies and in homes
to prove that entering these communities entailed traveling back in time to the Colonial Period. They
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pronounced cabins homogenous in design, but conceded that their interiors displayed considerable
variation, which they attributed to the cleanliness of ‘good’ wives and the gifts of furniture from middling
and affluent Summer visitors at the nearby Skyline Resort. The Colvin Hollow community exemplified
backwardness in their estimation, and they spared no detail reporting on its homes and persons,
concentrating on paucity and primitivism. They identified the bed as the chief article of furniture in every
Colvin Hollow cabin, described as a primitive plank and frame construction covered by a cornhusk sack
mattress with torn and dirty blankets, and packed with as many people as could fit (Sherman and Henry
1933, 50). Colvin Hollow residents were clothed in a haphazard mess of visitor cast-offs, burlap sack
clothing, and perhaps one store-bought clean dress or suit, they noted with distaste, and no hats or shoes
were worn regardless of season (Sherman and Henry 1933, 50-51). Despite the hollow’s full
engagement in the market economy tied heavily to the resort, they ignored this obvious connection,
though they hinted at this suppressed revelation throughout the text. such For example, they voiced
surprise in finding a 1905 phonograph player in one Colvin Hollow cabin, which they hastily attributed
as a gift from a Summer vacationer, calling it outdated and shabby (Sherman and Henry 1933, 50, 138).
They insinuated that material conditions revealed an absence of modern capitalist engagement, no
matter residents’ longing, unintentionally admitting residents were just as connected to modern society
as their counterparts elsewhere, writing,
Some are a revelation of human life at its filthiest and barest, the floors coated with dirt and the
walls without decoration of any kind. Others afford a pleasant contrast. Such is the case of Blanche
Colvin’s cabin. Blanche, a mother of eight who looks twice her age, secured somewhere a couple of
mail-order catalogs. With the pages of these she has ‘papered’ the walls. There is a fantastic array of
colored pictures of silk underwear, farming implements, dishes, and poultry (Sherman and Henry
1933, 50).
Their desired implication, of course, was that Blanche’s family longed for consumer goods and a modern
life they could display in a house that would ironically never conform to these images.
Paucity myths were also echoed in popular fiction. James Lane Allen became famous for his local
color sketches of Kentucky life, which he felt imparted realism to his work. He introduced and heavily
utilized the theme of “two Kentuckys,” which reinforced the notion of eastern Kentucky as a world apart,
by comparing Eastern Kentucky to the Bluegrass region where he lived (Allen 1886). He contrasted the
natural beauty of the landscape to the primitive quaintness and ugliness of mountain residents’ material
lives. Lane Allen focused primarily on folklore and material culture and offered notable descriptions of
dress and homesteads. He noted that aside from a few wealthy outliers, most residents were poor and
lacked a sense of accumulation. He seemed fascinated by the potential of mountaineers, whose he
equally romanticized and condemned, particularly women. He described women as characteristically
very handsome in early age with luxuriant hair, and a penchant for colorful dress and jewelry indulged
when it could be afforded, but noted that women are prone to tooth loss in their thirties, at which point
their handsomeness deserts them (Lane Allen 1886, 69). Their potential, he asserted, was clearly not
fulfilled, and one only need cast an eye on their dwellings to see a society firmly tied to the past with a
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homespun rope. He described typical cabins as wretched, single-pen dwellings devoid of consumer
goods, and recounted the story of a man testifying in court that recited his neighbor’s household
inventory, which consisted only of a string of pumpkins, a handle-less skillet, and a stick and bark bed
called a Wild Bill (Lane Allen 1886, 69-70).
These early studies that postulated a premodern Appalachia mobilized material culture as evidence
of provincialism and isolation, arguing that Appalachia had not yet modernized, and condemning the
region’s lack of progress. Their influence truly cannot be over-stated, and the legacy of these
constructions still has a heavy hand in today’s narratives. These largely pejorative analyses did account
for the possibility of Appalachian progress, at least minimally, and proposed that Appalachia was
certainly asking to be left behind. However, other scholars and writers felt Appalachia was in the midst
of these changes already, or soon on its way, as evidenced by material changes wrought by industrialism.
However, in a catch-twenty-two of representation during this formative period, writers were no likelier to
ascribe progressiveness based on material indicators, and material culture was again used to reify
provincialism through narratives about the loss of ‘traditional’ practices in the face of industrial
capitalism, as discussed below.

2.3

Damned if They Do: A Folk Society in a Modern Age

Affirmative approaches often lauded mountain culture whist simultaneously remarking on its
strangeness and reifying its otherness. Even contemporary advocates for nineteenth-century
Appalachian culture, such as missionary John C. Campbell, who wrote the extremely influential Southern
Highlander and His Homeland (1921), reified extreme isolation as foundational to Appalachia’s stagnant
development. Campbell argued mountaineers were equally intelligent to other Americans, but were
hindered in the modern world by illiteracy, which resulted from scattered population, poor roads, and
rugged topography. Campbell argued mountaineers could uplift themselves after proper education by
churches and folk schools, and that their persistent, “traditional” culture which was seen as an obstacle
in the late nineteenth century was actually the foundation for building a revitalized folk society (Shapiro
1978, xxx). Affirmative approaches into the 1930s, espoused cultural idealism, and celebrated ties to the
land and place, and proposed revitalizing the region through these characteristics (Maloney and
Huelsman 1972). Appalachia was lauded as a repository for extinct European culture, particularly speech
and music, which could be mined for study. Writers like Charles Morrow Wilson (1929) and
“songcatchers” like Olive Dame Campbell extolled Appalachian mountaineers as unwitting
preservationists of Elizabethan speech, folk ballads, and traditional European building techniques (Krim
2007). These social and material practices were of course measured against the rest of America’s, who
moved forward while Appalachia remained frozen in the past.
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Olive Dame Campbell and her husband John C. Campbell ran the Southern Highland Division of the
Russell Sage Foundation in Asheville, whose goals were to disseminate accurate information about
mountain life and people, to cooperate with other mountain uplift agencies, and to promote a “new,”
viable mountain culture that celebrated traditional aspects while integrating into America as an alternate
version of it ((Shapiro 1978, 195). John Campbell offered a sympathetic, seemingly unbiased portrait of
mountaineers and their homes to aid organizations, but in fact played a strong role in reifying Appalachia
as a “folk culture.” Campbell describes mountain homes in his famous treatise The Southern Highlander
and His Homeland (1921) with unchecked romanticism. He wrote, “Rural life in the Highlands has its
limitations, but its picturesqueness has invested with a romantic charm even its more unlovely features.
The log cabin of the pioneer and the natural beauty of the country have combined to form a setting in
which the simplest actions are imbued with a dreamlike glamour (1921, 141).” John Campbell (1921,
123) waxed poetic about wide-roofed cabins punctuated across the landscapes by chimney smoke,
porches draped in gaily colored quilts where housewives loomed homespun, and rafters dangled wool
and reams of dried vegetables over quaint furnishings. He lamented the impending demise of these
traditional practices and folk material culture, writing, “In time, and the time in some places is at hand,
the isolation of the Highlands will be overcome by railroads and good thoroughfares and their wild
beauty disfigured by commercial exploitation, while the Highlander himself, his individualism and his
picturesqueness gone, will become no better, no worse, but quite as uninteresting as other men (1921,
150).”

2.4

Finding “All That’s Native and Fine”: Reform Movements and the Manufacture of
Material Folk Culture

Campbell’s work was situated in a larger context of material documentation and reform
beginning at the turn of the twentieth century. American scholars and reformers not only recorded
‘endangered’ remnants of older practices, but went beyond salvage ethnographies and impressionistic
local color vignettes to actively revive “traditional” practices and material forms, believing communal folk
practices and products would renew the troubled heart of American industrial society. Appalachian
material culture was truly thrown into high relief during the period between the 1880s and the 1930s,
beginning with missionary-led reforms and culminating in the Southern Appalachian handicraft revivals
in the 1930s, which were influenced by the Arts and Crafts Movement and these earlier religious reform
programs.
Missionary reforms burgeoned in the 1870s as denominations who had previously keen to
identify “exceptional” American populations that were in special need of religious reform (e.g. freed
African-Americans, Mormons, Native Americans, immigrants) and competed for access to them. After
local color writers solidified the idea of Appalachian exceptionalism, the mountains were seen as an
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unexploited mission field ripe for benevolent work, and denominational competition intensified. This
ameliorative work, according to Shapiro (1978, 42), emphasized the need for education in Christian and
American values, and in the ways of modern life, as the basic method by which the mountaineers, like
other ‘exceptional populations’ of the nation, might be equipped for full participation in the life of the
nation. Richard Callahan (2009) argues missionaries generally held ambivalent attitudes toward reform.
Missionaries romanticized mountaineers’ ‘simple’ lives, which they saw as falling victim to
industrialization, especially their folkways and craft traditions, and viewed mountain life as a salve or
alternative for the fragmentation and alienation fostered by modernity. Conversely, as the modernized
middle class themselves, they were put off by the ‘otherness’ of mountain life and sought to change
unworthy aspects, such as manners, hygiene, immorality, and lack of education. Missionaries were thus
presented with the struggle of preserving the ‘worthy’ bits of mountain culture while bringing Appalachia
into the industrial world. These ambivalent sentiments were soon echoed by other middle-class
reformers, who shared similar ameliorative goals and also targeted material culture.
Jane Becker (1998) identified three major groups in the 1930s to 1940s who popularized and
presented mountain handicrafts, and by extension, heavily fashioned representations of Appalachian
culture to middle class consumers, academic researchers, public intellectuals, and groups like writers
and marketing engineers who sought to popularize ‘traditional’ cultures. Middle-class reformers and
educators sponsored mountain handicraft revivals though a network of schools, guilds, government
programs, marketing firms, and companies, pitched for middle class consumers outside the region who
were looking for trappings of a simple, nostalgic past (Becker 1998; Whisnant 1983). These reforms
carried the stamp of the Progressive Era politics, which greatly influenced constructions of Appalachia as
a folk region, and therefore archaic in terms of material, social, and moral development. Progressive era
reforms in Appalachia were middle-class endeavors targeting mountaineers, particularly the emergent
working class during the industrial transition in the late 1800s. Gender was profoundly entangled in
reform movements, and gendered roles in reform were heavily influenced by local color portrayals of
Appalachia. Local color writers, particularly Mary Noilles Murfree, promoted the Victorian concept of
domesticity, a doctrine that came into force between 1850 and 1870, and stressed “two separate
spheres” for men and women (Batteau 1990). Agricultural production in preindustrial Appalachia saw
little separation between productive activities and house-holding. Industrialism in America marked a
radical departure, when production for nondomestic use became removed from the home with the rise
of the factory system and the specialization of professionals in business. Gender roles were transformed
as women’s roles in production diminished, and new perceptions of femininity, domesticity, and the
household came into play. The home was reconceptualized as the women’s sphere, a bastion of moral
purity and tranquility, separated from the amorality of business and politics (the men’s sphere), and
women were held as defenders of moral virtue and order in the home (Spencer-Wood 1996; Wall 1999,
2000). The women’s home sphere marked activities that related to nurturing and caregiving, and the
men’s workplace sphere was characterized by competition and the maintenance of civil order (Batteau
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1990, 53). Reformers therefore specifically targeted Appalachian women to disseminate new standards
for living based on modern ideals, engaging in a “bottom-up” approach (Barney 2000).
Various reform groups rose in Appalachia, often pursuing specialized agendas, but working in
concert toward general goals. Middle-class women reformers of European-American heritage attempted
to ‘uplift’ recent foreign immigrants, African Americans, and rural white mountaineers, perceiving poor
working and living conditions, and an inappropriate lack of education and morality among these folks
(Barney 2000; Batteau 1990; Becker 1998). These women were driven by maternalist concerns
(Messinger 2010), “ideologies that exalted women’s capacity to mother and extended to society as a
whole the values of care, nurturance, and morality (Koven and Michel 1993).” Historian Sandra Barney
argues that, “their activism was clearly defined by their own class position and their conviction that they,
as middle class Anglo-Saxon mothers, possessed the right as well as the obligation to improve the
conditions under which working-class Appalachian women and their offspring lived and developed
(2000, 152).” Appalachia’s settlement school women comprised an influential sector of these women
reformers, and the settlement school movement was foundational to materially-based reform work in
the mountains. Settlement workers in Appalachia focused their reformist attention on rural
mountaineers. Settlement workers were motivated by their perception of Appalachian mountaineers as
‘other,’ backwards primitives who needed outside assistance to uplift themselves and join the modern
world. Settlement schools in Appalachia were modeled after the urban British settlement movement of
the late nineteenth century, whose primary mission was to uplift impoverished persons through social
outreach, accomplished via close interaction between educated elites and the poor working class (Becker
1998). The movement was first initiated in the United States in New York City, and rose to prominence
following Jane Adam’s Hull House model in Chicago, which postulated women as the primary agents of
American social reform. Settlement workers were generally well-educated, independent, often
unmarried women, who exemplified the rising numbers of single, educated women who pursued work
in the public sphere after the Civil War (Forderhase 1987). Settlement workers targeted rural women and
pursued a middle-class agenda, preparing them to join industrial society by providing them with work
skills and a knowledge of scientific health and house-holding. Settlement workers instituted campaigns
aimed at women “perceived to be defective mothers targeted as needing the instruction of reformers to
ensure good nutritional, heath, and child-rearing practices (Tice 1998, 208).” Karen Tice (1998) argues
that by painting rural women as ‘bad mothers,’ settlement workers were able to justify their desire to
renovate mountain life, particularly in the face of resistance they received from mountaineers. Eastern
Kentucky’s Hindman and Pine Mountain settlement schools are two of the most significant that followed
and promoted this model. They set the standard for rural settlement programs in the Appalachian
Mountains.
Settlement workers are best remembered for their most explicit material reform campaign: the
mountain handcraft revival of the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries. The folk reform movement
was influenced by the Arts & Crafts movement, a wave of cultural nationalism that romanticized
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preindustrial America, specifically the work of preindustrial artisans, and presented material culture from
the past as both cornerstones of American culture and tools for American reform. Reformers argued that
the practices, aesthetics, and cooperativeness of preindustrial production (and products) could be
potentially transformative for an increasingly troubled modern society. Their goals were concomitant
with other Progressive Era reforms, which often drew on “tradition” to instill particular middle-class
values among the working class, especially immigrants. Settlement school workers in Appalachia
catalyzed folk reform between 1880 and 1940, and sponsored a revival of mountain handicrafts
entrenched in a network of schools, guilds, government projects, retail outlets, and companies that
promoted and sold these crafts. The Southern Highland Handicraft Guild was established in 1929 to tie
craft-producers and schools across southern Appalachia into a loose guild (Becker 1999, 73).
Settlement women identified what they considered to be the most valuable aspects of
“traditional” culture (i.e. material culture that reified proud, Anglo-Saxon ancestry), and worked to
promote and reintroduce them (Whisnant 1983; Becker 1999). Preservation of so-called “colonial”
handicrafts and European designs provided reformers conclusive proof that mountain people were the
authentic inheritors of a proud, European past and supported the notion that our “contemporary AngloSaxon ancestors (Frost 1899)” were worth uplifting. ‘Traditional’ material culture thus justified
Appalachia’s worthiness for reform in the eyes of reformers (Batteau 1990). Settlement workers,
missionaries, and clubwomen often worked together to organize clubs around cultural activities, as a
means to both build community and assert their influence among their mountain neighbors. These
organizations promoted the production of many products in particular, including musical instruments,
baskets, quilts, homespun fabric, furniture, woodcarvings, and pottery. The Hindman Settlement School,
for example, was known for its baskets and weavings (Whisnant 1983). Ironically, these reform programs
failed to acknowledge Appalachia’s entrenchment in the capitalist world system (i.e. changes had already
taken place), and settlement workers often revived outmoded practices that were no longer used in
everyday contemporary life (Becker 1999, 53). Becker (1999, 73-74) remarks that settlement school
women in the Southern Highland Handicraft Guild transformed their roles as well. They became the
arbiters for taste regarding middle-class consumers’ purchase of mountain crafts for their homes and
defined themselves as experts on southern Appalachian culture and crafts.
The legacy of handicraft revivals and reformer-led narratives about Appalachian culture are
constructions of authenticity that continually shape our relationship with its material culture.
Sociologists, folklorists, and anthropologists have long used the notion of tradition to ascribe
“authenticity” to cultures and their practices, which idealizes the past as “traditional” in opposition to the
present, which is “modern (Miller 1987, 3-4).” These reformers were essentially gatekeepers defining
what material culture was or was not truly Appalachian, and they situated ‘untouched’ Appalachian
culture in an idealized, Anglo Saxon colonial past while romanticizing notions of preindustrial life, which
they hoped would serve as a balm against corporate capitalism and fast consumerism. Reviving these
‘disappearing’ domestic arts came from noble intentions to aid impoverished Appalachian communities
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and reconnect with America’s heritage, but Becker (1998) argues these traditions referenced middleclass consumers’ tastes more than regional traditions, and also obscured the problematic production of
mountain laborers producing for these handicraft guilds. Whisnant (1983) argues our continual popular
embrace of these constructions continues to obscure what he calls the “politics of culture” which have
always justified exploitation and problematic cultural interventions.
Whisnant argues emphatically in his discussion of the politics of culture in representations of
Appalachia that no “pure” or “unique” Appalachian subculture and suite of material practices existed
before settlement women and other reformers intervened through cultural work, but the material legacy
of discourses of authenticity forged during this period continue to condemn industrial and post-industrial
life. Whisnant argues settlement workers and missionaries so aptly met their goal that their fixation on
finding and reviving a romantically-imagined “folk culture” in the mountains and making it ‘real’ for
Americans, that we all inherently ‘know’ the authentic Appalachia through this lens. He writes,
Thus to this day there are a thousand people who ‘know’ that mountaineers weave coverlets and
sing ballads for every one who knows that millions of them have been industrial workers for a
hundred years, have organized unions and picketed state and national capitals in pursuit of their
constitutional rights, and have laid their bodies in front of strip mine bulldozers and overloaded
coal trucks. Or that, today, they shop at the K-Mart and Radio Shack, drive Camaros, and watch
as much television as people anywhere (Whisnant 1983, 13).
New discourses about material culture that condemned ‘modern’ Appalachian life from the
1920s to the present were predicated upon models proposing the loss of traditional culture, and I argue
these models rose heavily from studies of company coal mining towns. The “banjos, quilts, and
cornbread” complex has another legacy. I argue it also subverts recognition of the importance of
consumer goods in residents’ lives before and after industrialism and justified poverty interventions built
on another form of gatekeeping during the Industrial Era, which was based on stigmatizing industrial
community residents, who were argued to have incorrectly modernized. If emergent industrial life and
consumer culture destroyed the positive attributes of Appalachian society (defined through discourses of
authenticity), the stripped-down version embodied all the ills of the deficient culture codified by local
color writers. Appalachia, reduced to these iconic, “traditional” material markers, was damned without
them. A deficient culture, as outlined during the turn-of-the-century, deserved censure, particularly for
failing to ‘stay behind’ in a pure past or ‘keep up’ with the rest of America in a progressive future. I argue
the implications of so-called affirmative approaches like the handicraft revival strongly contributed to the
hand-wringing of government and journalistic studies during the 1920s to 1940s and later again during
the heyday of the 1960s culture of poverty model in Appalachian sociology, which attributed persistent
Appalachian impoverishment to cycles of maladaptive culture, as the culture of poverty seemed so clearly
tangible in material things.
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2.5

“The Plight of the Hillbilly Miner”: Condemning the Industrialized Mountaineer

2.5.1 “The Ways of the Miner are Provincial”: Early Mining Community Studies
Industrial community studies by the government, scholars, and private agencies set the tone for
the tail end of Appalachia’s industrial golden age. The United States government, interested in the future
of the coal industry, its workers, and preventing strikes and other labor stoppages, commissioned several
studies from 1900 to 1940s. Early studies were about the anthracite fields of northern Appalachia,
notably the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission’s 1903 report to President Roosevelt about the landmark
1902 strike in Pennsylvania which shook the industry, as workers demanded higher wages, shorter work
hours, and better living conditions (Anthracite Coal Strike Commission 1903). The Commission reported
that claims made that miner’s wages could not support “the American standard of living” were false, but
admitted “a few houses in which miners dwelt were not fit to be called habitations of men,” which they
hastened to add was not the norm, and dismissed these homes by stating, “the disparity in human
character is often manifested by a like disparity in homes and surroundings, and this must not be lost
sight of in considering the general conditions of the community in this respect (Anthracite Coal Strike
Commission 1903, 42).” The Commission extended this questionable justification only to the homes of
white miners, however, stating that while homes and landscaping were experiencing gradual
improvement and that the best homes should set the standard, these would not be embraced by
European immigrants, writing,
This should be borne in mind especially when there is a question of the homes of recent
immigrants, as to whose houses, where they do not approach a proper standard, it is impossible
to say how much choice and volition have had to do with their inferiority. The homes and
surroundings of the English-speaking miner and mine workers are generally superior to those
of the class just mentioned, and show an intelligent appreciation of the decencies of life and the
ability to recognize them (Anthracite Coal Strike Commission 1903, 43).
Immigrants were targeted in early anthracite studies for their failure to acculturate, the
evidence of which was argued to manifest in the material conditions of their homes and persons. Two
famous follow-up studies to the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission’s 1903 report were two studies of
northern anthracite communities penned by Dr. Peter Roberts (1904). Roberts was a Yale-educated
divinity scholar and prominent immigrant reformer who was a founding member of the Young Men’s
Christian Association’s (YMCA) Immigrant Division, whose mission was to Americanize European
immigrants by aiding them in finding work and housing, all while indoctrinating them into Evangelical
Protestantism (McBride 1977). Roberts’s second study published in 1904 offered what he felt was a
sympathetic look at the social and moral lives of immigrant residents in the northern anthracite fields of
Appalachian Pennsylvania. One of Roberts’s foundational questions for the study was whether
immigrant families were successfully acculturating and Americanizing, and he turned to houses and
consumer goods to answer this question, comparing them to white families in the area. Roberts argued
that emulation of middle-class neighbors influenced how white “English speaking” mining families
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dressed and decorated and kept their homes, who spent considerable sums furnishing them with
carpeting in the front room, oilcloth or linoleum on the kitchen floors, new stoves and cooking utensils,
plentiful crockery, matching bedroom suites, and ample storage space. Slavic miners’ homes were
conversely described as bare-floored, with second-hand cookstoves and few cooking utensils,
mismatched secondhand furniture, and with tinware used as a poor substitute for crockery. Roberts
criticized both approaches to home decoration, arguing that while the Slavic miners’ standard of living
was unacceptable, “The craving for elegant houses and elaborate furnishings disturbs the peace of these
wage earners, troubles the domestic felicity and destroys the purity of many homes (1904, 94).” Roberts
argued, “Some may object to the Sclav’s way of eating- a plain tablecloth, agate utensils, and a pocket
knife. A table-cloth of fine linen, imported crockery, silver knives and forks, etc., certainly aid the
appetite,” but that the white working class’s nemesis was “the tyranny of fashion; inexorable rivalry
among the working classes, who imitate in a shallow manner the rich in house, clothing and diet
(1904,109,110).” He concluded mining families should not aspire to wealth and refinement, and that
such trappings should remain largely out of reach, particularly for immigrant families who were less
capable of obtaining them and understanding their consequences.
Roberts anticipated later studies, which would also focus on material divides between white
families and their immigrant and African American neighbors, and divides between rural white
mountaineer families and their counterparts in ‘mainstream’ America. The U.S. Coal Commission’s 1922
study of bituminous mining communities was an incredibly influential follow-up, and solidified a point
made by earlier anthracite studies: mining families, whites included, were separated materially,
intellectually, morally, and developmentally from the rest of America. The commission was founded to
investigate working and housing conditions in U.S. bituminous company towns following an intense
period of labor unrest that culminated in the 1922 general strikes, which resulted in a national fuel
shortage (Jarvis 2008). Volume III of the report to Congress included a section entitled “General Living
Conditions” that discussed field agents’ findings in 880 communities in the eastern United States and
focused on the reported half of families who lived in company-built dwellings. The report lambasted coal
companies for refusing to overcome difficulties of topography and failure to spend adequate money on
infrastructure, which led to ugly, expedient shanties strung along creeks in dreary rows (United States
Coal Commission 1925, 1428). Although the report acknowledged that the majority of towns and camps
met average American standards of living, the authors focused heavily on the unacceptable minority in
terms of the built world, writing,
In the worst of the company-controlled communities the state of disrepair at times runs beyond
the power of verbal depiction or even photographic illustration, since neither words nor pictures
can portray the atmosphere of abandoned dejection or reproduce the smells. Old, unpainted
board and batten houses- batten going or gone and boards fast following, roof broken, porches
staggering, steps sagging, a riot of rubbish and a medley of odors… (United States Coal
Commission 1925, 1431).
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In keeping with the earlier anthracite community studies, the field agents and authors made a
comparison between working-class white, immigrant, and African American families in the coalfields and
American society at large, predictably finding them wanting. The report proposed these families could
join our progressive nation but worried the transition might be startling for them and resistance was to
be expected. Lumping these groups together in rhetoric positing them all as un-American, the authors
wrote,
The need for the Americanization of the foreign born in our midst has been dwelt upon to a
marked degree during the past few years. That such efforts are desirable cannot be gainsaid.
However, the Americanization of the native born is almost as great a need. …the change must
come as a natural growth, rather than a sudden and unexpected change for which the people
are unprepared (United States Coal Commission 1925, 1443).
The so-called ‘proven’ inferiority of white native-born, immigrant, and African American
Appalachian mining families by these government and scholarly studies became a beacon for journalists,
who flocked to Appalachia’s coal fields to document poverty, backwardness, and despair for themselves
in the 1930s. Eastern Kentucky’s coalfields, marked by the first pangs of declining productivity, became
ground zero for yellow journalistic exposés, couched as welfare-oriented tell-alls. One of the most striking
examples is a disturbingly quotable series run by the New York Times from 1931 to 1933, penned heavily
by prolific writer Malcolm Ross, who credited isolation and mountain cultural deficiencies for the coal
town resident’s lack of acculturation into ‘mainstream’ America, anticipating the Culture of Poverty
models proposed to explain persistent poverty in the 1960s, as discussed below. Ross wrote, “Coal
miners are not assimilated into the life of cities, as are most industrial workers, but are off by themselves
where their troubles come into sharp relief, as though they were germs isolated under a socioeconomic
microscope (Ross 1933).” Ross contrasted coal mining families to those in other industrial communities
like textile mills in his article subtitled “The Plight of the Hillbilly Miner,” noting mill workers had urban
amenities but argued coal miners did not. The coal miner, Ross argued,
…cannot conceive of having them. His way of life along the greasy mud street of a company
mine town is as different from the city worker’s as bowling along a concrete highway is different
from bouncing over the thank-you-ma’ams of a country road. This is not to say the mill worker is
contended with his civilized gadgets, nor the miner disturbed by their absence. The point is
merely a reminder that the miner’s isolation conditions his whole existence, leaves him ignorant
of things other American workmen take for granted… (Ross 1935)
Miners and their families, Ross argued, could not overcome their native culture, regardless of surface
adjustments, and remained firmly tied to a backwards and outdated identity. He argued, “Ignorance is a
hillbilly fetish. The men are squirrel hunters at heart, with a hundred years of bookless pioneer life bred
into them (Ross 1933).” Ross took pains to mobilize stereotypes about agrarian Appalachia, a lifestyle he
argued would forever define its residents, regardless of industrialization,
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Through the nineteenth century and into this one the people we now label miners were
mountain famers with a taste for corn ‘likker’ and gunplay. Then the Northern operators bought
up their land and hired them to dig coal. They still drank corn; they shot mine guards instead of
fellow-feudists; they ate canned beans instead of sowbelly and greens. But they remained
themselves.
Ross was scandalized to find that in many areas of Eastern Kentucky, “There are still cabins with one bed
for four people, cracker barrel chairs, and larders which never get more than one meal ahead (Ross
1933).” Ross’s earlier article “Miners, Yet Mountaineers at Heart” foreshadowed these conclusions,
stating,
These are essentially hill people. The majority until 15 years ago lived in cabins up creeks where
roads and railways had never penetrated. …[even if they become miners] the mountain
character of this unadapted people is the most important thing about them. It will not do to
catalog them as ‘mine labor’ in machine-age planning. The mountaineer-miner is a salty
individual, ignorant, and usually owning a personal charm matched only by his irresponsibility
(Ross 1932).
Fellow New York Times journalist Lewis Stark published a sensational article about Harlan,
Kentucky, and like Ross, heavily foregrounded material culture in narratives about isolation. Stark was
shaken by his experiences in the hills and recounted a visit to a merchant and during which he noticed a
woman whose husband was out of work approaching him with worn shoes, the first thing that caught his
eye. He bemoaned, “They were just about ready to fall apart… In that town after that I noticed every
woman’s shoes. Only those of the young girls seemed to be passable. Few boys wore shoes, even if they
had them. They preferred going barefoot (Stark 1931).” Stark could not understand how residents of a
fairly large town with access to modern goods like shoes would willfully deny them. Ross’s explanation
was ignorance and incarceration in a bereft culture, and he wrote, “…the ways of the miner are provincial.
There are strong bonds to prevent a miner from seeing what lies over the next hill. Poverty and many
children chain his curiosity, ignorance and a phlegmatic unconcern with the strange world of cities make
him a timid explorer, and when he does go into town his poor clothes make him self-conscious among
city slickers (Ross 1933).” Interestingly, Ross also hinted at what would become a popular refrain
beginning in the 1940s: mining families had adopted the trappings of modern, capitalistic society, but
could not grasp their implications. Their ignorance of modern life, and of mass-manufactured consumer
goods themselves, brought them to ruin, as they were not culturally evolved enough to handle them
responsibly. Ross condemned their engagement in consumer society, writing, “The bait was too
glittering for the hill people of such states as West Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee… they bought
automobiles, silk shirts, radios and washing machines and generally behaved as backwoods people do
when suddenly showered with money.” He concluded that, ‘The hillbilly miners remained the children
of a backwoods culture, possessing a high gusto for life and a low ability to meet it on the new industrial
terms which fate so recently imposed on them (Ross 1935).”
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2.5.2 “Failure to Meet Life on New Industrial Terms”: The Culture of Poverty in the MidTwentieth Century
“Failure to meet life on new industrial terms” could be the catchphrase for publications about
coal town life from the 1940s to the 1960s. The tail end of the 1940s marked the government’s interest
in how miners and their towns were faring after World War II, and the U.S. Coal Mines Administration
undertook an ambitious and famous study of health, safety, and sanitation in coal towns. The study
encompassed coal mining communities in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Illinois, Kentucky,
Michigan, Indiana, Iowa, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah, Montana,
Washington, and assessed both the physical and emotional well-being of residents. Northern and
Central Appalachia were the strong focus of the report, however. Surveyors completed a detailed
inspection of 2,028 homes to evaluate structural quality, sewage and garbage disposal facilities, water
sources, and other attributes of the homes, and performed informal survey of thousands more.
Interestingly, 57% of the houses visited for the detailed inspection were the property of operating coal
companies, meaning 43% were not company-owned, and many never had been. Surveyors attempted
to take a sample of houses in each community representing all types of architecture and concluded the
average coal town house was a one-story frame dwelling with four rooms without indoor plumbing or a
bathroom and tarpaper sheathing. The study argued the unsanitary privies and unsightly houses of the
past had persisted, and “they are anachronistic in a day that boasts innumerable testimonials to the
march of science tends to intensify the reality of the deficiencies. (United States Coal Mines
Administration 1947, 14).” The study certainly strove for objectivity, attempting to simply scrupulously
report the material conditions of these towns, but drew the conclusion that, “A changing world has
bypassed many coal miners and their families with respect to quality of shelter and the sanitary facilities
essential to healthful living (United States Coal Mines Administration 1947, 13).” Language was used to
insinuate that Appalachia was frozen in time, stating that if Rip Van Winkle awoke today in the
Pennsylvania, he would see the same sights as when he went to sleep (United States Coal Mines
Administration 1947, 13). Paucity and isolation myths were mobilized to explain material conditions,
such as the assertion that miner’s children were blissfully unaware of material things that children had
in metropolitan areas. Families were also simultaneously censured for the consumer goods they had
chosen to purchase, and the report hedged,
It has been alleged that the years have brought with them few truly important improvements
in the miner’s domestic setting while, at the same time, they have been generous in bestowing
superficial conveniences. The miner owns an eight-tube radio but lacks a sanitary toilet. A
modern washing machine stands in his kitchen, but his water supply comes from a well or spring
a hundred yards away (United States Coal Mines Administration 1947, 14).
The most iconic portion of the study are the hundreds of photographs taken of house exteriors
and interiors, most by staff photographer Russell Lee now in the Library of Congress’s archives and a
handful at the University of Kentucky Special Collections. The surveyors and their photographers seemed
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particularly keen to capture the houses in Kentucky and West Virginia, and many of these photographs
pepper the report, such as two side-by-side photographs of house interiors from Kentucky used to
demonstrate poor and exceptional housekeeping and furnishing (United States Coal Mines
Administration 1947, 34-35). The photographs were used in side-by-side ‘good’ versus ‘bad’ examples
throughout the report, and in a photo essay about home life (Figures 10 and 11). The survey
photographers took laborious care to document the material world and seem to have focused more
heavily on the worst conditions in towns like Cary, Blanche, and Four Mile, which had been abandoned
by mining companies. For example, the study highlighted a side-by-side comparison of two Kentucky
towns about the same size with similar population demographics only five miles apart, both inhabited
by “old Anglo-American Mountaineer stock (United States Coal Mines Administration 1947, 30).” One
town was a model of facilities and upkeep, with spotless houses, indoor bathrooms, running water,
sewage systems, and flush toilets. The other was populated by “some of the most ramshackle,
unhealthful dwellings of the entire Survey” allowed to deteriorate because the mine had a life expectancy
of five more years. The survey attributed these discrepancies to the paternalistic attitude and emphasis
on welfare capitalism of the nice town’s owners, and the poor attitude of both owners and tenants in the
ramshackle town (United States Coal Mines Administration 1947, 30). The photographs both picture a
miner’s wife in her kitchen, but the woman in the well-appointed kitchen is posed facing the camera
proudly while preparing food, while the woman in the so-called slovenly kitchen is caught in a candid
shot while cooking on her broken stove, grease down the front of her dress. The effect is remarkably
shocking, and the composition of the photographs a very subtle engineering of context and emotional
response. The study unsurprisingly concluded that while a small majority lived in appalling conditions,
the vast majority of coal town residents still had a standard of living “unsatisfactory in view of the levels
attained by numerous families throughout the United States in comparable income classes (United
States Coal Mines Administration 1947, 58-59),” and recommended, “If it is custom and tradition that
mine families shall exist in squalor, it is time for that custom and tradition to be abolished (United States
Coal Mines Administration 1947, 59).”
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Figure 2-1: One of Russell Lee's photographs from the 1947 U.S. Coal Commission study, also called the Boone Report. Lee took
contrasting images focusing on the same material theme, showcasing coal camps as a dichotomy between appalling and commendable.
The caption reads, “One of three rooms renting for $4 monthly in which eight people, four children and four adults, live. This house is not
owned by a coal mining company, but by an estate which rents this house to a miner.” Cary, Bell County, Kentucky, 1946.
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Figure 2-2: Another of Russell Lee's photographs for the Boone Report, meant to contrast the bedstead and room in Figure 10. The caption
reads, “Bedstead in the home of Harry Bennars, coal loader.” Wheelwright, Floyd County, Kentucky, 1946.

By the time the government did its medical survey in the 40s and Presidents Johnson’s War on
Poverty campaign and academic poverty studies rose in the 1960s, Appalachia had become a self44

fulfilling prophecy; or at least, these early representations of industrialism certainly helped paint that
picture. Early industrial community studies insinuated that mountaineers would not be able to escape
poverty, poor health, and material inadequacy without help from outsiders, a top-down remediation that
placed power in the hands of coal companies, absentee landowners, charitable organizations, and the
government (Gaventa 1980). These ideas were solidified in the 1960s by scholars in the new Appalachian
Studies movement, led by sociologists embracing new regionalism, a pejorative approach that discarded
the culturally idealistic, affirmative approaches of the 1930s, excoriating the region is an obstacle to its
own development. The Culture of Poverty model, as it would become known, was entangled with new
government poverty eradication initiatives and programs, notably the War on Poverty and the
Appalachian Regional Commission (Billings 2007), all of whom turned to material markers for evidence
of poverty’s persistence and eradication.
President Johnson declared a national war on poverty in 1964, launching an antipoverty
campaign lasting nearly a decade that embroiled dozens of programs, agencies, and antipoverty
volunteers, and effectively revitalized America’s interest in Appalachia, catalyzing new debates over
cultural and economic mitigations among scholars. The War on Poverty, as it came to be known, directed
politicians and scholars on a new quest: to study communities and implement programs and policies
aimed at eradicating persistent poverty, framed as the defining quality of the region. President Johnson’s
publicity tour targeted Eastern Kentucky to help build support for his new programs, and Eastern
Kentucky became the iconic face of the initiative. Johnson’s Secret Service agents picked a home
amenable to receiving the President and his wife Lady Bird, and photographer Walter Bennett shot
hundreds of photographs of the ensuing meeting between the President and an out-of-work miner on a
front porch stacked with lumber. Thirty-eight-year-old Tommy Fletcher of Inez and his house became a
national symbol of poverty and dysfunction in the supposedly progressive United States, and these
images of him and his home came to symbolize the War on Poverty. News reports immediately described
Fletcher’s house with words like “flimsy,” “ramshackle,” and “tarpaper shack,” which Fletcher found an
offensive and incorrect approximation of his home (Cheves 2013a). Fletcher and his modest house
became icons of a culture which America was led to believe could not catch up with the rest of the great
nation.
Documentary photography, specifically of Eastern Kentucky, played an enormous role in the War
on Poverty, and the photographic tradition now known by the slang term “poverty porn” formalized
during this era. The most influential documentary photography effort during the 1960s was undoubtedly
esteemed photographer John Dominis’s twelve-page feature for LIFE magazine entitled “The Valley of
Poverty,” which was one of the first substantive reports for the War on Poverty in any American
publication. LIFE was the most influential weekly magazine at the time, reaching millions of American
homes, and putting faces and material conditions on a supposedly un-American American problem
(Cosgrove 2014). Dominis’s photographs portrayed only tin-roofed boxed houses with vertical boardand-batten siding, which he referred to as shacks. Dominis wrote,
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In a lonely valley in eastern Kentucky, in the heart of … Appalachia, live an impoverished people
whose plight has long been ignored by affluent America. Their homes are shacks without plumbing
or sanitation. Their landscape is a man-made desolation of corrugated hills and hollows laced with
polluted streams. The people, themselves — often disease-ridden and unschooled — are without jobs
and even without hope. …idleness and relief are now their accepted way of life.
Dominis was a powerful photographer, artfully framing the black and white shots to capture evocative
details, such as dirty baby dolls, peeling wallpaper, newspaper wallpaper, coal soot, trash, and “sad-faced
and prematurely aged” children (see the photographs in Cosgrove 2014). The importance of this photo
essay cannot be overstated. These photographs and this style of imagery came to define the while region
for Americans: poor, white, pitiful, and undignified (Amerikaner 2016). Kate Fowler argues that the
regional exceptionalism perpetuated by documentary photography has fostered justification of
extractive industries and has “served in the marginalization of hundreds of thousands of individuals, as
their regional identity has been reduced to a case for national charity (Fowler 2015).”
Scholars caught up in this frenzy of national charity implemented poverty abolition through a
new theoretical model. Old stereotypes about the region were reexamined, and a new foundational
explanation was proposed linking isolation to a natively deficient culture (Glen 1989). Social scientists
in the 1960s, particularly sociologists, explained extreme poverty and unemployment as the result of
geographic and cultural isolation, much like the earlier environmental models. They painted Appalachia
as semi-autonomous social system, both culturally isolated and homogenous (Billings 2007, 390).
Appalachia was decried for its extreme ‘apartness’ from the rest of America, reinforced by the ARC’s
promotion of highways to overcome separateness. This model differed from the earlier twentieth-century
environmental models, though, in that it identified internal deficiencies of a poor subculture as the main
source of the problem (Walls and Billings 1977). Scholars argued this subculture was an “analgesic” that
buffered against failure and change (Ball 1968), but prohibited regional and personal development in
Appalachia. They argued the fast-paced modern world, especially middle class, mainstream consumer
culture, was increasingly encroaching on this culture, resulting in a breakdown of traditional ways
(Billings 2007, 392).
Anthropologist Oscar Lewis (Lewis 1966) is the social scientist most strongly identified with the
Culture of Poverty model, which he posited as universally applicable. Lewis identified over seventy
cultural traits he claimed all impoverished regions and nations shared, and argued poverty constituted
a separate culture from the mainstream. He claimed the culture of poverty is self-perpetuating, and once
poor children are socialized into this culture, they “are psychologically unready to take full advantage of
unchanging conditions or improved opportunities that may arise in their lifetime (Lewis 1966, 25),” but
Lewis never explained how this culture arose in the first place (Billings 1974, 315). In his case study of
Puerto Rico and New York, Lewis wrote that Puerto Ricans trapped in the culture of poverty had some
awareness of middle class values, but were unable or unwilling to attain them, which Lewis insinuated
was evident by their material worlds, populated by pawned goods, secondhand clothing and furniture,
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and slapdash slum houses. Lewis’s approach had been anticipated by Thomas Ford who’s famous 1962
“The Passing of Provincialism” survey of nearly 1,500 households across Southern Appalachia asked the
research question, “Have the Appalachian people clung to frontier-agrarian traditions, resisting the
philosophical premises of industrial society? Or are they willing to accept the social consequences of a
new economy whose benefits must be purchased at the price of a radical alteration of an accustomed
way of life (Ford 1962, 10)?” Ford wrote that the twentieth century had unquestionably come to the
Southern Appalachians, but that whether its people had come into the twentieth century was still
disputed. Ford, like Lewis, looked for breaks from the culture of poverty in mass-produced consumer
goods and houses. Ford ultimately concluded that Appalachians were successfully beginning to
overcome provincialism, and enter industrial consumer society, writing, “Hard-surface highways along
mountain streams which themselves a scant generation ago served as roadbeds, and television antennas
clustered on mountain tops are functional symbols of intrusion of contemporary mass culture into even
the most isolated areas (Ford 1962, 10).” Ford argued that social scientists accepted that the
technological aspects of society were the first to change, followed by adaptations in social organization,
and lastly, beliefs and values, which were the most resistant. His study used several material items as a
metric for acculturation in both rural and urban areas, recording the percentage of dwellings with a gas
or electric stove, a washing machine, a television set, a flush toilet, and a deep freeze (Ford 1962, 11).
Sociologist Rupert Vance (1965, viii), extrapolating from Ford and Lewis, wrote in his influential
introduction to Jack Weller’s (1965) Yesterday’s People,
Thus, mountain isolation, which began as physical isolation enforced by rugged topography,
became mental and physical isolation, holding people in disadvantaged areas, resisting those
changes that would bring them in contact with the outside world. The effects of conditions thus
becomes a new cause of conditions, but the change is now an attitude, not a mountain. To change
the mountain is to change the mountain personality.
Weller’s (1965) Yesterday’s People is most widely read treatise that applied the Culture of Poverty model
to Appalachia. Weller not only posited a regional subculture of poverty that those entrenched were
powerless to reject, but blamed these people themselves, arguing they did not want to change, and that
Appalachia’s greatest challenge was its people (1965, 7). Weller argued Appalachian mountaineers were
imprisoned in the ‘culture of yesterday,’ an antiquated system that had survived in isolation. Weller was
arguably obsessed with the material conditions of mountain lives, and argued farms, coal camps, and
county seats were different worlds. Weller described homestead and small rural communities as
essentially vacant and isolated from social interaction and household material culture, but that
commercial centers and county seats were surprisingly well-appointed with “two or three supermarkets
and a number of modern stores where appliances, furniture, and clothing are tastefully displayed (Weller
1965, 91).” Weller openly condemned nearby company coal towns, all of which he categorized as
“camps,” ephemeral, shallow approximations of real settlements.
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Weller offered gritty, melancholy portrayals of coal town landscapes and residents. Weller’s
observations have been reinforced since the 1960s by the media, leaving the company town with a
profoundly negative legacy. He wrote,
The middle class traveler, as he journeys through rural Appalachia, is not likely to be favorably
impressed with what he sees. He will observe rows of coal-camp houses with peeling paint;
elsewhere, unpainted weather-stained houses set on blocks or posts (allowing chickens or house
pets some shelter and escape), perched on the hillsides or back from the creek banks; the front
porch with its ever occupied rocking chairs or a swing, and children everywhere. In the visitor’s
eyes the well-kept garden patches and the picturesque narrow footbridges swinging
precariously across the creeks in front of the houses cannot make up for the dumps of trash
spread everywhere (Weller 1965, 87).
Weller apparently spent considerable energy categorizing trash dumps, a theme that permeates the
book. Every family’s dump, he argued, overpowered their front yard. He wrote, “Heaps of stinking refuse,
old cans, bottles, bedsprings, and cartons made the banks of every stream look like a continuous trash
heap… Those who lived in the area had grown accustomed to this and did not even seem to see it (Weller
1965, 98).” Coal town residents were violently resistant to garbage cleanups and other programs, he
argued, as mountaineers were anachronisms baffled by progressivism and civic duty (Weller 1965, 100),
and Weller suggested changes such as these must be instigated by a “middle-class ‘caretaker,’ [from an
outside city] who almost automatically thinks in such general terms as community structure, community
spirit, and community projects (Weller 1965, 101).” Of course, by the time Weller traveled the hollows
of West Virginia in the 1960s, the coal industry had permanently changed, and he was not encountering
coal towns during their glory days, and paid little attention to the culpability of industrial capitalism in
the conditions he encountered, instead blaming residents and their culture. In Weller’s portrayals,
improperly disposed mass-manufactured consumer goods were telling signs that Appalachians were not
able to join the rest of America, moving forward into the post-industrial age.
These Culture of Poverty models in 1960s scholarship implied Appalachian history began with
industrialism, and painted Appalachians as a “people without history (sensu Wolf 1982),” who were
given a history only with the foothold of industrialism in the region (Billings 2007; Billings et. al 1996).
They engaged in ‘victim-blaming’ by focusing on the roots of Appalachian poverty as residing
endemically in the impoverished themselves (i.e. personal and social traits) and ignored social
situational factors. These models also placed capacity for change in the hands of outsiders; trapped in a
self-perpetuating system, mountaineers were powerless to spark equitable development and overcome
poverty in the Appalachian region. I also argue pejorative material analyses from this decade of
scholarship greatly contributed to the hand-wringing of the Internal Colonization Model which
anteceded it in the 1980s, and constructed premodern, notably agrarian Appalachia in romantic ways,
positing it as a ‘pure’ precedent to the ills of industrial exploitation and consumerism in an era of fast
capitalism.
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2.5.3 “Signs of Sorriness” in a “Society Run by Objects”: Internal Colonies in Modern
America
Scholarship inspired by the Internal Colonization model, which arose in the mid 1960s and was
utilized heavily in the in 1970s and 80s, was largely responsible for discrediting the Culture of Poverty
model about Appalachian development (Billings 1995). Social scientists in the 1970s realized the need
to address structures of power, which were ignored by cultural models and regional development
programs throughout the 1960s. Academics and activists alike searched for a model that would address
inequality and exploitation in the Appalachian region. The Internal Colonialism model, which rode the
current of New Left activism in the 1960s, was therefore proposed to examine processes by which outside
industrial interests gained foothold in the region and continued to prevent development of their
subordinate Appalachian ‘colonies.’ The model was characterized by an activist call for anti-colonialism,
radical restructuring of society, redistribution of resources to the impoverished, and empowerment of
the powerless (Billings 1995; Billings 2008; Walls and Billings 1977). Colonization models during this
period postulated that Appalachia is poor because of its integration into America corporate economy, not
separation from it, in marked contrast to the isolationist models of the early twentieth century through
the 1960s. Proponents argued the need to document the history of extractive industries on communities,
economic development, and poverty. In the model, Appalachian society was ‘colonized’ by outside
interests who entered, controlled, educated, and converted the people, and continued to hold the region
under imperialist domination. Cultural traits associated with Appalachia were reinterpreted as defense
mechanisms enacted in response to colonization, not the persistence of traditionalism (see papers in the
seminal volume Lewis 1978). John Gaventa argued in his influential book Power and Powerlessness
(1980) that heavily exploited people in the coalfields do no rise up against those in power, due to subtle
kinds of domination practiced by absentee institutions at the local level, and these ‘traditional’ cultural
traits were a subtle response. Ron Eller’s influential Miners, Millhands, and Mountaineers (1982) argued
that absentee land ownership had served to bind to the region to the national economy but also hindered
the growth of diversified local industry, and the closed company town system further restricted
diversification of the local economy. The economic structure of Appalachia was thus solely dependent
upon exterior demand without local or regional markets, and Eller argued that despite the vast natural
wealth of Appalachia, the mountains experienced "growth without development” and remained a
comparatively poor, third-world region.
Scholars, during the heyday of the internal colonialism model, started ‘excavating’ exploitation
from the material record, trying to prove that the modernization so desired by preceding scholars, writers,
and politicians for almost a century had devastated them. Predicated upon constructions of the
authenticity and harmony of agrarian life, scholars turned to houses and mass-produced consumer goods
as evidence of industrial domination, excoriating these material forms as shallow, soulless
manifestations of a broken system, especially evident in their discard. Eller’s (Eller 1982) book is perhaps
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the most overt study romanticizing the agrarian past in order to prove the complete dominion of
industrial capitalism. Eller celebrated the supposedly self-sufficient family farms that once dotted the
region, arguing they reflected the strong ties to place, egalitarian social organization, and extreme
harmony with the land, which are problematically romantic constructions. Eller’s book even included a
section entitled “Material Culture,” in which he described traditional material culture as log or boxed
plank cabins with shake roofs and filled with few consumer goods, mostly the “basic necessities of a selfsufficient life (Eller 1982, 24).” He wrote, “The close relationship to the land that evolved as a major
cultural trait among mountain people was reflected in the construction and environment of the house as
it was in no other aspect of their material culture (Eller 1982, 27).” Life was simple and quiet until the
coming of mines and company towns, whose houses Eller conversely described as hasty, cheap, dirty,
oppressive shanties. Coal towns cast a shadow over residents’ lives, he argued, writing, “The once
majestic earth was scarred and ugly, and the streams ran brown with garbage and acid runoff from the
mines. A black dust covered everything. Huge mounds of coal and ‘gob’ piles of discarded mine waste
lay about. …’Civilization’ had come to the mountains and had caught up the mountain people in the
wellspring of progress (Eller 1982, 162).” The built world of coal towns, by Eller’s approximation,
expressed the modern corporate political order, reflecting powerlessness, dependency, abuse,
alienation, the rise of class consciousness, and the unfortunate embrace of meaningless consumer
society.
Eller’s seminal book shares much in common with Harry Caudill’s (1963) Night Comes to the
Cumberlands, which made the first passing reference to colonialism. Caudill’s book most powerfully
advanced the internal colonization model, and put the spotlight on Appalachian social history and
economics for the first time (Billings 1995). Caudill summarized the history of resource extraction and
monopolization (timber and coal), the boom and bust of company coal towns and the coal industry, and
economic and political corruption in central Appalachia, which he argued accounted in concert for this
“depressed area.” Caudill did advance and revive some pejorative ideas, such as long-term welfare
dependency, accusations of fatalism and defeatist culture, and genetic deficiency arguments, but leveled
most of his criticisms against the coal industry and its workers. Night Comes devoted an entire chapter to
describing how disgusting coal communities were, calling them dingy, gray, visually violent, overcome
by putrid smells, with broken houses belying broken humanity. Caudill, much like Eller, argued the first
symptoms of spreading demoralization appeared in physical rather than human terms. Whatever his
other shortcomings, Caudill rationalized, the rural mountaineer was traditionally clean in his habits:
“From earlier times, the women kept their crude abodes swept, and disorder and ‘nastiness’ had always
been signs of ‘sorriness,’ the mountaineer’s term for shiftlessness (Caudill 1963, 186).” The “camps,” as
he dismissed them, were physical proof of the failure of industrialization and the mountaineers’ attempts
to participate, which he insinuated they could not have overcome, writing,
From the beginning the struggle to keep the coal towns orderly and to maintain a brisk morale
of cleanliness was an uneven one and in the nature of things was probably doomed to failure.
Wherever coal has been mined a blight has fallen upon the land and upon the habitations of
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men. Perhaps nothing the Big Bosses could have attempted would have preserved their
communities as wholesome and secure places… (Caudill 1963, 189).
Helen Lewis and her colleagues followed Caudill’s formative study with one of the most
influential edited volume espousing the Internal Colonialism Model, Colonialism in Modern America:
The Appalachian Case (Lewis 1978) and described a process of “third-world pillage” that began after 1890
as the result of railroads, the timber and coal industries, and missionaries and other reform workers
penetrated the region. Lewis and Knipe (1978) argued in the introductory theoretical chapter that the
goal as scholars and activists should not be to change the mountain people, their culture, or their values,
but to completely transform the structure of industrialization, specifically patterns of land ownership.
Development for cultural heritage and environmental tourism was a major concern of the volume, and a
few chapters heavily critiqued these industries for the material transformations they wrought. James
Branscombe’s paper “Annihilating the Hillbilly” romanticized agrarian life and argued that once
traditional mountain ways were displaced by outsiders, Appalachian society would be as meaningless,
shallow, and materialistic as the rest of the First World. Branscombe expressed an open horror and
rejection of modern, mass-produced consumer goods, which would indicate Appalachians were truly
assimilated by consumerism and its dark masters. He wrote,
The churchmen, educators, welfare agents, independent do-gooders, journalists, and novelists,
and the institutions which pay their salaries—that is, those who have made an extraordinarily
good living trying to "understand" the mountain man—have studied the Appalachian not to
learn from him but rather to "teach" him, to "school" him, to "doctor" and "save" him by making
him into what they already are: Middle America, assimilated into the America of the television
and Holiday Inn (Branscombe 1978, 225).
Branscombe lamented that ‘traditional’ material practices like snake handling would be eradicated, and
argued techno-industrial society was to blame, dramatically offering,
The answer to the question of why mountain culture must be destroyed is to be found in the
fundamental truth about the technological society: The techniques which undergird all our
institutions are assimilating all of us into, as Jacques Ellul puts it, ‘a society of objects, run by
objects.’ Institutions in the technological society—and this means not only those of the state and
its welfare bureaus, but the do-good agencies which include churches, schools, and colleges—
can respond only by and with the techniques of the impersonalized, bureaucratic means,
procedures, and formulas (Branscombe 1978, 226).
Branscombe’s fear of a society “of objects, run by objects,” a worry that modern Americans
shared a fundamentally flawed relationship to material goods in industrial society, was echoed by fellow
contributor. Edgar Bingham, who argued the mountains’ new ‘pioneers’ were developers of tourist and
recreational facilities, who were having “the most disturbing influence on the traditional way of life
(Bingham 1978, 59)” of life of residents still living essentially in the pioneer period. Bingham argued
rural communities in the Virginias formerly held regular barn dances, quilting bees, corn huskings,
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molasses makings, and numerous other social activities which fostered cohesive, resilient communities,
which were disappearing as Appalachians were brainwashed by modern consumer society. Bingham
advanced an almost laughable nostalgic description of ‘pioneer material culture, which was rendered
extinct by capitalism, writing,
“The imposition of a complete money economy with mass produced products available has led
to the abandonment of many crafts and traditions followed in the past. The water-turned grist
mills have all but disappeared, and local farmers no longer try to meet basic food needs from
the farm. The wooden churn, a standard household item a generation ago… is an item of value
now only in the antique shops (Bingham 1978, 60).
Like Caudill, Bingham revived old stereotypes about ‘pre-modern’ culture, but took them to the extreme
in his description of how modern material culture would signal the death knell of self-sufficiency,
agrarian purity, community, and morality, arguing,
The more profound tragedy is that the last and most appealing islands of pioneer Elizabethan
culture in the world have become the victims of that most infectious of American diseases, socalled "progress… the life style of the second- home or summer-home owner is not a life style
resembling in any way that of the mountaineer he replaces (notwithstanding the frequent
exhortations of roadside advertisers for those passing through to become "mountaineers" by
buying lots on English Mountain). His "cabin" with the rustic exterior of the earlier mountain
home will be equipped with every appliance, including electric heat. And though he may wear
the battered hat and overalls of the much-caricatured mountain man, he would be hard pressed
to hand tool a baby crib or cut his grass with a scythe. Nor would his wife be likely to know how
to card or spin or hand weave a piece of cloth from the homespun. And philosophically the gap
becomes broader, for generally the newcomer (outlander) is material oriented and accustomed
to manipulating man and the land for profit; on the other hand, the mountain life style, though
not shiftless as many would suggest, focuses primarily on meeting the basic human needs of
food, clothing, and shelter (Bingham 1978, 64-65).
The Internal Colonialism Model, like the Culture of Poverty framework that preceded it,
proposed that oppression comes from the top-down, an overarching force dominating people that is
reflected by the material record, first dominated by culture and then by industrialism. The passing of the
Internal Colonialism Model marked the decline of obsessive material description and the use of material
culture as an objective litmus test for backwardness at least in academic scholarship, as scholars began
to focus in the 1980s and 1990s on what Foster (1988) calls the “politics of culture.” Scholars began to
challenge definitions of “culture” used in popular and academic discourse, looking at how culture is not
static, but is rather used and created in dynamic, strategic discourse about self and community. Explicit
Appalachian material culture scholarship, which arose in the 1960s, also experienced this realization,
and transitioned from reflective approaches simply ‘finding Appalachian-ness’ in the material record to
questioning how material culture is used in constitutions of “culture” in discourse from the 1980s on, as
discussed below.
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2.6

American Hollows: Material Culture Scholarship and the Discourse of ‘Stuff’

2.6.1 “The Real Appalachia Resides in its Folk Culture”: Reflective Approaches to Material
Scholarship
Explicit Appalachian material culture scholarship cut its teeth in the 1960s largely through the
work of architectural historians and folklorists. Foundational studies such as Fred Kniffen’s (1965)
influential article “Folk Housing: Key to Diffusion,” Terry Jordan’s (1985) American Log Building: Old
World Heritage, and Henry Glassie’s (1975) famous Folk Housing in Middle Virginia catalogued folk
architectural forms to assess their Old World cultural influences. These studies were seminal in focusing
scholarly attention upon the region through a material lens but have a troublesome and persistent
legacy. The vernacular architecture movement, interested in “traditional” forms of informal building
construction and design transmitted by tradition, unintentionally held Appalachia in a premodern state
by seeking ‘pure’ material markers of its residents’ ethnic pasts. These studies painstakingly recorded
building attributes across the eastern United States by studying the structures themselves and
interviewing residents, trait-listing material ‘holdovers’ to identify ethnic composition and diaspora,
generally attributing material influences largely to Europe and Great Britain’s white ancestors.
Glassie’s (1975) study of folk housing is undoubtedly the most influential across disciplines.
Glassie was one of the first and most famous scholars to use structuralist models to analyze vernacular
architecture, notably linguistic analogy adapted to material culture. Appropriated linguistic theories were
used to probe the proposed inherent logic of building traditions; since vernacular builders did not work
from formal plans, copy one another, or simply reject or misinterpret high architectural style, and were
thought to work from a mental ‘grammar of form.’ The Chompskian transformational grammar analogy
upon which Glassie based his analysis postulated that just as speakers generate and comprehend new
forms within grammatical traditions even if they are novel, builders can design new structures that still
adhere to the underlying grammar of their tradition. Glassie’s approach problematically encompassed
the limits of applying transformational grammar to material culture, as it emphasized an idealized
builders rather than actual people, and his focus on unconscious patterning negated deliberate action in
the production and use of building forms (Williams and Young 1995, 41). The other implication of this
approach is that if we material culture scholars can ‘crack the grammatical code,’ we can parse the cultural
foundations of builders. Vernacular buildings thus reflect inherent culture, which for Glassie was firmly
traditional and enduring.
A recent and incredibly problematic extension of these early architectural studies is material
geographer John Rehder’s (2004) Appalachian Folkways, a survey study of customs and material culture
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across Central and Southern Appalachia. Rehder’s work is preoccupied with authenticity and defining the
“real Appalachia” though folkways like food customs and building traditions. Rehder goes so far as to
argue that the real Appalachia is Southern Appalachia, and “the real Appalachia resides in its folk culture
(Rehnder 2004, 1).” Folk culture, by his definition, is old-fashioned, unselfconsciously enacted in
materials, and originates outside commercial desires; in Appalachia, it is also native-born, white,
Protestant, and wholly American (Rehnder 2004, 17). An “archaic embedded folk culture” was forged by
isolation, which he argues is a proactive means of preserving authentic culture, literally mortally
threatened by the radio, automobile, and retail store. Rehder calls Appalachia an “archaic embedded folk
culture coming in contact with the culture of modern society (2004, 19),” the last vestiges of which can
be seen in folk architecture. For him, the log cabin is an endangered species which must be recorded in
salvage studies, as modern material culture, notably inauthentic building forms like frame houses and
trailers, bring them closer to obscurity. Authentic Appalachian-ness, according to his study, thus resides
in the heart of log cabins, griddle corn cakes, and dulcimers, which reflect the purity of archaic,
Euromerican-derived Appalachian culture.
The only ‘embedded archaics’ in Appalachia are perhaps Rehder himself and the reflective
approach to material culture used to reify Appalachian exceptionalism and otherness. These reflective
approaches in architecture and folklore essentially attempt to excavate Appalachian-ness from the
material record, which is premodern, traditional, and stagnant. As Henry Shapiro (Shapiro 1978, 264)
argues in his examination of the “myth of Appalachia,” academics have:
…refused to ask the central question of their craft, about the reality of the phenomenon they
seek to explicate. Instead, they have begun with the assumption that the mountaineers do in
fact compose a distinct people with distinct and describable characteristics. They have argued
from within a mythic system about the accuracy of mythology, and attacked the generalizations
of folklore which were once so vague and so potent as to defy examination or correction.
Discourses about authenticity in material forms often seem to be mobilized as antidote against the
abuses of capitalism and its inherent structural inequalities, but their appeal to old stereotypes about
provincialism has left a damaging legacy. Material culture scholars have since been trying to redress
provincialism, isolationism, poverty models, and reject single-story narratives.

2.6.2 Democratic Material Histories: Complicating ‘Authentic’ Materials and Single-Story
Narratives
Perhaps the earliest appraisal of material representations that still rings true today came from
economist John Ashworth (Ashworth 1913), who launched a series of critiques against interpretations
and methodologies of novelists and scholars. He argued that local color works of fiction were largely
responsible for misconceptions about Appalachian life, which were often set in the past, and argued
mountain life described in these works should not be accepted as typical of social conditions in the early
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twentieth century, providing one of the earliest critiques of Appalachian cultural stasis. Ashworth also
criticized the lack of fieldwork undertaken by most writers and scholars and argued that “there has been
much generalizing from few particulars (1913, 211),” particularly in regard to the material conditions of
mountain home life. Ashworth argued in frustration, “The ‘typical’ home of ‘mountain whites,’ the rough
and ill-kept cabin, which appears so often in current literature, is preposterous. Such may be a typical
cabin, although the unrepresentative, the worst cabin of all, is usually shown; but cabins constitute only
a small percentage of homes (Ashworth 1913, 9),” while costly beautiful dwellings abounded in these
communities but were never shown. Ashworth identified a ‘World Fair-type’ approach to mountain life
and material culture, where archaic, largely handmade material culture from the Colonial and Frontier
Periods were mobilized to represent real mountain life, which remained unchanged for over a hundred
years. Ashworth anticipated academic studies nearly one hundred years later by arguing no ‘typical’
material culture of Virginia existed, as mountain residents were diverse and dynamic and connected to
the vibrant market economy.
Much of the revolutionary scholarship explicitly focused on material culture would come in the
1980s long after Ashworth’s critique, and hailed largely from architectural historians, who have always
had a vested interest in discourses of authenticity and in painstaking material surveys. Architectural
historian Karen Hudson’s (1995) overview of Appalachian Kentucky farmsteads for an edited volume on
Kentucky archaeology noted that most commentators on Appalachian culture have upheld single-pen
log cabins furnished with homemade goods as the “typical” Appalachian home, thus “suggesting the
region’s material culture is a symbol of deprivation (Hudson 1995, 195).” Hudson’s overview cautions
that it remains difficult to generalize about the materiality of typical homes and farmsteads because
geographic location, temporality, economic status, and other factors introduce significant variation. She
offers that archaeologists are in a unique position to write more democratic social and material histories
of Appalachian lives, just as architectural historians have risen to the task over the past thirty years.
Charles Martin’s (1984) landmark architectural study of the small Hollybush community in Knott
County, Kentucky, which was settled in 1881 and abandoned by the 1960s, is a prime example. Martin’s
study was one of the first strong challenges to former scholarship about Appalachian housing, which
often assumed “poverty was the sole determinant of design, extinguishing expressive and creative ability
(Williams 1990, 229).” Martin performed an architectural survey of the standing log cabins and plank
houses and oral historical interviews with former residents. Martin was one of the first scholars to study
boxed houses, vertical-planked stud-less houses, which scholars had previously ignored as ‘inauthentic.’
Hollybush was seen by residents and surrounding communities as particularly isolated, but their
adoption of the new trend of boxed construction and material goods spoke otherwise. Perhaps the most
important contribution was his fascinating study of boxed house interior wallcoverings, which he found
papered with newspapers, catalogs, and magazines stretching back eighty years. Commercial newspaper
was not available until the 1940s and the thick paper layers provided insulation. Martin notes the
fascination outsiders have had with this type of wallpaper, generally interpreted as desperate, hopeful
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efforts by severely impoverished mountain residents (Figure 12). He argues, however, that the practice
followed Appalachian customs of reuse and minimal waste, presented recipes handily in the kitchen,
helped teach children to read, communicated tidy housekeeping, and fostered creative expression. His
implication was that residents cleverly used this functional medium for artistic and heuristic aims, and
that newspaper wallpaper was not simply a reflection of abject poverty and backwardness, an aesthetic
which was heavily targeted by War on Poverty photography as overt symbol of material backwardness.

Figure 2-3: Wallpaper made of newspapers and magazines, photographed by Russell Lee for the 1947 Boone Report. The caption reads
“Mrs. Leonore Miller, widow of a miner, with a picture of her husband. She said, ‘There’s more widows and orphans in this holler than men
at work.’ Four Mile, Bell County, Kentucky, 1946. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections, Russell Lee Photographic
Collection.

Michael Ann Williams’s (Williams 1986, 1990, 1991; Williams and Morrisey 2000)
complimentary studies of boxed houses and other folk buildings in the transformative period between
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the late nineteenth century and early twentieth in northwestern South Carolina furthered Martin’s goal
of combating stereotypes about poverty and isolation. This period marked a decline of log cabins and
rise of boxed houses, which were predominant dwellings across Appalachia until the mid-twentieth
century. Boxed houses continued traditional forms of buildings, notably vernacular design, but signaled
a change toward more modern construction during industrialization. Boxed houses were designed with
expediency in mind, and residents did not expect lengthy occupations. The lack of internal framing and
ease of construction, which did not require communal labor like log cabins, was important in the
industrializing South as neighbors had less time to devote to cooperative building efforts. Williams
identified a preference for these small, easily replaceable dwellings, initially viewed as modern, higherstatus precursors to the log cabin, but eventually seen as dated and unfashionable. Williams found
during her study that residents actually adapted spatial patterns of occupation they used in older log
cabins to the new boxed houses, notably concentrating daily activity in kitchens, keeping sleeping rooms
unheated, and socializing on porches (Williams 1991). Williams explicitly noted in her study that
ascribing cultural conservatism to Appalachian residents was fraught with problems, notably the
reification of Appalachia exceptionalism and stagnancy, noting that conservativism is generally equated
with ignorance and social and physical isolation. She argued, however, that conservativism is not
monolithic, and should be approached as an active, positive strategy (Williams 1991, 35). Williams even
suggests that the wide popularity of mobile homes in Appalachia may be related to this turn-of-thecentury ethic of building small, replaceable homes and are amenable to significant additions at the whim
of creative builders. Prejudices about poverty and cultural backwardness that once followed the boxed
house now plague mobile homes, and she cautioned scholars to be critical in how our interpretations of
these material forms influence perceptions of the Appalachian region (Williams 1991, 36). Williams has
also argued there has been widespread scholarly prejudice against ascribing significance to certain types
of material phenomena like boxed houses, which she argues is not simply a factor of their relative
impermanence, but is rather also linked to scholarly rejections of the phenomena as “inauthentic
(Williams 1990).” Like the Parks Service, scholars have scrubbed them from the landscape.
A few archaeologists entered the Appalachian Studies movement in the 2000s and engaged
with debates about authenticity, seeking to enrich the material record, destabilize single-story narratives,
and combat erasure. Audrey Horning’s foundational studies of twentieth century Appalachia (Horning
2000c, 2000b, 2002) have focused on three hollows in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia.
Archaeologists surveyed 88 archaeological sites at the bequest of the Forest Service inside the
boundaries of the Shenandoah National Park. In terms of its theoretical archaeological position, it follows
work on archaeologies of community and archaeologies of identity. Horning’s work critically investigated
themes such as the politics of culture at play and challenging persistent stereotypes about regional in
this section of the Blue Ridge, as well as providing community-specific histories. Sherman and Henry had
investigated these hollows in the 1930s for their book Hollow Folk, in which they argued that these
hollows constituted a bounded community uncontaminated by the modern world, and were therefore
the perfect testing ground for theories about cultural development, particularly personality studies and
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the relationship of education to mentality. Horning investigated this idea that the three hollows were
linked as a single isolated and bounded community, and found past residents instead “maintained
complimentary as well as competing alliances to a variety of community identities, generally
geographically based but further refined in the realm of economics, environment, and ideology (2000b,
211).” She instead argues that “communities” in the Blue Ridge were instead dynamic, overlapping and
complex entities, created more by discourse than geography. She emphasizes that these communities
exist most strongly today in discourse between the national park staff, visitors, and descendants, delving
into the politics of representations behind these supposedly isolated communities today.
Politics of representation played a crucial role in the Forest Service’s formation of the Blue Ridge
National Park. The park created boundaries not marked in the past, and purposely created an isolated,
‘natural’ landscape with few human structures, very different from the lively, crowded everyday
landscape before the inhabitants were displaced in the 1930s, which has served to falsely reinforce
myths about Appalachia isolationism, poverty, and ‘otherness’. The Civilian Conservation Corps forcibly
evicted citizens and dismantled any frame structure that looked too modern or fancy to fit their
presentation of a romanticized yet strange agrarian past and left only a few vernacular log dwellings.
Horning argues that works like Hollow Folk justified this displacement, painting the park service as a
benevolent entity that saved people from a scanty existence and helped them enter the civilized, modern
world. Archaeological remains challenge this portrayal of a sparse, primeval, and isolated cultural
landscape, and instead point to a busy, dynamic, diverse built world. Horning notes that the park and
discourse since the 1930s have successfully ‘sold’ their representation even to former residents. Oral
informants on the project repeated details about the poverty, isolation, and homogeneity of the region
that have dominated literature since the 1930s. Horning dryly notes that memory is a blend of the
remembered and the received, and former residents are very well-versed in writings about their past.
Horning found that mountaineers were highly self-aware of how they were identified by visitors and
capitalized on the image of ‘otherness.’ Corbin Hollow was in close proximity to the Skyline resort in the
early 20th century, and residents produced goods specifically to sell to the resort and its guests. After
discovering that guests were eager to own a piece of authentic mountain culture, basketmaking
proliferated. Oral informants revealed that as children they would dress up in their oldest clothes and go
peddle berries and flowers to guests, often writing them little notes about how poor their families were
to elicit handouts. One moonshiner who regularly drove his wares to Washington D.C. to peddle to the
rich would take it to the Skyline resort on foot dressed as a ‘mountain man’ while also hawking
rattlesnake skins, a marketing ploy which netted him enough cash to buy toys from the Sears catalog for
his children. Residents pursued overlapping subsistence strategies, many farming in addition to waged
jobs.
Archaeological remains demonstrate residents were not isolated from the world market.
Horning argued hollow residents were “equally bombarded by mass consumer culture as were other
early twentieth-century Americans (2000b, 215),” as excavations revealed myriad mass-produced goods
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(including 78 rpm records and a toy ray gun!). She argues that consumer choices were influenced by the
environment, but in no way determined by it, and remarks upon the creativity and finesse of hollow
consumers in incorporating mass material culture into their “traditional” lifestyles (1999). She also
uncovered remains of many paths and roads that linked one hollow (Corbin Hollow) to the nearby
Skyland resort, where residents sold surplus produce to the resort and handicrafts to the guests. Contrary
to the assertions of the Culture of Poverty model, residents were thus firmly entrenched in the market
economy, and in fact, Horning argues that Corbin Hollow only became impoverished after Skyland closed
when the Depression hit. Farmers who had abandoned subsistence farming and had been producing
food and primarily for the resort had nothing to fall back on; thus, poverty was strongly linked to their
participation in the capitalist system (Horning 2000b, 219). Census data and the archaeological record
demonstrated that hollow residents had always produced for the market. Intensive slope terracing and
riverbank stabilization was uncovered, and excavation of slave cabins suggests some of this labor was
performed by enslaved African-Americans owned by wealthy, large farms. The park plays up aspects of
“traditional” culture like folk medicine and moonshining, but archaeological remains present a more
nuanced picture of these practices. Many pharmaceutical bottles were found behind houselots, in larger
concentrations and in greater variety than others, and oral history revealed that some families completely
replaced folk remedies with pharmaceuticals, and most at least supplemented folk practices with them.
Wine, liquor, and beer bottles revealed that residents purchased bonded alcohol at local stores.
Residents exercised a great deal of choice in their alcohol consumption, and often did not favor or solely
consume locally produced moonshine. Architecture was also not solely ‘traditional,’ contrary to the image
presented by the park. Hollow residents did not reside solely in small, single pen log houses: Horning
uncovered remains of single pen log houses as well as large, modern-style log-and-frame residences and
modern frame houses, with attendant outbuildings of all types, including slave quarters, barns, and
sheds.
Jodi Barnes’s complimentary studies of African American farming communities in Virginia’s Blue
Ridge Mountains (Barnes 2011a, 2011b; Gadsby and Barnes 2010) pursued similar goals in challenging
representations, exploring material and social variability, and combatting erasure. A major goal of the
Appalachian Trail Archaeological Heritage Project has been to connect land use in the past to land use in
the present though a focus on archaeology of the African Diaspora. cognizant of the relationship between
politics, our constructions of the past, and how these constructions naturalize political conditions in the
present, along with ethical need to engage communities in archaeological projects; in other words, to
engage in praxis through the, “critical and reflexive production of high-quality archaeological knowledge
(Gadsby and Barnes 2010, 49).” The six excavated homesteads displayed considerable variability in
terms of both composition and subsistence strategies. Most residents lived on large landholdings owned
by one former enslaved man and his family. Barnes found that residents included the large landowners,
tenant farmers, small landowning farmers, an unmarried midwife and an unmarried preacher.
Farmhouse size and construction was variable, as was the racial composition of the community (many
were light-skinned individuals identified as “mulattoes” by censuses). Subsistence and economic
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strategies also varied greatly. Some families were producing considerable surplus for market (notably
tobacco and corn), while others were producing primarily for their own needs, and some paid some of
their surplus to the landowners as rent. Archaeological finds reveal that even the subsistence farmers
were firmly entrenched in the market economy: large numbers of buttons found under the kitchen floor
of one house suggests the farmer’s wife worked as a laundress for cash income, while her husband
occasionally sold livestock at market, and mail-order consumer goods were recovered from all
homesteads.
Barnes’s (2011b) study of the materiality of poverty in the Brown Mountain Creek farming
community explicitly challenged reflective approaches to Appalachian material culture. She argued
archaeologists must move beyond simply discussing the behaviors and material conditions of
impoverished people, and contextualize the social, economic and political causes of poverty historically,
and deconstruct how poverty narratives are built. Appalachia’s construction as a monolithic zone of white
poverty has erased African American histories, which have the ability to challenge this construction in the
first place, as Barnes does in her studies; “hillbilly” stereotypes justified environmental and economic
exploitation and the seizure of land in the Brown Mountain community by the Forest Service, and these
narratives also erase the ownership and seizure of African American-owned land (Barnes 2011a, 699).
Barnes engages with paucity myths about Appalachia in her study of two African American-occupied
farmsteads, arguing that lack of material goods, especially consumer goods, does not equate to
impoverishment. Moses Richeson was a former miller and freedman who owned a good stretch of land
on part of a plantation where he had previously been enslaved, and his family farmed corn, tobacco, and
wheat for the market. Moses was financially well-off in comparison to his tenants, including the African
American Eli Hughes family, whose house site Barnes also investigated. Eli Hughes’s family were mostly
self-sufficient farmers who may have done laundry for cash. Despite their financial disparities, the
Richeson and Hughes houses were quite similar, both small log structures with limited goods recovered
archaeologically. Goods recovered were limited but did show a strong connection to the market
economy, particularly personal class artifacts like buttons, jewelry, hair pins, and toothbrushes. Barnes
contends that historically, the self-sufficiency of the Hughes family and the scant material holdings of
both would have likely been interpreted as evidence of Appalachia’s pervasive poverty. Her alternate
explanation is that the self-sufficiency of the Hughes farm and low material frequencies observed at the
Richeson farm were likely not a factor of poverty or isolation, but rather reflect that these families were
unwelcome in the area’s white-owned stores in the era of Jim Crow segregation, and that to freed African
American residents, land was the richest possession of all. The Richeson family might have ‘looked poor’
based on their household goods but were well-off before the Forest Service appropriated their land in
the 1920s.
Barnes’s team learned from stakeholders that a salient point of concern for local residents and
members of the Natural Bridge Appalachian trail Club was logging and other development along the
Appalachian Trail and were asked if the archaeological project would help combat that. Barnes argues AT
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users and visitors take the “wilderness” for granted, not recognizing the parks and forests as products of
twentieth century, assuming the wilderness to be natural and therefore without history, a history erased
by the hegemonic view of the mountain landscape as simply scenic. This narrative privileges
contemporary recreational use of the land by white visitors, both in the past during its development as
National Forest and today, as African American descendants view it as the government’s land rather than
a recreational space. She argues ideological notions of the landscape as ‘pure’ and ahistorical conceal
inequality and conflict, specifically the history of slavery, tenancy, displacement when the land became
the George Washington National Forest, and also mask modern conflicts over conservation and land use
that effect descendants and visitors (Barnes 2008). Slavery in this section of the Blue Ridge provided the
economic foundation for local farming economies in which slaveholders amassed the land majority,
while most white households remained landless tenants, and freed African Americans also rented, often
from their former owners. The city of Lynchburg and the recently formed U.S. Forest Service began buying
land in the early 1900s to route the water from Brown Mountain Creek, aided by the passage of the
Weeks Act of 1911. The Weeks Act created the National Forest Reservation Commission who were tasked
with purchasing land on headwaters of streams, which made a deal with the Forest Service, and African
American families sold and moved. African American descendants still live in the area today, and Barnes
incorporated them into the project, several of whom now lead tours and educational programs about the
archaeological site and sections of the Appalachian Trail.
Mark Groover’s (1999, 2003) study of the multigenerational Gibbs Farmstead in Knox County,
Tennessee, circa 1790-1971, is another commendable archeological Appalachian study. His study
focuses mostly on the nineteenth century, and the four descendants of Nicholas Gibbs that ran the
yeoman farmstead during that time. Groover argues that archaeological, archival, and oral historical
sources clearly demonstrate that the Gibbs farm was firmly entrenched in the world system. He attends
to multiple scales of analysis, from the world system to everyday farmstead life at household level.
Surplus agricultural production, the global economy, and market forces fundamentally structured
household activities, decision-making, and material life, particularly consumption. In addition to
external structural forces, rural patrimony was a significant internal structuring element for successive
economic strategies. Rural patrimony was an economic farm orientation that stressed perpetual
acquisition and transmission of land to succeeding generations (partible inheritance) within the
extended family, a long-term household survival strategy (Dunaway 1996a). Rural patrimony was a
central element of rural capitalism and a main catalyst driving the household-level agricultural economy.
The strategy was based on long-range incentives rather than immediate material returns and was a
crucial mechanism in appropriating labor from junior family members. Groover found that the Gibbs
farmstead experienced cycles of landholding: landholdings plummeted with heritable division, then
inheritors built up holdings to pass onto their sons, landholdings divided again, and so forth. This trend
persisted until the mid-twentieth century.
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Groover argues that there was no polarization between capitalist and non-capitalist modes of
production, political and moral economies, and subsistence and surplus agricultural production at the
household level at Knox Co. farms (cf. Dunaway 1996). The economically middling Gibbs family, who did
not utilize enslaved labor, consistently produced much higher quantities of surplus corn and pork for
market than their neighbors, yet also utilized many noncapitalist ‘folk-based’ economic strategies.
Groover argues that the Gibbs family did not adhere to a formal rigid philosophy characteristic of
commercial farmers that produced substantial surplus yearly. He argues rather that the family
consistently raised more than they needed in the nineteenth century and harvested an appreciable
number of extra crops each year for commercial exchange. He argues they probably raised more crops
than their neighbors most years, but some years produced about the same. The amount of surplus thus
fluctuated through time, but the impetus to produce surplus beyond subsistence gradually diminished
during the final decades of the nineteenth century. The farm's general economic strategy, inheritance
practices, food storage methods, ceramics, and foodways all exhibited tenacious persistence across the
nineteenth century. The family both embraced some trends that characterized transitions in nineteenth
century America, but not others. For example, the family embraced the change from log to frame
domestic architecture, but consistently adhered to what Groover calls the "pork – redware food complex,"
a preference for pork and locally produced redware dishes, even though redwares fell out of favor in the
county in the mid-nineteenth century. The family, however, embraced expensive consumer goods, first
utilizing a set of pewter dishes and then replacing that with a set of expensive transfer print dishes and
a set of moderately priced hand-painted tea wares. Grover argues that contrary to popular belief, the
Gibbs Farmstead reveals that residents of Knox County were not living anachronisms, but rather were
cognizant of popular material trends and were economically linked to the global world as active
participants within regional, national, and international economies from the beginning of settlement.
These important foundational studies in Appalachian archaeology suggest that archaeology’s
potential for destabilizing deeply entrenched narratives featuring persistent stereotypes is substantial,
and largely untapped. Hopefully, the trend of archaeologists entering Appalachian Studies is just
beginning, as we have unique methodologies which introduce new data, questions, and interpretations
into scholarly and popular discussions.
2.6.3 Material Culture in Action: Entangled Social Lives
A few recent studies have gone beyond simply confronting material stereotypes about
Appalachian isolation and provincialism to theorize material culture in action and material culture’s
entanglement in social lives, along the lines of this dissertation. A notable example is Sarah Hill’s (1997)
phenomenal study of women Qualla Cherokee weavers in western North Carolina. Hill’s history of
Cherokee women and Cherokee persistence in Appalachia was approached through historical study of
basketry and weaving, and utilized written, woven, and historical records. Hill’s study spans 400 years of
Cherokee weavers and is framed around four major basketry trends, which correspond to historical
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movements. Baskets were used for a variety of purposes, including food processing, gathering, storage,
ceremonial purposes, and exchange currency, and mats covered ceremonial ground, seats, and walls.
River cane basketry and mat-making was largely practiced from the Contact Period to the period of
forcible Native American removal, a time where women’s leadership roles were densely interwoven in a
matrilineal society. As European invasion, epidemics, wars, and land divisions rent the Cherokee society,
women’s roles and ecologies changed, and woman began to add other materials and weaving
techniques to basketmaking. Limited access to rivercane necessitated the addition of other materials,
and women incorporated white oak, a basketry tradition that began to include male weavers, and these
baskets encoded radical social and environmental change post-contact. Honeysuckle basketry developed
around the turn of the twentieth century as logging threatened southern ecosystems and the
government sought to ‘solve the Indian problem’ by destroying traditional practices while craft revivalists
sought to selectively do just the opposite. Baskets incorporating invasive Japanese honeysuckle rose
alongside rivercane and white oak. New Deal policies in the twentieth century again impacted
basketmaking, as women began to incorporate red maple into basketry. Federal policies during this
period encouraged Native Americans to market themselves and their products as tourist attractions, a
trend which continues today, and women continue to use red oak due to its glossy sheen and
colorfastness for bright hues which fetch high prices from tourists and collectors. Baskets are not simply
stylistic or utilitarian objects. Baskets, Hill argues, reveal Cherokee women’s roles in subsistence,
ceremonial, and exchange systems, and as objects both created and used by women, they both encoded
and conveyed women’s ideas, experiences, expertise, and personal and cultural identities. Hill
demonstrates that new materials were incorporated due to lived experiences, ecological changes, and
historical circumstances, and baskets embody these complex processes as both individual and collective
specimens. Hill writes, “The story of Cherokee basketry and the story of Cherokee women are like a
double woven basket, interwoven, inseparable, and complex. The stories encompass strands of past and
present, and represent transformations in lives, minds, and landscapes (Hill 1997, xvii).”
Anthropologist Anderson Blanton’s (Blanton 2015, 2016) research on the role of radios,
microphones, and speaker technology upon prayer and ecstatic worship during evangelical radio
broadcasts also explores the entanglement of objects in Appalachian social worlds, and Anderson goes
a step beyond Hill into considering objects as active participants. Anderson studied charismatic Christian
radio broadcasts and church services in southern Appalachia to explore how prayer and other forms of
divine communication are experienced and comprehended when ‘heard’ through the preacher’s
microphone and delivered and amplified by the mechanical ‘mouth’ of radio loudspeakers. Blanton
found that radios provide a point of contact between worshippers and the divine, who are often entreated
to lay hands upon the radio itself to feel the vibrations of the preacher’s speech as a kind of “haptic voice,”
a technique popularized by preacher Oral Roberts. Radio cabinets vibrate particularly noticeably during
the speech effects Blanton calls the “anointed poetics of breath,” which are percussive punches of breath
underscoring particular words and guttural gasps of breath which punctuate the ends of phrases and
sentences. The radio, Blanton argues, is not simply a passive instrument that relays religious messages
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from preacher to audience but is in fact an integral player in charismatic prayer in which the listeners
physically connect to the presence of the Holy Spirit. He writes, “ A basic premise of my ethnography is
that manifestations of the Holy Ghost, sonic or otherwise, can never be abstracted from the material
objects, bodily techniques, and media technologies that are used both to disseminate the gospel and
access communicative relays between the sacred and the everyday (Blanton 2015, 10).” The force of
prayers as a healing medium in radio evangelism hinges on both the revelation and the concealment of
the radio itself, and the effect of radio prayer doubles divine healing presence, as it is immediately
actualized inside homes and cars, but also displaced from somewhere else. Anderson makes a strong
argument that prayer is not an abstraction of the material world, but rather that belief is literally made
sensible through microphones and radios, which interface technology with traditional ritual healing
gestures and utterances in Pentecostal and charismatic Christian prayer (Blanton 2016), and that, “The
Holy Ghost resound in that point of indistinction between subject and object, and it is through a
performative evocation of this point that the healing par [power] is unleashed into the spaces of everyday
(Blanton 2015, 186).”
Hill’s and Blanton’s approaches hint at the future of material culture analyses in Appalachian
Studies that foreground the active, agentive nature of objects. I argue that Appalachian Studies is poised
on the brink of a paradigmatic transformation, in which scholars and others will begin to destabilize
approaches which uncritically seek a simple “reflection” of Appalachia in the tangible and physical, and
to consider material culture as an active participant in discourse and the constitution of social life.
2.7

The Stuff of Discourse: Challenging Otherness and Building Emancipatory Discourse
via Material Culture

Hopefully, studies like Hill’s and Blanton’s that consider material culture in active terms will
multiply in the coming years of Appalachian Studies, and this dissertation aims to be one of them (see
also Waugh-Quasebarth 2018, 2019). Material culture studies have largely unexplored two important
considerations, however. Firstly, industrial Appalachia has been largely untouched by material culture
scholars, who have focused almost solely on farmsteads and material culture reminiscent of earlier times,
largely material culture which references agrarian lifeworlds. Most studies have revolved around
“traditional” material culture, such as vernacular log cabins and artisan household or craft goods and
have not delved into mass-manufactured consumer goods, save Barnes and Horning’s archaeological
studies and to some extent Blanton’s study of radio-aided evangelism. The exclusion of mass-produced
consumer goods from Appalachian scholarship is quite the absence, and this exclusive focus
unintentionally reifies the idea that no matter how fervently academics have professed that Appalachia
cannot be reduced to a single-story representation, the purity, authenticity, and exceptionalism of
“traditional” material culture reflect the real Appalachia.
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I argue based on the above literature review that scholars and the media have largely condemned
industrial and postindustrial Appalachia as a shallow, capitalist version of its former self, devoid of its
premodern purity and heart. Why study everyday mass-produced consumer goods, colleagues have
often asked me? My answer is that these goods have been dismissed so often by scholars and others at
the forefront of regional representation while simultaneously being upheld as evidence of shortcomings,
and I argue it is time to engage with our own real academic uneasiness regarding modern, massproduced things. Cultural anthropologist and modern material culture scholar Daniel Miller (1987,
2008) and archaeologist Paul Mullins (2004, 2011b) argue that academic reluctance to study massproduced goods is perhaps a function of academic mistrust, fear, and prejudice against both massproduced material culture and consumption of it. Miller (1995, 2010) argues that anthropologists have
been guilty of romanticizing ‘traditional,’ local culture and have viewed mass-produced commodities as
mechanisms that undercut traditional culture, thus ignoring the social dynamism entangled with these
goods in people’s lives. He argues that academics have harbored a deeply-rooted sentiment that
‘traditional’ culture and goods are “authentic,” while the mass materialism of Western society is cheap
and alienating. Our fetishization of non-consumer goods blinds us to the potential and meaningfulness
of their factory-pressed cousins. Mullins (2004, 196) states, “observers then and now have often been
unnerved by the dynamic, potentially transformative nature of material consumption, handicapped by
their inability to fathom the social meaning of consumption, and bogged down between distinguishing
genuine needs and wants.” If we take that stance on Appalachia, as many groups like the handicraft
guilds and reformers of the Arts and Crafts Movement (see Becker 1998) have done, we dismiss
Appalachia’s diversity and potential and erase the subtle power of Appalachian consumers.
I think often of oral historian Alessandro Portelli’s field vignette in his book They Say in Harlan County
(2011), in which he suddenly scribbles feelings of despair in his journal after driving around to visit
friends and encountering the landscape, writing,
I am as disturbed by the animals smashed on the slippery, winding roads as by the hillsides torn
open by bulldozers… The stripping of life’s bare essentials generates a strident dissonance with
the culture of the contrived, the artificial, the “enhanced,” the “vitamin-added” that dominates
the crust of fast foods places and shopping malls around Harlan, regurgitates from television
sets through their myriad satellite dishes, from the oversweetened drinks and snacks that are
staples in the family’s welfare budget. Poor people drink pop because they can no longer drink
the water, and because they dimly sense the superfluous is now a form of the indispensable.
The teeth decay and the bellies swell.
Consumer culture covers both the natural and the supernatural with a veneer of the artificialsafer at one level and more poisonous at another. Yet the folk culture seeps subtly through the
veins of mass culture. Fast food places become lounges where people sit and talk and loaf, partly
displacing the ideology of fast, impersonal consumption with an older sense of time, of the
country store and the courthouse steps (Portelli 2011, 8-9).
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Portelli is a personal academic hero of mine, and generally a critical, culturally relative scholar
of social life, but this vignette underscores my critique that Appalachian scholars hold oft-ignored
prejudices against consumer goods, modern life, and the engagement of Appalachians in the capitalist
economy, as though these goods and practices always represent innocence lost and shallow,
homogenous replacements for rich, meaningful lives. Consumption cannot be a dirty word, however, if
scholars are to credit Appalachians with the same cleverness and progressivism we credit ourselves.
Condemnations of expedient consumerism and fast capitalism in Appalachia amount to condemnations
of Appalachia, a region which Silas House (2014) passionately argues, is just as American as the rest of
America, and always has been. Rather than simply fixating on how capitalism perpetuates inequality,
which is truly obvious to all who study Appalachia, we must also follow Miller’s (1987) advice and
recognize how developments over the last century have provided foundations for new types of
knowledge, equality, and social developments that were previously unimaginable or achievable for the
majority. Daniel Miller argues these changes are not the sole achievements of leaders, but of large-scale
social movements which have allowed the mass populace to appropriate them. Miller argues material
culture studies should be tasked with “giving credit for such developments back where it is due- to the
mass populace- and for claiming a perspicacity and subtlety in mass behavior which is a far cry from the
passivity, illusion, and denigration implied in many self-proclaimed radical perspectives (Miller 1987,
5).”
I thus advance a framework for this dissertation based on the study of everyday twentiethcentury consumer goods at the household level, theorizing their active role in social dynamics in the
industrial communities of Jenkins and McRoberts, particularly at the intersections of gender and class,
largely following the work of Daniel Miller (1987, 2005, 2010) and Pierre Bourdieu (1984, 1990). This
is a study of consumption, with an eye toward destabilizing stereotypes about Appalachian isolation,
provincialism, and inauthenticity during the height of the Industrial Age. Historical archaeologists have
become engaged in research and theoretical models over the past twenty years, which propose an active
role for material culture in the constitution of society, a theoretical movement which has been largely
ignored in Appalachian Studies, as outlined above. Prior to the 1980s, many archaeological studies
focused on the communicative aspects of material culture, its role as a communicator for social ideals
and longings, and a reflection of society itself as texts or symbols which could be parsed to reveal
identities and cultures. Miller argues that material were things studied as a pseudo-language that
revealed our identities, and “as such, material things were neglected adjunct to the study of language:
an apparently unspoken form of communication that could actually speak volumes once we had attuned
ourselves to this capacity (2010, 12).” Many historical archaeologists implicitly shared (and still do on
many levels) Thorstein Veblen’s (2007) presumption that the central value of commodities is to
communicate information via their display (Mullins 2004, 206), which he developed in his 1899
landmark study The Theory of the Leisure Class, a painstaking categorization of the communicative
aspects of material culture favored by the newly-rich Victorian “leisure class” in the late nineteenth
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century. Veblen’s work has held a particular thrall over historical archaeologists, who have turned to
consumption studies to decode displays of class, status, race, ethnicity, and gender in everyday
household goods, notably dishes and food, such as papers in Spencer-Wood’s seminal edited volume
Consumer Choice in Historical Archaeology (1987). Following George Miller’s (1980, 1991) ceramic
pricing research, historical archaeologists have largely reduced the ‘communicative use value’ of goods
to their ability to display socioeconomic status via cost. These communicative and reflective approaches
to consumption and material culture are particularly problematic for regions like Appalachia, which have
been plagued by material studies focusing heavily on poverty, material paucity, and shallow
materialism. If material culture simply reflects class, or reveals the jockeying of classes bent on
communicating their real or desired status, then Appalachia continues to be classless in the popular
sense of the word (i.e. tasteless and lowbrow), and the working class is always subordinate to dominant
economic actors and their tastes.
Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood’s (1996) landmark consumption study World of Goods was the
first long-term anthropological study of consumption that studied the social meaning of materialism and
material goods outside economically-based perspectives, and has been widely emulated in historical
archaeology since. Douglas and Isherwood eclipsed Veblen’s long-popular assumptions that
consumption was merely instinctive, and consumers were driven by emulation, economic rationality,
and the need for competitive display. They argued instead that consumption is a social process,
conceptually distinctive, in which material goods function as part of symbolic systems that reference
collective values (socially shared categories of meaning), rather than individual decisions.
Anthropologists began to examine how people consume commodities to maintain and reproduce social
relationships and themselves as social beings, and thus give commodities their use values. This
perspective was largely catalyzed by Appadurai’s 1986 edited volume The Social Life of Things. These
papers presented perspectives on the circulation of commodities in social life. Appadurai (1986, 31)
argued that “consumption is eminently social, relational, and active, rather than private, atomic, or
passive.” He argued that the use and exchange values of commodities are mediated via the “politics of
value,” and that values are both contextual and dynamic. Kopytoff’s (1986) paper in the same volume
added the idea that things have social lives themselves, which span their context of production through
their use. Archaeologists from the 1980s on developed approaches based on these ideas that postulated
material culture does not just reflect identity but is integral to the constitution of identity via interactions
among materials and things in everyday life. The reflective approach characteristic of many processual
studies of the 1970s met considerable challenge in the 1980s and 1990s as archaeologists questioned
the straightforwardness of identifying past actors based on associated material culture (Trigger 1996).
Most recent archaeologies of consumption follow recent consumer theory in rejecting the implication
that shoppers consume almost anything marketed by savvy advertisers or modeled by style-setting elites
(Cook 1996; Wurst and Fitts 1999; Wurst 1999). Archaeologies of consumption recognize that
understanding consumption requires sensitivity to the nuance of cultural traditions, state policies,
popular culture and collective movements, and individual desires, among many other things. Historical
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archaeology, and consumption studies specifically, flourished as many recent approaches were merged
in archaeological analyses of consumption that consider consumption as a socially constitutive process:
engendered and feminist analyses, Neomarxist and critical theory approaches, practice and agencybased interpretations, embodiment theory, and public and activist archaeology projects (Mullins
2011b).
Daniel Miller has most strongly led the recent charge in anthropological consumption studies
as outlined above, which he argues have the potential to destroy the “latent primitivism” that polarizes
cultural traditions and traditionalism and modernity (1995b, 269). Miller (1987, 7) argues that the focus
on modern consumer research is primarily on the shift of power from production to consumption, and
argues this transformation was not determined by capitalism or the state. He argues capitalism provides
a flexible framework for consumption research, but that scholars have deferred to a monolithic view of
capitalism and have not paid enough attention to myriad local processes (Miller 1987, 16-19). I think
this is a salient point for Appalachian Studies, following a recent overture by Dwight Billings that we,
“should not allow capitalocentric stories to obscure the importance of (existing and emerging) noncapitalist class processes (2016).” Capitalocentrism, as defined by postmodern Marxist geographers J.K.
Gibson-Graham (1996), is the idea normalized by our language regarding economics and social
organization that capitalism is the overarching economic structure under which all other economic
activities are subsumed, meaning all other economic activities are subjugated to operate within the field
of capitalism. As Gibson-Graham argue, half the world’s labor is performed by women, and much of that
is unwaged; therefore, privileging capitalism as the dominant structure subjugates women’s labor (and
their consumption, I would argue) to men. Also, as Miller argues, women wield considerable power as
consumers, particularly housewives, and Miller argues,
…it does not follow that the housewife lacks insight into her situation, nor that she fails to
exercise power in its diffused daily context. It has often been assumed that the First World
housewife is unwittingly shoring up oppressive institutions because she is beaten by the sheer
magnitude of capitalist advertising, etc. the real problem may be greater- it is possible that the
housewife is responding with far more perspicacity than the average academic, in
understanding the conditions of her existence (Miller 1995a, 36).
Miller (2010) also argues that despite the supposedly homogenizing effects of global
capitalism, striking local and regional differences in material practices and ideologies abound. A vast
range of social agents have an equally vast range of responses to mass material culture, navigated
through their intersectional identities. Mass-produced goods, he vehemently argues, do not equal a
mass-manufactured culture. Similar goods do not automatically indicate similar ways of thinking, and it
is one of the greatest challenges in historical archaeology to decode the complexities of consumption
within consumer culture (Little 2007b, 65), which I argue has not been critically attempted in
Appalachian Studies, where many have bemoaned the foothold of consumer culture. Miller argues that
modern consumers wield considerable power in the way they pursue active, fluid, and diverse strategies
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to use and transform goods purchased through the market in their everyday lives. Mass-produced goods
seem homogenous, and some argue homogenizing, but Miller (Miller 2008, 8) argues that the creativity
with which people acquire, use, reuse, repurpose, reimagine, and discard is a rich process that
constitutes self and society. Much of historical archaeology on consumption revolves around issues of
power, which is usually cast in archaeology as questions of agency (Miller and Tilley 1987). Most
consumption studies probe the relationship between local agency and systemic determination,
investigating how the choices and patterns of consumers follow, defy, or reimagine dominant ideologies
and currents in global marketing. Historical archaeologists have been interested since the 1970s in
placing some effectual power in the hands of people and have thus remained dedicated to focusing on
consumers’ decisions in everyday life. Such fine-grained analyses also strive to link these local
consumption patterns to both recognized and unrecognized broad structural forces. Historical
archaeologists thus walk a fine line, and must avoid retreating into particularistic studies that describe
only local consumption patterns, while also avoiding structural determinism (Mullins 2011a, 175).
Theories of practice (sensu Bourdieu 1977, 1984 and Giddens 1980, 1984) have been
embraced in historical archaeology to strike that balance between structure and agency, exploring the
unseen hand of objects in shaping our lives as we actively shape them in return. Their ideas are
particularly relevant to historical archaeological studies, where everyday life is used to explore broad
social questions, and, I argue, specifically for approaching consumption at industrial communities
during the Industrial Age. Bourdieu’s (1977) model of cultural production involves a “logic of practice”
that emphasizes the importance of human bodies during everyday practices in the social world.
Bourdieu’s model stresses that the primary means of social reproduction and domination are primarily
achieved via bodily ‘know-how’ and competent practices in everyday life; this implicit logic is a practical
sense, a “feel for the game” where the “feel” is habitus and the “game” is the field (social spaces
organized around particular forms of capital). Bourdieu’s (1977, 53) habitus, or systems of durable,
transposable dispositions, or “structuring structures,” are constituted in practice; habitus does not rule
out strategic calculations intended to perform conscious operations, but habitus additionally addresses
unconscious traditions of knowledge. Habitus functions in the process of enculturation, where cultural
knowledge of a structural nature is transmitted across generations in a largely unconscious process,
creating senses of identity through the everyday social practices and mundane artifacts of daily life.
Objects can be conceived of as “structuring structures,” but it is important to remember that because
“habitus is a dynamic relational phenomenon, both an historical product and agent (Dietler and Herbich
1998, 247),” objects’ role in social structure is never truly deterministic; objects both shape and are
shaped by society, an idea expanded up by Daniel Miller, and discussed below. Bourdieu sought to
overturn the objectivist implications of structuralism by emphasizing that structures do not produce
rules, but rather dispositions, and do not result in determinism, but rather frame strategy for social actors.
Bourdieu’s (1984) book Distinction has probably the most influential scholarship to impact
historical archaeological consumption studies in the 1980s. Like Douglas and Isherwood, Bourdieu
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departed from economically deterministic notions of consumption by presenting an exhaustive analysis
of French consumer patterns. He recognized limits imposed by structures, especially status and class, but
argued structures do not determine human agency. Bourdieu argued that material “tastes” are acquired
via education and social influences and serve to legitimize social differences. Bourdieu stressed that even
the most ubiquitous, mundane material goods naturalize differences, and defined consumption as a
symbolic process that constituted social distinctions and did not simply reflect preexisting economic
differences. Bourdieu argued that beyond functional economic definitions, class is also a social category
that involves shared experiences and associations. Bourdieu expanded upon Marx’s definition of class
by considering class in practice: “social class is not defined solely by a position in the relations of
production, but by the class habitus which is normally… associated with that position (1984, 372).”
Habitus in Bourdieu’s model is thus the “internalized form of the class condition and the conditionings”
by which members know, without thinking, how to respond to cultural stimuli, (i.e. their tastes, or what
they find pretentious, vulgar, or gaudy rather than attractive, dignified, or beautiful). Bourdieu argues
that taste is an acquired disposition that establishes and marks differences by a process of distinction,
which is sometimes discursively realized but often perpetuated unconsciously: “the schemes of the
habitus, the primary forms of classification, owe their specific efficacy to the fact that they function below
the level of consciousness and language (1984, 466).” He argues that taste is a practical mastery of selfclassification and classification of others, which functions as a social orientation that gives a person a
“sense of one’s place.” Tastes, and therefore classifications, involve processes of the body (such as
postures, speech, and eating), circles of friends, family, and acquaintances, and importantly, preferences
in material culture (e.g. food, art, clothing, music).
Habitus, however, should not be viewed simply as a way to use material culture to define distinct
boundaries of identity and simplistically assigned class affiliations. Bourdieu’s concept of habitus must
be paired with his more relational concept of "cultural capital," to avoid reifying class as a trait list of
defined material characteristics (Wood 2002b, 29). Cultural capital includes combinations of socially
inherited and conditioned beliefs and practices that both reproduce as well as challenge class
relationships and other dominant relationships; cultural capital is infused with relations of power and
refers to systems of meanings, linguistic forms, and material culture and styles that embody specific class
interests. Social classes have their own contradictory and often dynamic assemblage of loosely bounded
cultural capital, but Bourdieu argues that the dominant classes have the power to promote their own
ideas and historical experiences as the most valued and legitimate. The dominant classes have the power
to distribute economic capital, and also use their power to reproduce and reinforce forms of cultural
capital which legitimate their own position while simultaneously devaluing the cultural capital of the
working class that could present potential challenges to class domination. However, he argues that the
subordinate classes (the disempowered) also develop and negotiate cultural capital. De Certeau (1988)
has argued that society cannot be reduced to a single organizing discourse like habitus, and argues that
social scientists must attend to both normative institutions and practices and contradictory actions and
discourses in everyday life. Delle et. al (2000) have discussed how the combination of these ideas has
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become prevalent in historical archaeology via discussions of the heterogeneity of power to postulate
that power emerges from simple, everyday acts and is fundamentally caught up with social relationships
of class, gender, race, ethnicity, and other identities.
Anthony Giddens’s theory of structuration deals with the constitution (creation and
reproduction) of social systems based on a dialectical relationship between structure and agency, which
he calls the “duality of structure (Giddens 1984, 27).” This model proposes that these concepts are not
independent, mutually exclusive phenomena (fundamentally opposed) but are rather mutually
constitutive (1984,139-140), similar to Marx’s dialectical view that posited a recursive relationship
between individual self-consciousness and the social and material world (McGuire 1992). Giddens
(1984) defines agency as human action- something people ‘have’ and something they ‘do’ (or ‘do’
otherwise), which is united with structure in the context of specific activities or practices, such that “the
structural properties of social systems are both medium and outcome of the practices they recursively
organize (Giddens 1984, 25).” Giddens argues that the key elements of structure are the ‘rules’ and
resources which both constrain and enable human agents, but, because of the duality of structure,
structures are fundamentally dependent on human agents. Social life is therefore often repetitive, but
there is space for individual action. Giddens’s distinctions between discursive consciousness, practical
consciousness, and the unconscious have bearing here. Actors often have considerable knowledge of
their actions and the rules involved in action (meaning rules are partially open for evaluation and
transformation), but more often than not knowledge is thoroughly routinized by repetition and part of
practical consciousness. Embodiment is thus an important consideration in Giddens’ model; both forms
of consciousness are engaged by embodied actors in the world as they encounter people and things and
monitor their competence at doing so. Andrew Gardner (2007, 261-2) has argued that the best
framework for archaeologies of identity is one that can handle the dynamic tension between fluid,
complex, and abstract identities, and he argues Giddens’ structuration is well-suited to the task. It attends
not only the complications of social life, but how these complications are worked out in practice; he
argues that “it is upon this concept (i.e. the meaning of artifact patterning in terms of similarities and
differences in activity) that the archaeology of identity should be based.”
Many useful ideas for archaeologies of identity come from both Bourdieu and Giddens’ models.
Their focus on both everyday social life and social institutions and structure is highly compatible with the
multi-scalar nature of archaeological consumption studies that investigate the interplay between local
practice and broad social forces. Their dual focus on everyday life and embodied engagement with the
material world (people and things in social relationships) allows historical archaeologists to interpret
both local consumer behavior and individual agency, while looking at larger social movements and
consumptive trends. For example, Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital has been linked in historical
archaeology to the development of working-class forms of social life and social organization that enable
the working class to challenge hegemony fostered by the dominant classes via their everyday
experiences (see Delle et. al 2000; Mullins 1999; Wood 2002). Wood’s (2002b) study of consumption
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at the coal camps of Berwind and Ludlow has done just that, linking women’s canning activities to subtle
resistances against particular ideas about Americanization fostered by Progressive Era reform. I believe
Giddens’ concept of ‘critical situations’ and ‘critical thresholds’ is also applicable to consumption studies
of industrial communities. Giddens is often remembered for his focus on the unintended consequences
of routine action that affect people’s abilities to make deliberate decisions to change a way of doing
things. However, he also attended to more dramatic, large-scale shifts which fundamentally disrupt
people’s “ontological security” and fundamentally change their lives, and he looks at how these changes
are often widely experienced across society (Giddens 1984, 61, 246). I would argue the rise of consumer
culture and the large-scale adoption of mass-produced goods into the home in the nineteenth century
constituted such a transformation, and that structuration (and practice theories generally) can potentially
be a powerful means of interpreting dynamic identities as they relate to consumption. The focus on
everyday life that characterizes theories of practice is also a powerful theoretical tool for providing salient
counter-narratives to top-down studies of corporate capitalist power in Appalachian coal towns (see
Corbin 1981; Eller 1982; Gaventa 1980). Several studies that have relied heavily on oral history and
ethnography (see Duff 2004, 2005; Graves 1993; Schifflet 1991) have revealed that working-class
consumers used mass-produced material goods in ways that creatively accepted, rejected, and
reinterpreted dominant ideals.
Bourdieu’s theory of practice showed how the ability of objects to implicitly condition actors also
becomes the primary means by which they are socialized as social agents. Several scholars since have
debated questions of agency in relation to the non-human world (see Gell 1998; Latour 2005, 1987),
looking for either nonhuman actors below the level of agency or looking ‘though’ objects to find their
embedded human agency. Miller (2005, 29) also identifies another focus on human agency that
privileges people in processes of materiality and posits the assumption that objects represent people, a
stance he calls the “tyranny of the subject.” Miller proposes instead a dialectical approach, his ‘dialectic
of materiality’ as it has become known, a revolution designed to “promote equality, a dialectical republic
in which persons and things exist in mutual self-construction and respect for their mutual origin and
mutual dependency (2005, 38).” Miller’s non-dualistic model of the relationships between people and
things approaches “objectification as the process of development in which neither society nor cultural
form is privileged as prior, but rather seen as mutually constitutive (1987, 18).” Miller is thus simply
arguing that objects do not stand for people- there is instead an integral phenomenon of objects/people.
Miller argues that we must avoid reifying either subjects or objects, and furthermore, we must stop
positing agency to either human or non-human actors. Material culture functions in a network of both
human and non-human agents to constitute society, and agency relies in the ability of actors to mobilize
these relational networks (Miller 2005, 11-2; Olsen 2003, 2007). As Miller glibly writes, “People do not
fly, nor does a B-52 bomber, but the U.S. Air Forces does (Miller 2005, 12).”
Consumption of mass-produced goods involves very dynamic, fluid and diverse strategies via
which people transform resources from the market into expressive environments, bodily routines, and
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ideals about family, society, and morality (Miller 1987, 8-9). Mass-produced goods are integral to the
process of ‘becoming,’ and the physicality of these objects lends to praxis, cultural construction via action
rather than just conceptualization. Miller (1987, 128-129) argues material goods act both to integrate
people within the norm of larger society (a medium of generative practice via habitus), and to lend
equally to expressions of difference indicating different demarcations of ‘belonging.’ He thus builds
upon Bourdieu’s work, which suggests that goods are not merely reflections of distinctions, but
important instruments of it, agreeing with Bourdieu that everyday consumption is not trivial, but rather
simultaneously constitutive at multiple social scales. The importance of materiality and embodiment in
consumption processes is still wildly under-theorized in historical archaeology, in my view, which is odd
considering our heavy focus on identity and use of practice theories. Merleau-Ponty (1962) argued that
understanding identity involves challenging the dualisms of mind/body and people/objects in Cartesian
ontology, and remembering that our perceptions, behaviors, bodies, and other objects are artificially
separated components of a totality. Phenomenology-based embodiment theories reveal that processes
of embodiment and social development are one and the same (Ingold 2000, 170), thus linking
embodiment to identity (Jenkins 2004, 19). Embodiment deals with the creation of our identities
through action (Csordas 1995, 6); through repetition of action our bodies are brought into being as social
subjects (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 102).
A foundational argument for this dissertation is thus that consumption and identity are
inextricably bound up with each other in the dialectic of materiality, and therefore crucial to the
constitution of self and society. The goal is to tease out how consumption and identities are bound up
with the constitution of community and explore agency via relational networks of residents and massproduced goods. Coal towns were highly structured physical environments built by corporate interests,
and I think many scholars operate on an implicit idea that working-class residents ‘popped out’ onto fully
formed landscapes (preexisting fields for action in which they operated under rigid structural conditions).
I explore here not just what people bought, used, and discarded and why, but also how the consumption
of mass-produced goods simultaneously brought them into being as social actors (classed and otherwise)
as they brought industrial society into being via everyday action in the world. New classed and gendered
realities were actively promoted by coal companies, reformers, and corporate marketing entities through
consumer goods, such as the packaged foods, body products, and home furnishings discussed here.
However, coal town consumers were not passive consumers, accepting the new structure of life and
identity from the top-down. Firms and marketers studied women consumers of the emergent working
and middle classes during the late 1910s and 1920s in what historian Regina Blascyczk calls the process
of “imagining consumers,” where detailed inquiries of consumers’ tastes and desires allowed firms to
develop household products that met the public’s needs and wants. Women were thus actively shaping
the products that also shaped their dynamic identities through everyday practice, ‘becoming modern’
through their engagement with these consumer goods in burgeoning company towns. Gender, class,
and consumption together fundamentally shaped coal town landscapes and lives through the humming
home life that has been so often excoriated. As Miller writes, “The Physicality of the artefact lends itself
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to the work of praxis- that is, cultural construction through action rather than just conceptualization
(1987, 129).” This is an important consideration for material studies of the Appalachian past, where we
must question our own praxis, our thoughtful action as archaeologists relates to world-transforming
consequences in the region (Gadsby and Barnes 2010) and consider materiality in terms of practice
instead of reflections of inferiority as an excellent start.
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3

3.1

APPALACHIAN METROPOLIS: COMPANY COAL TOWNS AND THE MATERIALITY OF
PROGRESS

Introduction

Stereotypes about the provincialism and isolation of Appalachian communities have a long
history and are firmly connected to industrialization, as discussed in Chapter 2. The Industrial Era did
witness a radical reorganization of social life across the region, and it is important to understand these
transitions in order to assess the material lives of people and things in company coal towns like Jenkins
and McRoberts. Largely agrarian economic strategies met with industrial processes following the Civil
War in the late nineteenth century as industries such as textiles, glass, tanneries, furniture, and coal and
timber extraction developed in the region. Coal extraction has left the most persistent legacy, which
continues today in destructive forms of surface mining that could not have been anticipated by
Appalachian residents at the turn of the twentieth century. The coal industry, like the timbering that
proceeded and accompanied it, brought one of the most marked changes to Appalachia’s built and social
worlds: the rise of planned industrial communities. Company town life constituted a radical
reorganization of the social landscape, as workers and their families flooded the region and mountain
residents began to pursue industrial work. Company towns were portrayed in popular discourse in
different ways, some positive, some negative, and many complicated portrayals in between. Many of
these portrayals by the media, scholars, reformers, and coal operators involved ‘repurposing’ old
stereotypes about provincialism and isolation. Conversely, many of these same parties made a concerted
effort to reject them. The material world once again became an active discursive implement, entangled
with ideas about modernization and progress, which scholarly discourse has helped shape. This chapter
focuses on the rise of company towns and the background of Jenkins and McRoberts in particular, with
an eye toward the connection of residents to consumer goods and the built world.

3.2

Agrarian Era Transformations

Rurality and agrarianism are foundationally entangled with popular perceptions of Appalachia,
particularly the legacy of stereotypes about provincialism and isolationism or failed acculturation during
industrialization. Most popular images of preindustrial Appalachian life feature bucolic landscapes,
peopled by small, isolated, self-sufficient subsistence farmers building lamentably sparse material
worlds (Hudson 1995). Emily Satterwhite’s (2011) study of popular fiction novels about the Appalachian
region demonstrates the importance of these images to consumers outside the region; isolated,
agrarian, land-out-of-time Appalachia fulfills consumer desires, confirms escapist longings for a simpler
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place, and provides a yardstick with which to measure the progress of ‘mainstream’ America. The selfsufficient family farm, with its log cabin full of homemade goods, is an iconic representation whose
discursive history is tied to representations of Appalachia’s historic agrarian period. Discourse about
Kentucky’s agrarian past is key to understanding discourse about its industrial past, and to
understanding historical transitions, particularly the material lives of coal town residents in the twentieth
century.
Arguably, paucity narratives can be traced back to the expansion of European settlement across
Kentucky. Historian Elizabeth Perkins’s probate inventory analysis of frontier farms argues that even on
the “rude frontier” of eighteenth-century Kentucky, a “remarkably sophisticated international pattern of
consumption laid a cultural base for American life (1991, 499).” Perkins argues that historians have long
assumed that the Appalachian Mountains formed a lingering barrier to merchants and consumer goods
during the Frontier Period, but her probate inventory analysis demonstrated that only abjectly
impoverished households did not own manufactured goods, which was not the norm. Households of
even lower middling means pursued English teawares, pewter dinnerwares, tea, and textiles. Even
enslaved African Americans participated in Kentucky’s consumer economy and purchased contemporary
manufactured goods, which linked them to international markets. Perkins links historians’ assumptions
about economic, social, and geographic isolation to a “frontier myth” which portrayed Kentuckians as
simple, self-sufficient yeoman farmers living in sparse log cabins furnished with homemade goods,
which she traces to Jeffersonian Republicanism, which romanticized agrarianism as the simplistic life
that would preserve our new nation’s virtue.
Romanticism of Kentucky’s agrarian past continues to abound, and scholarship has played quite the
hand in the perpetuation of paucity isolation myths, although often unwittingly, through socio-historical
academic studies. The Appalachian Studies movement has witnessed a fierce debate over the proportion
of subsistence farming and independent production versus commercial farming and market production
in Appalachia. These debates follow major theoretical movements in Appalachian sociology of the 1960s
and the multidisciplinary Appalachian Studies movement of the 1970s and on. Early studies emphasized
the homogeneity of Appalachia, and espoused a model outlining small, isolated, family subsistence
farms and heavily promoting the idea of self-sufficiency and independence from the market economy.
These studies of Appalachian agrarianism spanning the 1960s to 1980s are connected to persistent
perceptions of the region as rural and provincial, populated by ‘traditional folks (Billings and Blee 2000;
Walls and Billings 1977).’ Several formative Appalachian labor histories, notably Ronald Eller’s (1982)
Miners Millhands, and Mountaineers and David Corbin (1981) Life, Work, and Rebellion in the Coal
Fields, have stressed that the transition from agrarianism to industrialism involved a replacement of
“traditional” agrarian lifestyles by industrial labor, notably the coal industry. Corbin suggests, “the
development of the coal industry had its greatest effect on the transformation of the traditional way of
mountain life. The railroads had driven the wild game back into the hills, thus reducing subsistence
hunting. The acquisition of land by the coal companies caused a stark decline in farming, the mainstay
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of native mountaineers for over a century (1981, 7).” He argues that farm size in West Virginia dwindled
to tiny parcels by 1930, and the “mountain family clan” fell as members pursued industrial labor while
some clung to traditional economic and subsistence strategies.
Generalizations like Corbin’s obscure diversity in agrarian lifeways, however. For example, John
Inscoe (1996) characterizes antebellum North Carolina mountain farming society as thriving and
economically progressive, dominated by slaveholding and commercial agriculture, but Altina Waller
(1988) found that in the Tug River Valley of Kentucky and West Virginia, farming was largely subsistenceoriented before 1900. Other Appalachian scholars have challenged the homogenous notion of typical,
“traditional farmsteads” and “traditional” agrarian lifeways and argued that agricultural production in
Appalachian was already in decline by the time the coal industry developed. James Brown’s famous study
in 1942 of the “Beech Creek” farming community of Clay County, Kentucky encountered very small farms
of low productivity. Soil degradation was high, and poverty was marked, yet subsistence farming was still
central to families’ livelihoods. Brown argued that by World War II, farms were neither self-sufficient nor
independent from the market economy. Beech Creek families pursued cash incomes when the lumber
industry arrived and abandoned domestic craft production. Eventually, they were spending considerable
cash on foods they had formerly been producing, especially dry goods and meat. Farms in the early 20th
century thus did not fit the stereotype of independent, subsistent oriented outposts that scholars argued
characterized the Cumberland Plateau (Brown 1988[1950]).
Billings and Blee’s (2000) subsequent work at Beech Creek found that the decline in farm size
and productivity can be largely explained by a changing balance of land and population. Extremely high
reproduction rates from 1860-1880 led to an increase in subdivision of land through inheritance, and
smaller farms were marked by diminishing rates of return by 1880, as subsistence farming became
untenable on these smaller tracts. Chronic poverty in the region, and material conditions associated with
it, were thus not the outcome of an isolated and backward mountain economy and an insular culture, as
long assumed. Other recent agrarian economic studies have emphasized the heterogeneity of the
Appalachian region however, and have revealed considerable variation in production strategies, the size
and built world of farmsteads, and the farmers themselves. Wilma Dunaway’s (1996a) foundational
study of nineteenth-century Southern Appalachian farms found that Southern Appalachia was already
integrated into the market through export-oriented production processes that relied upon a combination
of enslaved and cheap labor (e.g. salt industry, iron furnaces, gold mines, coal mines, timber mills), and
largely exported to non-local markets. These laborers and farmers composed a growing landless
proletariat that experienced unstable economic returns. Thus, she echoes Brown’s and Billings and Blee’s
findings of Kentucky farms in the early twentieth century: the “typical” small family subsistence farms
encountered by visitors were largely the result of modern, capitalist processes.
Mark Groover’s (2003) archaeological study of the Gibbs Farm in Knox County Tennessee
argues that there was no polarization between capitalist and non-capitalist modes of production, political
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and moral economies, and subsistence and surplus agricultural production at the household level at
Knox Co. farms (cf. Dunaway 1996). Groover argues nineteenth-century Tennessee farms were
economically and socially complex, and the economically middling Gibbs family, consistently produced
surplus corn and pork and purchased contemporary material goods through these earnings, yet also
utilized many non-capitalist ‘folk-based’ economic strategies. Groover argues that even though the Gibbs
farm was small, it was firmly entrenched in the world system from 1790 to the 1970s. Jodi Barnes’s
(Barnes 2011a, 2011b) archaeological study of a postbellum African-American farming community in
Virginia’s Blue Ridge Mountains also revealed homesteads of considerable variability in terms of both
composition and subsistence strategies. Most residents lived on large landholdings owned by one
former enslaved man and his family. Barnes found that residents included the large landowners, tenant
farmers, small landowning farmers, an unmarried midwife and an unmarried preacher. Farmhouse size
and construction was variable, as was the racial composition of the community. Subsistence and
economic strategies varied greatly. Some families were producing considerable surplus for market,
notably tobacco and corn, while others were producing primarily for their own needs, and some paid
some of their surplus to the landowners as rent. Archaeological finds reveal that even the subsistence
farmers were firmly entrenched in the market economy. Large numbers of buttons found under the
kitchen floor of one house suggests the farmer’s wife worked as a laundress for cash income, while her
husband occasionally sold livestock at market, and mail-order consumer goods were recovered from all
homesteads.
The “average traditional mountain farm” and “agrarian lifeways” have thus largely been constructed
by discourse attempting to explain Appalachia’s modern impoverishment and the longing for a
romanticized past, when in truth, Appalachia has been a consumer society from European invasion to the
present. It is important to deconstruct those narratives, as they present the opposition that structures
histories about industrialism and industrial communities in the region. Industrialism has been viewed
with tremendously complex opinions, which of course factor into how industrial communities and their
residents have been portrayed. The large-scale development of coal and timbering in Appalachia did
mark the transition from a largely agrarian system to a largely industrial society, which had great
implications for the land and people and marked tremendous social change. A discourse analysis of
portrayals for this period follows.
3.3

Eastern Kentucky’s Industrialization

Coal, like timber, had been utilized in Appalachia since its small-scale use by Native Americans
during the Prehistoric Period (Applegate 2008), but the widespread use of coal inside Appalachia was
minimal until the nineteenth century, due to the relatively small demand for coal in national markets
and the lack of effective transportation in the region. Coal was first primarily mined in small amounts by
families for daily use in heating and cooking. The coal industry arose as early as the early nineteenth
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century in West Virginia and the mid-nineteenth century in Kentucky, where its first major use in the
region was fueling furnaces in the salt industry (Billings 2000). Small amounts of coal were also
necessary for the steamboat traffic, which connected Appalachia to markets like Louisville and Cincinnati,
and transported coal from emerging mines along the Big Sandy River, prior to the Civil War (Lawrence
1983b). “Big Coal” did not rise in central and southern Appalachia until the late-nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
Investors began to develop the 50 million plus acres of bituminous coal lands in the Appalachian
South during this time (Figure 13). Coal production tripled in the region between 1900 and 1950.
Southern coal operators were able to undercut the northern Great Lakes trade after 1900. Railroads were
constructed to provide cheap transportation, the coal was better quality, and mountain workers provided
more labor for less pay (Caudill 1963; Eller 1982). Also, President John Lewis of the United Mine Workers
of America had called for strikes in the anthracite fields in 1902, which gave operators in the nonunion
Southern bituminous fields an additional competitive advantage, and West Virginia operators in
particular stepped in to fill the demand (Shifflett 1991, 30). Capital that had previously been invested
into the Northern fields was diverted south. Outside capital and interests dominated the coal industry, a
trend that continued from the early days of speculation and railroad building, marginalizing the region
relative to the industrial and financial centers (Lewis 1993, 300). Eller (Eller 1982, 131-132) argues the
rise of Big Coal in the Appalachian Mountains was made possible by three factors: increased national
demand, the penetration of new markets into the mountains, and the ease with which mining operations
could be undertaken. Early mine leases were easily obtained, little machinery was needed, and workers
accepted low wages at the turn of the twentieth century.
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Figure 3-1: No. 201 Mine Portal at Jenkins, Kentucky, 1922. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections, The Jenkins,
Kentucky Photographic Collection.

Private speculators (“mineral men”) were the most influential promoters of mountain coal
development following the Civil War. Many were ex-military officers, who surveyed iron and coal
deposits, purchased mineral rights from landholders, and enticed railroads and capital to the area. Some
of the earliest coal speculation happened in the Virginias in the late 1800s. Eastern Kentucky’s pioneer
coal prospector was Richard Broas of New York City, who surveyed the Big Sandy Valley of Kentucky and
West Virginia in the 1880s. Broas was extremely successful in developing coalfields in the Elkhorn
district, particularly Pike and Letcher Counties, and sold his millions of acres to the Consolidated Coal
Company in the early 1900s (Eller 1982). Broas was integral to implementation of broad form deeds,
contracts that purchased only subsurface mineral rights and (theoretically) left the surface ownership and
use to resident farmers. These deeds effectively transferred not only the minerals to the land agents,
however, but the right to remove it by whatever means necessary. This would later include highly
destructive surface mining techniques such as strip mining and mountaintop removal, which effectively
removed the land surface and destroyed the land’s use for farming (Morrone 2011; Reece 2006). Eastern
Kentucky’s coalfields were also speculated and developed at the hands of a highly influential local
prospector, John C. C. Mayo of Johnson County. Mayo, a schoolteacher and lawyer, acquired over half a
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million acres of coalfields between 1892 and 1907, making him one of Kentucky’s wealthiest citizens
and its largest landholder. Mayo’s education in law made him particularly apt at manipulating the
confusion surrounding land deeds and grants to insure profitable purchases from local farmers. Mayo
was a chief stockholder in Consolidation Coal and held principle interest in several other coal companies
and banks across Kentucky and southwest Virginia, and he often used his wealth and influence to
promote land and tax legislation that further fostered industrial development across the region (Eller
1982; Lawrence 1983).
Coal booms happened in different areas at different rates and times. West Virginia’s coalfields were
the first and most pronounced to boom from 1890-1920. Hundreds of independent operators opened
strings of small mines early on, but later giant syndicates assimilated and consolidated smaller firms and
huge tracts of land (e.g. US Coal & Oil Co., US Steel Corporation, Pocahontas Fuel Co.). Coal production
peaked in 1925 in West Virginia, and many operators subsequently expanded development to eastern
Kentucky (Lewis 1993, 2009; Corbin 1981). Kentucky’s boom was slower to develop, but experienced
incredibly rapid growth after 1910, due to expansion of railroads into three major coal districts: the
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad into the Elkhorn District of Pike and Letcher Counties, the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad into Bell and Harlan Counties, and the Louisville & Nashville Railroad’s eastern branch
into the Hazard Coalfield including Perry and Letcher Counties. Most of the mining companies and
operators in eastern Kentucky came from the older coalfields due to Kentucky’s late development, and
subsequently had a greater concentration of consolidated and captive mines than other coalfields in the
Appalachians (Banks 1995; Eller 1982).
The most pronounced development during the consolidation movement happened at the hands of
the Consolidation Coal Company, which had previously developed giant holdings in Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. The company dominated the Elkhorn Coalfields and controlled almost a million acres of
southern Appalachian coal lands by 1915. Consol constructed its own railroad, the Sandy Valley and
Elkhorn Railroad which connected to the Chesapeake & Ohio at Pikeville, and built the model town of
Jenkins in 1911 to serve as the center of its Kentucky operations, followed by other large model towns
of McRoberts, Van Lear, Haymond, and Wheelwright (Beachley 1934; Brosky 1923; Buckley 1998). The
final “opening” of eastern Kentucky’s coalfields occurred after a branch of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad was completed to the head of the Cumberland Valley in Harlan County in 1910. By 1920, Harlan
County had become the leading coal producer in the state, and thousands of migrants poured into the
county, many headed for the largest coal operations around the new model towns of Benham and Lynch
and the town of Harlan (Caudill 1963)
Demand for Appalachian coal remained virtually unlimited during the period from 1905 to 1920,
and profits were high, even from small and seasonal mines. Wartime marked the largest demand for
coal, and a steep rise in production after 1915, as the coal industry raced to supply steam-powered
American factories that produced munitions and other war supplies. Bituminous production the country
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peaked in 1923, but structural weaknesses in the coal industry began to take toll on the industry almost
simultaneously. European mines began to reclaim former high rates of production and filled orders for
winter fuel. A coal depression in 1924, caused by the anticipation of a large labor strike that never
happened, utilized large reserves and intensified rivalry between northern and southern producers.
Northern miners were guaranteed fixed wages due to union agreements, but southern coal operators
were able to cut wages in order to lower production costs in the largely un-unionized southern fields, and
many ‘voted with their feet’ and left the coalfields for jobs in northern industrial plants and mills (see
Corbin 1981; Scott 1995). Many of these northern factories also began to switch to cheaper and cleaner
fuels, like oil, thus further reducing demand. Small mines were unable to compete with the low prices
and high production of huge corporations and shut down by the hundreds. The mechanization of
southern mines after 1915 allowed large corporations to stay in business by reducing their need for
employees, but this resulted in widespread unemployment of former miners. Coal production recovered
briefly during WWII, but would never experience the boom of the early twentieth century again (Eller
1982; Lawrence 1983a; Lewis 1993).

3.3.1 Building New Worlds: The Rise of Company Towns
Company coal mining towns and camps were one of the greatest changes across Appalachia’s
physical and social landscape. Company towns were owner-built-and-operated communities centered
around resource extraction. Companies built not only the infrastructure for resource extraction such as
tipples and railways, but also the infrastructure for housing and provided for their laborers. Operators
created the towns’ physical plants and social institutions, placing operators and their corporations in the
roles of landlords, merchants, postmasters, sanitation officers, entertainment directors, etc. Operators
also often provided a police force and fire department, and medical, spiritual, and educational services
(Mulrooney 1991). Company towns served several purposes: they cheaply and expediently consolidated
a formerly scattered workforce in the absence of good transportation and allowed the company influence
over the activities of miners and their families. Companies usually erected mining structures and rail
lines first, followed by commercial establishments, and housing (Francaviglia 1997; Shifflett 1991).
Margaret Mulrooney (1991) argues that several factors influenced the degree to which coal operators
and corporations invested time, resources, and money into town development, including the number of
residential and commercial structures that needed construction, the amount of money available, and the
projected duration and output of the mines. Towns conformed to topography, the location of coal seams
and mines, and the extent of land leases. Most were situated in the bottomlands of steep valleys along
streams and railways. Mac Gillenwater’s study of company towns in West Virginia found four major
configurations of coal company towns based on the surrounding topography, which hold true in my
experience for Kentucky as well: 1.) block or grid, 2.) linear, with a single street with houses on one or
both sides, 3.) cruciform, with crossroads, forks, or dendritic patterns, often following streams, and 4.) a
fragmented layout, generally to take advantage of divided leases (Gillenwater 1972).
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Company towns burgeoned across central and southern Appalachia after the 1880s and peaked
around WWI, with the company town era virtually ending with the coming of the Great Depression
(Shifflett 1991). Almost 80% of West Virginia’s miners and over 60% of Kentucky’s miners lived in
company towns during the height of the coal boom in the 1920s (United States Coal Commission 1925),
and there were over five hundred company towns in the southern coalfields during this time, but less
than several hundred incorporated communities (Eller 1982, 160). Shifflett (Shifflett 1991, 48) identifies
three general stages of company town development: a pioneer phase of town-building in the late 1880s
until World War I, a second paternalistic phase from World War I until the Depression, and a third phase
of aging and decay from the Depression to the 1950s when the last towns closed. He is quick to point
out that like with any model of change, some towns do not fit neatly into this progression. My work on
the UK Appalachian Center’s Coal Camp Documentary Project (Figure 14) has indicated that Kentucky’s
latest company towns operated until 1958, with late towns including several in Bell, Harlan, Floyd, and
Letcher County. Letcher County’s company coal towns operated between 1912 and 1958, Jenkins being
the earliest, and Hot Spot, Kona, Millstone, and Seco operating until 1958. Most of Letcher County’s
towns were built in the 1910s (University of Kentucky Appalachian Center 2013).

Figure 3-2: Company coal towns in eastern Kentucky mapped for the University of Kentucky Appalachian Center's Coal Camp Documentary
Project. Screenshot of the interactive map. https://appalachianprojects.as.uky.edu/coal-camps/all

Coal towns were populated by diverse residents, and the influx of workers and their families
radically altered the Appalachian region. Eller (1982) identifies three distinct groups of miners attracted
to the coal industry: 1.) white Americans from the surrounding mountains and older, predominately
northern coalfields, 2.) African Americans primarily from the non-mountain South, and 3.) European
immigrants from overseas and the older northern coalfields. Companies actively sought a diverse
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workforce, employing a labor policy known as the “judicious mixture,” in which companies sought to
employ a diverse workforce in order to manipulate cultural and racial fragmentation to prevent
unionization: 50% white American, 25% African-American, and 25% immigrant (Bailey 1985). In the
early twentieth century prior to World War I, many white mountaineers joined the coal force after the
decline of agriculture, spurred by landlessness, an increase in farm rent, degradation of farm soils, and
the lure of wage labor (Billings and Blee 2000; Dunaway 1996b; Pudup 1995). Some farmers
participated in seasonal labor, farming in the summer, working in the mines in the agricultural offseason (Eller 1982).
Early mines employed large numbers of African American laborers who had initially migrated to
Appalachia to construct the railroads (Lewis 1987). Local labor could not compete with demands of the
industry by the 1880s and 90s, and mine owners began to recruit men from the older northern coalfields
in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana, and sent mine agents into the South and even to Europe to recruit
labor. Newspaper ads targeted African Americans in the South, and some southern prisons even
conscripted prisoners into forced labor during extreme shortages (Eller 1982, 170). African-Americans
were often hired to do the most difficult work, such as manning the coke ovens, unlike immigrants and
whites (Laing 1985, 73). African-American miners also did not experience the same potential for upward
job mobility, as they were never placed in authority positions because of the racist attitudes of most mine
managers (Eller 1982, 100; Lewis 1987). African American miners worked heavily in West Virginia, and
although they comprised only 6.6% of West Virginia’s population in 1930, they comprised 21.8% of its
miners (Laing 1985, 71). Immigrants became significant additions to the labor force between the
development of the industry and World War I. European immigrant residents were often actively
recruited by company agents at ports of call, particularly at Ellis Island in New York City, and transported
to West Virginia and Kentucky by train after signing contracts. West Virginia attracted the largest
proportion of immigrants, who comprised approximately 46% of their labor force between 1907 and
1911, though the number dropped to 25% by 1917. Foreign or African-American labor never accounted
for more than one quarter of the labor force in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia. Italians, Poles,
Hungarians, and Slavs were the most significant ethnic minorities, in that order, and companies favored
Italian workers for reasons that are not entirely clear. Many immigrants out-migrated to their countries
of origin to fight in World War I and many went north to work in the burgeoning steel mills of the Rust
Belt (Trotter 1990).
Company towns functioned as sites of work and home life for these newly congregated workers, and
provided for many residents an introduction to organized, urban community life. Material conditions in
company towns were extremely variable, as documented by the U.S. Coal Commission’s 1920s studies
of living conditions in bituminous mining communities. Some towns were hastily and expediently built,
and wandered over the landscape as construction expanded during mining booms (United States Coal
Commission 1925). Eller (Eller 1982, 190) argues these towns constituted the “typical” company coal
town, and reflected greater company concern for economy of construction and operation than for
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permanence or comfort. Shifflett (1991:xviii-xix) conversely argues that the historical quest to identify
“typical” company coal towns has merely led to stereotypes, and argues “no single town represents all
coal towns… Towns went through phases of development; they were always changing and being
subjected to the influence of major historical events, market forces, and technological changes in the
industry.” He thus argues that drawing historical generalizations about the “average” company town is
less important than analyzing the forces that were constantly altering them. Some towns were planned
well in advance and laid out accordingly. Some towns were small, and some were large, densely
populated urban areas. My own research on eastern Kentucky coal towns as part of the Appalachian
Center’s Coal Town Documentary Project has revealed that populations in Kentucky company towns
ranged from 15 residents to over 9,000 residents in large and model towns like Benham, Lynch, Stone,
Jenkins, and Wheelwright (Komara and Barton 2014).
Many towns also experienced significant changes though their years of operation, as companies
expanded and closed facilities, instituted new programs, and sold the towns to other companies, thus
further complicating “typical.” Wheelwright, Kentucky, for example, was run as a company town by two
corporations and then as a non-company town. The Elk Horn Coal Corporation built the town with
unpaved streets, expedient houses, and outdoor toilets, but when the town was sold to Inland Steel in
1930, Inland reconditioned the houses and built a modern water filtration plant, trash incinerator, and
recreational facilities, and installed electricity in all the houses. Residents refer to this period as the
“golden age” of Wheelwright. When Inland sold the town to the Island Creek Coal Company in 1965 and
sold the houses and recreational facilities, miners and their families reported that material conditions at
the town radically decayed (Graves 1993; Perry 2012). Material conditions at coal towns, therefore, were
very dynamic.
It is actually difficult to generalize about the material realities of coal town life in Kentucky, though
notable scholars such as Eller (1982) and Caudill (1963) have done so. It is an ongoing aim in my
research to challenge many generalizations, however. The majority of mine workers and their families in
the early twentieth century lived in company-controlled towns, and the U.S. Coal Commission’s study
from the early 1920s documented almost 500 towns in the Southern Appalachian coalfields (United
States Coal Commission 1925). The University of Kentucky’s Coal Camp Documentary Project has
mapped over 400 in Eastern Kentucky, and encountered a vast variety of living conditions, material
worlds, and experiences from residents’ testimonies. More study is certainly needed on the material and
social specificities in these numerous communities across Eastern Kentucky (Komara and Barton 2014).
Model towns, like Jenkins and McRoberts certainly challenge many stereotypes held about Appalachian
life during the Industrial Age, and the Consolidation Coal Company explicitly finessed these stereotypes
in building these towns, promoting them as gold standards in the industry, and attracting workers and
their families.
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3.4

The Machine and the Garden: The Model Materiality of Jenkins and McRoberts,
Kentucky

3.4.1 The Consolidation Coal Company: A Brief Background
Consol was founded in Maryland in 1860 and became the largest bituminous coal company in
the United States in the early twentieth century. Their policies, products, and towns were incredibly
influential in the industry. Consol’s patterns of land acquisition, absentee ownership, and strong
corporate control were first developed in Maryland, and then intensified through Western Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, and Eastern Kentucky as the railroad penetrated deeper into the mountains (Buckley
1998). Consol entered Eastern Kentucky’s coalfields in 1909 with their purchase of around 30,000 acres
in Johnson, Martin, and Lawrence Counties, calling the division Millers Creek and constructing the
Millers Creek Railroad (Figure 15). Consol acquired over 100,000 acres in Knott, Letcher, and Pike
Counties and constructed the Sandy Valley and Elkhorn Railroad the next year, naming this purchase the
Elkhorn Division. Famous mineral speculator Richard M. Broas, under a grant from investors interested
in prospecting the Big Sandy Valley in the mid-1800s, heard rumors of coking-quality coal in the Elkhorn
River Valley, which he found near the mouth of Joe’s Branch around what is now East Jenkins. Broas
purchased this coalfield land in 1886 but was unable to convince investors to build a railroad into the
area, and eventually sold the properties to infamous coal speculator John C.C. Mayo in the early
twentieth century. Mayo taught school along Miller’s Creek and was familiar with coal resources on local
farmland in that division and negotiated sale of the Miller’s Creek Division to Consol in 1907. Mayo was
associated with the Northern Coal and Coke Company at the time, which sold Consol their Elkhorn
Division properties in 1910 and 1911. The Sandy Valley and Elkhorn Railway served Consol’s eight mines
along Elkhorn Creek on the eastern side of the coalfield, which was the Jenkins side, and the Louisville
and Nashville’s extension served Consol’s six mines along the Kentucky River on the coalfield’s western
side, which was the McRoberts side (Beachley 1934, 57-62).
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Figure 3-3: Map of the Consolidation Coal Company's Elkhorn Coalfields acquisitions, including the land on which Jenkins and McRoberts
were built. From The Black Diamond (1914).

Consol’s bituminous products from the Elkhorn and Miller’s Creek coalfields were developed at
an opportune time in the coal market, as steel plants burgeoned and increased the demand for
metallurgical coke. The Elkhorn field yield over one million tons of high-quality bituminous coal during
its first two years of operation, producing a record high for the company in 1913 (Beachley 1934, 63).
Consol became the largest commercial producer of bituminous coal in the United States in 1926 and
1927, and operated mines in the Elkhorn Division into the mid-twentieth century. Consol sold its mineral
interests to Bethlehem Steel in 1956, and the company became known as the Beth-Elkhorn Coal
Corporation, which operated in Letcher and Pike Counties until 1988, when the company closed due to
reduced demand for high quality coal used in steel production. Consol began to transfer its businesses
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at Jenkins and McRoberts into private hands and sold the houses to residents. Present tenants were
given the first opportunity to buy (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012, 13).
Consol was famous in the coal industry not only for their production scale and mining
operations, but for their towns, which were heralded as industry standards in planning, quality of living,
and worker retention. Jenkins and McRoberts were both model towns. Model company towns were a
particular type of larger town that was marked by careful planning and attention to amenities. They often
offered larger housing of more solid construction, and boasted ultramodern facilities like hospitals,
schools, and recreation buildings (Figures 16 and 17). Some had bowling alleys, dairies, public parks,
libraries, and even skating rinks. David Corbin (1981) estimates that only 2% of the company towns in
the southern Appalachian coalfields were model towns. Many operators provided such social service and
amenities as recruitment enticements and as insurance against strikes (Eller 1982). In model towns like
Jenkins and Tams, West Virginia, the finest housing construction, aesthetic planning, and ultramodern
conveniences were combined to produce the atmosphere of a middle-class suburb. Corbin (1981, 117118) argues that model towns served primarily as companies’ subtle defense against unionization, and
reflected more than their concern for the physical and mental improvements of miners and their families
or their attempts to make company town life more palatable. He argues model towns were thus not really
built to uplift residents, but to break down occupational solidarities of miners’ “working class culture” by
inculcating new values and norms. Eller (1982,190-191) agrees that model towns were often more
successful at avoiding labor unrest and were often characterized by a high degree of corporate control,
but stresses that model towns functioned more strongly to recruit and retain a productive, stable
workforce, particularly married miners with children. Eller and Shifflett (1991) also stress that companies
built their model towns with reform goals in mind and sought to inculcate their workers into new
standards of modern, urban American living. Consol was particularly interested in reform work, and the
company’s interest in Jenkins was highly paternalistic. Their inculcation of workers into modern, urban
living heavily relied on promoting coal town life by contrasting it to agrarian life and portraying agrarian
livelihoods as anti-modern and primitive.
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Figure 3-4: Jenkins Recreation Building, 1923. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jenkins, Kentucky,
Photographic Collection.
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Figure 3-5: Recreation building interior, Jenkins, 1929. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jenkins, Kentucky,
Photographic Collection.

3.4.2 The Passing of Provincialism: Reification of the “Vacant Wilderness” and Hillbilly
Holdouts in Company Narratives
Consol intentionally promoted myths that the Elkhorn Division’s lands were previously a largely
vacant wilderness sparsely populated by backwards hill folk. This ‘vacant wilderness’ myth justified
mineral extraction by suggesting that residents would never develop these resources for themselves
beyond small-scale household use. Consol also used these narratives to intentionally reinforced myths
about Appalachian backwardness so that industrialism, and company town living, could thus be the salve
to primitive, impoverished living on the mountain frontier. Consol had a vested interest in how their
industrial transformations of the Elkhorn Coalfields were portrayed. The company wanted to attract both
potential investors and workers, and cleverly constructed narratives about the modernity of these
revolutionary urban centers did the trick. Portrayals of their coal towns as modern, progressive
communities, the likes of which the mountains had never seen, were contingent upon distancing them
from lifestyles and living conditions that came before. Consol, through self-reporting and carefully
guided industry journalism, thus constructed a portrait of untamed, sparsely populated wilderness,
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where scattered isolated mountain farms held on to agrarianism, a pitiful lifestyle which stunted their
cultural and economic development and failed to realize the true potential of the mountains’ natural
resources. Material culture played a large part in these narratives about ‘bringing civilization to the
mountains.’
Charles Beachley’s (1934) History of the Consolidation Coal Company 1864-1934, one of the most
self-congratulatory works ever published by the company, describes the hills of the Elkhorn Seam as,
“Vast in extent, those lands were then regarded as ‘vacant and unappropriated lands,’ and the first step
in their acquisition by outsiders was the making of surveys and the acquiring of grants from the State of
Kentucky, which grants could then be had at five cents an acre!” Consol was positioned as a hero in
Beachley’s book, swooping in to save the mountains despite all odds: “The romance of turning a
wilderness into towns of several thousand prosperous persons, all employed in connection with the
mining of Consolidation Elkhorn coal, is marked by heroism and earnestness of endeavor in
surmounting obstacles that at times seemed impossible (Beachley 1934, 57-62).” Consol promoted the
idea that before their railroads penetrated the wilderness of the Elkhorn Coalfields, settlement was
sparse and primitive, and the natural world was untamed and unutilized (Figure 18). Alphonse Brosky,
a trade journalist who wrote two influential articles about Jenkins for the journal Coal Age wrote, “Jenkins
and the other towns adjacent to it sprung up in the wilderness, yet at that time they were eighteen miles
from the nearest railroad and situated in a dense forest broken only by a few clearings each with its
solitary log cabin (1923, 561).”
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Figure 3-6: Consolidation Coal Company photograph titled "View of Jenkins from State Road, 1929." Photographs like this gave the viewer
the impression that Jenkins alone penetrated the vast, untamed, and uninhabited wilderness. Photograph from the University of Kentucky
Special Collections, Jenkins, Kentucky, Photographic Collection.

Log cabins functioned as iconic symbols in the industry portrayals of Jenkins and McRoberts and
were explicitly contrasted to ‘modern’ buildings (Figures 19 and 20). A writer for the trade journal Black
Diamond marveled at the Jenkins’s construction in under three years. He wrote, “Three years ago, where
those buildings now stand was an untamed wilderness. Here it was mountainside covered with
underbrush; there it was a raw valley. This company touched the waste and it sprouted a modern little
city…. Three years from untamed nature to this, is a greater feat even… than Chicago, San Francisco,
and Baltimore risen out of the ashes (Black Diamond 1914, 392).” The article heavily suggests no ‘real’
human civilization predated Jenkins: where all the fine, modern brick buildings of Jenkins stood now,
“…was only three years ago a lonely village in the Kentucky hills, thirty miles from the nearest railroad
(Black Diamond 1914, 392).” The author contrasted Jenkins again to the wilderness, writing, “Jenkins is
an epic in the shadow of Pine Mountain (Black Diamond 1914, 393).” Brosky wrote in one of his pieces
that the beauty of Jenkins and its white houses broke the “monotony of green” in the valley when viewed
from above at Raven Rock (Brosky 1923, 562), as though the houses of Jenkins were the only structures
inhabiting the valley.
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Figure 3-7: Log cabins along the Kentucky River, 1926, taken by one of the Consolidation Coal Company's photographers. Photograph
from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal Collection.

Figure 3-8: Log cabin pictured in the Consolidation Coal Company's history of the company written by Charles Beachley in 1934. From
Beachley (1934).
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Consol’s photographers took care to photograph log cabins on or near their properties around Pine
Mountain. Several photographs of these older structures are included in the archival collection of plate
glass negatives at the Smithsonian, and their composition is telling. Consol’s photographers often tried
to photograph structures without people present in the composition, but the log cabin photographs are
also devoid of much other material culture, unlike the photos of company-built structures. The caption
accompanying one shot of a very plain, almost violently bare log cabin in the archive calls it a typical
cabin in the Pine Mountain area, and portraying material sparsity seems to have been a salient company
goal. Beachley included a line drawing of a log-built mountain settlement entitled “Pioneer Mountain
Cabin (Figure 20)” in his book about the history of the company (Beachley 1934, 58). The line drawing
shows a primitive, sparsely-built farm lot with an air of cheerful promise. Consol was clearly proud to
distance themselves and their employees from life in inferior farmsteads and houses with the modern
glamor of company town habitation.
Consol and industry journalists also took care to compare the residents of Jenkins to local farmers,
regurgitating hillbilly myths and portrayals about mountain inferiority. An article in an issue of the 1919
employee magazine The C.C.C. Mutual Magazine entitled “Jenkins, KY Long Ago,” described the
holdovers of the “pure Anglo-Saxon stock” now obsolete except for a few remote pockets in the
mountains. The article claimed the influence of hillbilly mountaineers over coal town life still presented
itself in archaic practices like planting superstitions, such as throwing corn cobs in water to ensure crops
would not burn or wither from drought, and material markers still used in the area like grave houses in
family cemeteries. The article charged that until twenty years prior when the Jenkins area was quickly
modernized by capitalists, mountaineers in the region struggled through a hard life devoid of recreation
and socialization, which could still be glimpsed in surrounding sparsely settled areas (Consolidation Coal
Company 1918, 40-41). The Black Diamond article about Jenkins was even less polite, explicitly
condemning mountaineers and their primitive culture by proudly proclaiming it bore no resemblance to
modern life in Consol’s flagship town, stating, “While Jenkins is in a ‘back woods’ country, there is no
stick whittling and no gossip-swapping. Friendly chats between townsman and mountaineer from the
backs of horses or mules- with one of the ‘woman folks’ perched up behind- are not to be seen here.
Jenkins is a mountain town in everything but the lazy practices which go with such a community (Black
Diamond 1914, 393).”
Consol also delightedly boasted that local color fiction writer John Fox Jr. visited Jenkins while
gathering information to inform his famous local color novels (Beachley 1934, 62), and the company
used his most famous book, Trail of the Lonesome Pine, to reify the construction of the “untouched
wilderness” and justify extractive industries and radical environmental and social change. Fox Jr. based
the novel, a love story between a mountain girl and a gentrified mineral prospector, upon Pine Mountain
scenes and cultural vignettes, and even modeled the character of Devil Anse Tolliver after an infamous
lawman named Bad John Wright, a Jenkins resident. The novel, like many of Fox Jr.’s works, portrays
industrialization as an inevitable necessary process despite its environmental devastation. Despite this
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destruction, and the partial romanization of mountain life foundational to the novel, Emily Satterwhite
argues that “Lonesome Pine refuses to endorse a preindustrial mountain way of life as a viable alternative
(2011, 60),” and readers and reviewers have heavily interpreted the novel narrative as supportive of
industrial development in a land of arrested civilization. Readers have heavily supported its message
that mountaineers were a culturally and geographically isolated people who required intervention by
industrial culture-brokers, which was clearly parallel to Consol’s narrative aims. At the most cynical
reading of company policy, Appalachia’s portrayal as backwards (specifically, needy people struggling in
a barren land waiting to be filled with capitalism) justified the exploitation of the region’s land and
people, and continues to do so today.i These narratives certainly operated in tandem with Consol’s
attention to facilities, programs, and quality of life in Jenkins and McRoberts, which set the bar very high
for the industry, and were instrumental in worker retention and residents’ health and happiness.
3.4.3 Mining Towns of a Different Class”: Jenkins and McRoberts People, Places, and
Programs
Jenkins was Consol’s flagship town, and the first town constructed by the company after their
Elkhorn Division acquisitions. Jenkins was named after George C. Jenkins, a leading Consol investor and
prominent Baltimore citizen, and construction began in 1910, leading to Jenkins’s incorporation as a
sixth-class city in 1912. McRoberts, named after New York City financier and company director Samuel
McRoberts, was built in 1912 (Dramcyzk n.d.; Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012). McRoberts was
annexed by Jenkins in 1928, but withdrew from the Corporation of Jenkins in 1954, after which all city
services, including police protection and streetlights were terminated (Dixon 2013). Letcher County’s
population rose and fell in large part to the substantial populations of Jenkins and McRoberts from 1900
to 1950. Letcher County’s population prior to the towns was only 10,623 according to the 1910 Decennial
Census and doubled to 24,467 recorded for the 1920 Decennial Census. The 1920 Census was the first
to record populations for Jenkins and McRoberts, with Jenkins at 4,707 and McRoberts at 2,146. The
combined population of Jenkins and McRoberts during the years in which McRoberts was annexed was
8,495 in 1930, and hit its peak at 9,428 in 1940, falling to 6,921 in 1950. The population of both towns
continued to steadily decline after 1950, and the current population of Jenkins is just over 2,000 people
(U.S. Census Bureau 2017a) and the population of McRoberts is just under 800 people (U.S. Census
Bureau 2017b).
Jenkins and McRoberts are carved into a proliferation of formally and informally delineated
neighborhoods and districts (Figure 21), which have often confounded me over the course of my work.
Formally, Jenkins is divided into five districts: downtown Jenkins, Lakeside, Burdine, Dunham, and East
Jenkins. Each district historically had their own schools, shops, and even recreation facilities. These
districts correspond somewhat to mine locations: Mines Number 201 to 207 in Burdine and Jenkins
proper, mine 208 at Dunham, and Mines 210 to 215 were located in McRoberts. Miners generally lived
in the vicinity of the mines at which they worked. Downtown Jenkins included commercial and
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residential buildings and was Consol’s administrative hub. Lakeside, the beautiful residential district
along Elkhorn Lake, was reserved for company officials, managers, and other salaried employees and
their families. Burdine contained residences, a company store, a recreation building with a theater, a
school, a doctor’s office, and several churches, but did not contain a bustling commercial district like
downtown Jenkins. The East Jenkins section of Jenkins, located between downtown and Burdine, was
interestingly never under company control, although Consol did build the houses along Main Street.
Landowners, including the influential Vanover family, refused to sell to early speculators, and East
Jenkins thus remained a bustling district of private enterprise and residence, and not all residences
contained a company employee. East Jenkins was considered the nucleus of activity in Jenkins from the
1930s to the early 1950s due to its businesses and recreational spaces (Jenkins Centennial Committee
2012).
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Figure 3-9: Insurance map showing some neighborhoods of Jenkins, 1914. Courtesy of Donna Boggs.

Many neighborhoods with colorful monikers populated the districts of Jenkins and McRoberts,
and it is important to understand just how many sections existed in these communities, each with diverse
offerings. The Dunham section of Jenkins included Store Hill (a group of houses above the big store),
Cottage Row (row of small cottages at the mouth of Improvement Branch), Straight Row (a stick-straight
row of houses in Upper Dunham), and Improvement Branch (a large, formerly forested section where the
sawmill and lumbering ‘improved’ early Jenkins). Burdine included Tin Can Hollow (site of a former
garbage dump), Rocky Hollow (houses along a very rocky road on the edge of Burdine), No.1 Row and
No.1 Hill (named after the 201 mine), No. 2 Bottom and No. 2 Hill (named after the No. 202 mine),
Gaskill (which included the Gaskill Commissary store), and Camden. Jenkins proper included B&O Hill
(named after the railroad operating opposite the row houses), Brick Yard Hill (where the large brickyard
was located that supplied for all Jenkins’s brick buildings), Wright’s Hollow (site of Bad John Wright’s
sawmill and the houses it built), Mudtown (named after its muddy residential streets), No. 5 (named for
the No. 5 Tipple across from the houses), Slick Rock (a steep hollow with a steady, rocky stream), and
Smoky Row (named after the cookstove smoke visible to miners as they left their shifts). Lakeside
included the Goodwater neighborhood (single-family managers, supervisors’ and miners’ houses up the
street terminating at the drinking water reservoir), Oak Street (single-family managers, supervisors’ and
miners’ houses up oak tree-lined streets). McRoberts included Band Mill Bottom (named for the sawmill
that built many McRoberts houses), Doctor’s Hill (fancier houses overlooking the town where physicians
lived), Cannel City Row (a dense row of houses on the main drag resembling a small town in Morgan
County, West Virginia that specialized in cannel coal), 213 Row (named for Mine 213), Ball Park Row
(next to the ball fields), Hunky Row (named for the Hungarian families in early McRoberts), and Tom
Biggs (Dixon 2013, 89-92).
3.4.4 Residents of Jenkins and McRoberts
Tom Biggs, Slick Rock, and Hunky Row are particularly notable, as all were all neighborhoods
with large populations of families of color and foreign-born persons. A conspicuous element of company
coal mining towns across Appalachia was segregation of residents along racial and socioeconomic lines.
Differentiation between management and the labor force is often easily recognizable on coal town
landscapes, as managers’ residential districts were often located away from the grime of tipples and
smokestacks and had fancier housing, living in locations with telling names like Silk Stocking Row.
Owners and operators houses were also often located on hilltops and hillsides above the communities
(Eller 1982). The Jenkins elite did not live above the remainder of the community in the Lakeside district,
but were removed from mining families, and most Lakeside residents were salaried employees and their
families. Foreign-born residents in company coal towns were often housed in neighborhoods with
pejorative names like “Hunkytown,” and African American residents were relegated to “Colored Towns”
with pejorative names such as Niggertown, where the separate-but-equal policies generally dictated
separate schools, recreation facilities, and even stores, although conditions were rarely equal (Eller 1982,
170; Shifflett 1991, 61-66). The African American residents of Jenkins and McRoberts had separate
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recreation facilities (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012), and segregated seating in the movie theater
(Amburgey 2015). Jenkins even had a Colored Pool Hall for men, run by Albanian immigrant Mike Ticco,
who convinced Consol to let him open one in Jenkins in addition to the one he ran in Wheelwright (Steffa
2015).The towns also had separate schools for African American students, notably the Dunham Colored
School, which was fairly large; in 1927, it was the third largest in the Jenkins-McRoberts school district,
and enrolled 206 out of the 1,500 students, with the Jenkins School enrolling 516 students as the largest
(Consolidation Coal Company 1927b, 66).
Jenkins and McRoberts were not segregated in such clear-cut residential boundaries, however.
The Slick Rock neighborhood had a high concentration of African American residents, as did McRoberts,
which is still known today as ‘the black town,’ but a perusal of Decennial Census schedules paint a more
complicated portrait of neighborhoods. Many households of white American-born persons, mostly from
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia, and mostly listed as coal miners, are listed on the 1930 McRoberts
Census schedules. Some households were recorded as living at the mouth of Tom Biggs and some as
residing farther back in the hollows (U.S. Bureau of Census 1930). Georgia Helton also remembered
African American families living in No.3 Hollow and around East Jenkins, and claims that while the
company tended to segregate them, no such rules were enforced in East Jenkins (Helton 2014). It seems
that immigrant residency was also geographically fluid. Andigoni Steffa and her Albanian parents, the
Ticcos, first lived on Main Street over their restaurant, but later moved to the prestigious Lakeside district
(Steffa 2015). Elizabeth Hall, whose family lived in several locations around Jenkins told me during her
interview that a small concentration of Bulgarian families lived in one location, but that immigrants were
not segregated in any particular location and could move around (Hall 2015). According to Clarence
Dotson, however, they never resided in African American neighborhoods (Dotson 2014).
Jenkins did not have a large long-term immigrant population. Initially, Italians were integral to
building Jenkins in the early 1910s, but many did not stay, and only a few families were included in the
1920 federal Decennial Census. Most of the stonework in Jenkins was built by Italian masons, and
remains a lasting contribution to the downtown area (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012).
Photographs in the Consolidation Coal Collection at the Smithsonian do include a few shots of immigrant
residents, such as one depicting adult men in a classroom taking an English class. The initial presence of
Italian immigrants was sufficient enough that the Catholic Church was one of the first constructed in
Jenkins by Consol (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012). Records of immigrant families are sparse, and
most information gathered about them in the course of this dissertation was through oral history
interviews. Everyone I interviewed knew Kelley Desimone and remembered his family as one of the
Italian families who stayed in the area. A humorous story recounted by Consol employee Wayne Collins
featured his best friend Kelley and some other Italian miners who had to be carried out of a flooded mine
by their taller co-workers since the Italian miners were just above five feet tall and stood below the water
line (Collins 2014), so clearly other Italians stayed on as miners. Andigoni Steffa, known as Goldie Ticco
in her girlhood, was the only descendant of European immigrants I was able to interview. Andi’s parents,
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Michael and Paulixeni Ticco, originally from Albania, emigrated from Greece around 1912, and Andi
believed Mike may have come to help build the town with other immigrant workers. Andi also
remembered her cousin’s family, who worked at her father’s hot dog stand. Her paternal grandmother
emigrated to Jenkins in 1933 along with her cousin Jim Nash. She also remembered one of the only
Jewish families in Jenkins, her friend Thelma Jean Max’s family, whose father was Jewish and mother
was from Finland (Steffa 2015). The 1930 Decennial Census also recorded an Albanian man named Leo
Saltas and his wife Helen, who was born in Germany, who lived two doors from the Ticco family when
they lived over Mike Ticco’s restaurant on Main Street (U.S. Bureau of Census 1930). Leo’s occupation is
listed as a waiter, and it is conceivable he also worked for Mike. The work of Mike Ticco and other
European immigrants left a tangible legacy in Jenkins, but sadly records about them have been lost to
time.

Figure 3-10: Unknown immigrant men receiving education in Jenkins, n.d. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of
American History, Consolidation Coal Company Collection.

Women are another underrepresented group of Appalachian company coal town residents in
scholarship (Duff 2005; Graves 1993). Over the course of my research for this dissertation and the Coal
Camp Documentary Project, I have encountered many stereotypes about women’s roles in coal towns.
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Dozens of people have told me quite confidently that all women in coal towns were either housewives or
prostitutes, a position they were unable to defend when pressed. Historically, scholarship about women
in company coal towns worldwide has placed women peripherally to the labor, identities, and action of
men, notably their husbands (Gibson 1992; Gibson-Graham 1996), particularly in Appalachia. Men’s
labor has been seen as central to the economy, even though they lost control to the means of production
after the industrial transition, whereas women’s labor has been seen as secondary. Certainly, an outcome
of industrialism was that women in Appalachia largely became dependent on men in terms of economic
security, as men were usually the primary wage earners in coal town households (Maggard 1994, 1999;
Pudup 1990). However, it is incorrect to posit that women did not engage in waged labor and offensively
reductionist to privilege men in economic discussions and coal town scholarship generally, as has been
the case in notable studies of the Coal Age, such as Eller (Eller 1977, 1982) and Corbin’s (Corbin 1981)
seminal books. Mary Beth Pudup’s (1990) study of women’s labor in West Virginia’s coalfields and Sally
Ward Maggard’s (1994) study of women’s labor during Appalachian industrial transitions acknowledge
that some women did find waged employment in coal towns, such as nursing, domestic servants,
seamstresses, laundresses, and childcare providers. My work all over Kentucky’s eastern coalfields has
revealed women’s employment was more common than is popularly thought, and that women were not
simply constrained to domestically-related jobs.
Jenkins women certainly challenge stereotypes about women’s labor in coal towns. Jenkins
women were not simply isolated housewives, nor were they constrained to the few jobs discussed above.
Many were working women, and my interviewees included two wartime aircraft riveters, three
shopkeepers, several secretaries, several domestic workers, a bank teller, and a teletype operator. Many
women earned wages, most traveled, and all had their finger on the pulse of national fashions, including
women on the lower end of the economic spectrum. Many women in East Jenkins, the privately owned
section of Jenkins, held waged employment, and many were shopkeepers, such as Myrtle Venters, who
ran the East Jenkins Food Shop with her husband Ellis (Venters and Anderson 2014), and LaVon Conley,
who ran Burke’s General Store in Rocky Hollow with her mother and siblings (Conley 2015). Myrtle told
me during her interview about the six months that she and her sister went to Baltimore when her
daughter was young to work at Glenn L. Martin riveting aircrafts to send money home (Venters and
Anderson 2014). She had previously told me during the Jenkins Centennial Days celebration in 2012
that she could not understand why their names were not up on the war memorial in downtown Jenkins,
as their labor was just as important as the men who had served. Norma Jean Vaughn, a close friend of
Andi Steffa’s, worked as a teletype operator and later in the Purchasing Department for Consol in
downtown Jenkins, and had a wide circle of women friends and acquaintances who worked for the
company. Many of her friends worked in the Auditing Department, and Norma Jean’s very good friend
Bliss Fry Farley, was secretary to Mr. Price, assistant to one of the company’s managers, and their friend
Elsie Johnson was the manager’s secretary (Vaughn 2016). Bliss Fry and Elsie Johnson also served as
regular editors and contributors to the company’s employee magazine The Check Board. One of the only
housewives I interviewed for this research, Jeanette Bentley, told me self-consciously when I asked what
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she did for a living that she did not have a job outside the home, saying, “People say, ‘was you a
housekeeper?’ I say no, I didn’t keep the house, I was a homemaker! I didn’t keep no house.” I replied
that she had the hardest job in the family, to which she answered, “Amen on that! Because a man gets
his work done, he sits down. A woman never gets her work done! And a woman never gets a vacation
(Bentley 2015).” Women in Jenkins and McRoberts worked hard, and their labor was certainly central to
the functioning of the towns, households, and the lively, modern fabric of the towns.

Figure 3-11: Norma Jean Vaughn (second from left) with fellow Consolidation Coal Employees at the First Aid Meet, 1940s. Photograph
courtesy of Norma Jean Vaughn.

3.4.5 “Man’s Humanity to Man”: Houses, Facilities, Welfare Capitalism, Progressivism in
the Built World
Consol was a strong proponent of welfare capitalism and contentment sociology as achieved
heavily through the built world, understanding that happy residents worked and lived together well, and
embraced these ideals openly. A writer for Black Diamond marveled at the built world and social
programs of Jenkins, remarking that the fine Elkhorn coal seams and beautiful town would be worthless
if “workers were not looking ahead- if the people who must dig, ship and prepare that coal, et cetera,
were comfortable, happy, and contented” and remarking of the high quality of life the company
provided, writing, “Modernity calls it welfare. The Black Diamond man calls it man’s humanity to man
(1914, 393).” The industry journalist wrote that the location of Jenkins was chose for two reasons: one,
it was the best location to radiate electrical power to many facilities, and two, it was the best location “to
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radiate the equally important social and civic impulse needed for a stable and contented working force
(Black Diamond 1914, 391).” Consol and industry journalists promoted an image of truly satisfied
residents to an almost comical degree. A journalist visiting Lakeside heard snatches of song coming from
the boats of Elkhorn Lake on his tour and floridly wrote, “The miner can sing as well as dig coal, andJenkins is not a place of work only. Men and women live here and live well (Black Diamond 1914, 391).”
He also wrote that Jenkins was not typical, and that other towns lacked aesthetics, writing, “A coal mining
town or camp- take them as they run- is not a thing of beauty. No artist would go there for “color” unless
he was out of sorts and wanted to paint something dreadful (Black Diamond 1914, 390).” Jenkins,
however, was more like a country club in his estimation, and he exclaimed, “There is something about it
which caused a city woman to say, when she saw the pictures, ‘I never before wanted my husband to be
a miner; I wish he were- I would like to live there (Black Diamond 1914, 391).”
Consol promoted the highest standards for the built world and quality of life, and this is reflected in
the company-built houses that still lines the streets of Jenkins and McRoberts. Company town housing
usually bears the imprint of corporate design, and coal companies like Consol occasionally employed
well-known architectural firms to design their towns, but often their towns were designed by a company
engineer (Mulrooney 1991). Workers’ housing was standardized and often prefabricated. Many viewers
have interpreted coal town landscapes as homogenous and monotonous, and visitors and scholars alike
have criticized company houses as a primary mechanism for corporate surveillance and control (e.g.
Corbin 1981; Eller 1982; Gaventa 1980). However, companies running towns across America also
viewed standardization as a means of avoiding housing crises found in urban slums across the nation,
and company town housing followed Progressive Era housing reform efforts to ensure consistently high
quality of life to all urban residents (Crawford 1995). Coal town houses across Appalachia displayed
considerable variation in quality: some was well-constructed and roomy, following suburban floor plans,
but some were expedient, poorly ventilated and insulated, and criticized as unattractive (Francaviglia
1991). Many companies favored board-and-batten box frames that Eller (1982) calls “Jenny Linds,” but
some companies built more permanent houses, such as frame doublehouses and cottages.
My work in Jenkins and McRoberts reveals that some companies like Consolidation Coal employed
many different types of housing in the same town; while standardized, the housing in Jenkins and
McRoberts is diverse, and the company appears to have alternated housing types based on the landscape
and residents’ needs. Brosky noted that the company preferred single-family houses but built many
doublehouses because of limited space. The single-family houses had three to five rooms, and the
doublehouse apartments had four to five rooms (Brosky 1923, 562). Consolidation Coal’s houses,
including small cottages intended for temporary use, were sturdily constructed and many still stand
today. Other house types at Jenkins include foursquare houses, cottage bungalows, and Southern
bungalows in the Lakeside district, ‘temporary’ cottages at Cottage Row in Dunham, slate-roofed
boardinghouses built for railroad workers in East Jenkins, and duplexes and single-family houses all over
Jenkins and McRoberts. Based on the multiple house styles at Consol’s towns and my own exposure to
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company coal towns all over Eastern Kentucky for the UK Appalachian Center’s Coal Camp Documentary
Project, I feel homogeneity and standardization has been overrepresented in scholarly discourse.
Beachley (1934, 62) writes that when Consol opened the Elkhorn Coalfield in the early 1910s, they
immediately built 200 houses and began construction on 800 more. An industry journalist noted around
1,400 houses in Jenkins during a 1914 visit (Black Diamond 1914, 392), presumably meaning in
Jenkins proper, as an article in the Letcher County Press estimated there were as many as 6,000 residents
in Dunham at its peak all living in company housing (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012, 21).
Journalist Alphonse Brosky noted in 1923 that Jenkins alone had 1,600 houses, presumably also not
including districts outside Jenkins proper. On-site company sawmills milled nearly all the white oak,
chestnut, and yellow poplar used for house construction, which was cut on the company’s property, and
two on-site brick plants supplied the materials for the commercial and industrial buildings and the
churches (Black Diamond 1914, 392; Brosky 1923, 561). Brosky described them as being predominantly
plastered, with a few lined with beaver board. Fifty percent of the houses were furnished with sinks, but
Brosky noted the company would furnish any house with a sink upon request of the tenant (Brosky 1923,
562). Companies generally built workers’ houses and later added many amenities like plaster, paint, and
running water (Eller 1982; Shifflett 1982), and residents often creatively installed these amenities
themselves. For example, residents in the town of Barthell in McCreary County, Kentucky, mixed their
own pigments and plasters from local clays and installed running water themselves (McBride 1993).
Jenkins house interiors were painted to residents’ wishes, and Brosky described the exterior color
scheme of the houses as white with trimmings of four interchangeable colors, repainted every five years.
He noted that white was an unusual choice economically for coal towns due to the smoke and gases from
industry, but lent a chic, modern feel to the landscape.
Jenkins houses were heralded as unusually well-appointed and finished prior to occupancy, and
housing generally outstripped housing at other company coal towns, including both worker and
manager housing, which did differ somewhat. Workers’ houses often markedly differed from managers’
and operators’ houses in company coal towns; often built of brick or cut stone, they were often situated
on the mountain hillside overlooking the town, unlike the workers’ houses clustered in the valley
bottoms along the railroad tracks (Gillenwater 1972). Corbin (1981, 124) refers to this as a display of
“theatrical style,” in which this dramatic display of wealth and power gave operators symbolic power over
their miners, who literally had to look up to them. Also, this position provided a panoptic view for
operators; for example; operator William Tams (1963) revealed that his West Virginia hillside mansion
in Tams allowed him to keep tabs on all the families in “his town,” and make sure all was orderly. This
position also allowed operators’ families to avoid some of the smoke and grime produced by the rail
yards and tipples (Eller 1982). Houses in the Lakeside district of Jenkins were not actually perched higher
than workers’ homes; in fact, many occupy the lowest position in town next to the lake. In another
departure from other towns, the manager’s house, now called the Zegeer House, is located among others
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in Lakeside, in what I suggest was a conscious move by the company to reflect their equalitarian image.
Brosky did note some advancements in the Lakeside houses over their counterparts elsewhere, writing,
The homes of the officials have all the modern conveniences, and the miners’ dwellings have as
many improvements as have been found practicable (Brosky 1923, 562).” Another journalist noted,
“More pretentious houses were erected for managers and officers [in Lakeside], and each one is shot
of as much individuality as the tenants… These latter houses are located in the prettiest part of the
town, or in what is herein called Upper Jenkins. In fact the company will build any of its employeesno matter what his station- any sort of house he wishes if he will play ten percent per annum on its
cost, which just about cares for its up-keep and the money invested (Black Diamond 1914, 394).
Jenkins and McRoberts also had a staggering array of other company-built facilities, built in high
style. Model towns often had a myriad of other specialized institutions, like dairies, movie theaters,
recreational halls, parks, and bowling alleys (Shifflett 1991). Some towns, like Jenkins, even had public
libraries and social club buildings. Notable buildings in Jenkins include the stone Jenkins School, which
is listed on the National Register of Historic places, a brick power plant, several brick churches, several
brick recreation buildings and stores, a bottling plant that produced soda and mineral water, a dairy and
dairy barns, and a bakery. Perhaps the most eye-catching church in Jenkins is the United Methodist
Church on Main Street, which features stained windows ordered from Italy by John C.C. Mayo (Eileen
Sanders, personal communication 2015), demonstrating the lengths to which the company went to
provide luxury. Residents had many recreational spaces, including rec halls for both white and black
residents, movie theaters, a bowling alley, and a pool hall in East Jenkins. One of the most iconic
recreational spaces was the main company store in downtown Jenkins, which served not only as a retail
space, but a social hub for the community.

3.4.6 Reform Programs at Jenkins and McRoberts
Towns displayed considerable variation in their attitudes on sanitation, and much of the variation
can be explained by the climate of social reform at the towns. Some owners argued that coal could not
be mined economically if too much money was spent on facilities, while others made sanitation a primary
agenda, such as in Tams, West Virginia (Tams 1963). Some towns provided indoor plumbing, outhouses,
and miners’ bathhouses, like Consol’s towns of Jenkins, Van Lear, and Wheelwright in Kentucky (Buckley
2004), but many did not. In those cases, waste was often dispelled from outdoor privies directly into
creeks, along with other household trash (Eller 1982), as was the case in Barthell, Kentucky until the
Works Project Administration installed modern outhouses (McBride 1993). Planned sanitation systems
and refuse disposal programs sought to reduce the spread of parasites and disease such as hookworm
and typhoid, such as Consol’s formal refuse disposal programs at Wheelwright, Jenkins, and Van Lear,
Kentucky (Buckley 2004; Shifflett 1991).
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Consol took great pains to provide clean drinking water and sanitary sewage services. The company
built Elkhorn Lake at the junction of Little Elkhorn and Elkhorn Creeks where the power plant was
situated. It featured a 45-foot high concrete dam holding Elkhorn Lake, which had an 80,000,000 gallon
storage capacity. The lake was designed primarily for condensing exhaust from the power station but
functioned as a recreational space also. It was stocked with fish and both bathing and boating were
permitted. Brosky noted the lake was unusual for coal towns, as was the impressive central power station,
the likes of which could not be run from the small, swift, seasonal streams in most communities (1923,
562). Drinking water came from a limestone spring on the west side of Pine Mountain and stored in
Goodwater Reservoir, conducted to houses and fire hydrants via a six-inch main. Water from deep wells
augmented this source, although was not for household use due to its heavy iron content. Consol filtered
and treated both the drinking and the well water with lime to reduce its hardness (Brosky 1923, 563).
Jenkins’ sewage system was highly praised by industry officials and health inspectors. The company
proudly boasted in 1923 that they had never seen an epidemic due to the quality of the water and sewage
services, noting only a few cases of disease sporadically introduced by outsiders. Jenkins proper was
outfitted with a sewage system which emptied into Elkhorn Creek via an automatic flushing mechanism
(Brosky 1923, 563). Willard Rouse Jillson of the Kentucky Geological Survey praised Consol’s towns in
his 1927 survey of the coalfields. Jillson noted that the best mining and sanitation practices were to be
observed at Jenkins, McRoberts, and Fleming in Letcher County, which were all Consol towns. He wrote,
“In these localities, high type camps have been developed with water and sewage systems, amusements,
hospital facilities, grade and high schools and paved streets. Welfare work has been undertaken, and a
great deal of stress has been laid on securing the best possible living conditions consistent with efficient
coal mining operation (Jillson 1927, 45).” Jillson contrasted Consol’s towns in the report to other towns
throughout the Eastern Coalfield, which he called haphazard in layout. He wrote,
In the smaller camps, houses are poorly constructed with little or no attention paid to their
architecture or their usefulness. Sanitation is neglected, and an adequate water supply is a rare
thing. Clean amusements and modern hospital facilities are generally given no thought at all,
and the condition of the roads or the schools is left to the county authorities with the result that
in most cases neither are provided to serve the mining communities (Jillson 1927, 45).

3.4.7 “By Far the Most Sanitary”: Garbage Disposal at Jenkins and McRoberts
Jenkins and McRoberts were unusual for company coal towns in that they had formal refuse disposal,
as most Appalachian coal towns did not (Caudill 1963). Archaeological studies of other coal towns have
revealed that residents dumped on their houselots and informal trash dumps outside towns (Gradwohl
and Osborn 1984; Horn 2009a; Keener 2003; McBride 1993; Metheney 2007), but Consol strictly
enforced government sanitation guidelines. An article written by the U.S. Bureau of Mines and featured
in the employee magazine stated that proper garbage disposal required providing a covered, water-tight
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garbage can near the back of each lot for all cans, bottles, and rubbish (Figure 24). The article argued that
keeping the trash can near the back kitchen door for the sake of convenience was a grave mistake, as flies
and smells would penetrate the house (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1925, 5). The Department of the Interior’s
Department of Mines also issued a bulletin in 1914 entitled “Housing for Mining Towns,” which included
recommended waste disposal guidelines, stating, “A system based on the frequent removal of garbage,
rubbish, ashes and other wastes, is by far the most sanitary… material should be burned or buried in
such a manner that no nuisances will arise (White 1914, 58),” and burning was to be done at distances
far from residential areas in coal towns (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1925, 5). Garbage was collected weekly in
Jenkins and McRoberts following these standards and hauled by wagon to isolated, non-residential
hollows, and then burned and graded. Each town section had a garbage wagon, and the company
furnished each house with a metal can (Brosky 1923, 563), and the cans are prevalent in company
photographs.

Figure 3-12: Miner's home showing garbage cans, n.d., which were provided by the company. Photograph from the Smithsonian National
Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal Company Collection.

Alphonse Brosky, the industry journalist who visited Jenkins in the 1920s delightedly reported that
Jenkins set the highest standard for refuse disposal in coal towns, and praised the company’s curbside
garbage cans, collection schedule, and burning (Brosky 1923, 523). Garbage collection in Jenkins was
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also assessed as part the U.S. Coal Commission’s 1922-1923 survey of mining towns, although the
specifics of Jenkins itself were not included in their report to Congress (U.S. Coal Commission 1925). Iris
Wood, the surveyor who visited Jenkins, noted in her field notes that every household was supplied one
20-gallon covered garbage can, which was collected and emptied once or twice weekly, and hauled to a
hollow outside town. Wood also recorded that families paid $2.00 for the garbage can and service, which
was refunded when they moved out and returned the can in good condition. Wood noted that incentives
were high to use the disposal program, as Consol awarded prizes for the neatest homes and fined
families for leaving garbage lying about and for burning refuse in the cans. She praised Jenkins for its
complete absence of strewn rubbish and awarded the town a 10/10 in the category of waste disposal
(Wood 1923).
The company’s photographs in the Smithsonian collection do show garbage cans standing
directly outside kitchen doors in clear violation of these policies, however, but there is no evidence to
suggest that residents were dumping garbage on their houselots in defiance of company guidelines
during the company era. After the company era, garbage disposal became a free-for-all in both Jenkins
and McRoberts. Many residents of Jenkins have joked to me that Elkhorn Creek was the original garbage
disposal, and former mayor Charles Dixon was shocked that when his family moved to McRoberts in
1955, they were told to save their garbage for rainy days, when it could be sent down the river to Neon
(Dixon 2013, 7). Many Letcher County residents have told me that Neon would flood because of garbage
obstructions, and a Jenkins police officer who chatted with me about former dump locations told me
these post-company disposal practices left a legacy of sanitation problems for Neon, where he is
occasionally dispatched to shoot rats “the size of dogs!”
Former resident Jake Gallion remembered several dumps in the 1920s and 1930s around
Jenkins at the aptly named Tin Can Hollow, Potter’s Fork, Tony’s Camp, and Dunham Hill (Gallion 2015).
The Shop Hollow dump seems to predate these other dump sites based on resident testimony
(Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 14). East Jenkins did not receive city services, including garbage
disposal, so residents on the edges probably did dump on their properties, as Jake remembers his family
doing on Joe’s Branch. Jake also remembers a town dump at Tony’s Camp beyond residential areas
where he and other boys would go to hunt rats at night, as rat tails were accepted at the movie theater in
a brilliant move by Consol to diminish pest populations. Jake told me laughingly, “We'd cut the tails off
and five of them would get you in the movies or fifty cockroaches or a hundred, hundred flies. … Well, if
you had a right smart of flies, it wouldn't take you too long to--you'd have that hundred flies 'cause it's
buzzing, buddy, I'm telling you. The screen doors was bad then. The doors wouldn't all close good.
(Gallion 2015).” Even a model town like Jenkins, which followed a high standard for sanitation, clearly
faced challenges controlling pests and the spread of disease.
3.4.8 “They Wanted You Healthy”: Healthcare and Domestic Science Education
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Luckily, Jenkins residents had access to cutting edge healthcare and health education. The
Jenkins Hospital, a remarkable building that still overlooks downtown, had facilities on par with
Louisville and Lexington, and was extensively photographed by Consol photographers for trade
publications. Industry journalists fawned over its sparkling white interiors, modern surgical facilities, and
wonderfully trained staff (see Black Diamond 1914; Brosky 1919, 1923). Whitesburg resident Mae
Amburgey told me she chose to have her first son at the Jenkins hospital in 1947 because of its stellar
reputation, and remembers being so impressed by the white building and its whitewashed trees
(Amburgey 2015). Many Jenkins residents I interviewed, like Goldie Sparks and Lavon Conley, call the
loss of hospital services in Jenkins one of the greatest negative changes, as the hospital was iconic in the
county (Conley 2015; Sparks 2015). The company offered a group insurance plan in 1929 for employees
providing illness, injury, and death benefits for employees and their families that included home visits
and hospital care (Beachley 1934, 71). Jake Gallion remembers doctor’s fees of $2.00 a month during
Consol’s height, which included care for the entire family (Gallion 2015). Clarence Dotson remembers a
monthly fee of $1.50, for any doctor in either the McRoberts, Dunham, Jenkins, Number 3 section, or
Burdine. Clarence told me, “They wanted you healthy. Consol wanted every person living in Jenkins
healthy, in my opinion (Dotson 2014).”
Consol certainly promoted health as a primary concern, and largely did so through their
Employment Relationship Department, which attended to the health, education, and recreation of
residents, with a heavy focus on health (Figure 25). The department included a force of 44 doctors and
13 registered nurses in 1919. Consol placed particular emphasis upon the nurses, who performed home
visitations, and required they have country and city experience of one year before joining the
department. The nurses performed a wide array of tasks, including school exams, social visits, midwife
services, childcare and nursing demonstrations, domestic science classes, first-aid classes for children,
local Red Cross and other relief work, and organizing children’s clubs like the Junior Boy Scouts and Little
Mothers. Their programs for women were particularly targeted toward medical reform: nurses held
meetings in community spaces where they instructed women in knitting, sewing, sanitation, hygiene,
first aid, childcare, and even home aesthetics. Consol’s nurses were also partially in charge of domestic
science instruction in schools alongside teachers, and the nurses and teachers ran these programs during
school breaks, as well (Brosky 1919).
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Figure 3-13: Domestic science education classes demonstration, 1939. Caption reads, "Pictures for Miss O'Connor for magazines school
scenes." Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal Company Collection.

Consol very proudly identified as a pioneer in nursing services, offering a free visiting nurse
service to residents, which included bedside care (Beachley 1934, 71). Consol’s employee magazine
noted that Jenkins, Burdine, Dunham, and McRoberts had one nurse each stationed in 1926, and
explicitly stated that in addition to their clinical, home visit, and domestic science instruction work, they
were tasked with instilling better living conditions, including “social and moral conditions (Consolidation
Coal Company 1924b, 2).” Nurses paid special attention to expectant and young mothers with the goal
of reducing illness, malnutrition and infant mortality. Their circuits, which often included more than one
coal town, may have included ministering up to 600 employees. Nurses were encouraged to make
unannounced home visits and report conditions to doctors under the auspices of discovering unreported
cases of contagious diseases. Consol provided all the services of the visiting nurses free for employees
and their families (Consolidation Coal Company 1921c, 8). Consol openly acknowledged that while these
programs benefitted residents, they also promoted a sense of community and stabilized women’s labor
(Brosky 1919, 56).
Consol professed in the employee magazine to hold a Child Welfare Conference monthly in the
Dunham section of Jenkins for both white and African American children, where babies and small
children were measured and examined by doctors and nurses, and mothers were instructed about
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feeding and care (Consolidation Coal Company 1927c, 61). Consol boasted in 1925 that they had fewer
cases of smallpox, diphtheria, typhoid, flu, and other preventable diseases than any other mining town
in a 75-mile radius (Consolidation Coal Company 1925, 40). Consol did report a flu epidemic consisting
of between fifty-five and seventy-five cases in Burdine and Gaskill in 1928 and eight to ten total cases of
pneumonia in the history of the medical department, all non-fatal, which resulted in school closures and
nurses traveling from other divisions to assist the doctors (Consolidation Coal Company 1928, 34), and
smaller outbreaks were reported in their employee magazine through 1927 and 1928, but labeled as
quickly suppressed.
Consol also tapped community members to aid in reformist educational programs. Consol ran
night school for men and women of all ages and had a Home Teacher programs where community
women volunteered to visit elderly women and mothers with young babies. They noted that 176 white,
immigrant, and African American men and women were enrolled in Jenkins and McRoberts as of January
1920, and that the subjects taught included Class for Foreigners, Academic Primary, Academic Advanced,
Commercial Work (which included typewriting, stenography, and bookkeeping), cooking and sewing,
and a general course in mining (Consolidation Coal Company 1920a, 43). The company not only
targeted adult women for heath and sanitation education, but strongly promoted these programs
through youth clubs like the Campfire Girls, Little Mothers, and Boy and Girl Scouts. The C.C.C. Mutual
Monthly Magazine ran a two-page spread about earning Girl Scout merit badges, and prominently
displayed the Health Guardian badge, which included knowledge of communicable diseases, housing
conditions, water safety, hygiene, and regulations regarding the collection and disposal of garbage
(Consolidation Coal Company 1927c, 23). Consol noted in the Mutual Monthly Magazine that twentyfive young girls in Dunham had signed up for their course in Home Nursing, which would allow them to
serve their communities (Consolidation Coal Company 1927c, 61). Health and sanitation education were
also promoted within the company schools though various programs. The Home Economics teacher Miss
Settles organized a club called the Mountaineers in 1927, whose aim, according to Consol, was to
“improve the personality of the members of the club and second to teach the most important factors of
health throughout the community. In this way we hope to improve the health of the entire community
(Consolidation Coal Company 1927b, 69).”

3.4.9 Growing Progress: Gardens for Food and Beautification
Consol promoted gardening by Jenkins and McRoberts residents to a fantastical degree, and
indeed many of the photographs in their archival collection at the Smithsonian are of prize-winning
gardens and their owners, and show lush greenery enveloping houses and lots in creative uses of space.
Industry journalist Alphonse Brosky argued that phases of community improvement at most mining
towns was short-lived and held up Jenkins as an exception. He noted there was apparently no waning
interest at Jenkins, where vegetable and flower gardens were enthusiastically planted every year by
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residents and officials. Garden winners were given a certificate and had their picture taken with their
garden by the company photographer for inclusion in the company’s photo albums and the CCC Mutual
Monthly Magazine. Consol apparently plowed all garden lots and furnished manure, and would also
provide trees, vines, and shrubbery at a nominal cost (Brosky 1923, 563). Many families had large
enough houselots to grow impressively large gardens right around their homes, but some needed to
rent additional space, such as residents living up Improvement Branch in Dunham (Dotson 2014) and
Goldie Sparks’s family in Mudtown, who rented a small patch up the hollow from the company with
several other families to grow potatoes, turnips and tomatoes. Her family was able to keep lettuce and
onion beds and cucumber patch in their yard, and they always distributed produce to neighbors (Sparks
2015).
Consol strongly promoted victory gardening during wartime, encouraging residents to produce
food to combat shortages and relieve the strain on railroad food shipping. Children were particularly
encouraged to join the U.S. School Garden Army, a war Department-funded program where children
‘soldiers’ organized planting ‘companies’ and obtained seeds by mail. The employee magazine even
featured a full-page table showing the plan of a 50 by 75-foot war garden in their 1918-1919 issue,
which had a two-page spread on war gardening (Consolidation Coal Company 1920d, 16-17). Charles
Beachley wrote in his history of the company,
Home gardening and canning are encouraged by the annual distribution of seeds, so that in
many divisions virgin soil never before used for gardening purposes is being cultivated with
great success. The miners are enabled to produce considerable quantities of their food, thereby
reducing their living expenses and at the same time improving the appearance of their
communities (Beachley 1934, 71).
Gardening certainly helped mitigate food insecurity. Jenkins resident Verna Johnson remembered that
during the Great Depression of the 1930s, “people weren’t so upset by it. Nobody seemed to suffer too
bad as I remember. Of course, everyone lived on a limited budget. Everybody had their own gardens and
those that didn’t bought their vegetables from pack peddlers (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012, 21).”
Jeanette Bentley said her family in Burdine, who were on the lower end of the economic spectrum,
mostly shopped at Burdine store for basic items milk, flour, sugar, coffee, cream, baking supplies, but
mostly ate what they grew (Bentley 2015).
Gardening was also heavily promoted for beautification, as Consol took great pride in having
their towns look like middle class suburbs elsewhere. The company went to great lengths to ensure that
residents would plant flower beds and keep neat, landscaped lawns, offering prizes for the most beautiful
flower gardens and neatest homes. In the Elkhorn Division news section of the July-August section of the
C.C.C. Mutual Magazine, the company admonished, “Have you seen the improvement of the school
grounds with grass, trees and flowers? If not take a look at your own homes and follow the example of
the children.” Brosky wrote that Consol’s Employment Relationship Department’s community work stood
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out most prominently in terms of beautification through gardening and other landscape design, noting
that this was particularly important in coal communities. He wrote,
There would seem to be few sections of the country in which the people should respond quicker
to this influence than in the coal-mining regions. Those living in villages about the mines have
some decided advantages over the scattered population in some rural districts, it is true, but
frequently the landscape about coal operations is most unattractive. The miners and their
families need influences which tend to take them away from thoughts of their work and their
surroundings, and out of themselves- who does not for that matter, at times (Brosky 1919, 58)?

3.5

Consumer’s Paradise: Retail Opportunities for Jenkins and McRoberts Residents

3.5.1 Scrip and Cash at Local Stores
Company stores have attracted more attention in the popular imagination than nearly any other
company town institution. Company stores were the hub of social life in coal towns, as they frequently
housed the barber shop, post office, and soda fountain. Most offered a wide array of products from food
to furniture, which could be purchased with cash, credit, or scrip. Scrip was company-issued credit
vouchers of paper or metal, which was not technically money but functioned as ‘captive’ currency
(Fishback 1986). Much has been written about company stores and the nature of the scrip system, and
debate about the degree of control exercised over miners via company stores remains heated. Many
scholars focus on monopolistic abuse, and decry company stores as the primary tool for corporate
domination via indebtedness (e.g. Corbin 1982; Gaventa 1980; Eller 1982), and that was apparently the
case in some towns. For example, compulsory shopping and scrip use was apparently mandatory in
Harlan, Kentucky, and residents recounted stories of being forced to spend their money at company
stores or face censure (Portelli 2011). This was not the case at Jenkins or McRoberts, however, and other
scholars argue that miner’s credit debts and company stores prices were usually comparable to the
national average (e.g. Fishback 1986; Graves 1993; Shifflett 1991). Fishback argues based on extensive
economic study of government reports from the U.S. Coal Commission in 1912 and the Immigration
Commission in 1909, and from other local sources, that scrip prices were identical to cash prices in
company-owned stores and were comparable to prices at nearby independent stores. Prices were
somewhat higher at isolated mines, partially due to higher transportation costs, higher prices were
partially offset by higher wages. Miners, despite the popular song refrain, did not usually ‘owe their souls’
to the company store and did not pay for housing, goods, and services entirely in scrip (Fishback 1986).
Scrip was offered to miners at company towns as an advance on their paycheck, and miners averaged
receipt of 30- 80% of their earnings in cash after deductions for rent, heating fuel, medical expenses and
insurance, and store purchases (Fishback 1992, 147). Shaunna Scott (1995, 17) argues that the wide
variety of retail goods in company stores may have seduced some into financial hardship, but they also
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relieved many of the burdens on women, who had previously formed the backbone of the home
manufacturing economy.
Consol’s towns did use scrip, including Jenkins and McRoberts. Consol’s salaried employees were
paid in cash (Collins 2014), but miners’ families also accessed cash. The company also apparently kept
what residents felt was a fair scrip-to-cash exchange policy, so families could access cash if desired.
Residents I interviewed and spoke with informally largely did not voice discontent with the scrip system,
even though they were certainly aware of its potential for abuse and control. Retired miner Jake
explained, “if you got the full value of a dollar you had to spend it with the company (Gallion 2015).”
Jake told me when he was younger, he believed the cash conversion on scrip was eighty or ninety cents
on the dollar, as independent stores engaged in a practice that Jake says residents called “shaving a
dime,” and this exchange rate was on the high end for company towns. Ked Sanders, a retired miner and
one of Jenkins and McRoberts’s dedicated local historians explained,
[the town of] Neon, it was not company-owned. It was set up to get the coal mine dollar, and they
would have to take the scrip and change it to American money, and of course the money-changers
were going to make a little money in the exchange, too, but for a coal miner who was paid in scrip
to go to Neon to shop, he would somewhere along the way have to get it changed into American
money.
Scrip certainly helped mitigate economic shortages between paychecks. Clarence Dotson joked to me,
“Credit cards are nothing new to me!,” remembering buying groceries as a young man with a scrip card
(Dotson 2014). Consol even allowed striking miners to draw one dollar a day in scrip for groceries until
miners resumed work (Dotson 2014; Sanders and Sanders 2015), allowing families to charge even $200
to $300 in debt until the strike resolved (Glass 1976). Scrip was eventually discontinued nationwide, and
an article in the July 1946 issue of The Check Board employee magazine announced the discontinuance
of scrip at Consol towns, writing,
With the current change, wherein scrip is being discontinued, the communities of Jenkins,
McRoberts, and Van Lear take one more step away from a ‘company town’ setup. During July scrip
issuance will be replaced by all Champion Stores by the normal credit system generally used by
merchants throughout the country. Credit will thus continue but on a more normal basis. Scrip has
had its day and served good purpose in some respects, but it also had its evils and no tears need be
shed over its passing.
3.5.2 “Anything You Could Want:” Company Owned Stores
Scholars have engaged in considerable debate over the types of goods provided by a ‘typical’
company store, with some arguing that companies heavily restricted the selection of goods (e.g. Corbin
1981) and others revealing liberal company inventories, where companies stocked according to families’
demands (Shifflett 1991). Consol’s stores were certainly the latter, and archaeological studies of
company towns in Kentucky (see McBride 1994; Schenian 1991; Sussenbach and Updike 1994) have
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revealed that mining families in both large and small towns had fairly easy access to consumer goods via
mail order, traveling salespersons, and stores in nearby towns. Some towns, like Jenkins, also had
privately owned stores within their boundaries, where shoppers could pay cash. Consol operated many
company stores within Jenkins and McRoberts. Jenkins featured a temporary company store (which also
functioned as the office and bank) in 1911 and opened its iconic permanent company store in 1914
(Figure 26). The main Jenkins company store was the largest and was truly a spectacular multi-storied
brick building with a pressed tin ceiling and modern lighting. Dunham also had its own company store,
founded in 1920. Burdine featured a large company store, as well as a company-run commissary known
as the Number 3 Store or the Gaskill Commissary. McRoberts had a large and opulent company store, on
par with the main Jenkins company store, founded in 1913, and also a meat market (Jenkins Centennial
Committee 2012). McRoberts residents called the large company store “the Big Store.” A small general
store located up in Tom Biggs was known simply as “the Little Store,” which sold just about everything
except bread or big bags of flour, which could be purchased at the Big Store. According to Katherine
Oden, most African American and white residents of McRoberts would shop throughout the week at the
Little Store for groceries and household items, and shop at the Big Store for other things on payday (Oden
2016). Consol transferred ownership of its stores and recreation facilities to a merchandising company
called Champion Stores, Incorporated in August of 1949, and Champion ran the stores independent of
the coal company afterwards, and changed the Jenkins Meat Market to a Dairy Bar for food and recreation
(Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012).
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Figure 3-14: First floor of the Jenkins Store, the largest company-owned store, ca. 1927. Photograph from the Smithsonian National
Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal Company Collection.

Jenkins and McRoberts residents were extremely proud of the range and quality of goods offered at
the company stores, a sentiment proudly embraced by the company itself, which took great pride in
setting an industry standard. An industry journalist touring the big company stores during Jenkins’s early
history, wrote, “If there is anything the average woman or man or child needs that cannot be had instantly
and of any quality, we do not know what it is… The little refinements that make life easier are to be found
in Jenkins town in generous abundance (Black Diamond 1914, 392).” (Black Diamond 1914, 392, 394).”
The big stores were not self-service, and had clerks behind the counters who retrieved and sold goods
(Bentley 2015). Clarence Dotson said the big company stores were, “like Walmart is today because when
you went there, you didn’t have to go anywhere else for anything.” Clarence also compared the company
stores to those he had visited in many major American cities while in the Service during World War II,
and said, “Everything that you could buy in New York, we had it. Five large stores had anything you could
buy in New York. You weren’t restricted to buying anything. Could buy some of finest clothes and shoes
you ever wore… I’ve been a lot of places and they didn’t have any more than we did! I don’t know of
nothing you couldn’t get (Dotson 2014).” Residents preferred different stores for different goods. Jake
Gallion, who lived in East Jenkins, said he thought the Jenkins Company Store (Figure 27) was best for
clothing, because the smaller stores did not keep much in inventory (Gallion 2015). Fellow East Jenkins
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resident Georgia Helton was impressed that the No. 3 Store at Gaskill (Figure 28) had women’s hosiery,
and would buy dresses and panties there, but felt like other places such as Whitesburg and Norton had
more stylish clothing (Helton 2014). Consol’s stores heavily catered to residents’ desires and would order
and deliver anything they did not carry. Goldie Sparks, a resident of Mudtown, remembered her new
husband ordering a refrigerator and washing machine, which the company deducted from his paycheck
and delivered (Sparks 2015).

Figure 3-15: Jenkins Store Interior, 1941. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal
Company Collection.
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Figure 3-16: Gaskill Store, 1938. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal Company
Collection.

Residents had a wide variety of retail opportunities other than the company stores, and Consol was
quite aware of this. Beachley noted in 1934 that Consol operated approximately 25 company stores with
complete lines of merchandise, most of which were department-type stores, for the convenience of
residents, but that residents were not beholden to shop at them. He argued, “These mining camps are
by no means closed camps to outside mercantile institutions. Chain stores are nearby competitors at
many places, and independent stores at the outskirts of Consolidation towns come and go. The
Merchandise Department of the Company rests its claim for patronage on competitive price, quality,
service and courtesy to customer (Beachley 1934, 71).” Other company coal towns did apparently
monopolize, overcharge, and dictate residents’ purchases, and did not share Consol’s tolerance of
outside stores and salespeople. A journalist for the New York Times who visited Harlan, Kentucky noted
that, “Miners complain occasionally that salesmen, fruit vendors, and vegetable men whose prices are
reasonable are kept out of the camps. The operators say their prices at the company stores are almost as
cheap as the outside. Seldom is this admitted by the miners (Stark 1931).” His impression of the
company store clerks is that they were “hustlers,” and remarked that goods were attractively displayed
and plainly marked in price, with the operator making five percent on his investment. Consol’s company
stores simply could not afford to alienate customers with high prices, inferior goods, or strong-arm tactics.
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Residents of Consol’s towns clearly heavily patronized retail institutions other than the company
stores, notably independent local businesses in East Jenkins, Neon, Norton, and Pound, and mail-order
franchises, and Consol took notice. The Assistant General Manager of Consol’s stores wrote a frustrated
article in the C.C.C. Mutual Magazine addressed to its company store clerks about some customers’
dissatisfaction with the stores over price and variety of goods offered. He recounted a tale of a manager’s
wife relaying that she could buy meat cheaper in nearby towns, and hastily offered their prices were
definitely lower. He also protested the “unfair comparison” that mail order catalogs offered superior
goods and variety, arguing that their stores allowed customers to actually inspect merchandise first,
offered the highest quality of goods, and that Consol’s stores offered goods at prices “just as low or lower
when quality is considered (Wilson 1927, 9).” Consol’s General Manager of Stores also wrote an article
in the January-February 1927 issues of the C.C.C. Mutual Magazine about their merchandising polies.
He noted that customers were developing more discriminating buying habits and a greater knowledge
of merchandise and pricing, which he attributed to the pinch of high prices since World War I, and their
exposure through newspapers and magazines. Consol stores were thus adopting standardized prices on
groceries across stores, and were working to develop other standardized retail prices, as differential
pricing had been a top customer complaint. He also argued that stores must do consumer research to
find out what customers wished to buy, which would be accomplished by store managers mingling with
customers. Consol also adopted a new progressive policy that involved a representative from the
Merchandise Department canvassing all divisions door-to-door to survey satisfaction with the company’s
stores and consumer desires for merchandise (Consolidation Coal Company 1927d, 10-12). Consol very
much adopted the new retail ethos of the early twentieth century, in which the market researched and
catered to consumer desires instead of pushing trends handed down from industry style-makers
(Blaszczyk 2000), which is discussed in more depth in Chapter 5.
3.5.3 “By No Means Closed Camps: Other Retail Opportunities
The access that Jenkins residents had to goods outside of the company stores was remarkable, and simply
cannot be overstated. Mail order catalogs were quite popular, and most residents remember shopping
through Sears & Roebuck, Montgomery Ward, Pogue’s, and others, especially for apparel. Rail transport
was possible until the last passenger train shut down in 1949 (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012).
Norma Jean Vaughn remembered taking the train to Netherland Plaza in Cincinnati at Christmas to shop
with her older sister, and they shopped for the day and rode the train back. She remembered buying her
winter coat at Pogue’s, a Chesterfield coat with a velvet collar, which she could not find around Jenkins
(Vaughn 2016). There were also plenty of stores in neighboring communities, and Whitesburg, Pound
and Norton over the Virginia line, and Neon were some of the most popular. Neon had a booming
commercial district, and residents of McRoberts, who were quite close by, like Katherine Oden and Jim
Scott would travel there regularly to shop. Jim Scott says his family shopped at Neon regularly, mostly
patronized the five-and-ten stores, drugstores, clothing stores, furniture stores, and Dawahare’s, all
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located in downtown Neon (Scott and Scott 2015). Even some Jenkins families shopped in Neon
regularly, such as Norma Jean Vaughn’s, who regular grocery shopped at the A&P Mart. Clothing, shoes,
and furniture were the most popular items to purchase in Neon, particularly at Sam Hush and
Dawahare’s, where families like Katherine’s kept a line of credit to buy children’s clothes (Oden 2016).
East Jenkins was also home to bustling, diverse stores both during and after the company era,
and the importance of East Jenkins to commerce around the Jenkins area cannot be overemphasized.
The area had at least five grocery stores between its heyday in the 1930s and 1950s, as well as general
stores, clothing stores, variety stores, repair shops, a drug store, restaurants, barber and beauty shops, a
theatre, a car dealership, a dry cleaner, a furniture store, a dentist, a photography studio, a liquor store,
a pool hall, and a boardinghouse, in addition to its churches and homes. Grocery stores included the East
Jenkins Food Shop, the Hopkins/Bessel Store, the Jess Bates Grocery, the Clyde Kelley Grocery Store, and
the L.L. Burke and Righteous Burke General Stores. Clothing and variety stores included the Whitaker
Music Store, Whitaker’s Army Goods Store, Conley Clothing Store, Ada’s Five and Dime, Columbus
Whitaker Variety Store, and the very first Dawahare’s Department Store. Other notable retail
establishments included the Childer’s Drug Store and Blevins Furniture Store. Interestingly, East Jenkins
was the only place within the area where residents could purchase liquor, which could be obtained from
the Bates Liquor Store or the East Jenkins Pool Hall, a gaming and social establishment open to men
(Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012). Goods in East Jenkins were probably priced at slightly below
prices in the company store. Clarence Dotson tactfully suggested to me that prices were “designed to be
more affordable” to the average family (Dotson 2014). Ted and Hattie Baumgardner, who opened a
furniture and hardware store in the 1940s also said their own prices and the prices of other East Jenkins
prices were competitive, often lower that Consol’s stores, but that the scrip system kept much of the area’s
business at the company stores (Baumgardner 1991). Stores like the East Jenkins Food shop offered
lines of credit, and Nagatha Anderson and her mother Myrtle Venters, daughter and wife of the owner,
told me that perhaps none of the East Jenkins shops accepted scrip, but may have traded out for 80 cents
on the dollar (Venters and Anderson 2014).
Jenkins and McRoberts residents thus patronized many retail establishments while also
continuing home production. Oral testimony, archival research, and the vast array of archaeological
goods recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump attest to a city at the forefront of national trends in
opposition to narratives about isolation, provincialism, and anti-consumerism. The remarkable
archaeological assemblage from the dump afforded me an opportunity to analyze Jenkins as never
before, through the sensuousness of objects. The artifact assemblage of mostly household goods is
discussed next in Chapter 4, followed by an in-depth analysis of ceramic dishes and medicines, which
links gender, class, and the consumption and constitution of modernity.
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4

4.1

“PEOPLE LOVE THOSE OLD BOTTLES, BUT I DIDN’T KNOW THEY WERE IMPORTANT!:
ARCHAEOLOGY AND ARTIFACTS FROM THE SHOP HOLLOW DUMP

Introduction: The Materiality of a Company Town

Nestled in the middle of historic downtown Jenkins is a low-slung sided building with an
overhang roof directly against the old railroad tracks, and inside are wonderful materials from the old
days. Lois Greer, the curator of the David A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum (Figure 29) has given me
considerable help by allowing me to access the museum’s archival collections and its artifact collection
for comparison. The museum contains many pieces of mining equipment, such as hard-shell caps,
respirators, boots, oil cans, picks, shovels, and even blasting equipment. Perhaps the most eye-catching
display is a mannequin wearing the jumpsuit, hardhat, and other gear belonging to Diana Baldwin, the
first female miner underground, who worked at Jenkins. Also, the collection contains many everyday
pieces of household material culture, donated by local residents, and includes a fair collection of local
bottles and drinking vessels, some of which were donated from personal collections and some of which
were looted from various dumps, particularly the company-era trash dump demolished at the site of the
new Jenkins High School (Lois Greer, personal communication, 2015). Lois graciously let me inspect
these vessels, several of which are Consolidation Coal brand soda and water bottles manufactured in
Jenkins. Lois was amused that these everyday artifacts are so important to a research project, and said to
me when I first started my work, “People love those old bottles, you know, because they’re local and they
remember drinking that soda, but I didn’t realize they’re actually important!” Old bottles just like these
so lovingly displayed in the class counters of the Zegeer Museum comprise the bulk of the archaeological
collection I analyzed for this dissertation, although the museum specimens are radically cleaner.
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Figure 4-1: The David A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum, site of the former Jenkins train station. Photograph by author.

My archaeological research for this dissertation consisted primarily of analyzing a massive Phase
III collection excavated in the early 1990s from the Shop Hollow Dump (15Lr40) site located in a nonresidential hollow near downtown Jenkins along the Elkhorn Creek drainage (Figure 30). The dump is
no longer located on the landscape today, as it was inundated by valley fill in the course of surface coal
mining. As stated in my introduction, this previously unanalyzed collection came as a blessing: I
completed pedestrian surveys of other likely dump locations in nearby Tin Can Hollow, a known former
dump location at Dunham Hill, a known former dump location along Straight Row in Dunham, and a
known former dump location along Tom Biggs in McRoberts, and found all destroyed by surface mining.
Contemporary community members are quite familiar with two other dump sites, one at Slick Rock
demolished during the construction of Highway 23 and another demolished during construction of the
new Jenkins High School, and dozens of residents have told me that community members came in
droves to cart off the old bottles uncovered by construction excavators. Ultimately, my original research
aim to compare the Shop Hollow Dump assemblage to another assemblage from one of the miners’
families residential areas, particularly in the African American neighborhoods of Slick Rock and Tom
Biggs, was not possible. However, the Phase III Shop Hollow assemblage is so large, its analysis was an
enormous undertaking, and I am quite proud to have structured my dissertation around what was
essentially an orphaned collection. As the authors of the Phase II report excitedly noted, the Shop Hollow
Dump was a rich resource with the potential to radically add to our knowledge of Kentucky’s historic
company towns, as well as twentieth-century consumer patterns. A local informant questioned during
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Phase II excavations revealed that the Shop Hollow Dump was one of the earliest in Jenkins, formed by
refuse dumped and then graded by the Consolidation Coal Company (Sussenbach and Updike 1994,
14). Although I analyzed only the Phase III collection for this dissertation, my discussion includes artifacts
from the Phase II surveys as well to provide comparative data and enrich discussion. However, it should
be noted that the Phase II artifacts were not available for comparison, having been repatriated to private
hands, and so my use of published Phase II data is cautious, given the differences in laboratory analysis
between myself and the Phase II laboratory technicians, particularly in terms of ceramics, which will be
discussed below.

Figure 4-2: Location of the Jenkins Shop Hollow Dump (15Lr40). From Sussenbach and Updike 1994.
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4.2

Fieldwork at the Shop Hollow Dump: Phase I to Phase III

Work began in Jenkins on the Shop Hollow Dump in 1993 during a Phase I archaeological survey
completed by the firm Cultural Resource Analysts (CRA) on behalf of Premier Elkhorn Coal Company, Inc.
to comply with Department for Surface Mining and Reclamation and Enforcement regulations. The total
mining permit area comprised 256.4 acres, 241.4 acres of which were surveyed using intense pedestrian
survey and shovel testing, and the remaining 15 acres of which were auger-tested. The Shop Hollow
Dump (15Lr40) was located as a result of this Phase I investigation, initially by the presence of a
bulldozed road which cut into the dump and revealed 90cm of deposits. CRA found that approximately
10% of the site had been previously impacted by mining and timbering, and shovel tests throughout the
project area were highly variable due to disturbance, fill and erosion. Pedestrian survey transects were
walked in 15-20m intervals parallel to the hollows along the bottoms, and shovel tests were excavated
on a 15 to 20-meter grid in all relatively level, undisturbed areas. Shovel tests barely probed the surface,
as the dump fill was too compacted for shovels (Kerr 1993, 4,15).
The Shop Hollow dump site originally consisted of the historic dump and mining adits in two
hollows along the drainage. The hollow bottom sloped sharply toward the south, but the bottoms were
bisected by several benches providing relatively flat space in a few areas. Phase I surveyors located the
site in 1993 by its dense surface scatter as outlined above, and marked its surface boundaries along 200
meters of a modern access road after shovel testing (Kerr 1993). However, Phase II surveyors found
during more intensive investigation in 1994 that much of the surface material along the road was due
to erosion of the dump’s midden and redrew the boundaries of the site. The new dump boundaries were
measured at 45 meters long and 25 meters wide along the north-south axis and stretched along the
hollow bottom and upslope east of the hollow bottom encompassing a small bench. A small stream was
located through the hollow bottom parallel to the road. Excavation units revealed vertical stratigraphy
over one meter deep in the site’s center along both the hollow bottom and the hillside bench, with
shallower deposits on the northern and southern edges of the site. Excavation unearthed an extremely
high density of material remains. Materials were so numerous and large and the matrix was so
compacted that 1/2-inch hardware cloth was used for screening. Many deposits contained more artifacts
than soil (Sussenbach and Updike 1994). The Phase III survey in 1994 (Figures 32 and 33), which
expanded two deep excavation units from the Phase II survey, encountered similarly dense materials.
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Figure 4-3: Phase III fieldwork at the Shop Hollow Dump by the Program for Cultural Resource Assessment (PCRA) in 1994. Photograph
courtesy of Carl Shields.
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Figure 4-4: Phase III fieldwork at the Shop Hollow Dump by the Program for Cultural Resource Assessment (PCRA) in 1994. Photograph
courtesy of Carl Shields.

The Phase II survey was completed by the Program for Cultural Resource Assessment at the
University of Kentucky (PCRA) in 1994. An undated historic house was located to the north of the dump
and a modern dump and barn, but these areas were not tested. Four potential mine openings
encountered on historic maps were also explored in the hopes of locating lunchtime refuse from miners,
but only one was located and no associated artifacts were found. Six test units were excavated during the
Phase II survey, although excavation of Units 3 and 6 was halted shortly after initiation. Unit 6 contained
a thick layer of sterile clay and crushed limestone extending a minimum of 50 centimeters deep and was
likely related to construction of a modern fuel sled immediately south of the unit. No artifacts were
recovered from Unit 6, and no attempt was made to probe below the modern fill. Unit 3 was excavated
until field technicians halted after noticing strong diesel fumes, but materials from Level 1 were analyzed
by PCRA technicians for the Phase II report. Units 1, 2, 4, and 5 were excavated to sterile soil.
Units 1 and 4 were adjacent 1x1 meter units providing a cross-section of dump deposits along the
stream bottom. Six artifact-bearing zones were recovered in Units 1 and 4 overlying sterile, yellowishbrown clay: Zones A to E. Z Zone A occurred in the eastern, highest portion of both units and reached a
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maximum depth of 40 centimeters. Zone A consisted of loose, dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) loam.
Zone B immediately below was a brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3) compact matrix, exposed on the surface
of Unit 1, and it extended to 70 centimeters below surface (cmbs) in the eastern section of Unit 4. Zone
C was a very dense, burned, reddish (10YR 4/6) zone below Zone B in Unit 1, which may have been
contemporaneous in age with Zone B and differed only in its exposure to intense heat. Zone D was called
the “tin can zone” and was the lowest stratigraphic zone along the bottoms. Its fill consisted largely of
small, decomposing metal pieces in a dark yellowish-brown matrix (10Yr 3/4) initially thought to be
composing bedrock. The tin can zone extended to sterile soil in the unit and to the base of the excavation
(100 cmbs) in the western section, and a burned board was located at the base of this zone. Zone E was
located between ridges of Zone D, and both zones were located atop sterile soil in the units. Zone E was
a yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) wet sandy clay, with a lower artifact density than the other zones
(Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 26).
Unit 2 was placed in the southern portion of the dump near the base of a steep hillside. Only two
levels were excavated before sterile soil was encountered at 40 cmbs in the western and central sections
of the unit. The unit displayed considerable disturbance, evident by road gravel among the loose, light
brown loam. Darker soil (10YR 4/3) and modern plastic pipe in the eastern section of the unit indicated
recent disturbance along the hillside base (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 26-30). Unit 5 had the deepest
deposits encountered during the Phase II excavations (nearly 140 cm) and was located on the hillside
bench. Zone A was a hollow humus layer across the entire unit. Zone B was a brownish to grayish-orange
(10YR 4/3) zone which varied considerably in thickness. Zone C, a pocket of very dark gray (10YR 3/1)
mottled soil ran along the northern and eastern sections of the unit. Zone D underneath was a loose,
reddish (10YR 4/6) zone containing mostly tin can fragments, comparable to the “tin can zone” in the
lower levels of Unit 1. Zone E, the lowest cultural zone in Unit 5, was similar to Zone D, but extremely
compact with considerable amounts of ash, probably indicative of intense exposure to fire. Several large
pieces of metal were uncovered immediately above a sandstone layer, which appeared to be the original
ground surface, including segments of a cook stove (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 26-30). Based on
diagnostic bottle glass, ceramics, and local informant testimony, Phase II investigators assigned the
dump a date range of 1911 to the early 1930s.
Phase III survey was also completed by the PCRA in 1994 and was designed to extend two units excavated
during the Phase II survey. Details of the Phase III survey are sparse for a variety of reasons. Although the
PCRA drafted a Phase III recommendation for the excavations that did indeed take place, no Phase III
report was written. Tom Sussenbach, the Principal Investigator for the project died suddenly, and despite
my considerable pestering, the original field crew was not able to locate them nearly twenty years later.
I reconstructed the fieldwork design, stratigraphy, and unit locations for the Phase III excavations from
the Ph II report, Kim McBride’s (1994) Phase III recommendations, and the PCRA crew memories. Carl
Shields, Jeff Watts-Roy, William Updike, and Kim McBride all worked on the Phase III excavations, and
helped me determine the parameters of the excavations. The Phase III excavations extended two units
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that had been excavated during the Phase II work. Unit 7 extended the previously excavated Units 1 and
4 eastward, and Unit 8 extended Unit 5 eastward, also, targeting the most concentrated area of artifacts
in the hollow. Unit 7 was 1x1m and Unit 8 was 1x2m, and both yielded a considerable density of artifacts.
Artifacts were also surface collected around a bench to the east of Unit 8 and consisted mainly of whole
glass bottles and whole and partial ceramic vessels, but the exact location of these surface collections
remains unknown. Units 1, 4, and 5 had previously yielded the highest artifact densities during the
Phase II excavations, hence the decision to expand these units with Units 7 and 8. Soil stratigraphy in
Units 7 and 8 seems to have followed these previously excavated units (Figures 33 to 35).
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Figure 4-5: Locations of Excavated Phase II and III Test Units. Adapted from Sussenbach and Updike 1994.
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Figure 4-6: Profiles of Test Units 1 and 4. From Sussenbach and Updike 1994.

Figure 4-7: Profile of Test Unit 5. From Sussenbach and Updike 1994.

4.3

Materials Analysis of the Phase II and Phase III Shop Hollow Assemblages

All recovered Phase II artifacts were historic, with the exception of a single prehistoric chert biface
(Sussenbach and Updike 1994). All recovered Phase III artifacts are historic. Artifacts were divided into
functional classes following South (1977) for both Phase II and III analysis. Most artifacts recovered are
from household contexts. Some artifacts are possibly from non-household contexts and result from
industrial activities, notably large pieces of unidentified metal, but industrial waste in Jenkins was likely
relegated to specialized dump sites where the coal companies dumped waste like slate and electrical
transformers (Ked Sanders, personal communication 2014; Charles Dixon, personal communication
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2013). Unfortunately, the Phase II artifacts are not curated with Kentucky’s Office of State Archaeology,
and reanalysis or comparison of these artifacts was thus not possible during my research, as stated above.
Comparison would have been particularly useful for ceramics dishes and bottle container glass, as I am
quite certain PCRA laboratory technicians categorized many of these items differently than myself. As
such, my use of the Phase II artifacts in discussion is cautious, and the discussion for ceramics and glass
largely focus on the Phase III artifacts, which I analyzed, with the exception of the botanical and faunal
remains, as mentioned above.
Materials from each Phase III excavation level were washed and initially sorted by PCRA or Kentucky
Archaeological Survey (KAS) laboratory technicians sometime after collection in the early 1990s. Both
organizations were affiliated with the University of Kentucky. Artifacts were washed and sorted into broad
categories by PCRA and KAS technicians: ceramic vessels, container glass, flat glass, canning jar lid liners,
pressed glass, bone, botanical remains, metal, fuel, and architectural mortar. Some very limited artifact
analysis was apparently completed by technicians, but the extent is unclear. The only surviving records
for Phase III analysis are artifact inventory sheets for the surface collections, a writeup of the botanical
analysis performed by Jack Rossen that was slated to become a chapter in the Phase III report, and a
graduate school seminar paper discussing Rossen’s botanical analysis and Jeffrey Watts-Roy’s faunal
analysis by William Updike. Updike and Rossen generously dug these documents out of their personal
collections and shared them with me during my analysis. I reanalyzed the surface-collected artifacts and
analyzed the remainder of the sizeable Phase III collection for this dissertation, save the botanical and
faunal remains. My Phase III collection analysis was completed using KYHistArch, a relatively new webbased provenience and artifact data entry database system for late eighteenth to late twentieth-century
historic artifacts commonly found in Kentucky and the Ohio Valley created by Jay Stottman and Jeffrey
Watts-Roy (http://www.kyhistarch.org/). Data was then exported as Excel spreadsheets and manipulated
using Excel and SPSS.
My analysis of the Phase III artifacts for this dissertation included culling artifacts from the sizable
assemblage, in accordance with the Kentucky Heritage Council’s (Kentucky’s State Historic Preservation
Office) discard policy, which draws from various sources, notably the Society for Historical Archaeology’s
(1993) Standards and Guidelines for the Curation of Archaeological Collections. These culling and
deaccessioning guidelines are intended to address the imbalance between large collection sizes and
limited curation space in museum repositories. Artifacts from the Shop Hollow Dump Phase III collection
are curated at the William S. Webb Museum in Lexington, Kentucky. Unidentified metal and fuel remains
(mostly coal and cinder) were weighed and discarded during my analysis. Flat glass thicknesses were
measured, the shards were weighed and recorded, and the flat glass was then discarded. Container glass
body shards lacking embossing or labeling were weighed, recorded, and also discarded. Architectural
mortar, terra cotta drainpipe sherds, and undecorated redware flowerpot sherds were also weighed and
discarded. All other artifacts were counted, measured and/or weighed, and curated at the Webb
Museum. Culling procedures reduced the Phase III assemblage’s footprint from 22 to 16 boxes.
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The Shop Hollow Dump excavations yielded massive quantities of artifacts. Over 500 kilos of
artifacts were recovered by the PCRA during Phase II excavations. Unidentifiable metal, container glass,
the “other” category, and ceramic artifacts were the four largest categories recovered by weight, in that
order. Artifact weighs indicate the relative density of material remains across the Shop Hollow dump. The
highest density of artifacts were recovered from the middle and lower levels of Unit 1 and 5, and
throughout Unit 4. Unit 2 yielded a relatively low density of remains in comparison to the other test units.
Unit 3 was excavated only one level due to diesel fumes emanating from the soil, and Unit 6 was not
excavated beyond the surface, as it was filled with sterile clay and gravel. Sussenbach and Updike’s
(1994) report did very little analysis of the Phase II architectural remains, and focused on container glass,
ceramics, and faunal remains. The Phase III assemblage is also massive. Over 300 kilos of artifacts
(n=7602) were recovered during the Phase III excavations. Discarded window glass weighed 2.9 kilos,
discarded fuel (coal and cinders) weighed 10.3 kilos, and discarded unidentified metal weighed 7.5
kilos. Ceramics and container glass are the largest two artifact categories by weight, which is consistent
with other coal town excavations across the United States (Gradwohl and Osborn 1984; Horn 2009b;
Keener 2003; Kerr 1993; McBride 1993; Metheney 2007; Schenian 1988; Wood 2002b). Container
glass from the Phase III assemblage weighs a considerable 65.3 kilos, and ceramic vessels weigh 21.2
kilos. Artifacts were categorized into functional groups for analysis following South (1977).

Table 4-1: Phase III Artifacts by Functional Class

Functional
Group
Activities
Architecture
Arms
Faunal
Fuel
Furniture
Kitchen
Other
Personal
Transportation
Total

Quantity

Percentage

6
755
1
1431
939
184
2684
1315
279
8
7602

0.1
9.9
0
18.8
12.4
2.4
35.3
17.3
3.7
0.1
100

4.3.1 Architectural Class Artifacts
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Architectural artifacts consist of artifacts commonly used in building construction, including
construction materials like flat window glass, brick, nails, plaster and mortar, and structural
enhancements such as pipes, tile, fixtures, door knobs, linoleum, and other accoutrements. While
recovered artifacts in the architectural category from both the Phase II and III excavations are certainly
large in volume, the number of these artifacts is relatively low in comparison to other categories. Artifacts
recovered during Phase II and III excavations from this category primarily include brick, mortar, plaster,
terra cotta pipe, and nails (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 67). All identified nails from the Phase II and
III assemblages are wire nails. Wire nails arose by the 1870s, but were produced in only moderate
quantities until the early 1890s. Wire nails dominated the market by the 1920s, and their form has not
radically changed from the 1920s to the present. Wire nails are formed from steel wire, sheared by
machine and then headed while held in place by gripper dies. Wire nails are identifiable by parallel
striations around the shaft under the head resulting from the gripper die, and by their round, uniform,
applied heads (Nelson 1968). William Adams’s (2003) comparative literature review of American
archaeological sites revealed that sites dating in the 1900s contain 15% to 0% of machine cut nails, and
wire nails are the overwhelming majority recovered on twentieth century sites.
Architectural artifacts recovered from the Phase III excavations are a bit more diverse than those
recovered from the Phase II, however, and speak to the modern conveniences provided in Jenkins
homes. One door key, one ceramic door knob, and one padlock were recovered, and several artifacts
related to electric lighting. The brass padlock was engraved with the word "RAVEN" on one side of lock
body, and was "1904" embossed on the other, and the lock was manufactured for the 1904 World's Fair
in St. Louis, Missouri according to collectors on eBay and antiques sites. Lighting effects include one knob
from knob-and-tube wiring, a scalloped copper wall or ceiling mount for a wall or drop light, one 30-AMP
porcelain rosette, one 125-V porcelain rosette, twelve Edison fuses, one drop light socket, and many
threaded lightbulb bases and filament fragments (n=58). Consol heavily touted that all the homes in
Jenkins and McRoberts had electrical lighting. The rosettes and sockets recovered from the Phase III
excavations, as well as archival photographs of business and house interiors and memories from oral
history interviewees, reveal the presence of drop or pendant lights in Jenkins homes. Drop lighting
systems consisted of an exposed bulb in a keyed socket which hung on an insulated cord from a ceiling
rosette, the round porcelain device which screwed into the ceiling. The lights generally had no switch,
and were activated by twisting the socket key (O’Bannon 1997). East Jenkins resident Jake Gallion (2015)
remembers that Consol charged fifty cents per drop light on the electric bill. Residents very fondly
remember the old drop lights, and how modern the electrical lighting seemed in the early twentieth
century. Consol and industry journalists also heralded the proliferation of electrical lighting as a hallmark
of modernity and cosmopolitanism in Jenkins, arguing it bred good work and good moods. A visiting
journalist wrote:
“This [Lakeside] walk is lighted at night, as are all the buildings of the town, by electric lights,
and the lights are not a sham or pretense which accentuate desolation. They turn the whole place
into a cheerful community where even a stranger wants to linger (Black Diamond 1914, 391).”
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This does not mean that darkness is dispelled by little half-hearted bulbs either; the company
supplies good light and a lot of it. The darkness is by these lights kicked off the premises. At
night the place gleams like a bunch of fire-flies and going about town is easy- which can’t always
be said of cities, and even of large cities (Black Diamond 1914, 394).”

4.3.2 Botanical and Faunal Remains
Botanical and faunal remains recovered from the Shop Hollow dump are fragmentary, probably
due to extensive rodent disturbance and the frequent burning of the dump by Consol workers. Botanical
remains from both the Phase II and III excavations largely duplicate information about foodways covered
by my oral history interviewees, and some additional discussion of botanical remains is discussed in
Chapter 6. The Phase II report contains very sparse information about recovered archaeobotanicals,
stating only that the assemblage was dominated by wood fragments, fruit pits, and nutshells, notably
peach pits and walnut and chestnut hulls (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 69). The Phase III
archaeobotanical assemblage is dominated by wood and wood charcoal (n=2389) that likely represents
construction debris. Tree species include pine, white oak, hard maple, sycamore, and American chestnut.
Fleshy fruit seeds were also recovered, predominately blackberry (n=444), but also grape (n=43),
elderberry (n=14), and nightshade (n=2). Low frequencies of cultivated plants were also recovered,
including corn, beans, squash, barley and wheat, in keeping with crops grown and purchased (Rossen
1997), and nearly every Jenkins resident above middle age with whom I spoke remembers gardens
overflowing with corn, beans, and squash. Gardening is discussed in more depth below in connection
with oral history interviewing. Foraging for wild species was apparently quite common for families near
the wooded areas, particularly by children, who had the run of the woods around sections like McRoberts
and East Jenkins (Scott and Scott 2015). Ked Sanders (2015), whose grandmother owned a large section
of farmed and wooded property in McRoberts remembered collecting wild berries and nuts as a child.
The Phase II faunal assemblage was relatively small (n=1057), very fragmented, and either
burned or calcined, so only 90 specimens could be assigned to taxonomic groupings. The Phase III
assemblage is in similar condition, and 164 specimens were identified. Both domestic and wild species
are present in the faunal assemblages. Domestic cow (Bos taurus) was the most abundant species in both
the Phase II and Phase III assemblages (NISP= 109). Domestic pig (Sus scrofa) is also relatively common
in both assemblages (NISP=23), as well as turkey (NISP=11 total) and chicken (NISP=16 total). Wild
species occur in low frequencies in both the Phase II and III assemblages, and include a few specimens
of gray squirrel and raccoon (Updike 1997). The assemblages also include oyster shell, but accurate
counts were not possible due to their highly delicate nature, as many were reduced nearly to powder
before analysis. Units 1, 4, 5, 7, and 8 had the highest frequencies of faunal remains, which is not
surprising, as they are the deepest. Faunal remains were most frequent in the lower levels of these units,
perhaps suggesting preservations bias, as the dump was often graded and had a significant rat problem
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according to residents. It worth noting that Shop Hollow’s faunal assemblage may overrepresent larger
specimens like cow and pig bones, due to the large mesh size used in screening (Sussenbach and Updike
1994, 76).
The predominance of beef and the cuts of beef and pork are revealing. Cranial remains of both
species are conspicuously absent in both assemblages, suggesting meat was already partially butchered
before arriving at Jenkins retail establishments, or that local slaughterhouse remains are not included in
the assemblage (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 72). Chicken remains did include head and feet portions,
suggesting chickens were sold whole and butchered and raised by residents, which is consistent with
residents’ memories and archival photographs. Jenkins had an extremely high-end meat market
(Figures 36 and 37), praised for its sanitation and selection (Black Diamond 1914, 394), and customers
could also purchase meat in East Jenkins. LaVon Coley (2015) remembered the meat counter at her
parent’s store in Rocky Hollow in East Jenkins, and Myrtle Venters (2014) remembered her husband’s
meat counter at his East Jenkins Food Shop in the late 1940s. Myrtle said her husband had the freshest
case in the area, and that wealthier shoppers from Lakeside would come to his counter instead of the
Jenkins stores. Both these stores, and the Jenkins Meat Market, would have likely sold butchered meat
they did not slaughter. Interestingly, two of my oral history interviewees told me about butchering meat
their families raised themselves. Jeanette Bentley (2015), whose family lived in Burdine, butchered their
own hogs, and she distinctly remembers her mother saving the head to make souse meat, a headcheese
pickled with vinegar her mother had as a girl in Tennessee. Jake Gallion (2015), whose family had a
larger piece of land on the outskirts of East Jenkins, would slaughter and smoke entire hogs in their
smokehouse, which they raised themselves. The Shop Hollow Dump therefore includes meats probably
predominately purchased at the meat market and other stores, as Lakeside residents did not garden or
raise their own animals, and downtown mining families likely lacked the space to do so as well.
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Figure 4-8: Jenkins Store meat counter, 1938. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.
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Figure 4-9: Jenkins Meat Market interior, 1914. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.

4.3.3 Furniture and Furnishings
Several kinds of furnishings were recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump. Redware flowerpot
sherds had the highest frequency redware flowerpot sherds, and twenty-four were recovered during
Phase II and III excavations. The Phase III flowerpot sherds were culled and discarded. The Phase II
recovered several furnishing class artifacts were recovered: a clock key, a door latch, a picture frame
fragment, a drawer pull, a fragment of a clock or music box, and an unidentified worked coal artifact in a
doughnut shape, and a wick adjuster for a kerosene lamp. The Phase III collection includes several
ceramic and glass furnishing artifacts. One porcelain dog bric-a-brac (Figure 38) was also recovered from
the Phase III assemblage, with hand-painted spaniel-like ears and a green collar. The porcelain dog was
likely produced by an American pottery due to its thickness, as early twentieth-century pottery dogs
copied by Japanese companies are thin-bodied (Richard 2012), but no other information was uncovered,
as the dog is missing a maker’s mark. Several nearly identical partial rough porcelain soap dishes were
also recovered (n=7) and were likely discarded from the hotel or clubhouse due to their quantity and
homogeneity. One soap dish bears a maker’s mark from the Canonsburg Pottery Company in
Pennsylvania, and the mark dates the dish to the 1920s (Lehner 1988, 74). The Phase III assemblage
also includes clock gears and facings (n=6) and one drawer handle.
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Figure 4-10: Dog bric-a-brac from the Shop Hollow Phase III assemblage. Photograph by author.

Glass furnishing artifacts recovered from the Phase III collection include a small screw-base milk
glass electric lamp globe with a pattern of grapes and leaves, a clear electric lamp globe with pressed
grapes and a daisy wheel, and a refit (n=2) small frosted electric lamp globe with a pressed starburst.
The most numerous decorative glass artifacts are several shards from pressed glass vases and dishes,
including an orange luster pressed glass sherd with a pattern of grapes and leaves, one blue carnival
glass shard with a rope pattern, a partial green-glazed footed stoneware vase, one clear partial pressed
glass parfait dish or vase, and several shards from either clear pressed glass pitchers, dishes, or vases
whose form could not be conclusively identified. One pressed glass pattern could be conclusively
identified, an iridescent purple carnival glass pie-edged bowl with a pattern of grapes and leaves (Figure
39). The pattern was named “Grape Cable” and was produced by the Northwood Company in Indiana,
Pennsylvania. One of the company’s founder’s students invented the technique for iridizing glass at the
Fenton Glass Company in West Virginia. Pieces of pressed glass are sprayed with metallic salts while hot,
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resulting in a color-changing effect. This “iridescence ware,” as it was known then, is now called carnival
glass, and was introduced in 1907, and the Northwood company produced examples in many colors, but
the Grape Cable colors were their largest productions and most popular designs. A period slang term for
the glass was “poor man’s Tiffany,” as the glass was quite cheap to produce, and pieces were given away
as promotionals at movie theaters and grocery stores. Originally, the intention of glass companies was
to actually compete with high-end art glassmakers like Tiffany and Steuben, but customers simply would
not pay premium prices since production costs were so cheap. The Grape Cable pattern was produced
sometime between 1907 and 1925, when the Northwood Company went out of business (Weekly 2018).
Most carnival glass production ended before the Depression (Reuwsaat 2008).

Figure 4-11: Grape Cable pattern pressed glass "iridescence ware" from the Shop Hollow Ph III assemblage. Photograph by author.

4.3.4 Personal and Adornment Artifacts
The personal class of artifacts as designated by Stanley South (1977) includes coins, keys, and
other personal items like brushes, jewelry, watches, and slate pencils. South proposed a separate
clothing group, but I am discussing adornment-related artifacts here with the personal class artifacts.
Personal items recovered from the Phase II excavations include a 1916 penny, a 1913 dime, three pieces
of unidentified scrip, four glass and ceramic marbles, a molded redware pipe, six bone and plastic tooth
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brush fragments, four pencil fragments, three plastic combs, two jewelry fragments, and a porcelain doll
fragment (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 64,68). The Phase II assemblage also contained many clothing
remains (Figures 40 and 41), including shoes parts (n=253) which included some spiked soles for
mining, grommets (n=8), buttons (n=12), beads (n=4), one suspender part, cloth fragments (n=3),
and one buckle (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 64). Unfortunately, the Phase II report does not include
photographs of these items, so further information could not be obtained. The Phase III clothing
assemblage was also dominated by shoe parts (n=47), featuring machine-stitched, machine-nailed, and
Goodyear-welted construction, which were all standard shoe construction types that dominated the
industry by 1912 and have remained in use since (Anderson 1968). The shoe heels are from flat women’s
or men’s shoes. Several buttons were also recovered (n=10), including two unidentified, six four-hole
buttons, one white plastic shank button with an embossed strand of pearls design, and one two-hole
button. Recovered clothing parts include nine eyelets and six rivets. A higher frequency of cloth
fragments (n=16) was recovered in the Phase III assemblage, including one piece of black crepe with a
factory-selvedge edge and one white rag-sized piece of cotton, that while singed and partially fused into
a wad, displays remarkable preservation. Adornment artifacts from the Phase II also includes beads
(n=4), one decorative pin, one bone toothbrush handle, and one piece of jewelry, which is possibly a pin
facing and features a ring of tiny pewter or lead daisies. A few writing implements were also present,
including one piece of chalk, one rectangular piece of stick graphite, one pencil ferrule, and eleven pencil
leads. Six doll parts were also recovered, including one celluloid face skin, one porcelain head fragment
including an ear, and four porcelain fragments from a German porcelain doll, described in more detail
in the discussion below.
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Figure 4-12: Buttons from the Shop Hollow Ph III assemblage. Photograph by author.
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Figure 4-13: Leather shoe from the Shop Hollow Dump Ph III assemblage. Photograph by author.

4.3.5 Other Artifacts
Other identified artifacts recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump include items from the
Transportation, Arms, and Craft classes. Transportation-related artifacts from the Phase II excavations
recovered battery terminal fragments (n=51), battery cell fragments (n=3), one railroad signal lamp,
one fragment of car molding, one filter, one leaf spring, one shock absorber, and one piece of hinged
metal (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 65). Transportation artifacts from the Phase III assemblage include
only a few items: one complete draft horse shoe, three pieces of automotive safety glass, and one nearly
complete gas can, indicating the coexistence of new and old forms of transportation. Phase II excavations
yielded several ammunition-related artifacts: spent .12 gauge shotgun shells (n=6), one spent .38
caliber cartridge, one spent .44 caliber cartridge, and a spent magazine containing four spent .30 caliber
cartridges that someone apparently reloaded into the clip after firing (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 68).
One .38 cartridge was the only form of ammunition recovered from the Phase III excavations. Phase II
excavations also recovered a higher frequency of tools than the Phase III excavations. Two nearly
complete miner’s carbide lamps were recovered, one engraved with “POCAHONTAS” and bearing a
patent date of 1914, and the other engraved with “JUSTRITE” with patent dates of 1901, 1912, and 1913.
The Phase II also recovered one prehistoric chert biface, a fragment of burlap, bone and wooden tool
handles, a metal drift punch, an illegible metal check tag for identifying coal loaders, a metal file, and
glass syringes that may have been deposited by the hospital. A partial metal stove was also encountered
at the bottom of Unit 5, but not collected (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 69). This stove may be the same
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encountered in adjacent Unit 8, which I analyzed in the Phase III assemblage, which consisted of four
large scrolled cast iron stove sides. Other identifiable Phase III tools include an unidentified tang that is
possibly from a yard rake, a broom tang, a bucket or paint can handle, 2.9 grams of mica sheets and
flakes, and two bottles of embalming fluid made by the Champion Embalming Company, which are
likely from the Jenkins Funeral Home according to former funeral parlor directors Glenn and Nona Polley
(Nona Polley, personal communication, 2017).
4.3.6 Kitchen Class Artifacts
Container Glass
Container glass, which dominated the assemblage, was recovered in a variety of forms. Whole
bottles, finishes, bases and embossed body shards were examined individually for both the Phase II
analysis and my analysis of the Phase III assemblage, while unmarked body shards were simply weighed.
Information regarding the finish type, seal and stopper type, vessel potion, functional class, presence or
absence of embossing or a paper label, glass color, and maker’s marks were recorded for each specimen.
Many whole bottles were recovered from both the Phase II and III excavations, and many missing simply
a portion of their finishes or the lips, which were recorded as whole bottles for both assemblages.
Functional classes were assigned based on vessel shape, mouth characteristics, lip and finish type,
embossing, seal type, maker’s mark, and color. Functional classes in both assemblages include a wide
array of vessels: beverage bottles, medicine bottles, canning jars, beer bottles, liquor bottles, and
drinking tumblers were recovered in the highest frequencies from both the Phase II and III excavations.
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Table 4-2: Phase III Container Glass Functions

Function
Beer
Bitters
Bottle, Unidentified
Canning Jar
Cap/Lid, Glass
Condiment
Cosmetic Bottle/Jar
Face Cream
Food Bottle
Food Jar
Household Chemical
Industrial Chemical
Jar, Unidentified
Jug
Lid Liner
Liquor, Case Bottle
Liquor, Flask Bottle
Medicine Bottle
Milk
Mug
Perfume
Pill Bottle
Polish
Salad Dressing
Soft Drink/Soda Water
Stemware
Tumbler
Vial
Wine/Champagne
Total

Count
178
1
1145
138
5
26
24
6
40
5
1
2
57
6
32
26
13
110
13
3
4
12
1
3
12
1
110
4
1
1979
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Percentage
9.0
0.1
57.9
7.0
0.3
1.3
1.2
0.3
2.0
0.3
0.1
0.1
2.9
0.3
1.6
1.3
0.7
5.6
0.7
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.6
0.1
5.6
0.2
0.1
100.0

Table 4-3: Phase II Container Glass Functions by Portion. From Sussenbach and Updike 1994.

The majority of the bottles recovered from Shop Hollow Dump have machine-made finishes. The
finish of bottles, everything above the terminus of the neck including the lip and stopper architecture,
was the last portion of bottles to be finished during the era of mouth-blown bottles (hence the name) but
is now the first thing molded in machine-made bottles. Finishes and bases are the most diagnostic
portions of the bottles in terms of dating. Hand-applied finishes, also sometimes called the “laid-on ring
process,” generally date prior to 1905, and involved a glassblower manually blowing a bottle into a mold,
and laying a ring or ribbon of hot glass around the top to finish it, either leaving it as is, or later smoothing
it with a tool, which is called a “hand-tooled finish.” The Owens Automatic Bottling Machine was patented
in Ohio in 1903, and the Owens Bottle Machine Company quickly licensed machines to various other
glass companies to produce specific types of bottles (Miller and Sullivan 1984). While the Owens bottler
was patented in 1903, Bill Lindsay cautions that there was a lag period in manufacture as glass houses
switched to the new technology, and both machine and hand-blown bottles and finishes overlapped,
and so 1910 should be used as a safe demarcation for dating bottles based on manufacturing technique
(Lindsay 2017). Owen’s bottles are highly recognizable from their bases, which display a suction scar
from where the bottle was held against the parison, which would have ejected it from the mold. Machine145

made bottles generally are very easily recognizable by their finishes, which display a mold seam up the
entirety of the finish, while hand-finished bottles only display a mold seam up to the finish, both for
hand-applied and improved tooled finishes (Lockhart et al. 2010). The identifiable whole bottles and
finishes from the Phase II assemblage were 88.3% (n=957) machine-made versus 11.7% hand-applied
finishes (n=127) (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 50), and the identifiable whole bottles and finishes
from the Phase III assemblage were 92.2% (n=376) machine-made versus 7.8% (n=32) hand-applied,
dating the solidly post-1910.
Seal and stopper types for the recovered container glass include screw caps, threaded food jar
and condiment bottle closures, cork and glass stoppers, crown caps for soda and beer bottles, pry-off
metal lids, and glass lids. Drinking tumblers do not have lids and are not included in this discussion of
closures. All crown caps, screw caps and pry-off lids occur on machine-made bottles, and all identified
stopper closures (cork and glass) occurred on applied-lip bottles on both assemblages, primarily on
medicine bottles. Stoppers were the most common of the identified closure types in the Phase II
assemblage (33%), followed by screw caps (27.4%), crown caps (23.3%), pry-off lids (8.1%), and glass
lids (>0.1%) (Sussenbach and Updike 1994). Stoppers (22.5%) and crown caps (44.1%) dominated the
identified closures on whole bottles and finishes in the Phase III assemblage, followed by screw caps
(18.1%), screw cap Mason closures (5.1%), and a low frequency of club sauce, pry-off lid, lightening, and
lock top closures. Unidentified closures accounted for 7.3% of the identified Phase III whole bottle and
finish closures. Cork stoppers were used on carbonated beverage bottles in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries before modern corrugated metal crown caps were patented in 1892. Crown caps
quickly replaced stoppers after machined bottles standardized and smoothed finishes so the crown caps
could make a tight seal (Lief 1965). Crown caps were universal by 1912 and completely took over by
1920 (Berge 1980). Cork closures on medicine bottles are not terribly diagnostic of age until after the
1920s because these stoppers were ubiquitous on both mouth-blown and machined-made bottles. The
majority of medicine bottles made the transition from cork to screw-thread and other closures in the
1930s (Berge 1980). Mason jar threaded zinc screw caps, which have a glass lid liner, were patented for
their improved screw thread which gradually vanished at the top of the cap and their relatively flat
shoulder, which was the sealing surface. These caps were patented in 1858 and was used until WWII,
when zinc shortages compromised their manufacture (Lindsay 2018).
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Table 4-4: Phase III Comparison of Closure Types for Whole Bottles and Finishes

Closure Type
Club Sauce
Crown Cap
Pry-Off Lid
Lightening
Lock Top
Screw Cap
Screw Cap Mason
Stopper (Cork or
Glass)
Unidentified
Total

Count
4
139
1
1
3
57
16
71

Percentage
1.3
44.1
0.3
0.3
1
18.1
5.1
22.5

23
315

7.3
100

Glass colors recovered from the Phase II and III container glass assemblages were numerous.
The Phase II report lists only nine glass colors, dominated by clear (65%), green (13.1%), brown (8.3%),
aqua (7.7%), amber (2.8%), milk glass (1.3%), blue (0.8%), amethyst (0.6%), and olive (>1%)
(Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 55). Container glass from the Phase III assemblage included additional
colors, however, and I suspect this is simply a difference between identification methods for the Phase II
laboratory analysis and my own analysis for the Phase III assemblage. The Phase III container glass
assemblage was also dominated by clear glass (61.7%), followed by aqua (15.5%), brown (13.8%), milk
glass (3.5%), and amethyst (2.4%). Glass colors can be useful diagnostic tools for dating historic bottle
glass. Most glass produced in the United States prior to the mid-nineteenth century was unmodified in
color. Clear and colored glass requires the addition of colorants and decolorizers through the addition of
minerals. Manganese was a primary means of decolorizing glass, which results in amethyst glass,
colorless unless exposed to ultraviolet light, at which point it begins to turn purple. The use of
manganese as a decolorizer dates primarily between 1880 and 1914 (Lockhart 2006). Selenium
replaced manganese as a decolorizer after 1914, when World War I disrupted the supply of manganese
from Germany. Selenized glass turns a light amber when exposed to ultraviolet light and was mostly
produced between 1914 and 1930. Selenium was replaced with arsenic as a decolorant after 1930
(Baugher-Perlin 1982).
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Table 4-5: Phase III Container Glass by Color

Color
Amber
Amethyst
Aqua
Brown
Clear
Cobalt
Frosted
Green
Green Tint
Milk Glass
White
Orange

Count
35
46
298
266
1187
9
1
6
6
68

Percentage
1.8
2.4
15.5
13.8
61.8
0.5
0.05
0.3
0.3
3.5

1
1923

0.05
100

Medicine bottles
A variety of medicine and cosmetic bottles and jars were recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump
representing an array of health, body, and cosmetic products. Medicine bottles account for 18.9% of the
Phase II assemblage, and cosmetic containers account for 1.9%. It is unfortunately impossible to be more
specific within those functional distinction, as little further specification is provided in Sussenbach and
Updike’s (1994) Phase II report. Presumably, these categories also include pill, perfume, toothpaste, and
other body and wellness product bottles. Medicine brands recovered from the Phase II excavations
included both national branded and patent medicines, including Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root, BromoSeltzer, Fletcher’s Castoria, Vinol, Philips Milk of Magnesia, Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin, and Pond’s face
cream (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 57). A full list of brands from both the Phase II and III assemblages
is listed in the table below. Medicine bottles and pill bottles account for 6.2% of the Phase III container
glass assemblage, and cosmetics, face cream containers, and perfume bottles account for 1.7%.
Medicine brands recovered from the Phase III assemblage also included both national branded and
patent medicines displaying overlap with the Phase II assemblage, notably Fletcher’s Castoria, Dr.
Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin, and Bromo Seltzer. Gender was an important factor in medicinal marketing and
consumption. The Shop Hollow Assemblages include many cosmetic and body products marketed to
women included Zonite (a douching agent), Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription (a cure-all), Colgate
perfume, Penslar perfume, Frostilla eau de toilet, Crème Elcaya face cream, and Pond’s cold cream. The
Mentholatum, while obviously usable by anyone, was generally marketed toward men as a rub for sore
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muscles, and has been found in great abundances at company logging camps in California as the most
popular item for men’s colds and sore muscles (Maniery 2002, 75).

Figure 4-14: Generic pill bottles from the Phase III excavations. Photograph by author.
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Figure 4-15: Generic patent medicine bottles, which would have featured a paper label and were produced by glass houses for multiple
companies. Photograph by author.

Only 32.7% (n=51) of the Phase III were embossed. Often, medicine bottles containing different
brands came from the same glass houses and featured paper labels so they could be used by multiple
companies (Fike 2006). A general guideline in historical archaeology is that most flat, paneled
unembossed bottles which would have displayed a paper label are patent or proprietary medicines
(Sutton and Arkush 2002, 188) for this same reason. Patent and proprietary medicine bottles are typically
rectangular or cylindrical in shape and usually aqua or green tinted. These medicines were sold without
prescription, and patent medicines were actually unpatented formulas, which became proprietary
medicines once registered. Many were “cure-all” products heavy in alcohol, sugar, water, and even
narcotics until the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 forced labeling and regulation (Fike 2006, 3). Patent
and proprietary brands from the Shop Hollow Dump include Pinex, Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin,
Fletcher’s Castoria, Dr. Bell’s Pine-Tar Honey for Coughs (manufactured in Paducah, Kentucky), Dr.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, and British Oil. Patent medicine bottles are ubiquitous on nineteenth and
twentieth-century historic archaeological sites. However, medicine bottles in general are usually found
in inadequately low frequencies in the archaeological record for significant analysis, and are generally
used to date deposits and trace trade networks (Baugher-Perlin 1982), so the relative robustness of the
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Shop Hollow Dump’s medicinal bottle assemblage provides a relatively rare opportunity to study other
relationships. Eric Larsen (1994) has notably traced the connection between gender, medical reform
movements, and class at the industrial community of Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia, and the aims of this
dissertation are similar. Further discussion and analysis of medicine bottles and brands, specifically
patent medicines, are thus the subject of Chapter 7.

Household chemicals
Household chemical bottles were recovered in very low frequencies from both the Phase II and
III investigations. Phase II investigations recovered a bottle of Three in One Oil, a bottle labeled “Oak
Chemical Company,” and bottle labeled “Eastman Kodak Tested Chemical, Rochester N.Y.,” which was
likely used for photo-developing. The developing chemical could certainly have been disposed by one of
the prolific company photographers, but it could have also come from household contexts. I have been
struck during this research by how many families apparently owned or had access to cameras, due to the
wealth of family photographs shown to me by residents that date back to the founding of the town in
1912. The Phase III assemblage includes only two specimens I included in the household chemical
category: a bottle of Carpenter-Morton Company chemical which is likely a specimen of their Colorite
series of fabric and hat dye, and a 3-ounce bottle of Whitmore French Gloss shoe polish. It is worth noting
that one bottle of Zonite was also recovered from the Phase III surface collections, and while Zonite was
initially marketed as an all-purpose household antiseptic, it was rebranded in the 1920s and used as a
feminine douche and spermicide (Ferranti 2009).
Beer, Liquor, and Wine
Glass alcohol containers comprise a large portion of the Shop Hollow assemblages. Beer bottles
comprised 4.8% (n=138) of the Phase II assemblage, followed by 4.7% liquor bottles (n=136) and 0.4%
wine bottles (n=12). Beer bottles also comprised the majority of the phase III container glass
assemblage, at 9.0% (n=178), followed by 2.0% liquor bottles (n=39), and 0.1% wine bottles (n=1).
Wine bottles were thus very sparse in both assemblages, and an aqua embossed fragment of a Virginia
Dare wine bottle was the only recovered specimen from the Phase III collection. Beer bottle colors were
restricted to clear, aqua, amber, green, and brown. Beer bottles displayed a variety of marks from all over
the eastern United States from New York to Illinois, and a notable specimen all the way from Wisconsin.
Brands from Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio, Huntington, West Virginia, and Cumberland, Maryland
were recovered in the highest frequencies. Brands and brewers from Cincinnati include Christian
Moerlein, Herancourt, Hauck, Fairmont, Wetterer, Mohawk, and the Jung Brewing Company. Columbus
brands include Hoster and Gambrinus. The West Virginia Brewing Company from Huntington and the
Cumberland Brewing Company from Maryland account for all specimens recovered from breweries in
those states. The lone Wisconsin beer bottle recovered from the Phase II excavations is a Fox Head
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Waukesha bottle, and in addition to hailing all the way from Wisconsin, it is also one of the most recent
beers in the assemblage. The company was originally called the Waukesha Imperial Spring Brewing
Company, and then brewed as the Fox Head Brewing Company during Prohibition under Wisconsin law
that allowed brewing but not sale, and the brewery reopened after Prohibition as the Fox Head Waukesha
Brewing Company (Apps 2005, 222), meaning the bottle dates after 1929-1933 when Prohibition was
repealed and ratified there.
Most of the identified beer bottles from the Shop Hollow Dump appear to date before federal
Prohibition. The Wetterer Brewing Company operated from 1902 to Prohibition (Stephens 2010, 63),
and the Cumberland Brewing Company beer bottles also have a narrow date range, as the brewery only
operated from 1890-1930 (Tabler 2017). The Gambrinus Brewery opened in 1906 and operated through
Prohibition as August Wagner and Sons Products and returned to brewing beer in 1933 until the 1970s.
The beer was named after King Gambrinus, the legendary king of Flanders said to have either invented
beer, or been its patron saint, and was one of Cincinnati’s largest and most popular brews (Peevers
2012). Information on dating the Gambrinus logos could not be obtained through published sources,
and the company’s historian did not respond to my requests for information, so the Gambrinus bottles
could date before or after Prohibition. Wiedemann became northern Kentucky’s largest brewery, which
operated from 1870 to 1927 when it shut down for Prohibition but opened again in 1933 to booming
business.
Liquor bottles were recovered in high frequencies in clear, brown, and amethyst colors in both
case and flask shape, including medicinal whiskey flask bottles. No embossed brand names were present
on any Phase II bottles, and only one branded bottle of liquor was recovered from the Phase III
excavations, a case-style brown bottle of Four Roses bourbon (Figure 44). The bottle is embossed with a
beautiful pattern of roses in full bloom and cursive lettering reading “Four Roses Co” and “Louisville.”
The bottle is also embossed with “NEW PROTECTIVE BO-“ and “ADOPTED JULY 19-.” Embossings on other
bottles included “Full Pint,” “Full Quart,” and “Federal Law Prohibits Reuse or Resale of This Bottle.” Beer
was sold by the company before and after prohibition at the company’s stores, restaurants, the hotel, and
the clubhouse, but the company discouraged the consumption of liquor, expressing strong temperance
sentiments. As such, East Jenkins was the only place within the area where residents could purchase
liquor, which could be obtained from the Bates Liquor Store or the East Jenkins Pool Hall, a gaming and
social establishment open to men (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012). Residents could also obtain
alcohol at social clubs and stores in nearby urban centers like Pikeville (Vaughn 2016). Liquor drinking,
despite the company’s wishes, clearly abounded in Jenkins, both before, during, and after Prohibition.
Liquor bottles were recovered from all strata of all excavation units, an interesting trend considering the
dump spans and pre-and post-dates Prohibition. Liquor consumption of mass-marketed alcohol seems
to have remained steady during Prohibition, as evidenced by medicinal-style flask bottles throughout
the levels of Units 1, 4, 5, 7, and 8, which were the deepest units excavated.
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Figure 4-16: Four Roses bourbon bottle. Photograph by author.

Bill Lindsay’s (2016) Society for Historical archaeology bottle identification website lists that
liquor bottles are valuable dating tools due to trends in glass production. State and National Prohibition
coincided with the transition from mouth-blown to machine-made bottles (circa 1910), and Lindsay
states that mouth-blown American liquor bottles nearly always pre-date national Prohibition, but that
paper-labeled clear unembossed bottles can sometimes date to before, during, and possibly just after
Prohibition. Bottles embossed with “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE OR RE-USE OF THIS BOTTLE” was
required on all liquor bottles sold in the U.S. between 1935 and 1964. Only two tooled liquor bottles
were recovered during Phase III excavations, a green-tinted improved-tool finished case liquor bottle and
a brown applied tooled flask bottle. Machine-finished bottles in brown and clear dominate the Phase III
assemblage in flasks (n=12) and case (n=26) shaped bottles, meaning the majority of the liquor bottles
date to during National Prohibition. Only one bottle, a clear pint flask, bears the warning against sale or
reuse, meaning it dates after 1935. Both the pre-Prohibition and post-Prohibition bottles are
interestingly whole surface-collected bottles (Figure 45), which could indicate disturbance of the dump
such as the slope wash noted by archaeologists during the Phase II excavations, but unfortunately the
location of the Phase III surface collections is unknown due to the absence of field notes, so this could
simply be a case of horizontal stratigraphy, and the bottles were surface-collected from older and younger
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portions of the dump. Medicinal-style whiskey bottles in the Phase III assemblage were recovered from
the middle levels of Unit 7 and all levels of Unit 8, though most were recovered from Level 5, the terminal
level for the unit. Despite the company’s temperance wishes, residents clearly cleverly circumvented both
company control and National Prohibition through medical prescriptions, which granted the use of
whiskey from a few remaining distilleries under doctor’s orders for a variety of ailments ranging from
indigestion to asthma. Residents also patronized the informal economy for their alcohol purchases and
barters, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, and did in fact reuse alcohol bottles (federal
warning be damned) as well as canning jars for these beverages.

Figure 4-17: Liquor flasks spanning the Shop Hollow Dump’s use. Pre-Prohibition hand-blown improved tooled liquor flask, Prohibition-era
machine-made medicinal liquor flask, and post-1935 machine-made liquor flask (left to right). Photographs by author.

Canning Jars and Lid Liners
Canning jars and glass liners for zinc canning jar lids account for a large portion of the Phase II
and III container glass assemblages. Canning jars from the Phase II excavations (n= 235) were recovered
in clear, aqua, and green glass. The only two identified brands were Ball and Atlas Perfect Masons
(Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 56). Information in the Phase II report is limited to these details.
Canning-related artifacts in the Phase III assemblage were also numerous. Canning jars (n=146) were
recovered in several colors. Aqua jars accounted for 81.5% (n=114) of these jars, followed by 17.1% clear
jars (n=24) and 1.4% amethyst jars (n=2). Of the 55 canning jars that could be conclusively identified,
the majority are Ball Perfect Mason jars (n=50) (Figure 46), followed by Atlas Perfect Mason jars (n=4),
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and one whole Drey canning jar (Figure 47). Ball jars are actually easy to date based on the style of letter
on their embossed sides. Although most of the embossings on the Phase III jars are partial, one whole
aqua jar could be assigned a date range of 1922-1932 using Bob Clay’s (n.d.) lettering dating method.

Figure 4-18: Ball Mason jar, circa 1922-1923, Phase III excavations. Photograph by author.
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Figure 4-19: Drey canning jar. Photograph by author.

Many glass canning jars lid liners were also recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump. Glass liners
fit inside zinc canning jar lids to prevent food from contacting the zinc lid itself, which gave food an “off”
metallic taste and rendered an imperfect, unsanitary seal. Lid liners were produced by many companies,
but notably by Boyd’s and the Hazel-Atlas Glass Company, and although most are found in white milk
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glass, some were produced in aqua, green, or blue tints. The Phase II excavations recovered a large
quantity of lid liners (n=82) (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 60), but the brands and colors are not listed
in the report. All identifiable lid liners (n=33) from the Phase III assemblage are white milk glass Boyd’s
brand lids. Boyd’s lids, such as the one pictured below (Figure 48), were often embossed with “GENUINE
PORCELAIN LINED CAP,” though very few were actually porcelain. Canning jar lid liners were so
ubiquitous and hard to trace that they are not temporally diagnostic, as they were produced between
1869 and the 1950s with little change in form (Whitten 2013). Two glass canning jar lids were also
recovered from the Phase III excavations, one selenized clear glass and one aqua glass lid, both
manufactured for swing-top closures. Identifiable closure types from rims and whole bottles were screw
top caps (n=11) and lock top lids (n=2).

Figure 4-20: Boyd's "Genuine Porcelain" canning jar milk glass lid liner. Photograph by author.
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Soda and Mineral Water
The assemblage of identified soda and mineral water bottles recovered from Shop Hollow was
small. The Phase II excavations uncovered only 35 identifiable soda bottles (Sussenbach and Updike
1994, 56), and the Phase III excavations recovered only 12. Conceivably, much of the unidentified
unembossed bottle glass, particularly from aqua and clear round bottles could be soda and water bottle
glass, but only positively identified bottles were classified as soda bottles in my analysis of the Phase III
assemblage, as many beer brands in the sample were also bottled in clear and aqua glass. The Phase II
excavations recovered bottles from the Pikeville Bottling Company in Kentucky, the Consolidation Coal
Company’s plant in Jenkins, and Coca Cola (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 57), but the number of
bottles of each brand is not listed in the Phase II report. Brand recovered in the Phase III excavations
include two embossed green Welchade bottles (Figure 49), a Pluto’s Mineral Water Bottle, one bottle
marked “C.C.C. Co. JENKINS KY” that may have contained either soda or water (Figure 50), three Coca
Cola bottles, and four with unidentified embossings. No information survives from Consolidation Coal
about the C.C.C. Co. bottle from the company’s records; another style of logo is present on a bottle in the
David A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum’s collection (Figure 51), however, and these may indicate
different products, or simply temporal variability in logos. One whole hopple-skirt aqua Coca Cola bottle
is marked “TRADEMARK REGISTERED BOTTLE PATD DEC. 25 1923” on one side and “Coca-Cola
TRADEMARK REGISTERED MIN. CONTENTS 6 -FL. OZS’ on the other, and the bottom bears a stamp of
“SHELBYVILLE, KY (Figure 52).” The patent date and the backstamp are both misleading: the bottle is
actually known as a “Christmas Coke” among collectors because the glass shape patent was registered
on Christmas, and was produced between 1928 and 1938 (Mooney 2008), and the bottle may have been
produced elsewhere and intended for distribution from Shelbyville and was not actually manufactured
there, although Shelbyville did have a bottling plant. Another whole aqua hopple-skirt Coca-Cola bottle
is embossed “TRADEMARK REGISTERED BOTTLE PAT’D DEC 25, 1925” with a backstamp reading
“LEXINGTON, KY,” which would have been bottled from Lexington’s plant, which opened in 1904
(Lexington History Museum). Coca Cola was apparently quite popular in Jenkins and McRoberts and sold
in bottles at the stores and ice cream parlor and on tap at the soda fountain, and residents remember
buying bottles as special treats when they were children and getting Cokes during dates and social
hangouts (Gallion 2015; Sparks 2015; Steffa 2015). The final identified bottle from the Phase III
assemblage was a Pluto’s brand mineral water, produced in French Lick, Indiana. Pluto’s water was
actually used as a laxative beverage more than a drink, however, and will be discussed further in Chapter
7, but it is interesting to note that the brand had high popularity, and a bottle was also archaeologically
recovered from contemporaneous the coal town of Buxton in Iowa (Gradwohl and Osborn 1984, 138).
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Figure 4-21: Welchade soda bottle from the Phase III excavations. Photograph by author.
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Figure 4-22: Consolidation Coal Company mineral water or soda bottle. Photograph by author.
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Figure 4-23: Consolidation Coal Soda bottles on display in the David A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum, Jenkins, Kentucky. Photograph
in background.
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Figure 4-24: "Christmas Coke" Coca-Cola bottle. Photograph by author.
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Foods, Condiments, and Milk
Glass food containers, condiment bottles, and milk bottles comprised a large portion of the Shop
Hollow Dump’s glass assemblage. Embossed food containers were mostly Heinz foods and condiments.
The Phase II report lists limited data on these containers aside from count and inscription. The category
of “open jar” (n=76) had the highest frequency of food or condiment containers, but it is unclear what
kind of food vessels were categorized under this term, as the report also lists food jars (n=22) as a
separate category. Also included in the artifact counts were ketchup (n=68), condiments (n=66), and
syrup (n=2). The only two embossed vessels noted were an H.J. Heinz bottle and one labeled “Eskay’s
Foods Pat. July 11th 93 (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 57).” Food bottles (n=40) dominate the
embossed identifiable food and condiment containers in the Phase III assemblage, followed by
condiment bottles (n=26) and food jars (n=5). Food bottles included olive and caper-style bottles,
condiment bottles include vinegar, pepper sauce, ketchup, and salad dressing, and the only identifiable
branded food jars formerly contained pickles.
Most of the identifiable embossed food and condiment vessels are H.J. Heinz brand. These
bottles display base codes which correspond to contents and are extremely dateable thanks to a PDF of
bases codes provided by the Heinz company’s historian, which is downloadable from the Society for
Historical Archaeology’s bottle identification website1. Two of the Heinz bottle number 132 held several
varieties of pickles, including chowchow, sour mixed, and sweet gherkin, and were produced between
1918 and 1933. Three bottles are Heinz 57 ketchup bottles produced in the Sharpsburg, Pennsylvania
factory and date 1895 to 1910. One Heinz 130 bottle formerly held ketchup, and this product was
produced between 1906 and 1914, but machine-made bottles with this code dates from 1910 to 1914,
narrowing this bottle’s production to a four-year window. Two Heinz 111 bottles would have held one of
several varieties of vinegar, including malt and dill and were produced between 1905 and 1923. One
Heinz 195 “Egyptian-style” brown mustard bottle dates between 1911 and 1945. One Heinze 138 bottle
date between 1911 and 1919. One partial base fragment of a Heinz bottle was missing the base code
and could not be identified. One Heinz bottle bearing a “62” could not be identified as to contents or
production date.
Milk bottles were recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump in relatively low frequencies. This
probably relates to the fact that milk bottles were returned to companies for reuse, but I also suspect
residents were holding on to them for their own reuse. Three of my interviewees told me their families
produced their own milk from their own cows in Burdine, East Jenkins, and No. 15 Hollow in McRoberts,
and stored it in various containers (Bentley 2015; Gallion 2015; Sanders and Sanders 2015). The Phase
II excavations recovered milk and cream bottles (n=39), mostly lips and finishes and only one whole
bottle, and no brands are listed in the report. Phase III excavations recovered even fewer (n=13) but did
1

https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/Heinzbottlecodes.pdf
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collect a few whole bottles. Four of the specimens are amethyst glass, and nine are completely colorless.
Four bottles (whole and bases) display ejection marks from a press-and-blow automatic bottling
machine, which date them from the 1910s to the mid-1900s. One whole cream bottle and two whole
milk bottles were recovered, all amethyst in color, all recovered from surface collection, and all bearing
screenprinted logos reading “Riverview Dairy” in green and white cursive lettering. The Riverview Dairy
is a bit of a mystery. Consol had its own dairy barns and milk bottling plants in Jenkins, but they were
not called Riverview Dairy according to my research. I have shown photographs of these milk and cream
bottles to several residents, and no one recognizes the brand. Lois Greer, the Zegeer Museum’s curator,
has two pint milk or cream bottles in the museum’s collection from the company’s dairies, one labeled
“Cream Top Dairy, Jenkins, KY” and one labeled “Lakeside Dairy, Jenkins, KY.” Lois had never heard of
the Riverview Dairy when I inquired, and told me most residents have shown her Consol milk bottles or
Pet Milk Company milk bottles from their private collections (Lois Greer, personal communication,
2018). Clarence Dotson, whom I interviewed, was a former coal miner who retired as a Pet Milk Company
delivery man, and he was also baffled about the Riverview bottles, which he had never encountered
before (Clarence Dotson, personal communication, 2014). Clarence was extremely knowledgeable about
the local dairy industry, so these milk bottles remain an interesting unknown.
Storage Vessels
Storage vessels recovered from Shop Hollow include enamelware pots and basins, ceramic
mixing bowls, and ceramic and glass crocks, which would have been in used in the storage and
preparation of food. Phase III excavations recovered one crushed and severely corroded blue enamel pot
or basin of indeterminate size, one small white enameled pot or basin, one small white enameled tin
bowl, and a metal handle possibly from a washbasin, which bears tiny traces of a light-colored enamel.
Bowls, crocks, and other vessels are more numerous, and will be discussed in greater detail below.
Ceramic Mixing Bowls, Crocks, Tureens, and Water Coolers
Mixing bowls, crocks, tureens, and water coolers recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump are all
coarse ceramics wit stoneware, redware, and yellowware pastes. Stoneware is a semivitreous
earthenware with buff, brown, or gray-colored paste. North American stoneware is quite stone-like and
non-porous. These stonewares do not require glazing when properly fire, but are usually surface-treated
with glazing or slip, including salt-glaze, Bristol glaze, alkaline slip, and Albany slip (Jefferson Patterson
State Museum 2002). Salt-glazed vessels usually date prior to the twentieth century, while slip glazes
boomed in popularity at the end of the nineteenth century. Bristol glazes produce a smooth white surface
and was used most commonly in North America in the twentieth century, often used on combination
with Albany slip prior to 1920, particularly on crockery. Albany slip is ubiquitous on American stoneware,
is usually chocolate brown in color and dates between 1830 and 1920, and was very popular in the early
twentieth century (Greer 1981, 265). Alkaline glazes exhibit a range of surface colors, nearly always occur
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on both the interior and exterior of vessels, and were used from around 1810 to the mid-twentieth
century (Greer 1981, 210). Albany slip is ubiquitous on American stoneware, is usually chocolate brown
in color and dates between 1830 and 1920, and was very popular in the early twentieth century (Greer
1981, 194). Yellowware is a softer earthenware that has a clear lead or alkaline glaze to intensify the hue
of its yellow or cream-colored paste, and it was commonly manufactured between the 1830s and 1940s.
Redware has a highly porous reddish paste ranging in hues from orange-red to dark reddish-purple,
which was often left unfinished in the case of flowerpots which needed to drain, but glazed or slipped for
impermeability in other applications (Brown 1982).
The majority of coarse ware vessel rims from the Phase II excavations are bowls (n=9) and crocks
(n=3), but two jug rims and one unidentified rim were also recovered. Colors included blue (n=11),
green (n=1), gray (n=7), black (n=23), brown and black (n=10), brown (n=4), black and white (n=25),
white (n=6), brown and green (n=1), brown and white (n=1) and gray and green (n=1). No salt-glazed
vessels were recovered from the Phase II excavations. Surface treatments included Bristol glazed (n=17),
Bristol glaze and Albany slip (n=11), and slips categorized as other (n=53). The majority of the coarse
ware vessel sherds (n=117 total) from the Phase III assemblage and 54.7% are from storage and
preparation vessels (n=64), and vessel forms are mostly crocks and mixing bowls. Only a few coarse ware
sherds (n=3) are from Unit 7, and these were all recovered from Unit 7 Zone 2 Level 1, and include one
redware flowerpot sherd, one buff stoneware storage crock sherd, and one unidentified buff stoneware
sherd. All other coarse ware sherds (n=114) are from Unit 8, Zones 2 to 5. Coarse ware vessel forms from
Unit 8 include redware flower pot sherds (n=24), buff stoneware storage crock sherds (n=56), buff
stoneware mixing bowl sherds (n=2), a gray stoneware plate sherd (n=1), buff stoneware serving vessel
sherds (n=3), buff stoneware soup tureen sherds (n=12), a partial buff stoneware water cooler vessel
(n=1), and sherds from unidentified stoneware forms (n=15). Identified vessel forms are mostly crocks
(n=57), and about half (n=34) of these storage crock sherds have brown, brown and white, or white
slipped exteriors. One small rough porcelain crock was also recovered and entered as a kitchen-class
storage vessel but could very well have been a bathroom vessel. One partial-3-gallon crock was recovered
from Unit 8 (Figure 53), but its sherds (n=24) are too badly warped by fire for refitting. One yellow
slipped mixing bowl with orange and white bands was also recovered from Unit 8.
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Figure 4-25: Stoneware Bristol-glazed and Albany-slipped three-gallon crock. Photograph by author.

Coarse tablewares and serving vessels from the Phase III excavations (n=30) are mostly
unidentified sherds with salt glazes or colored slips. A few of these are rather ornate. Two refit sherds of
a badly burned, ornate pattern molded footed vessel of unknown function was recovered displaying a
dark green glaze swirled with yellow outer glaze and a reddish-brown inner glaze. This vessel could be a
furniture-class item but was classified in the kitchen class for convenience. One refitted partial 24centimeter diameter tureen (n=2) with a small sticker-like pink and green rose decal was recovered,
displaying an ombre color effect grading from blue to white slip on the exterior and white slip on interior
(Figure 54). The decal appears to have been added after the vessel was finished, and I suspect it was
hand-applied by its owner. Ceramic decoration was a trend among middle-class and working-class
women in the late-nineteenth and early twentieth century. Colorful decals were printed on special paper
and sold to women for fancywork creations, which could be adhered to pottery like postage stamps.
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Budget-conscious women were advised by decorator magazines that personalized bric-a-brac could be
cheaply made from chipped and plain crockery (Blaszczyk 2000, 77). Decal and painting kits were
available through the Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward catalogs that I consulted for this period, and
this striking vessel could have received such a DIY treatment. The most ornate stoneware vessel in the
entire Phase III assemblage was recovered from Unit 8 but has an unknown zone and level provenience
and was unlabeled in a box of other artifacts with unknown proveniences. The vessel is a salt-glazed and
blue-slipped water filtration unit to water cooler, which would have sat above the water jug containing
the spigot (Figure 55). The vessel is rather infamous among the field crew who recovered it, as the scene
depicts two gnomes on a road in an unintentionally compromising-looking position. A road sign
promises the way to “Wellville,” and the vessel has an artist's mark that appears to read “L.H. Bulhard.”
Collector and antique auction websites I consulted list the vessel as manufactured by the Robinson Clay
Company in Akron, Ohio.
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Figure 4-26: Stoneware tureen with possible customer-applied decal. Photograph by author.
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Figure 4-27: Stoneware water cooler filtration unit, Robinson Clay Pottery, Akron, Ohio. Photograph by author.

Table and Teawares
Glassware
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Glassware recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump included glass drinking tumblers, mugs, and
a teacup. Glassware is not discussed in the Phase II report, other than to list one glass teacup and 107
drinking glass fragments among the glass assemblage, so color and other details for these glasswares
are unknown. Glassware from the Phase III assemblage includes two clear paneled mugs (Figure 56) and
glass juice and water-sized tumbler fragments (n=100). Seven of these are amethyst in color, and the
remainder are colorless. Eight of these are whole tumblers, and two are nearly complete vessels. Many
of these tumblers in the sample match (n=45), and display one or two striated bands around the rim,
and ten of them are whole tumblers (Figure 57). While I could not conclusively identify their
manufacturer or retailers through mail-order catalogs or glass supply house catalogs, their high
frequency and the completeness of many of the vessels suggests they may have been deposited by the
hotel, clubhouse, or one of the restaurants. Twenty-nine tumblers have paneled sides, and all are partial
vessels or fragments, suggesting these tumblers may likelier be from household refuse. One partial
tumbler has a pressed starburst pattern on the base, and six partial tumblers have scalloped bases and
ribbed sides. The assemblage also contained one clear plain footed glass dish, which could have been a
decorative piece in the furniture class but was included in the kitchen artifacts for analysis.
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Figure 4-28: Paneled glass mug from the Phase III assemblage. Photograph by author.

Figure 4-29: Matching striated tumblers from the Phase III assemblage, possibly for commercial foodservice. Photograph by author.
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Refined Ceramic Dishes

Shop Hollow’s assemblage of refined ceramic dishes is quite large and heterogenous. Refined
ceramic dishes from the Phase II assemblage will be discussed here, as the collection adds considerable
rich data to the analysis and discussion, but it should be noted that there are differences in the analysis
and classification of these vessels between the Phase II analysis and my own analysis of the Phase III
assemblage. First, it should be noted that the frequent burning of the dump and heavy deposits of metal
artifacts and fuel waste have warped and discolored many of the sherds, removing surface decoration
and staining the pastes. Refitting the majority of these sherds also proved quite a challenge due to the
accumulation of metal on the pastes and surfaces. These factors have undoubtedly skewed both our
analyses. Secondly, I am hesitant to accept ware identifications based on paste type published it the
Phase II report. Phase II laboratory technicians identified 32.5% the Phase II refined white ceramic
assemblage as whiteware and 54.4% as ironstone (a misnomer for white granite), whereas I identified
the majority of my refined white ceramic assemblage as white granite (83%) with only 7% as whiteware,
which is more in keeping with the relative dates of each strata based on bottle glass. Historical
archaeologists have always struggled with paste identifications of refined white wares for several
reasons. First, few published sources have consensus on definitions and criteria for sorting sherds in
laboratory analysis. Secondly, uses and classifications of the term “ware” varies wildly between collector’s
publications, trade journals, archaeological publications and other sources, and classification schemas
are not always clear in archaeological sources. Third, identification of pastes is simply difficult, particular
white refined pastes, which display very subtle differences based on color, hardness, and porousness.
Many archaeologists do not even attempt, for example, to separate white granite from whiteware based
on paste attributes (Majewski 1987). In the case of twentieth century ceramics, archaeologists experience
even more precarity, as the majority of published archaeological sources about identification deal with
seventeenth to nineteenth-century assemblages.
All these factors can certainly account for the wide discrepancies between the Phase II analysis and
my Phase III analysis, and I suspect this accounts for the difference, as it seems a stretch that the refined
white ceramics vessels in Units 7 and 8 (Phase III) would radically differ from Units 1, 4, and 5 (Phase II),
of which they are extensions. Also, I am struck by the observance of Roger Cunningham, one of the
foremost publishers of collector identification guides. Cunningham argues subtle differences in paste
and vessel shape may account for difficulties in identifying refined white wares, making dishes from
potteries’ lines seem different, even though they are the same. For example, Homer Laughlin offered
many of their most popular shapes in different bodies in the 1920s that were all semi-vitreous refined
white earthenwares, such as their Hudson, Republic, Empress, and Quaker shapes offered in both ivory
and white bodies (Cunningham 1998, 104), and sets were often composed of different shapes, meaning
pieces from the same dinner sets, teaware sets, and hollowware tea sets often look like they do not
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belong together (Cunningham 1998, 48). Discrepancies between analysts are thus a reality of ceramic
classification.
Another point of note is that Phase II analysist did not conjoin vessels or estimate a minimum
number of vessels (MNV). Also, the relative quantities of ceramics by level and unit varied widely, which
Sussenbach and Updike (1994:38) attribute to temporal differences in the variability of garbage
disposed from long term (from several years to a decade) to short term (weekly to monthly) depositional
episodes. The bulk of the ceramics recovered during Phase II excavations derived from Units 1, 4, and 5,
which reflects the depth of these units and their position in the dump’s center and prompted the
extension of these units as Units 7 and 8 during the Phase III excavations.
Manufacturers’ Marks
The Phase II report lists forty-five identifiable maker’s marks on kitchen-class ceramics,
predominately from East Liverpool, Ohio potteries, including large potteries like National China, Homer
Laughlin, Edwin M. Knowles, Dresden Pottery, and Knowles, Taylor and Knowles. The Phase II sample
was large enough that investigators calculated a mean date ceramic maker’s marks, with a year of
1915.8, corresponding closely with the mean container glass maker’s mark date of 1916.5 (Sussenbach
and Updike 1994, 77). Several potteries’ maker’s marks are present on the Phase III kitchen-class ceramic
artifacts (Table 6). Despite the large Phase III ceramic assemblage, very few maker’s marks are present
on these sherds and vessels, and only a few could be identified. Despite the presence of these few
maker’s marks, they did not aid in the identification of specific patterns, largely due to the degraded
nature of the applied decorations, which were largely burned, rubbed away, and deeply stained. Only
one foreign pottery mark was identified during my analysis, an Alfred Meakin mark from England on a
white granite decalcomania plate decorated in leaves and blue flowers. Its age could not be identified.
The remainder of the identifiable marks hail from eastern American potteries, including the Canonsburg
Pottery, Dresden Pottery, East Palestine Pottery Company, Greenwood Pottery Company, the
Pennsylvania China Company, the T.A. McNicol Pottery Company, the U.S. Pottery Company, and the
Warwick China Company. The Dresden China Company and the T.A. McNicol were both potteries
operating in the East Liverpool pottery district in Ohio, the epicenter of American pottery production. One
decal white granite saucer from the East Palestine Pottery Company was marked “IRIS,” a popular shape
produced in the 1910s according to a collector’s website, making it contemporaneous with the T.A.
McNicol white granite saucer base, which operated from 1913 to the early 1920s (Lehner 1988, 292).
Based on the range of operating dates for the identified potteries, identifiable marks date between the
1890s and early 1930s, thus making the Jenkins kitchen ceramics quite cosmopolitan. As Sussenbach
and Updike noted for the Phase II ceramics assemblage, the lag time between manufacture and
deposition is quite short (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 96), meaning Jenkins residents were obtaining
new styles as soon as they hit the market.
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Table 4-6: Maker's marks on Phase II ceramic vessels. From Sussenbach and Updike 1994.
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Table 4-7: Maker's marks on Phase III kitchen-class ceramic vessels.

Area

Stratum Level

Unit 8

5

2

Unit 8

5

2

Unit 8
Unit 8

5
5

1
2

Unit 7

3

2

Unit 7

3

2

Unit 8

5

3

Unit 8

5

2

Unit 7

3

3

Surface

Surf

Surf

Unit 8

Unkn

Unkn

Unit 7

3

4

Form

Paste
Type
Unidentified
White
Granite
Plate
White
Granite
Soap Dish Whiteware
Plate
Whiteware
Saucer

White
Granite
Plate, small
White
Granite
Saucer
White
Granite
Pitcher
White
Granite
Unidentified
White
Granite
Bowl
Whiteware,
American
Saucer
White
Granite
Saucer
White
Granite

Decoration

Maker's Mark'

Plain/Undecorated

??? East Liverpool
pottery
Decal
Alfred Meakin
England
Plain/Undecorated Canonsburg Pottery
Pattern Molded
Dresden China
Decal
Plain/Undecorated

East Palestine
Pottery Company
Greenwood

Gilt

Pennsylvania China
Company
Plain/Undecorated
T.A. McNicol
Plain/Undecorated

U.S. Pottery Co.

Plain/Undecorated

Undecipherable

Plain/Undecorated

Unidentified

Plain/Undecorated

WARWICK CHINA

Pastes
Refined paste types recovered from both the Phase II and Phase III excavations include white granite,
whiteware, and ironstone, and vessel forms were diverse. The Phase II ceramic assemblage was quite
large (n=3,052), the bulk of these recovered from Units 1, 4, and 5. The Phase II refined ceramic
assemblage was composed predominantly of white granite sherds (53%), followed by whiteware
(34.4%), and porcelain (10%). The remaining refined ceramics (2.6%) were not assigned to a specific
ware classification during laboratory analysis by PCRA technicians. The Phase III assemblage’s refined
white ceramic count was also high (n=865), comprised of 83% white granite sherds, 10% porcelain, and
7% whiteware.
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Figure 4-30: Distribution of Phase III refined white tablewares.

White granite wares were highly popular in the early twentieth century, as they were durable and
relatively inexpensive. Refined, white-bodied wares were the invention of English potteries, but
American potteries truly exploded the white granite trade. These wares were used in turn-of-the-century
homes, restaurants, hotels, and institutional settings. Ketchum’s (1983:179) Pottery and Porcelain notes
that while white granite wares from English potteries are almost always marked, many American pieces
are not, but the large majority were manufactured in major manufacturing centers, notably Trenton, New
Jersey and Ohio’s East Liverpool area. The East Liverpool pottery district raced to develop white wares in
the 1870s, distinct from the yellow-bodied wares their potteries had previously produced from local
clays. The city even offered a $5,000 bonus to the company that could construct a four-kiln pottery
explicitly for the production of white-bodies wares, which the Laughlin brothers claimed, founding what
became the influential Homer Laughlin China Company. Knowles, Taylor and Knowles was also
producing white-bodied wares out of local clays as early as 1872, fully abandoning production of yellowbodied wares by 1873. These companies’ early refined white wares actually ranged in color cast from
yellowish to bluish (Cunningham 1998, 33). Early refined wares were marketed by various potteries
using different terms: white granite, granite ware, porcelain granite, semi-vitreous, semi-porcelain,
stone china, and ironstone china. Archaeologists also use many terms for this ware, as noted by Majewski
and O’Brien (Majewski 1987), leading to further confusion. They argue the term “white granite” refers to
American-made, non-vitreous-to-semivitreous bodied ceramics produced to imitate classic British
ironstone pottery and represents the bulk of pottery used in American homes until the 1940s, which
escalated in refinement until it eventually resulted in vitreous china. I am therefore using the term “white
granite” to refer to these dense, light-bodied American wares.
American consumers eagerly embraced white granite wares from the 1910s to the 1940s, as they
were durable, affordable, often pure white, and resisted crazing, chipping, and breaking to a degree not
enjoyed with ironstone and whiteware bodies. A Homer Laughlin advertisement from around 1900
showed women consumers how to look for their backstamps, urging, “Ladies! Look for that mark… When
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you find that mark you may KNOW that the ware is reliable; that it will not ‘craze’ or crackle in use (Page
et al. 2003, 6).” Sebring, Ohio potteries demonstrated that domestic clays could be used to produced
pottery comparable to, and even superior to European china, and imported clays from Kentucky and West
Virginia (Limoges 1996). The Limoges China Company boasted in 1930 promotional pamphlet that
while their products were not meant to compete with vitreous, translucent European china, their “semivitreous china-ware” did not need to, as “more than 80% of the ware gracing American tables is of the
semi-vitreous type, known as porcelain or semi-porcelain (Limoges China Company 1930:7).” They
asserted that a recent report from the U.S. Department of Standards,
“revealed that semi-porcelain is far more durable than imported vitreous ware, withstanding
chipping, crazing and temperature tests… Attractive design, beautiful decorations, and low cost of
semi-vitreous ware appeal to the average purchaser and has thereby become indispensable to the
average American home (Limoges China Company 1930, :7-8).
Vessel Forms
Rim sherds in the Phase II refined ceramic assemblage (n=1014) are from thirteen vessel forms,
predominately plates, cups, bowls, and saucers. Plates were the most common vessel form (45.8%) in
the ceramic assemblage, followed by cups (18.8%), bowls (17.7%), and saucers (7.3%). Plates are
commonly the most frequently recovered rim, as they typically have larger rim areas cups, bowls, and
saucers, which are smaller in diameter. The rim sherd count from the Phase II refined ceramic
assemblage indicates a major functional distinction between porcelain and other wares. Porcelain cup
and saucer rims are present in much higher frequencies than whiteware and ironstone cup and saucer
rims, reflecting the predominant use of porcelain wares for coffee and tea serving beverages in the early
twentieth century. Bowl and platters from the refined assemblage are conversely much more numerous,
also following national trends for American pottery manufacture and consumption at the time. Utilitarian
vessel forms from the Phase II refined assemblage, such as chamber pots, tureens, pitchers, and soap
dishes, were only recovered in whiteware and ironstone pastes.
The Phase III ceramic assemblage was also large (n=1017 artifacts total), recovered
predominately from Unit 8 (a 1x2m test unit), as Unit 7 was shallower and smaller (1x1m unit). The
identified Phase II refined ceramic assemblage was composed predominantly of white granite sherds
(83%), followed by porcelain (10%), and whiteware (7%). Vessel forms included bowls, cups, dinner
plates, small plates, pitchers, platters, relish dishes, saucers, serving bowls, soup plates, tureens, handles
and lids, and many unidentified sherds (n=636). Dinner plates dominated the vessel forms in the Phase
III refined ceramic assemblage (Table 8): (11.6%), followed by bowls (2.7%) and cups (2.5%). The
majority (73.5%) of sherds could not be assigned a form, however. Discussion of the minimum number
of vessels analysis (MNV) completed for this dissertation is found in Chapter 6.
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Table 4-8: Phase III vessel forms for refined white ceramics.

Vessel Form
Bowls
Cups
Dinner Plates
Handle (hollowware)
Lid (hollowware)
Pitcher
Platter
Relish Dish
Saucer
Serving Bowl
Small Plates
Soup Plate
Tureen
Unidentified

Count
23
22
100
1
1
5
2
2
30
14
16
3
12
636

Another noteworthy difference between the Phase II analysis and my analysis of the Phase III
ceramic assemblage is that I recorded the presence of hotel-ware forms, as I was interested to see if hotel
ware was recovered in high frequencies like matching (possibly commercial) tumblers. Hotel-ware goes
by many names, including restaurant ware, institutional china, and restaurant ware, and was introduced
in the nineteenth century. Hotel-ware was very popular during the early twentieth century and
production peaked in the late 1920s and again in the 1930s. Hotel ware was not only prized for its
durability and affordability, but also its nonporousness, which resisted staining and cracking. This
impervious finish was associated with sanitation and cleanliness, and viewed by consumers as safer than
other wares (Bowden 1977). Hotel-ware was designed to be durable, and was low-cost, thick, white
vitreous earthenware, the likes of which can still be seen in diners and restaurants today. Aside from
these characteristics, hotel-ware is easily identifiable by its rim profile, as most displays a rolled or welted
edge for additional durability. Most twentieth-century hotel-ware is plain, but some displays annular
banding (Myers 2016). The wares were largely commercially-utilized, and Myers (Myers 2016, 115)
argues in his study of twentieth-century hotel-wares at a prisoner of war camp, that these wares were
used almost exclusively commercially, but it is important to note residential consumers also purchased
hotel ware, which was offered in open stock in mail order catalogs. Sears catalogs from the 1920s offered
these wares alongside other plain open-stock white granite wares, presumably because households
valued them for the same reasons as did commercial enterprises, and I argue future research on hotel
wares should investigate residential contexts. Hotel ware sherds recovered from the Phase III assemblage
(n=31; MNV=16) are largely plain, but three have green banded rims. One plain welted-edged bread
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and butter plate bears a maker’s mark for the Greenwood Company of Trenton (Figure 59), New Jersey,
a pottery that produced hotel-ware until 1933 and was highly praised for its adaptations of the ware
(Lehner 1988, 180).

Figure 4-31: Greenwood Company hotel ware plate with welted edge from the Shop Hollow Dump Ph III assemblage. Photograph by
author.

Decoration
The era during which the Shop Hollow dump refuse was purchased and deposited was an
exciting time of revolution in American ceramic decorative techniques. Prior to the twentieth century,
American consumers purchased a variety of decorated ceramic vessels, largely from British, German, and
Asian potteries. Transfer-printed vessels, decorated in intricate monochromatic patterns largely in blue,
red, brown, or purple by means of inked paper transfer, were still available, but waned in popularity by
1900 as their busy romantic and exotic motifs were seen as old-fashioned (Copeland 2008). New applied
decorative techniques like decalcomania, screen-printing, rubber stamping, rouletting, and banding
became the craze, as pottery could de decorated very colorfully and cheaply, introducing bold new hues,
shapes, and motifs. Alongside these colorfully decorative treatments came innovations in ceramic
manufacture, notably in paste refinements, and plain white vessels also proliferated in many shades of
white and ivory, as these dishes could be purchased in open-stock sets which were easy to match
(Blaszczyk 2000; Majewski 1987). An explosion of American-made decorated and plain ceramic vessels
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thus beckoned the average consumer, who often combined both in their household acquisitions
(Blaszczyk 2009). These decorative types, and their recovered frequencies from the Shop Hollow Dump
assemblages, are briefly discussed below, and the social importance of these revolutionary decorative
treatments in the era of what Blascyzck (2000) calls “china mania” is discussed in further detail in Chapter
6.
Many of the above decorative treatments are present on the refined white Shop Hollow ceramic
vessels, although the majority of sherds are undecorated. Nearly 80% of the sherds recovered by the
Phase II excavations lacked surface decoration, and the majority were ironstone wares (53%), followed
by whiteware (34.4%), and porcelain (10%). Over half the Phase III refined tableware sherds (n=837) are
plain and undecorated (68.5%). The plain white ceramic dishes from Jenkins could have been produced
by many potteries, but production by American potteries is probable. Plain, white semi-vitreous and
vitreous dinnerwares have been recovered in great quantities at several American twentieth-century coal
towns (Gradwohl and Osborn 1984; Keener 2003; McBride 1993; Metheney 2007; Schenian 1991;
Westmont 2017; Wood 2002b), and other contemporaneous archaeological sites (Henry 1987; Horning
2002; Worthy 1982), and the majority have been manufactured by American companies. Homer
Laughlin produced many white dinnerwares that could certainly fit the bill. The pottery offered a plain
collection in the Kwaker shape, which was featured in their 1920, 1922, 1926, and 1929 catalogs. The
Kwaker shape was sold in the Sears Roebuck catalog from 1925 to 1948, an impressive 23-year run (Page
et. al 2003: 91-92). Plain white granite dinner plates dating circa 1860 to 1920 are found in great
quantities by antique collectors throughout the East and Midwest United States (Ketchum 1983:179).
Historical archaeologists have often largely ignored plain ceramic vessels in their analyses of decoration
and consumer choice, but Majewski and O’Brien caution that the lack of decoration on these vessels is
itself a decorative statement, a consideration which will be developed in Chapter 6 during an analysis of
the “aesthetic of plainness (sensu Wood 2002b).”
Decorative treatments of other ceramic vessels recovered from the Shop Hollow assemblages
include both applied and relief adornments. Decorative types recovered in the Phase II assemblage
include pattern molding, scalloping, decalcomania, banded metallic, transfer-printed, and flowed blue
edged (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 41-48). Most of the refined sherds are white-bodied with colorless
glazes, and therefore most of the assemblage is plain white in color. The most common color scheme on
the decorated sherds is polychrome, followed by gold and blue. Polychrome is most prevalent on the
porcelain sherds, while gold is the most common color on the whiteware and ironstone sherds. The
ironstone, whiteware, and porcelain sherds exhibited a wide variety of decorative motifs, notably surface
relief from molding, and surface treatments such as decalcomania, colored banding, metallic banding,
transfer-printing, flowed blue, slip glazing, hand-painting, and sponging. Many sherds exhibited
multiple decoration techniques. Non-relief decorative patterns occurred often in concert with molded
surfaces, as 25% of the refined sherds displayed an applied decoration plus molding. Many sherds also
exhibit a combination of applied decorative patterns. Notably, 10.8% of the decalcomania and flowed
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sherds in the Phase II refined ceramic assemblage also displayed a metallic decoration in the form of
gold bands, gilded rims, or luster. Many Phase III sherds analyzed for this dissertation are partial or
complete vessels, but many sherds are fragmentary and badly burned, so it is important to note that
many seemingly ‘plain’ sherds may actually be from decorated vessels. Decorated sherds with the
highest percentages are pattern molded/embossed, decal, gilt, banded and transfer-printed. Decal
patterns are the most populous decorative refined tableware type (9.2%) from the Phase III assemblage,
followed by pattern-molded and embossed sherds (9%), and gilt sherds (6.5%).
Relief decorations from pattern molding often occur in concert with scalloped rims on refined white
ceramic vessels from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Non-painted, relief-decorated vessels rose
in popularity in ironstone production during the 1860s to 1880s (Weatherbee 1996), characterized by
plain, flowing or geometric raised lines, but between 1880 and 1905 (Harling 1973), new designs on
whiteware and white granite favored more delicate floral patterns and interlaced lines, often marketed
as a modern take on older Victorian patterns (Page et al. 2003). Vessel portion is strongly related to the
presence or absence or relief decoration, as relief is most common on rims, handles, and lids, and is
uncommon on bases and body sherds (Majewski 1987). Relief is present on 22.4% of the porcelain
sherds in the Phase II refined ceramic assemblage. In contrast, relief occurs on only 7.9% of the white
granite sherds and 6.0% of the whiteware sherds (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 41). Scalloping is
present on 23.9% of the Phase II refined white ceramic rims. Whiteware, ironstone, and porcelain rims
all display comparable percentages of scalloping, with whiteware rim sherds displaying a slightly higher
percentage of scalloping. The Phase III decorated refined white ceramic vessels also display high
percentages of relief, notably pattern molded scalloped rims and perimeters. Whiteware rims had the
highest frequencies of relief decorations at 41.8% (n=23; 66 decorated total), followed by porcelain at
22.7% (n=15; 697 decorated total), and then white granite sherds at 14.4% (n=101; 55 decorated total).
Almost half the rims from the refined, white flatware rims from the Phase III ceramic assemblage were
scalloped (n=127), 40% of these rims displaying either scalloping or scalloping plus another relief
decoration like molded lines or dots. Many of the Jenkins whiteware and white granite plates display a
molding pattern on the rims that is or mimics a highly-copied Haviland pattern called Ransom (Rinker
1997, 87), and the rims from many potteries’ imitation patterns are indistinguishable. Homer Laughlin’s
Republic shape emulated successful European china lines with classic Victorian-style detailing marketed
as a modern, more minimal take on these older patterns. The Republic shape was shown in Homer
Laughlin’s catalogs in 1920, 1922, 1926, and 1929, with back-stamps dating from 1917 to 1959,
making it an impressively long-lived shape (Page et al. 2003, 82). Homer Laughlin’s Republic shapes
were manufactured with and without gold trim, and as mentioned previously, I suspect many of these
rims may have been manufactured with gilded rims, which have since deteriorated.
Decalcomania is the most common applied decoration type found on refined white ceramic vessels
in both the Phase II and Phase III assemblages. Decalcomania, an overglazed application (commonly
called decal) of colorful sticker-like designs, is the most common form of applied decoration, which
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became common after 1880 (Majewski 1987). The high number of refined decalcomania sherds in both
the Phase II and Phase III assemblages can be largely attributed to the fact that decals are applied over a
large portion of vessel surfaces. Many other decoration types, conversely, are largely confined to the
upper portion of vessels, particularly along the rim of the outer surface. Most decal was applied to
imported porcelain vessels prior to 1900, but decal was commonly applied to many vessels
manufactured in the United States after 1909 (Henry 1987). Henry (1987, -369) notes that decal
ceramics appeared in mail order catalogs in the early twentieth century, with wares decorated by the
decalcomania process offered in the 1902 Sears Roebuck catalog and prevalent in the same catalog by
the 1909 edition. She also notes that in the 1927 Sears catalog, German decal porcelain was cheaper
than English decal semi-porcelain wares, and the 1922 Montgomery Ward catalog only offered Germanmanufactured porcelain. My own review of Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward catalogs from 1906 to
1935 revealed that many decal patterns were offered into the 1930s, particularly floral patterns in pink,
yellow, green, and blue. Decal patterns often occurred in concert with other decorative types, and a few
sherds from the Jenkins assemblage even display the busy combination of scalloped rims, relief
molding, decal, gilded rims, and gold wheel-banded interiors. In fact, since several sherds displayed
multiple decorative attributes that I was forced to hand-enter them in the KYHistArch database’s “Notes”
field, as the dropdown menu choices did not account for combinations or more than three decorative
treatments in the “Decoration” field.
Decal ceramics (decal plus relief and/or other applied decoration) account for 6.1% of the total Phase
II refined ceramic assemblage, and 30% of the decorated refined ceramic assemblage. The decal patterns
are mostly unknown, as they are not listed on the Phase II artifact coding sheets and are not summarized
in Sussenbach and Updike’s (1994) Phase II report. The report does include one photograph of the
decorated Phase II dishes, however, which depicts four sherds with pink and green floral motifs and one
sherd with a blue and yellow curlicue design that could be either decalcomania or screen-printed. The
floral decal sherds are consistent with patterns recovered from the Phase III excavations. Although decal
sherds were recovered from the Phase III excavations in high frequencies (n=88), and decal sherds
comprised 10.2% of the refined white ceramic sherds, pattern identification proved very elusive. Only a
handful of tableware sherds displayed maker’s marks (n=12), many patterns were badly degraded due
to poor preservation conditions, and many patterns, such as moss rose (pink roses and green leaves)
were ubiquitous from 1910 to the 1940s and were copied by dozens of companies. These patterns were
produced on a range or wares from high-end porcelain to low-end semi-vitreous wares marketed through
five-and-dime stores and promotional giveaways (Blaszczyk 2000). One badly burned white granite
sherd with a decal of a bluebird in flight with a sliver of flowers below, and what appears to be a thin blue
band above the bird, is present in the Phase III assemblage. This pattern may match the bluebird decal
on the Homer Laughlin’s popular Republic shape, shown in Page et. al (2003). In light of the blue band,
the sherd is perhaps more plausibly from Homer Laughlin’s Empress line in the Flying Bluebird pattern
which had a straight rim and dated to the 1920s (Page et al. 2003, 66); however, as this sherd lacks the
rim, definitive identification was not possible. Bluebird china is notoriously difficult to identify without a
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maker’s mark, as over 50 American companies produced a version of the design, including the large
firms of Anchor Pottery Company, Atlas China, Chippendale, Homer Laughlin, and Steubenville, to name
a few. Bluebird china was only present in the market from the late 1800s to 1930, enjoying its height in
the early to mid-1920s (Rosen 2003), which does make it a hip contemporary choice for Jenkins
consumers given the age of the dump. Blue decals and blue screen-printed patterns also became popular
in the 1930s as the color revolution in modern home goods explored bold colors beyond pastels
(Blaszczyk 2000), and the Bluebird patterns packed bright pops of color in a small, affordable decal. Decal
dishes were certainly a popular choice in Jenkins, and an in-depth analysis of consumer preference and
the marketing and appeal of these patterns is discussed in Chapter 6.
Banded patterns are another common applied decorative treatment on both the Phase II and Phase
III refined white ceramic vessels. Majewski and O’Brien (1984) have made a distinction between banded
and striped ceramics, arguing that widths above one centimeter classify as bands, while widths below
one centimeter classify as stripes. I do not find this distinction particularly useful, however, as many
archaeologists call all of these banded, and classified both as banded. Furthermore, Sussenbach and
Updike (1994:42) explicitly chose not to make this distinction in the Phase II analysis, rendering it
impossible to do so now, and rendering comparison difficult. I feel that the distinction between stripes
and bands is also much more nebulous; I feel consumers treat such a distinction as a sense relation,
meaning they may not be able to explicitly define the difference between stripes and bands (e.g. > or<
1 cm), but know it when they see it, and they may see it slightly differently. Also, Sussenbach and
Updike’s report seems to have classified both screen-printed and decal colored bands and stripes and
gold bands and stripes as “banded,” using the term “luster banded” within this category. I find this
amalgamation of banded problematic. I disagree with how the authors define “luster,” as they seem to
have conflated hand-rimmed gilded vessels, particularly decal and flow blue, with luster banding, which
was applied via a turning wheel or by screen-printing (Cunningham 1998, 10-14; Limoges 1996, 1134). It is not clear how many of the Ph II ceramics are actually gilded, and I cannot check this because the
artifacts are not curated with a repository. The Phase II report states that color-banded and luster-banded
sherds account for 3.5% of the refined ceramic assemblage. Colored banded sherds display red, green,
gold, and blue bands. Narrow luster bands largely occurred on the upper portions of vessels, just below
the rim (Sussenbach and Updike 1994, 42, 4). Luster banding is the second-most common singly
occurring decoration type on the Phase II ceramic vessels, according to the report. Several sherds in both
assemblages display two or three concentric gold bands, a popular pattern throughout the entire
company era of Jenkins. These gold banded patterns, as well as gold-stamped and gold roulette-applied
patterns, are analyzed in further discussion in Chapter 6.
Decoration of refined white ceramic vessels from twentieth-century archaeological sites relates to
prices paid by consumers. Precise manufacturing dates of many decorated types of ceramics from the
late 1800s and early 1900s remain unknown (Worthy 1982), but general date ranges for many are
available. Susan Henry’s (1987) study of turn-of-the-century ceramic wares from privies and dumps in
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Phoenix Arizona developed a ceramic scaling indices using mail order catalogs, notably Sears Roebuck
and Montgomery Ward, to demonstrate the relationship between price and decoration. Undecorated
bowls, plates, cups, and saucers are the cheapest in the 1902-1909 and 1922-1927 indexes, while
porcelain vessels were the most expensive, and decal vessels were the second-highest in the 1922-1927
index. She found a marked range of prices within each decorative category in the 1922-1927 index,
which is relevant to the Jenkins ceramics, noting that a dozen decal teacups and saucers with gilt accents
could be purchased for as little as $1.48 or as much as $8.35. Cost was apparently associated with the
quality of the gilt (Henry 1987, 367). This would not have necessarily been important to consumers,
however, who looked at simple black-and-white drawings and read descriptions of the wares in mail
order catalogs; gilt may have simply been gilt in their estimation, and the finer nuance of application
techniques more important to ceramic manufacturers and archaeologists. Overall, the ceramic vessels
from the Phase II and III assemblages display a range of prices, in both open stocks and sets, from higherend porcelain teaware and low-end undecorated white granite vessels and hotel ware. Jenkins
consumers were quite cosmopolitan in their refined white ceramic table and teaware purchases. As
Sussenbach and Updike noted in the Phase II report, there is little lag time between manufacture and
discard of these ceramics, which also holds true for the Phase III assemblage, meaning consumers were
obtaining styles as soon as they hit major markets. Cosmopolitanism in table and teaware purchasing
and use is the subject of Chapter 6 and will be discussed at length.
4.4

Consuming Modern Life: A Discussion of Shop Hollow Artifacts

Artifacts recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump weave an interesting story about the
connections between gender, modernity, tradition, innovation, and patriotism. The dump’s tenure
coincides with exciting developments in the consumer revolution at the turn of the twentieth century as
more and more mass-produced items fell within reach of households of middling and lower economic
means. I argue here that Jenkins and McRoberts residents were firmly connected to the market economy,
developing new tastes and household practices along with the rest of the nation, but also continued to
pursue non-market activities like home production, communal labor, and trade. Material paucity at coal
towns and among working class households has often been assumed, both within the discipline of
archaeology and in the popular imagination. Randall McGuire (1991, 103) has argued that in the
nineteenth century and early twentieth centuries, “workers could afford few of the products of their labor
and maintained very low levels of consumption, especially of durable goods.” Archaeological studies of
coal towns simply do not bear this out, even at McGuire’s field sites of Ludlow and Berwind, Colorado,
coal towns which were actively striking and no longer accessed the company’s trade networks with the
ease they did before (see Chicone 2006; Moore 2009; Wood 2002b). Based on the patterning of
occupations reported in the 1920-1940 decennial federal censuses around the Lakeside and downtown
area of Jenkins, residents contributing to the Lakeside dump were both manager’s families and mining
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families, and the Phase II and III archaeological assemblages do suggest relatively comfortable means
and some measure of disposable income for these households, including mining households.
Jenkins families contributing to the Shop Hollow Dump’s refuse maintained robust levels of
consumption of mass-produced household goods, and Jenkins residents were not alone. Karen
Metheney’s (2007) archaeological study of the contemporaneous town of Helvetica, Pennsylvania found
that while workers may not have had much disposable income, miner’s families furnished their
doublehouses with matching dinner sets, decorative glassware and porcelain, and modern appliances,
and she suggests paucity myths about coal town residents have been overblown. Similarly, Grahwohl
and Osborn’s (1984) study of Buxton, Iowa, a contemporaneous coal town with a large African American
population found that while the average mining household did not appear to be wealthy by any stretch
of the imagination, Buxton’s residents participated in trade networks across the country, purchasing
cosmopolitan cosmetics, beverages, and matching ceramic dinner sets all the way from Ohio, the likes
of which would grace middle class tables in urban centers of the eastern United States. Similarly, Pam
Schenian’s (1988, 1991) study of Onionville, a relatively cash-strapped seasonal town with a large tent
camp residential district found that residents were drinking Coca Cola, buying cosmopolitan goldbanded dinner sets from the Sears catalog, and displaying beautiful cut glassware in their homes.
Clearly, the myth of the isolated, financially oppressed, and materially backward coal town must be
destabilized. Residents were also not- in defiance of other myths about the loss of “traditional” lifewaysabandoning economic strategies like home food production. Rather, these strategies coincided in
dynamic ways. Faunal remains, decorative pressed furniture glass, children’s toys, and branded
packaged foods from the Phase III assemblage that I analyzed for this dissertation briefly discussed
below, toward the aim of destabilizing myths about Appalachian consumers, and Chapters 6 and 7
discuss refined white ceramic vessels and medicines and cosmetics to unpack the sophisticated
consumption patterns of Jenkins residents in further detail.
Faunal remains from the Phase III assemblage are dominated by beef as stated above, including
cuts of all prices and quality. The predominance of beef over pork is also interesting, given it was more
expensive. This could relate to increased access to refrigeration, the fact that Consol had its own herd, or
simply consumer preference. The most frequent cuts of beef were the lowest quality (usually cuts used
for soups, roasts, or other slow-cooked dishes), followed by sirloin and rib cuts, and a few specimens of
extremely high and extremely low quality. Pork remains also demonstrate purchasing all over the
spectrum of quality. Perhaps the most frequently investigated factors in consumer choice for types and
cuts of meat in historical archaeology has been socioeconomic status, which has often boiled down to
discussions of economics, with the underlying assumption being that wealthy, high-status people
consumer more expensive and more preferred foods. However, price scaling, frequency analysis of
preferred cuts, and frequency analysis of preferred cuts using price-ranking have all yielded inconsistent
and skewed results, often simply illustrating archaeological biases about consumer choice, and myriad
social variables are obviously involved in meat selection and consumption (Huelsbeck 1991; Reitz 1987).
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An assumption which has plagued historical archaeology is that households of lesser means were
restricted to local markets in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and that households of means
expensive cuts of meat were specifically used by families of means and families wishing to appear as
though they had means to signal their income and status, while families with limited economic means
simply purchased cheap cuts rationally and cost-efficiently (see Schmitt and Zeier 1993; Lyman 1987;
Huelsbeck 1989), and these studies have largely used to faunal assemblages to assign a class or
socioeconomic ranking for households and argue lower and middling families emulated upper-class
families to the best of their abilities (see Henry 1987; Singer 1987; Sweitz 2012).
This approach falls apart when considering individual industrial community studies, the
supposed bastion of “the working class.” Beef consumption, for example, at coal and other industrial
towns has varied considerably according to several archaeological studies. Like at Jenkins, a faunal
assemblage from Lonaconing, Maryland, also indicated a preference for beef over pork based on
frequencies, and the authors attempted to conclusively associate this preference with German or Scotch
ancestry, but could not conclusively attribute this preference to ethnicity, instead expressing perplexity
that lower-income miners would chose the most expensive type of meat (Balicki et al. 1999). However,
other coal mining families of relatively low income also appear to have favored beef over pork and other
meats. The town dump’s faunal assemblage from the small, seasonal coal town of Onionville in Western
Kentucky was also dominated by cow bones, and most residents were of limited economic means and
lived in a tent city instead of permanent housing (Schenian 1988), and higher frequencies of beef also
characterized two impoverished households in the coal town of Eckley, Pennsylvania (Westmont 2017).
Sarah Chicone’s (2006) work at the early twentieth-century miner’s striker colony of Berwind, Colorado
recovered more pig bones than any other identifiable species, from both pre and post-strike contexts.
However, a faunal assemblage from neighboring Ludlow, the company coal town from which the miners
were striking, was dominated by cow bones. Chicone argues beef may have been favored due to the fact
that it lasts longer than pork without refrigeration, and was thus a wise choice during the strike, and the
beef shanks from front and hindquarters recovered in the highest frequencies gave strapped families the
most meat for their money. Peter Davies’s (2002) study of consumption at a very isolated circa 19041928 sawmill company town in Victoria, Australia found that residents were consuming very little beef,
which he attributes somewhat to isolation and the limited means of residents, but also to the fact that
the surrounding plains were a sheep-farming capital of the region, and residents had great access to
mutton, a very affordable meat that they also highly enjoyed. Elizabeth Reitz (1986) has been very critical
for decades of archaeological studies reducing variability in faunal patterning to socioeconomic status
and even race and ethnicity, and her survey of nineteenth-century archaeological assemblages in South
Carolina and Georgia could not find conclusive connections between ethnicity and status and foodways,
concluding instead that the most striking patterns in meat consumption are between rural and urban
assemblages.
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Given the variety of dietary patterns at industrial towns and the variety of options for producing
and purchasing meat at Jenkins, I am thus reluctant to ascribe the high frequencies of beef versus other
meats at Jenkins simply to the facts that residents enjoyed a higher quality of life that at other industrial
communities, at least slightly higher economic means than other coal town residents, or were a “higher
class”, as myriad factors were at play. I argue it is likely that many social factors influenced meat
consumption (gender, race, class, preference, etc.), but that they high frequencies of quality cuts of meat
also relate to Jenkins’s somewhat liminal identity as both a rural and urban space. The Jenkins faunal
assemblage, and those at other coal towns, does indicate that “poverty” should not be willingly excavated
from the faunal record, a particularly salient point in Appalachian studies.
Colored glass furniture (Figure 60) and tableware from early twentieth-century archaeological
assemblages is also often linked to impoverishment, as forms of glassware like Depression glass were
cheaply produced and often gifted as premiums or sold very cheaply. Pamela Schenian’s (1988)
excavations at Onionville in western Kentucky recovered very high frequencies of Depression glass in
many colors, a pressed colored imitation of high-end glassware. Schenian interprets that cash-strapped
residents appreciated the bold colors and their ability to brighten the home, supplying a budgetconscious means of engaging with modern designs. Interestingly, no Depression glass was recovered
from the Shop Hollow Dump, which was a contemporaneous site. Jenkins residents certainly embraced
what historian Regina Blasczczyk calls the “color revolution” in American home furnishing, which I argue
is evident in pressed glassware furnishings. Blascyczk (2000, 2012) has linked the rise in colored glass
tablewares and furnishings to “chromania,” or the craze for colored housewares that arose during the
color revolution. Manufacturers and marketing agencies in the 1920s flooded the market with brightly
hued dishes, cars, cleaning products, glassware, kitchen appliances, and even toilets and other bathroom
fixtures, coeval with the introduction of the first four-color advertisement by the Curtis Publishing
Company in 1924. Professional colorists arose, who researched and advised companies about the
psychology of color, particularly for the home and dress (Blaszczyk 2012). Women’s magazines like Better
Homes and Gardens and Ladies Home Journal advised women that color could transform the domestic
sphere by lifting their moods, inexpensively renovating an entire home with a costly look, and hiding
kitchen grime caused by coal stoves. New York retailers like Macy’s led the movement to add color to the
kitchen, and professional colorists advised consumers that colorless homes equaled colorless
personalities and lives, which was out of synch with the twentieth-century “culture of personality.”
Colored glassware rode this wave of popularity, cheaply revolutionizing monochromatic homes with a
modern flair (Blaszczyk 2000). Several pieces of pressed glass were recovered from the Phase III
assemblage, including the Grape Cable carnival glass, four pieces of bright aqua pressed glass in
geometric and starburst patterns, and three pieces of bright orange carnival glass, one with a grape
pattern. While carnival glass, like Depression glass, was also given as premiums after its initial failure to
capture the high-end market, I argue this glassware was part of a larger trend among style-conscious
middle-class women to add color to the kitchen, and is not reflective of impoverishment or isolation from
retail outlets or trends. Conversely, I argue that women consumers in Jenkins had as high a degree of
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exposure to home decoration trends and followed the advice of trendsetting magazine and stores to
revitalize the kitchen with maximum creativity but minimal financial expenditure. Blascyczk argues that
women from the 1920s to 1940s were encouraged to paint their kitchen bold colors and accent with
cheaper colored wares like rugs and decorative vessels. Paint was the real revolution, as companies
developed highly pigmented, washable hues not previously possible, and magazines argued the clever
housewife spent her money there and creatively finessed the accents.

Figure 4-32: Decorative orange pressed glass from the Shop Hollow Dump Ph III assemblage. Photograph by author.

Clear pressed glass pieces were also an affordable means of adding pizazz to homes during the
early twentieth century, and several fragments were recovered from the Shop Hollow assemblage. None
of the other pressed glass patterns from the Phase III assemblage could be conclusively identified, but a
clear pressed glass rim from a pitcher is similar to a set called Whirling Star featured in the 1916 and
1920 Sears Catalogs, a matching 36-piece set that retailed for $9.50 and featured a tall pitcher, tumblers,
condiment dishes, and berry bowls. The set was a bargain, offering three times as many items as cut glass
pitcher and tumbler sets in the same catalogs. Blaszczyk (2000) argues that crystal cut glass was largely
marketed to and purchased by men at the turn-of-the-century, as it was sold in specialized shops like
jewelry and cigar stores, and intended as gifts for other men and women. Pressed glass, on the other
hand, was largely marketed to and purchased by women, and unlike its more expensive cousin, was sold
at more generalized stores like department stores, fine-and-dimes, and mail order catalogs. Pressed
glassware was also given as gifts but was marketed and used more as a means for middle class women
to beautify their own homes. Blaszczyk argues women used pressed glass objects primarily for
impression management, as well as imbuing them with personal meanings, particularly when received
as wedding presents. Taking its pattern cues from wallpaper and architecture, pressed glass visually
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accented any color of dish set or other furnishing and was a more durable means of using decorative
glass for everyday functions than cut glass. Interestingly, marketers in the glass industry often decried
pressed glass as ‘mock crystal,’ a pale imitation of cut glass, and a sign of classlessness and low economic
means. The beauty of pressed glass, however, as the industry well knew, was its attainability by the
masses, and pressed glass was wildly favored by middle class suburbanites, European immigrants,
lower-income urbanites, and rural farm families, a democratic product that brought sparkling modern
beauty into average homes (Blaszczyk 2000). Pressed glass, the modern answer to expensive cut glass,
added an affordable but impressive sparkle to homes, and must have made Jenkins consumers feel quite
‘up to the minute (Figure 61).’
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Figure 4-33: Pressed glass vase from the Shop Hollow Dump Ph III assemblage. Photograph by author.

Just as middling and lower-income women were enjoying developments in manufacturing and
distribution that placed more goods within their reach, children were enjoying a consumer revolution in
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their own right, one which also strongly targeted gendered acquisition of goods, notably toys. The
children’s toys are perhaps the most interesting facets of the Phase III assemblage’s personal class
artifacts. Five dollhouse miniature dishes were recovered. All were plain white porcelain. Six doll parts
were also recovered, including the plastic face covering for a doll’s head (Figure 62), one porcelain ear,
and three fragments from a chest plate bearing the mark of Armand Marseilles (Figure 63), a partial
sequence of numbers reading “37,” and “made in Germany.” The doll is from the factory’s 370 mold
series, which would have featured a porcelain head on a stuffed cloth or kid leather body and resembled
a young child. The porcelain ear probably belonged to this same doll. The Marseille factory was one of
the leading producers of bisque head doll manufacturers, producing many between 1900 and 1930,
and the 370 mold was the most popular. This doll was likely the Dolly Face doll, a young girl with glass
eyes that opened and closed, painted brows and lashes, painted red lips, and a parted mouth showing
teeth (Doll Reference 2017). New types of dolls emerged on the market in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century, including the mass production of porcelain dolls, which put these dolls within the
price range of most families, and German manufacturers like Marseille developed limbed construction
and naturalistic faces between 1900 and 1910 (King 1979). A baby doll in the style of the Dolly Face (and
quite possibly exactly that model) was recovered by archaeologists from the contemporaneous Ludlow
coal miner’s striker’s tent colony in Colorado, as well as a similar set of miniature toy dishes. These toys,
Summer Moore (2009) argues, were highly symbolic. She argues these soft-bodied porcelain dolls
suggested styles of dress to which young girls should aspire, and their fragility encouraged girls to play
quietly inside the home, referencing older Victorian ideals about separate spheres of work and play for
girls and boys. Tania Lima (2012) argues that tea and tableware miniatures like these survive well in the
archeological record due to their small size and durability, and she and Moore both argue that that these
toys were meant to teach young girls about the ritualization of meals and instill ideal about domesticity
and mothering.
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Figure 4-34: Doll face from the Shop Hollow Dump Ph III assemblage. Photograph by author.
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Figure 4-35: Armand Marseilles porcelain doll chest plate in the Dolly Face model manufactured in Germany, from the Shop Hollow Dump
Ph III assemblage. Photograph by author.

Children became a booming new market sector in the 1920s and 1930s. Middle-class
households became smaller and more child-centered as parents were encouraged to be fun and friendly
comrades, and children were given allowances and voices in family purchasing. Victorian advertisers had
previously realized that children would become the adult consumers of tomorrow and realized the
potential of marketing gender-specific toys, which heavily reinforced separate gendered spheres and
gendered divisions of work and play. While boys’ toys favored science, technology, sports, weapons, and
machinery, girls’ toys were almost staggeringly domestic (Blaszczyk 2009). Sears Roebuck and
Montgomery Ward catalogs from the 1920s and 1930s that I analyzed for this dissertation offered an
astounding array of domestically-themed toys marketed to young girls, including elaborate small
replicas of cook stoves, kitchen cabinets, sewing machines, toy dish and glassware sets, laundry sets, and
even functional toy irons and ironing boards. The accessories for dolls pictured in these catalogs are
particularly interesting, as even non-infant dolls were encouraged for use with cradles and strollers, and
my interpretation is that girls were roundaboutly being taught proper infant care, which was a strong
concern at the turn of the twentieth century, as medical reformers actively sought to reduce infant
mortality by instructing both mothers and young children in proper crib care. Consol nurses ran chapters
of the Little Mothers in Jenkins and its other towns, a club organization founded with exactly that goal;
Progressive Era reformers argued that older (generally female) siblings must also mother infants to
reduce the potential for crib death (Almgren et al. 2006). Dolls and their material trappings were
expenditures that not only visibly courted the new child consumer and fulfilled new material standards
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for families of all means, but prepared young girls for the challenges of housewifery and child-rearing
and aided in the constitution of gender roles at Jenkins.
It is conceivable that domestically-oriented toys from the Shop Hollow Dump may have come
from mail-order catalogs, but many residents I interviewed have strong memories of obtaining and
pining over toys from the company stores. One of the most fascinating sources used for this dissertation
is a children’s book, written by the daughter of an African American woman who grew up in No. 6 Hollow,
called Willie Pearl (Green 1990), after the author’s mother. In the story, young Willie Pearl highly covets
a porcelain soft-bodied doll, just like the Dolly Face, that sits in the window of the main Jenkins company
store (Figure 64). She visits the window along with many other children daily and is eventually bought
the doll as a Christmas surprise by her older brother. The doll is meticulously described in the story with
smooth curls, snow white radiant skin, and a blue satin dress, which is interesting in the juxtaposition of
Willie Pearl’s envy of her best friend, a light-skinned girl with light eyes, to whom she compares her own
mahogany complexion. Porcelain dolls, in addition to teaching girls about gendered ideals about
domesticity, were clearly racialized and also reinforced ideals about racial inferiority meant to be learned
at a young age. Archaeologically, it seems that white porcelain dolls were even given to enslaved black
children by plantation owners either consciously or unconsciously to reinforce social roles through
practice, as enslaved girls would dress, sew for, groom, and play with these dolls daily (Wilkie 2000).
Porcelain dolls were thus symbolically potent means of perpetuating gendered and racial divides, and
the use of these toys in Jenkins suggests that dolls were entangled in developing ideals about the role
of children as consumers, new ideas about class and gender, and pervasive ideas about race, social
processes happening all over the nation.
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Figure 4-36: "Willie Pearl stretched out her arms to touch the glass." From Green 1990.

The preponderance of branded food and drink products in the Shop Hollow Dump assemblage
are also an excellent entry point for analyzing the intersectional dynamics of consumer identities during
an age of rapid consumer developments, particularly women’s hand in driving the consumable foods
market and its standards. Shop Hollow food and drink bottles, coupled with oral history testimony and
archival images, reveal that women employed diverse economic strategies in terms of food production
and consumption. Women and their families both gardened and bought and bartered local produce,
meat, and dairy, and heavily purchased packaged foods. Canning was extremely prevalent in Jenkins
and McRoberts, and many residents continue to can today (Figure 65). Consol offered annual prizes for
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the best vegetable gardens and canned goods, and also promoted wartime gardening through their
employee magazines and other programs, and the company’s archival photographs show hundreds of
gardens all over both towns. Oral history interviewees also told me that people canned because it was a
practice they had formerly done on farms, and continued to do so both to mitigate food insecurity, and
because they enjoyed it (Bentley 2015; Gallion 2015; Sanders and Sanders 2015). Canning was actually
one of the most enthusiastically discussed topics among my interviews, and many residents expressed a
love for home-processed foods. The Lakeside district appears to be the exception, as Lakesiders did not
have adequate gardening space for vegetables or livestock, many bought most of their food (Figure 66)
as salaried employees (Steffa 2015; Vaughn 2016), and were probably discouraged from large-scale
gardening by the company so as not to disturb the neighborhood’s aesthetics. The high frequency of
canning jars recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump suggests that downtown residents were canning,
and probably Lakeside families as well, possibly almost solely purchased produce.

Figure 4-37: Garden display at McRoberts, 1926. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.
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Figure 4-38: Display of a week's worth of food in the Jenkins company store window, undated. Photograph from the Smithsonian National
Museum of American History.

Oral history and archaeology suggest that Jenkins residents continued to can throughout the
life span of the dump, as canning jars and lids were evenly deposited throughout the levels of all
excavated units. Jenkins residents also enthusiastically purchased and used mass-produced canned
foods and condiments, as discussed below, merging consumption strategies. Some families only canned
produce they purchased, like mining families in the lower-income seasonal mining camp of Onionville
in Western Kentucky seem to have done (Schenian 1988), but it appears from archival photographs and
residents’ recollections that most families canned their own home-grown vegetables. Margaret Wood’s
study of the 1914 Ludlow strikers’ colony at Berwind, Colorado found that women canned heavily due to
wartime patriotism, and also to mitigate food insecurity, particularly during the strike. Unlike women in
other areas, Wood argues, women in Berwind continued to can heavily after World War I, intensifying
their efforts in what Wood argued was a display of patriotism and American-ness and resistance against
the company’s monopolization of the food market. Even though tinned mass-produced foods had
dropped considerably in price after the war, women intensified their canning regimen. An interesting
contrast is Paul Mullins’s contemporary study of African American families around Annapolis, Maryland,
in which he found a paucity of canning jars among residential refuse but a dearth of mass-produced tin
cans post-dating World War I. Mullins attributes this pattern to African Americans’ desire to participate in
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citizenship through market consumerism, which caused an increase in the purchase of tinned foods.
Consol seems to have equally promoted tinned and jarred mass-produced foods and home-gardening,
as evidenced by both their garden programs and their promotion of tin-canned goods from their stores.
Jenkins residents continued to both heavily patronize mass-produced potted foods and to can
throughout the 1930s, as indicated by the dump’s deposits, and residents and interviewees told me they
did not witness the decline in canning until after the 1960s, and some still can today (Bentley 2015;
Sanders and Sanders 2015). Diverse economic strategies were thus in play at Jenkins for a variety of
reasons, including wartime patriotism, food security, geography and income, personal taste, and
arguably nostalgia.
Nostalgia and “traditional” foodways did not stop Jenkins women from embracing the packaged
foods revolution, however. While cans were not collected from either the Phase II or III Shop Hollow
assemblages due to extensive deterioration, glass food bottles and jars were recovered in a staggering
array of shapes and sizes. While many are not embossed and bear only glass-hold mold marks, one brand
truly stands out in the Phase III assemblage. Condiments and foods produced by the famous H.G. Heinz
company were recovered in abundance, including vinegar, many types of pickles, and notably ketchup
(Figure 67). The Heinz company finessed dual imagery in advertising, appealing to women’s desires to
embrace modern conveniences while also providing home-cooked comfort food. Heinz advertising in
the early twentieth century highlighted their ketchup as an all-American product that they grew from
their own tomato strands and produced in Pittsburgh, and advertisements both referenced traditional
imagery about farming, such as pastoral scenes, and promoted the product as the modern housewife’s
right-hand condiment, with images of smartly dressed cosmopolitan women whipping up a quick but
well-planned meal.
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Figure 4-39: Heinz No. 135 Pickle Jar and Heinz No. 195 Egyptian Brown Mustard Jar. Photograph by Author.

Heinz also stressed that their products were the most modern and superior in terms of food
safety, a burgeoning issue for Progressive Era reformers during the rise of packaged foods, as consumers
faced the opaqueness of brands and recipes they could not always trust. Heinz offered women consumers
a sense of safety and modernity through their products, arguing that freshness was the key not only to
quality but to security, and the company required farmers to sign a contract to transport tomatoes to
processing plants the day they were picked at peak ripeness. Freshness, Heinz argued, was a key
component of safe packaged foods, and the company often used the image of the “girl in the white hat”
to stress their high standards of sanitation and quality. Heinz also embraced and heavily drove the
packaging revolution; whereas metal cans concealed contents, clear bottles (Figure 68) showed
consumers their products were free of fillers like sawdust, leaves, and grated turnip. H.J. Heinz, the
company’s founder, heavily supported the pure food movement at the turn-of-the-century, which would
eventually culminate in the passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906, and Heinz removed the
preservative benzoate from the company’s ketchup, advertising that other ketchup was poisoning
families. Other nationally produced benzoated ketchups cost two to three times less than Heinz because
of the costs of fresh, ripe, quality tomatoes (Vileisis 2010), and Heinz began to advertise for the first time
after the pure food law was passed, frightening consumers with the dangers of benzoate to justify their
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expenditure of a more expensive product. Other advertisements capitalized on new and very real fears
about the sanitation of packaged foods, informing consumers that Heinz products did not require
preservatives due to their use of the best raw materials, factory sanitation standards, and hermetic seals.
Ads included tradeable advertisement cards, billboards, streetcar signs, and later newspapers and
magazines (Smith 1996) that assured women that Heinz was pure and wholesome, just like homemade,
with the added appeal of convenience, modernity, and safety.

Figure 4-40: Heinz No. 111 Vinegar Bottle and Heinz No. 130 Ketchup Bottle. Photograph by Author.

Historian Katherine Parkin (2006) argues in her study of prepacked foods and women
consumers in the early twentieth century that brands cleverly finessed advertising images to reference
women’s identities as both timeless providers and modern working ladies. Parkin argues packed foods
companies promoted images asserting that meals made with prepackaged foods were still homemade,
and women were therefore fulfilling their gendered imperative to provide for their families, while these
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products were simultaneously offering to free up their time, reduce stress, and provide safe, sanitary
modern options. Advertisers told women that above all else, food is love, and the modern woman cooked
to express the love of her family, self, country, and the brands to which she was loyal. These
advertisements assured women that even if they joined the workforce, “traditional” gender roles would
be filled at home, to the health and happiness of the family. Advertisers embraced nineteenth-century
author Thorstein Veblen’s (2007) idea of conspicuous consumption, realizing women would want to
display status through name-brand goods for the home. Advertising research had previously shown the
appeal of packaged convenience foods to poor and working-class women consumers, but companies
wanted consumers with more money to spend, and an explosion of advertising for natural convenience
foods in the early 1900s targeted middle-class white women (Figures 69 and 70). These advertisers
assumed that women were the primary shoppers for these goods and promoted advertisements to
ensure they remained so. Ads also targeted the importance of name brands to women’s feminine
identities, painting food as an aphrodisiac that reflected women’s beauty and sexuality, and the icon of
“the eager happy husband” awaiting his wife’s meals was used in advertisements (Parkin 2006). Heinz
products clearly had quite the following in Jenkins, likely due to both savvy advertising and wide
availability, as an archival company photograph pictures a window display of Heinz products and a chef
in a white hat highlighted in the main company store (Figure 71). I think it would be reductive, however,
to assume that Jenkins consumers simply patronized the brand because of availability, however, and
argue that Jenkins women and their families instead identified with the brand because it both spoke to
their very cosmopolitan sensibilities, while also appealing to their love of home-canned tastes.
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Figure 4-41: Heinz advertisement featuring the "girl in the white hat." Source: https://www.heinzhistorycenter.org/blog/at-the-historycenter/never-a-dill-moment-on-national-pickle-day
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Figure 4-42: Heinz advertisements from the 1920s picturing a modern woman consumer. Source: https://www.chronically
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Figure 4-43: Heinz window display, Jenkins Store, 1932. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.

4.5

Conclusion

Women responded to advertising and prescriptive literature like women’s magazines and
Consol’s employee magazines enthusiastically, embracing an ethic of consumption that privileged
sanitation, convenience, patriotism, and beauty for the body and home, and set the standards for their
communities. This ethic also included “traditional” practices, locally adapted for modern urban living that
provided security, utilized their knowledge of home production, and helped ensure a high quality of life.
Rather than backwards rural homesteaders unable to adapt to material and social transitions during the
Industrial Age, or a monolithic working class bowled under by oppressive materialism, Jenkins residents
helped shape these transitions along with the rest of the nation as legitimate members of the Modern
Age. And this, as residents say today, is “what we’ve been saying all along!”
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5
5.1

ARCHIVAL RESEARCH AND ORAL HISTORICAL INTERVIEWING
New Ways of Seeing: Archival Research and Documentary Analysis

5.1.1 Documentary Analysis in Appalachian Studies and Historical Archaeology
Many scholars have noted that the documentary record of Appalachian history is marked by
significant biases. First, formal record-keeping and written documentation in the region has been limited
by the marginal development of formal institutions until relatively recently, and oral traditions have been
the primary means preserving historical accounts (Billings 1996; Blee and Billings 1986). The
documentary record of Appalachia is thus sparse. The documentary record of Appalachia that does exist
is strongly characterized by prejudices and stereotypes of people, materials, and practices that have
marked Appalachian discourse for over a century; it thus reflects ideas generated from local color writings
and early scholarship that described cultural deficiencies and lack of modernization in an American
‘problem’ region (Anglin 2004; Batteau 1990; Billings 2008). Historical journalism has focused on
sensational aspects of local culture, such as moonshining and feuding (Billings and Blee 1996; Waller
1995), and texts like local color fiction, travelogues, missionary reports, and educators’ records paint
portraits of atavistic, “traditional” practices out of synch with modern life. These reports, both consciously
and unconsciously, often omitted details that did not fit the idea of a culture ‘frozen in time’ (Becker
1998; Shapiro 1978).
Appalachia’s documentary record also privileges certain groups of people and contexts,
primarily the literate. Much of the documentary record deals with urban contexts, and specifically with
the politically and economically influential elite (Billings and Blee 2000), particularly in journalistic
accounts. Appalachia’s middle class has often gone largely unnoticed in the documentary record
(Groover 2003, 4), and accounts of working-class life often focus on ‘problems’ like poverty and
backwardness (Anglin 2004). In coal town records, accounts of working-class life are often occupationally
skewed, in that mining is often represented as residents’ sole occupation and means of income. The
documentary record thus over-represents urban elites, underrepresents rural residents and the middle
class, and poorly represents the working class. The documentary record has also largely portrayed the
Appalachian region as culturally homogenous, particularly in terms of the race and ethnicity of its
inhabitants (Anglin 2004; Cabbell 1985; Lewis 1999). “Whiteness” has been perpetuated via a variety
of documentary sources, from media and scholarly representations to government surveys (Hartigan
2004; Smith 2004), ignoring the myriad of racial and ethnic backgrounds present in the region. Gender,
age, and sexuality have also been skewed in documentary representation (Smith 1998). Women and
children are often missing from documentary accounts, and, if present, are often subsumed under the
economic and social activities of male heads of household (e.g. federal censuses and government
surveys). Heteronormativity pervades historical accounts, and only recently have efforts been made to
document myriad sexualities in the Appalachian region (Black 1995; Mann 2003). Media documents
and personal accounts are rife with prejudices and shaped by the agendas of their literate, often elite
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creators, yet more comprehensive social records (public documents such as censuses, church documents,
and legal documents) mark out-of-the-ordinary events, such as births, deaths, arrests, and property
purchases and transfers, which scholars have noted present a very narrow sense of past lifeworlds
(Billings and Blee 2000; Shifflett 1991).
These biases must be addressed during documentary analyses via critical, reflexive attention to the
context and tenor of knowledge production, both in past and present discourse. I do not think
hermeneutic analysis has outlived its usefulness as a methodology of textual interpretation and argue
the basic idea of hermeneutics can be applied to documentary evidence about Appalachia. I follow uses
of hermeneutic analysis in archaeology (Andren 1998; Hodder 1991; Johnsen and Olsen 1992; Shanks
and Tilley 1992) and the recommendations of Kathleen Blee and Dwight Billings in Appalachian Studies.
Blee and Billings (1986, 444) argue that documentary accounts, no matter how systematic, are limited
both by the original goals of their creators, and by the theoretical frameworks in which they are
embedded. Habermas (1990) has similarly argued that discursive traditions must be examined as
distorted communication within certain historical conditions. Written texts are not ‘fixed’ or ‘objective,’
in that they outlive their authors in cultural space-time, and thus the meanings of documents are open
to future interpretations and yet simultaneously belong to the past. The ‘truth’ of texts differs for each
reader, but that is not to say truths are subjective, as both readers and texts make demands of each other.
The relationship of readers and texts can thus be conceived as a dialogue, in which both extreme
objectivism and extreme relativism are avoided (Andren 1998, 145-157). Hermeneutical analysis of texts
involves two layers: critiquing the contexts and assumptions of documentary interpretations, and
internally and externally validating the information. Internal validation involves relying on what Ricoeur
(Ricoeur 1971, 330) calls the “logic of probability,” in which our interpretations of documentary
interpretations must be more probable than other interpretations, with the goal of clarifying (‘making
sense’) documentary interpretations and suggesting new ways of ‘seeing’ them. External validation
involves using outside sources of data (historical and otherwise) to supplement and ‘widen’ the
hermeneutic circle (Hodder 1991).
Archival research in historical archaeology is a crucial part of an approach called documentary
archaeology, an approach to history that merges diverse source materials about the social histories of
peoples of the recent and contemporary past, aiming to offer perspectives on the past that are not
possible via single lines of evidence (Buchli 2001; Wilkie 2006). Historical archaeologists have situated
archival research as central to our work since the 1970s, when Ivor Noël Hume (Noël Hume 1969b,
1969a, 1964) suggested the archaeological record should serve the goals of documentary research,
filling gaps in the documentary record and correcting it when necessary. Archaeologists became
increasingly dissatisfied in the late 1980s with the subjugation of the archaeological record to the
documentary record and proposed a more equitable approach. Robert Schuyler’s (1988) Sandy Ground
study popularized “historic ethnography” which does not privilege one data source, but rather merges
archaeological, archival, and oral historical research. Schuyler argued that archaeologist must do their
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own archival research and not rely on previously published historical syntheses for ‘background’
knowledge, and must make their theoretical positions and methodological steps known; as he colorfully
stated, historical archaeologists must “stop trying to kiss the derriere of historians (Schuyler 1988, 36).’”
Mary Beaudry’s foundational edited volume Documentary Archaeology in the New World was the
foundational text that established an approach to history that merges diverse source materials related to
past historic societies, particularly archaeological remains, archival remains, and oral narratives (both
ethnohistorical and ethnographic). Beaudry (1988) argued that no single line of evidence was sufficient
to interpret and understand the past. Contributors to the volume challenged the primacy of the
documentary record, and suggested gaps in both the historical and archaeological record could only be
resolved with dialectical inquiry using archaeological, documentary, and oral historical data. Barbara
Little’s (1992a) edited volume Text-Aided Archaeology was the first to strongly suggest that documentary
texts should serve archaeology rather than the reverse, as originally proposed by Noël Hume. She
challenged the "cult of authority" surrounding the written record, and argued that archaeology does not
just police historical "facts" created through documentary interpretation, but suggests a more complex
and dynamic past (1992a, 4-5). Little noted that archaeology addresses and raises the issue of authority:
the authority of the documentary resources and their creators, and also the social and political authorities
who create and uphold historical myths.
Historical archaeologists have become interested in breaking down boundaries between texts and
other sources of evidence because of wider debates in the social sciences about power and inequality.
Martin Hall (1992) argues that archival and archaeological records are not distinct, and that past peoples
did not respect or acknowledge such neat boundaries when generating material culture and
documentary texts; both are produced within the same cultural context. Hall draws strongly on Foucault’s
work, suggesting daily experiences of the subaltern can be accessed via study of texts generated by the
dominant classes juxtaposed against acts of material resistance by subjugated peoples. Other
archaeologists, such as John Moreland (2001) have critiqued archaeologists for both immediately
privileging the authority of documentary sources and too quickly dismissing their reliability. Moreland
argues that archaeologists have largely dismissed the role of writing as a tool of oppression and power,
and so could not truly offer insight into the lives of the subaltern, as writing and access to writing are
distinctly involved in the constitution of inequality. Hall, Moreland, and others, particularly those
influenced by the critical theory movement (see Leone 1987; Little 1997; Wilkie and Bartoy 2000) argue
that only the integrated use of texts, oral narratives, and material culture can produce an equitable
interpretation of the past, in which the life experiences of all groups are recognized.
Use of archival sources in historical archaeology in the last two decades has thus focused on
integrated analyses through dialectical inquiry and the self-reflexive production of historical knowledge,
and complements work done with oral histories that strive to critically produce inclusive yet sound
discourse that empowers past actors and present peoples. Currently, the relationships between multiple
sources of evidence (texts, material culture, and oral histories) are seen as dialectical, in that only through
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equitable analysis and mutual constitution can the past be presented and constructed. Subordinating
one data source to another is no longer desirable, although I would argue that many archaeologists still
struggle with treating oral historical data equitably, as the idea of documentary and material primacy
(they are somehow more “objective”) still implicitly conditions our practice. Operationalizing equitable
use of these sources might be a fairly recent idea in historical archaeology, however, it involves the critical
use of the scientific method, a goal that has not changed in archaeological analysis for decades. Archival
data are often consulted first in preparation for archaeological fieldwork to obtain background
knowledge for sampling strategies, chronologies, and locations, and archival research often helps us
draft research questions that can be approached via material remains (Figure 72). Oral histories can also
help pinpoint strategies and questions, however, and material remains suggest new questions to ask of
both textual and oral narratives. The scientific method involves drafting testable explanations of how
things work or worked, and testing to reject or accept these explanations, with the idea that new
explanations will always be drafted and tested in light of new data and in light of rejected hypotheses.
The process is this ongoing, and scientific inquiry never ‘rests’ with any given explanation. Merging data
sources should follow this process of knowledge production: a ‘starting’ point is necessarily defined for
heuristic purposes, but then all data sources must beg new questions of each other throughout the
research process, such that new explanations and questions arise from both tensions and synchronicities.
We must use different kinds of historical and ethnographic data to “triangulate” explanations of ‘best fit,’
but we must become comfortable with presenting ambiguities as richly informational themselves and
accepting that these explanations will be necessarily built upon and modified in the future (Chapman
and Wylie 2016). This process is particularly important, considering the problematic nature of
Appalachia’s documentary record, as discussed above, and every effort has been made to triangulate
between archival, archaeological, and oral historical sources for this dissertation work.
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Figure 5-1: Zada Komara and Jenkins community member Donna Boggs consulting a 1914 insurance map of Jenkins.

5.1.2 Archival Sources: Marvelous Photographs and Beyond
Many archival sources were considered for this dissertation, beginning with documentary material
generated by Consol, and several sources used for this research are of greatest note, and must be
expanded upon for background. Many of Consol’s company records could not be located during this
research, however. I was particularly interested in company store legers and employee card files, which
have proved invaluable to other archaeological coal town studies (see McBride 1993; Metheney 2007;
Wood 2002b), but both appear lost to time. The University of Pittsburg’s archives in Pennsylvania does
hold many of Consol’s records spanning the 1850s to the 1970s, but these records focus almost
exclusively on mining in the company’s northern holdings and include information primarily about the
company’s merger with the Pittsburgh Coal Company. Kentucky records, and records concerning
Consol’s southern company towns, are largely absent from this archival collection. Frostburg State
University’s archives in Maryland include financial ledgers for the company’s mining operations,
particularly for their northern mines, but do not include business records for local stores and services. A
few company-generated materials became the property of the Beth-Elkhorn Coal Company after they
acquired the company’s mineral rights in the Elkhorn Coalfields. Beth-Elkhorn manager David Zegeer,
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after whom the history museum in Jenkins is named, donated some of Consol’s photographs, and
mining safety and operations photographs taken by the Beth-Elkhorn Company to the David A. Zegeer
Coal and Railroad Museum (Lois Greer, personal communication, 2013).
Images comprised the bulk of the archival material considered for this research. A collection of 204
images of Jenkins during the Consol era is housed at the University of Kentucky’s Special Collections
Library in Lexington, Kentucky, and several of those photographs are present in this dissertation. The
Jenkins, Kentucky Photographic Collection includes mostly photographs of mining equipment and
facilities and other company buildings, and the photographs were taken by unknown photographers.
The majority of the archival images analyzed for this research are from a large collection donated to the
Smithsonian Institute by the Beth-Elkhorn Coal Company in the 1960s, who inherited many of the
Consolidation Coal Company’s materials. The remarkable Consolidation Coal Company Photographic
Collection is housed at the Smithsonian National Museum of American History in Washington D.C., and
includes nearly 4,000 images, including glass plate negatives and bound photo albums which were
presumably arranged by Consol. The collection contains images primarily of Consol’s Central
Appalachian holdings, notably its large towns in Kentucky and West Virginia, but also documents
properties in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, and Wisconsin. Consol used these photographs for
promotional materials for potential workers and investors, safety training materials, trade publications,
insurance purposes, and for their internal publications such as their employee periodicals. Jenkins,
Consol’s flagship town, was heavily documented by company photographers, and the collection is
dominated by photographs of Jenkins and McRoberts. The identity of Consol’s photographers are largely
unknown, but visual historian Rosalind Shipley (Shipley 2008) has identified one predominant
photographer as Rollie Ralph Painter, a young family man from Kansas City who lived and worked among
his subjects for three years, photographing some of the more compelling shots of families.
Geographer Geoffrey Buckley analyzed Consol’s Smithsonian photographic collection in the
tradition of visual geography for his book Extracting Appalachia: Images of the Consolidation Coal
Company 1910-1945, and he cautions that the photographic collection is by no means a neutral window
into the past (Buckley 2004, ,xiii). Consol commissioned these photographs to fulfill their needs, and
much of that need was presenting their towns as glowing utopias in industry literature. Many subjects
are underrepresented or missing from the photographic archive. The company, for example, did not
document hard times and changed living conditions during the Great Depression, company properties
in disrepair, or labor unrest, protests, and strikes. Consol’s original collection was also clearly larger than
the Smithsonian’s current holdings, as many photographs featured in the company’s periodicals are not
present in the archive, as discussed below. Perhaps the most striking feature of the company’s
photographic collection is the absence of people in many shots. Consol was clearly interested in
documenting the built world without the ‘distraction’ of human bodies, and most photographs of houses,
businesses, and mining infrastructure are notably devoid of people. Candid shots of people are almost
absent in the collection, save images of celebrations for May Day, Fourth of July, and Emancipation Day.
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Consol’s photographer did extensively document winners of the garden competitions, photographing
families and winners in the children’s division in front of their gardens and houses, and the collection
does include some portraits of people who are apparently company officials, managers, and their
families. Several photographs also show male miners apparently at work, but these images are staged
photographs demonstrating safety techniques and accidents resulting from negligence. Aside from the
celebration candid photographs, the collection is noticeably curated, and the company obviously very
carefully documented how they wished residents to appear. Given these omissions in the company
collection, photographs from personal collections were particularly interesting during my research. Oral
history interviewees Betty Hall, Nagatha Anderson, Norma Jean Vaughn, Jim Scott, and Andi Steffa all
graciously let me pore through their personal albums and boxes and scan photographs for this research.
Their photographs show a more personal side to Jenkins and McRoberts and represent people and lives
that the company was not interested in highlighting. Andi’s photographs, for example, picture her
Albanian family both before they immigrated from Greece and during their life in Jenkins (Figure 73),
and several notable photographs show her father Mike Ticco and his employees at work, such as one of
him with African American men playing pool at the Colored Pool Hall. These photographs personalize
past landscapes and help supplement the heavily selective environment portrayed in Consol’s massive
photographic collection with emotional nuance and everyday life.

Figure 5-2: Andigoni Steffa's Albanian family. Left to right top: siblings Milton, John, and Andigoni. Bottom left to right: Andi's mother
Paulixeni, father Michael, grandmother Naunke, and sister Martha. Photograph from the personal collection of Andigoni Steffa.
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Another valuable archival source for this research were company-published employee
periodicals. Consol published two employee periodicals, the CCC Mutual Magazine in the early twentieth
century (Figure 74) and The Check Board towards the mid-twentieth century. Both company employee
periodicals were heavily used in this research. Copies of the CCC Mutual Magazine were accessed at
Frostburg State University and the Frostburg Museum in Frostburg, Maryland, and copies of The
Checkboard were accessed at the David A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum in Jenkins, Kentucky.
Historian John Hennen (1996, 102) argues that employee magazines periodicals were popularized by
coal companies during the early twentieth century, and were designed to entertain employees and their
families, but also to influence behavior by convincing employees the company was concerned about their
individual happiness and success while indoctrinating workers into a “consciousness of cooperation,
trust, and affirmation of probusiness views of industrial relations.” Hennen writes that the CCC Mutual
Magazine was one of the most prominent in the coal industry, and perfectly encapsulates “the ideological
currents of industrial Americanism, scientific management, anti-unionism, and the American Plan
(Hennen 1996, ,102)” that these employee magazines sought to instill in workers and their families.
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Figure 5-3: C.C.C. Mutual Magazine cover, July 1926. Personal collection of author.

Consol’s Employment Relations Department published the C.C.C. Mutual Monthly Magazine
monthly and later bimonthly from 1918 to 1928 during the golden age of its company towns. Between
10,000 and 11,000 copies were printed a month by 1919. The magazine was distributed to employees
on payday, and the company took great pains to make it as attractive to employees as possible, including
their spouses and children so employees would want to take it home (Brosky 1919, 57). The magazine
included health and safety columns, profiles about company officials, announcements about various club
meetings like women’s clubs and the Boy Scouts, ball game and tournament schedules, birth and death
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notices, weddings and anniversaries, local weather, society gossip, fashion and home decorating advice,
and games, stories, and poems for children and adults. The magazine included many elements
specifically for male miners, and every issue featured aggressive mining and home safety posters and
the bottom of the pages included boldfaced reminders that men should mine clean coal and remain
loyal to country and company. The C.C.C. Mutual Monthly Magazine also heavily targeted its women and
children readers, however, skillfully instructing them in the art of scientific health and house-holding.
Full-page posters about the dangers of house flies and improper infant care punctuated its pages, and
the magazine was filled with photographs, drawings, recipes, and recreational content tailored to women
and young readers. The magazine was also an important platform for Consol’s photographic collection,
and many photographs, particularly portraits of garden winners, miners, and engaged and wedded
couples, appear to have been taken specifically for the magazine. On that note, the magazine contains
many pictures of African American residents and family life that are not included in the Smithsonian’s
archives of negatives and bound albums.
Consol began publishing The Check Board magazine monthly and sometimes bimonthly around
1945, and the magazine circulated until the early 1950s (Old Jenkins School Renovation Committee
2003). The Check Board offers an interesting window into Consol’s towns after the company divested
itself of running its towns and simply ran its mining operations around the mid-twentieth century. The
magazine included articles and pictures of community life and had a strong family focus instead of an
industrial labor focus, and articles appear to have been written by local community members who
primarily worked for the company. Many of The Check Board’s articles were written by women and
featured women community members at work and play. The magazine ran a full-page photo spread
about its telephone and telegraph operators (Figure 75), for example, to highlight the work of chief
operator Gertrude Gambill. Gertrude was the boss of Norma Jean Vaughn, a former company teletype
operator I interviewed for this dissertation research, and Norma Jean’s good friend and fellow teletype
operator, Bliss Frye, contributed articles to The Check Board about the future of Jenkins after the company
town era. Bliss Frye was also one of The Check Board’s editors, alongside Rebecca Brown, Elsie Johnson,
and Virginia Holtzclaw Collins (Jenkins Centennial Committee 2012, 112), who were also good friends
of Norma Jean’s and worked as salaried employees for Consol at Jenkins in various capacities. The
provenance of the photographs featured in the Check Board is uncertain; though many appear to be from
Consol’s photographic archive, many appear to have been taken and submitted by community
photographers.
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Figure 5-4: Consolidation Coal's switchboard operators, early 1940s. From Old School Jenkins Renovation Committee (2003).

Other archival sources for this dissertation include government studies, notably the Decennial Federal
Censuses, and studies of coal communities, particularly the U.S. Coal Commission’s 1922 study of
bituminous mining communities and the U.S. Coal Mines Administration’s 1947 medical and sanitation
studies. The U.S. Coal Commission’s study was particularly useful, as Jenkins was one of the communities
extensively surveyed, and I was able to access the survey schedules in the National Archives in
Washington D.C., which provided invaluable information about the built world and sanitary conditions
of Jenkins during its heyday. Popular women’s magazines from 1910 to 1950, notably Vogue and Ladies’
Home Journal were also consulted in order to expose women to mass-produced consumer products like
home furnishings and body products, and ideals for their use. Local newspapers like the Whitesburg
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Mountain Eagle and the Ashland Daily Independent were also valuable for both their advertisements
and stories about Jenkins and McRoberts. Lastly, other notable sources consulted were trade journals for
the glass, ceramics, and coal industries. Studies of twentieth-century ceramic dishes and other home
furnishings are relatively rare, and this period has not been a strong focus in historical archaeology where
we have stressed the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in American research. Period trade journals
therefore became necessary sources in interpreting dishes and glass bottles and tableware.

5.2

A Mutual Sighting: Oral History in Jenkins and McRoberts

5.2.1 Why Oral History?: A Reflection on Oral History in Historical Archaeology
Oral traditions are histories transmitted from generation to generation via word-of-mouth and
are often part of formal storytelling traditions. They include folktales, songs, origin stories, and personal
accounts of historical events and everyday life (Wilkie 2006). Oral histories are a powerful form of data
that provide new ways of ‘seeing.’ They can enrich known history, providing support to documentary
history, and lending to more accurate history in which biases and the politics of knowledge are
acknowledged. They can also challenge the status quo: rather than “handmaidens to history,” both oral
history and material study offer a different set of evidence about the past that challenges documentary
history and our own naturalized prejudices and injustices (Little 2007b). They challenge the “cult of
authority” that surrounds the written record (Little 1992a, 1992b). Texts are the primary way in which we
understand and organize our world as academics (Shanks 1987), but “as long as text constitutes the basis
for our understanding, material culture and oral history, seen as much more ambiguous, will remain
secondary, reflective, and supportive, rather than informative (Little 1992b, 218).” Oral histories ‘add’
the voices of disenfranchised peoples to the historical record, or as oral historian Alessandro Portelli
(1991) argues, provides a listener that these voices had not previously enjoyed. Oral histories explore
‘the rest of us’ throughout history and make historical studies useful and personal. Oral narratives also
often reveal unknown events or unknown aspects of these events, and always reveal new insights into
the daily lives of the nonhegemonic classes. Oral history necessarily includes non-archaeologists in our
investigations, allowing us to add other people’s perspectives and acknowledge their expertise (Purser
1992).
Oral histories also add meaning to history and are importantly different from documentary
history in that they tell us less about events and more about their meaning (Purser 1992). They also
provide windows into social practice. The form and content of social relations in daily life are often lost in
the documentary record, but ethnographies highlight social practice with their attention to daily life and
social change (Blee and Billings 1986). Importantly, they challenge artificially imposed order and expose
the ‘messiness’ of everyday life. Multiple narratives force archaeologists to come to terms with ambiguity,
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contradictions, discontinuity, in addition to conformity and validation (McDavid 2002). Oral historical
surveys turn archaeology on its head in a positive way: archaeological knowledge derived from the
material is developed starting from the least familiar (the past) and moves toward the most familiar (the
present), whereas oral history begins with the present and moves backward toward the past. Mrozowski
(2014) argues that “doing history backwards” in historical archaeology helps foreground contemporary
issues in our research communities, allowing us to investigate the past as a precondition and imagine
ways in which our work might serve communities by attending to these issues and helping imagine just
futures.
5.2.2 Oral History in Historical Archaeology
Historical archaeologists have used oral histories in combination with archaeological and archival
data to provide richer understandings of the past since the 1970s, but oral histories and ethnographies
are still an underused data source in historical archaeology, even though they are critical to our
interpretations (Little 2007b, 62). We lack a methodological text, and archaeologists learn by doing or
piecemeal via other disciplines (Metheney 2007, 249). Purser (1992, 25) argues that use of oral history
in historical archaeology fulfills two roles: 1.) it functions as a component of site history (a source of
specific archaeological data), and 2.) it joins other historical discourse as a bridge between historical
archaeology and related fields, such as ethnohistory, folklore, and ethnoarchaeology. Even though the
academic subdiscipline of historical archaeology formalized in the 1960s, the first use of oral history in
conjunction with materials and site analyses did not occur until the 1970s. Historical archaeologists
incorporated local oral tradition, family histories, and ethnohistorical materials in historic site analysis
through pioneering case studies such as William Adams’ (1976) work at Silcott, Washington, Marley
Brown’s (1978) study of Mott Farm in Rhode Island, and Robert Schuyler’s (1974) study of Sandy Ground,
New York.
The 1980s marked the fluorescence of oral history in historical archaeology, both methodologically
and theoretically. Archaeologists developed a new awareness that oral histories, in conjunction with
archaeological research, could be used to effectively challenge and reinterpret the documentary record
as well as complement it. This period marked a renewed interest in historical archaeology generally in
ethnohistorical contexts, specifically an interest in American contact-period sites, specifically non-Anglo
cultural expansions into the New World. Scholars built on the existing body of ethnohistorical literature,
and drew on the tradition of blending oral history, folklore, and ethnohistory of protohistoric and
prehistoric sites (Wilkie 2006). Cultural resource management (CRM) mitigation processes and historical
preservation work began to include oral historical survey during this period. Historians had been
including oral history in public history programs since the 1960s, notably interpretive programs at
national parks, and archaeologists began using this model and collaborating with historians during this
time (Purser 1992).
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Some general trends across the social sciences were very influential to these developments. Critical
theory in the social sciences, drawing on neo-Marxist philosophies of the Frankfurt School, and literary
criticism were brought to bear on interdisciplinary oral history projects. Critiques resulted in self-reflexive
studies of oral narratives’ function in social discourse, both popular and academic (e.g. Glassie 1982).
Historical archaeology was marked by an awareness that oral history functions as “purposeful texts that
are constantly being created, revised, contested, and validated in complex living communities (Purser
1992, 26).” Archaeologists attempted to make oral history’s role in creating and manipulating narratives
explicit. The role of oral history in culture was critically examined both in terms of the social structure in
the past, and the impact of perceptions of the past on modern society. Oral narratives were recognized
as organizational components of modern sociocultural reality, and oral historians in the 1980s began
examining the content, structure, and performance of oral narratives to tease out the many (often
conflicting) systems for explaining and understanding the past (Wilkie 2006). ‘Recovering’ the voices of
disenfranchised persons became a major goal for historical archaeologists, following general trends in
anthropology resulting from critical theory and neo-Marxism. Archaeologists used materialist Marxist
theory to examine how power is used to control history, and attempted to use oral history to combat
power disparities and ‘re-appropriate’ history to nonwestern cultures, who were often seen as lacking
legitimate pasts (sensu Wolf 1982). Historical archaeologists made a major effort to record oral histories
of underrepresented groups and past events, notably interviewing women, African Americans, working
class laborers, and highlighting labor conflict such as strikes and labor disputes at industrial communities
(Little 2007b; Purser 1992).
The late 1980s to early 1990s witnessed explicit theorization about the role of oral history in
historical archaeology, and oral history was finally ‘freed’ from its subordinate position to texts. Margaret
Pursuer was a key figure in this movement, and her (1987) study of Paradise Valley, Nevada’s transition
from ranching to industrial labor was highly influential. Purser argued that in her study, “oral history
ceased to be a source of supplemental or second-choice information consulted in the absence of
sufficiently specific written records. It became instead the primary source of a very different information,
valid in its own terms (Purser 1992, 26).” Purser uncovered two competing histories of Paradise Valley,
one about progress and entrepreneurial spirit in the Industrial Age, and the other of violent hardship.
These stories were divided along age lines. Younger residents favored the violent stories, consciously
weeding out details from stories of older generations. Younger folks described the industrialized
Paradise Valley as “the way it’s always been,” whereas the older generation was conscious of the great
material and social changes wrought by industrialization from 1890s to 1920s. Purser argued that both
narratives had value: the recollections of the older generation could fix specific details about landscape
and life in the past, and help understand huge transitions in the community over time, whereas the
narratives of younger residents revealed how the past exists in collective memory, which was often
mobilized to explain current conditions.
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Historical archaeologists in the late 1980s and early 1990s continued to embrace myriad postprocessual approaches, such as Marxist materialism, feminist and engendered theories, and theories of
practice and embodiment. Poststructuralist critiques borrowed from Foucault (1970), Giddens (1984),
and Bourdieu (1984, 1990) resulted in the rejection of a single, objective “past” and embrace of multiple
pasts, and hermeneutics and critical theory dissolved barriers between the past and the present and
between the subject and the object (Hodder 1986), which influenced the way oral histories were seen
and used in historical archaeology. Wilkie (2006) argues that oral history truly intensified in the 1990s
due to these theoretical developments and also to the newly crystallized sub-focus of African-American
archaeology in North America. Many archaeologists began using Works Project Administration (WPA)
documented narratives from formerly enslaved African American from the 1930s to provide new insights
into daily life among enslaved persons (see Edwards-Ingram 2001; Singleton 1991, 1992). Ywone
Edwards-Ingram’s (Edwards-Ingram 2001) study of African American medicinal practices in antebellum
Virginia was influential, and Edwards-Ingrams looked particularly at how folk medicinal practices of
slaves were both condemned and co-opted by white ruling elites. Since these medical practices were
largely illegal, they did not leave a heavy documentary presence, so Ingrams-Edwards conducted oral
historical surveys of folk healers in Jamaica. She merged the information recovered in these oral
narratives with documentary records of African-American medicinal practices in Virginia, and also with
archaeological data, including botanical remains of medicinal herb gardens, mortuary objects, and
symbolic healing charms. She used these data to draw conclusions about racial identity and racial
boundaries that arose from the tension over slaves’ medicinal practices.
Oral history in archaeology since the late 1990s has been characterized by further theoretical
intensification regarding oral history’s role in archaeology, and about the role and positionality of
participants in oral historical study, including our own as researchers (Wilkie 2006). The public
archaeology movement, involving collaboration with descendants and local communities became firmly
entrenched during this period, and further intensified the use of oral history in historical archaeology
and marked an interest in eliciting information from multiple and often contradictory discourses (Little
2007a; Mullins 2014; Shackel 2004). Oral histories are now considered a major component of public
archaeology projects (Beck 2005; McDavid 1997), and the idea of multivocality has become crucial in
academic projects as well (Little 2007b; McDavid 2002).
5.2.3 Oral History in Appalachian Studies
Oral history has been a cornerstone of Appalachian Studies since the movement arose in the 1960s,
and studies of company coal towns in particular have demonstrated oral history’s potential to challenge
the "cult of authority" which surrounds documentary history. Crandall Shifflet's (1991) oral histories of
coal towns across Kentucky and West Virginia seriously challenged established historical discourse on
the nature of everyday life and coal towns. Many labor histories (see Corbin 1981; Eller 1982; Gaventa
1980) have emphasized a culture of oppression at coal towns, in which the monotony of the built world
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and corporate abuses of power resulted in economically and institutionally stunted social spaces.
Shifflet’s studies, on the other hand, revealed that many coal town residents felt their way of life was
fundamentally misunderstood and obfuscated by historical studies and popular narratives. Residents
painted pictures of vibrant communities, and meaningful relationships among persons and things in
everyday life. Glenna Graves's (1993) dissertation on gender and class in twentieth-century Kentucky
coal towns also offered significant challenges to documentary history. For example, Graves challenged
historical perceptions of sexual homogeneity at coal towns, and revealed that homosexuality was a
persistent practice, of which residents were uncomfortably aware.
Many oral historical studies have focused on underrepresented groups at historic coal towns.
Kim McBride's (1993) study of Barthell, Kentucky emphasized the daily lives of children, as did Graves’s
study. Graves and Betty Duff (2004, 2005) have both sought to include women's lives and activities in
historical discourse about coal communities, as has Shifflet. Oral history was crucial in these studies;
women were finally, as Portelli (2011) says, ‘given a listener.’ These studies all attended greatly to social
practice, or everyday lived experiences in coal towns. Karen Metheny's (2008) archaeological and oral
historical study of the northern Appalachian town of Helvetica used a landscape approach, investigating
how miners’ families adapted the built world in an ongoing dialogue with the coal company and each
other about place and community. All of these studies are rich in detail about social practice, and
described everyday events like cleaning, socializing, playing sports, shopping, and going to school.
McBride’s (1993) study was originally designed to determine the physical landscape of the camp and
the nature of everyday life to aid in reconstructing the town as a museum, but documentary sources
provided an incomplete picture. Women, children, and non-miner waged workers such as shopkeepers
were not well-represented in documentary sources. The archaeological record of Barthell was also scant,
due to the thorough dismantling and cleansing of the site by the Stearns company in the 1950s. Many
of the project’s oral informants had grown up in Barthell, and interviews revealed a considerable amount
about children’s everyday lives in the camp. Interviewees discussed school, chores, and leisure at length,
providing insights into the social experience of childhood. Gendered divisions of work and play were
revealed, for example. Boys and girls often played separately and enjoyed different activities. Men
remembered sneaking tobacco, climbing and swinging, making explosives, skating, fishing, camping,
and playing marbles. Women remembered making snow cream, making paper dolls, having puppet
shows, and singing in groups. Both men and women talked extensively about playing baseball, which
was a favorite pastime for adults and children of both genders.
Other oral historical studies have successfully challenged the artificially imposed order of the
documentary record by revealing ambiguity and multiple narratives. For example, Graves's (1993) study
revealed that in the model towns of Van Lear and Wheelwright, women, particularly African-American
women, often felt socially isolated and estranged from their community. Shifflett’s (1991) study found
the opposite. His female oral historical informants across Virginia and Kentucky talked strongly about the
sense of community they felt particularly with other women and talked at length about the social
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opportunities and coal communities that had not been present during farm life. Mary LaLone’s (1995,
1997) historical anthropological study of coal mining communities across southwest Virginia’s New River
Valley challenged the predominant view of homogenous economic strategies at coal communities
prevalent in documentary sources. LaLone and students conducted over fifty interviews focused on
studying socio-economic livelihood strategies of coal mining households from those who lived at
company-run mining communities to those commuting to the mines. They found significant differences
between household economic strategies in the bituminous coalfields of Central Appalachia and the semibituminous fields of the New River, and significant differences between households in the New River
field. The diversity of mining operations bred variations in living situations and livelihood strategies of
coal mining families in the New River Valley. Families in the Valley often pursued generalized or multiple
livelihood strategies not completely dependent on mining, and often involved large-scale farming and
hunting. Even in company towns, families often had access to decent plots of land for gardening and
raising animals with which to supplement mining incomes. This view of economic strategies and coal
town life significantly ‘muddies’ portrayals of consistent economic strategies dependent largely on
mining that have been synthesized from documentary analysis (see Corbin 1981; Eller 1982).
Oral histories are vital to consumption studies of Appalachian coal towns. Importantly, they
explore practice by focusing on lived consumer experience. Oral histories can help historical
archaeologists transcend rational economic models that focus on economic expenditure, and expand our
pursuits to explore consumer choice and the constitution of multiple, overlapping identities through
everyday consumption (Metheney 2002; Wood 2002b). Oral historical recollections are an excellent
means of exploring the mutual constitution of multiple identities thorough material consumption,
particularly the connection between gender and class. Women were the primary shoppers in coal towns,
and since they are poorly represented in the documentary record, household consumption truly cannot
be understood without oral historical and archaeological research. If coal town women are as aware of
class and its material distinctions as Graves (1993) suggests, oral histories of women residents will prove
invaluable to connecting consumption practices to gendered and classed identity processes. Oral
histories can also help overcome firmly ingrained ideals about the tyranny and monopoly of coal town
company stores. Many scholars have stressed that company stores were one of the primary means by
which corporations asserted total dominance over workers, and many have gone so far to suggest that
limited ranges of homogenous mass-produced goods are in large part responsible for consumer
subjugation and disempowerment (Fishback 1986, 1992). Wood’s (2002b) study of Colorado company
coal towns shows just the opposite, however. Woof found that even under oppressive strike conditions
during Ludlow’s prolonged labor conflict, consumers were exercising power in every day acts of
consumption. I argue that oral histories are crucial to exploring these everyday acts of agency and
resistance, following Daniel Miller's (1987) ideas that consumers exercise considerable power through
their creative acquisition, interpretation, and use of mass-produced consumer goods. The documentary
record simply does not have the explanatory power to investigate consumer agency, but oral historical
survey, coupled with high quality archaeological work on material patterning has the potential to do so.
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5.3

Oral Histories of the Jenkins and McRoberts Communities

5.3.1 Previous Oral History Projects in These Communities
Jenkins and McRoberts residents have been interviewed by oral historians from various
disciplines and community organizations before this dissertation research, and content from some of
these interviews is discussed here alongside my own. A few of these projects only interviewed one or two
people from the area, such as the University of Louisville’s African American Community Interviews
Project which interviewed James Glass, a retired coal miner in 1976. Glass’s interview is unfortunately
quite short, and does not touch on many issues, a shame considering the sparsity of oral history
interviews with African Americans in Eastern Kentucky’s coalfields. David A. Zegeer, a former
administrator for both Consol and Beth-Elkhorn Coal, was interviewed in 1988 along with fellow Consol
manager Samuel Cassidy for the Coal Operators Oral History Project, and Zegeer was interviewed again
in 1995 for the Appalachian Regional Healthcare Oral History Project. Zegeer and Cassidy’s interviews
focus mostly on mining, including the growth and mechanization of the industry, and explore few of the
household-level themes in this dissertation.
Two other projects interviewed several residents, notably the famous Appalachian Oral History
Project, whose numerous interviews by various interviewers are now curated at Alice Lloyd College. The
project was a combined effort from 1965 to 1989 between Appalachian State University, Alice Lloyd
College, Emory and Henry College, and Lees Junior College to document general history and folklore of
the Appalachian region, and many interviewees hailed from company coal towns. The project
interviewed over 3,000 people, several of whom were residents from Consol towns including Jenkins,
McRoberts, and Van Lear (Appalachian State University 2008). This project did explore themes relevant
to my dissertation, but the original collection of audio tapes is unfortunately in varying states of
disorganization and decay and only a handful of interviews were transcribed. I was only able to obtain
four transcriptions by request from Alice Lloyd’s archives: James Collins in 1971, McCullom Cook in
1971, Troy Mullins in 1973, and Warren Right in 1975.
The most useful oral history project used in conjunction with my own interviews was Appalshop’s
Picture People Speak project, which interviewed eighteen residents of Jenkins from 1991 to 1993. The
project was designed to explore a large archival photographic collection donated to Appalshop that was
generated by a photographer who owned a studio in East Jenkins. William “Pictureman” Mullins
photographed Letcher County residents from all walks of life for decades, and the collection was acquired
by Appalshop without associated names of those pictured. Appalshop founder Elizabeth Barret and Bob
Gates interviewed Jenkins Residents about Pictureman Mullins, who was also affectionately simply
called “Picturetaking” by his neighbors, and also asked interviewees to help identify those in the
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photographs (Elizabeth Barrett, personal communication, 2015). The interviews also explore daily life in
Jenkins from the 1930s to the 1960s, and several provided information for this dissertation. Myrtle
Venters, owner of the East Jenkins Food Shop, was interviewed by Barrett, and I also interviewed her for
her my dissertation (Figure 76). I also interviewed Elizabeth Hall, whose father Robert Wassum was
interviewed by Barrett for the project, and I interviewed Georgia Bell Helton, whose husband Gardner
had been one of the first Picture People Speak interviewees. It was a privilege to follow in Appalshop’s
footsteps and provided interesting continuity between our research.

Figure 5-5: Myrtle Venters and her daughter Nagatha Venters Anderson, 1947, photographed by William “Pictureman” Mullins.
Photograph from the personal collection of Nagatha Anderson.
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5.3.2 Methods of This Study: Interviewing and Transcription Strategies
I interviewed fifteen former and current residents of Jenkins and McRoberts for this study,
capturing seventeen interviews and over 30 hours of audio. The interviews were audio-only in format,
save three with Andigoni Steffa in Warminster, Pennsylvania, who requested video. All interviews were
conducted within participants’ homes except for the interview with Ked and Eileen Sanders, which was
conducted at the Jenkins Public Library. I chose to interview people in their homes to obtain a more
personal feel, and as most interviewees lived in former Consol houses, I wanted to prompt memories
embodied in these spaces (Figure 77).

Figure 5-6: Norma Jean Vaughn in her home, 2017, Lexington, Kentucky. Photograph by author.

My interviewees included eleven women and five men. Two interviews were performed with
married couples: Ked and Eileen Sanders and James and Joan Scott. The majority of interviewees were
white, except for African American McRoberts resident Katherine Oden. Andigoni Steffa, who went by the
name Goldie Ticco during her childhood in Jenkins, was the American-born daughter of Albanian
immigrants. Ages of interviewees ranged from 75 to 95. My interviewees had a range of occupations and
economic means, and not all were part of families who worked for Consol, as some lived and worked in
East Jenkins for private businesses. I originally targeted only women, assuming that as the primary
shoppers and houseworkers for their families, women would remember shopping and daily household
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life more strongly. Luckily, my supposition was challenged when I interviewed several men, who
reported shopping for their mothers and wives, and had excellent memories of daily household life, like
91-year-old Jake Gallion (Figure 78). Men around the Jenkins and McRoberts communities, notably the
local schoolteachers and preachers, became some of my primary sources of information about the past
and about networking around the area. Women were still my primary focus, however, and were eager to
tell stories about their daily lives, several remarking that the interest of historical researchers in the
coalfields has often been on coal mining and men’s labor. My interviews followed a semi-structured
format, and I asked questions about home life, specifically about shopping, food production, and
household dynamics, generally. The semi-structured format proved fruitful, as I gained information I was
not anticipating, such as descriptions of dating, health, and personal hygiene. I incorporated specific
questions about material culture, both to explore themes in my research and to jog interviewee’s
memories, both in and outside the recorded interviews.

Figure 5-7: Carl "Jake" Gallion and his daughter Carla Branham in Jake's home, 2015, Jenkins, Kentucky. Photograph by author.

My interviews were recorded using a Tascam DR-100 MarkII audio recorder with built-in
omnidirectional microphones. Although I routinely carried lapel microphones, which often enhance
sound quality, I used them only once, finding them physically restrictive and distracting to interviewees,
who often moved around to show me photographs or household artifacts and heirlooms. I used the RØDE
recording app on my iPhone 6s as a backup recording device and ended up transcribing most of my
interviewees from these iPhone backups. The Oral History Association’s (2009) Principles and Best
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Practices for Oral History states that, “Oral historians should use the best digital recording equipment
within their means to reproduce the narrator’s voice accurately and, if appropriate, other sounds as
well…” Doug Boyd (2014) has recently discussed the trend toward using iPhone and iOS recording
options for oral history in a “single point recording strategy,” utilizing only the phone’s internal
microphone or a third-party microphone attachment. Boyd argues smart phones have become
sophisticated technology for recording oral history interviews, which combine simplicity with highquality sound. I found the sound quality superior from the iPhone, whose software filtered out more
background noise than the Tascam, such as air conditioning units and other loud ambient sounds. I also
found that the phone’s presence was far less threatening and disruptive to the interviewees, who often
viewed the bulky Tascam and its pronged microphones uneasily, and I began joking that it was not
actually a taser despite its appearance, which eased the tension with laughter. Methodologically, I intend
to use iPhones solely in future projects, as interviewees are comfortable with their presence, and
understand how they work, which puts them at ease.
Interviews were transcribed using iTunes and Mac keyboard shortcuts for Microsoft Word
documents, which I then coded manually. I began the transcription process using the ExpressScribe
software program favored by many ethnographers but found the learning curve too steep as a researcher
who learned to transcribe by hand. Coding transcription software was one more thing to learn in an
already ambitious project, and I chose to spend my time on analysis. I utilized partial transcripts, both for
the sake of time, and because my interviews were often interrupted by family member and neighbor
visits and phone calls, and some content was not relevant to my research. I do not believe full transcripts
would have offered any advantages in this case, and transcribed full quotes and summaries of other
relevant narrative. Oral historian Alessandro Portelli (2011, 10-11) argues that the function of
transcription is not to produce orality in writing; as he says, every literal transcription still implies
abstraction of the interview itself, which is truly only that moment unfolding in time as an exchange
between the interviewer and interviewee. In light of this, and in light of the laborious amount of time
that transcription takes, partial transcriptions were more than adequate for my purposes. I chose not to
represent Appalachian English (AE) regional dialect and accent in my transcriptions. Portelli also argues
that while it is important to retain some impact of interviewees’ spoken performance, oral historical
transcriptions are not linguistic transcriptions. I did choose to indicate when some word forms referenced
Appalachian dialect rather than Standard English (the unfortunate linguistic term for normative, nonstigmatized dialect), such as the word “holler” instead of “hollow,” as this was how interviewees
themselves spelled the word. Following Portelli’s (1991, 2011) approach in his famous oral historical
studies of Harlan County, Kentucky coal town residents, I chose not to attempt to orthographically
reproduce sound of Appalachian speech, such as using an apostrophe to signal the absent “g” in “going”.
I agree with Portelli (2011, 10) that attempts to reproduce Appalachian speech are always marred by
negative connotations and excessive “othering.” Like African-American Vernacular English (AAVE),
Appalachian dialect is not ‘broken’ Standard English (Cramer 2018), and I agree that attempts to
transcribe orthographically often unfortunately reify popular perceptions that it is.
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5.3.3 Blessings, Challenges, and Complications
Several challenges arose during the oral historical portion of my research, but also several
positive unintended outcomes. First, I cannot overstate the welcome that Jenkins and McRoberts
community members extended me during my time in Letcher County. I was initially uneasy at the start
of this project that my position as an outsider in the Jenkins and McRoberts communities would be a
hurdle, and that prospective interviewees would be wary to participate in a stranger’s project, particularly
given the history of exploitation and representation in the region at the hands of scholars. Both our
commonalities and differences resulted in meaningful connections and exchanges, however. I grew up
in a low-income family in rural Appalachian Pennsylvania in a county the ARC classifies as post-industrial.
This resonated with community members, particularly our shared connections to rural life and our
struggles with stigmas against poor rural Appalachians. Differences in our positions also truly helped
solidify my credibility in these communities. Most people were delighted to offer information I did not
have and could not obtain elsewhere. As Portelli (2011, 7) noted in his famous oral historical study of
Harlan County, “the most important things I had to offer were my ignorance and my willingness to
learn… It was what I didn’t know that encouraged people to talk to me, knowing that they were helping
me instead of being helped.” Most people were simply thrilled that I was interested and felt their
knowledge was invaluable. I heard repeatedly from community members that it was so nice to encounter
a young person with an interest in history generally, and their history specifically. Also, similar to Portelli’s
(1991, 2011) encounters in Harlan County, several people told me that it was easier to talk about certain
subjects with an outsider than it was to discuss them among community members, notably sentiments
about the current state of the coal industry and the post-industrial future, as I was not emotionally
invested as a local stakeholder.
Other differences were tangible and unsettling, however, and cannot be ignored. I had many
conversations with people in the Jenkins and McRoberts communities over the years about the
differences between our accents and education. My Northern accent does not carry the same historical
stigma as theirs, and my interviewees and I were very aware of the advantages this accrues for me,
regardless of my impoverished, rural background. My linguistic privilege is gained by the loss of theirs,
an unfortunate reality perpetuating an inequity between myself and my participants that cannot be
overcome, regardless of any amount of sympathy or empathy on my part. I state this not to engage in
hand-wringing about the unfortunate nature of my participants’ dialect and accents, which are as diverse
and rich and wonderful as their stories themselves, but simply to render visible the structural inequity of
the systems in which we both participate. My educational status was also both a source of pride and
unease for both myself and community members with whom I worked. Many people were quick to praise
my accomplishments as a young person from a rural area and stressed the value of education to them
personally, but the differences in our education were always felt, even if below the surface. I thought
often during fieldwork about anthropologist Shaunna Scott’s introduction to her ethnographic study Two
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Sides to Everything: The Cultural Construction of Class Consciousness in Harlan County, Kentucky (1995),
in which she analyzes her own positionality, and concludes that regardless of their shared upbringing
and her intent to destabilize harmful stereotypes about Appalachians, the differences in class, gender,
and age between her and her participants could not be overcome. Scott (1995, xiv-xvii) grappled with
the uneasy truth that her interviewees occupied a subordinate and dependent position: their stories
would help her earn a Ph.D., a debt which could never truly be repaid, and while the stories might be
theirs to tell, they relied upon her to transmit and analyze them for a wider audience, an unavoidably
exploitative arrangement. The ‘expert’ role in these exchanges fell to her. Portelli (1991) has also
acknowledged that while oral history interviews entail an exchange of information and shared
construction of narrative, the interviewer sets the agenda and interprets the results for future
consumption beyond the ethnographic moment. I worked with many highly intelligent and formally
educated community members who had high school and college degrees, several of whom are
published authors; however, I know that as a doctoral degree-holding scholar, my publications of their
stories and histories will accrue greater social capital in the academic community and beyond.
I also experienced significant unease that community members did not fully understand my
academic discipline or position within the structure of academia as a doctoral candidate, a situation that
honestly bothered me more than it bothered them. Archaeologists often struggle to define our discipline
both to scholars in other disciplines and to various publics, partially because archaeology defies the
stereotypes that position us as merely-garbage diggers, partially because our unique disciplinary
methodologies are quite involved and obtuse to outsiders, and partially because we routinely fail as a
discipline to explain our work in a meaningful and understandable way (Smith 2010). I endeavored to
explain my project thoroughly to everyone, following best practices in anthropology and oral history,
with this in mind, but I was often plagued by the feeling of failure. Some interviewees and community
mentors, notably those who had attended college and were themselves teachers, understood the
structure of research and academia, and more or less followed my goals and methodology, but others
did not. Nagatha Anderson, a retired high-school teacher, is one of my closest friends and greatest
research allies in the community, and she and I have talked about this several times. I interviewed
Nagatha’s mother Myrtle, who had dementia, and Myrtle struggled to remember the details of my
background and project from moment-to-moment. Nagatha settled on telling her that I was a UK student,
and that Myrtle should help me “get a good grade on my paper.” Myrtle could not keep the details of my
project or its goals in her mind, but she was quite committed to helping me get a good grade on my
paper, presumably believing me an undergraduate student. The joke about getting a good grade on my
paper persisted, and Nagatha would often ask how my paper was progressing. I remember expressing
frustration with myself one day that I kept failing to explain the position of doctoral students and the
methodologies of historical archaeology to people in the community, and Nagatha laughed and said,
“Honey, I’m honestly not sure I understand what you do!” The moment stuck with me, and I was forced
to admit to myself that people trusted me to treat their stories, their homes, and their communities
honorably without understanding the nuances of historical archaeology or the convoluted structure of
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higher education. That trust was profoundly humbling and holds me to a higher ethical standard than
any codified best-practices in academia.
Oral history is a humbling experience, generally, where the interviewer is forced to confront
biases and discomforts they may not even realize. For me, the discomfort of revealing emotional
vulnerability, both my own and my interviewees’ and community mentors,’ was more profound than I
anticipated, and truly transformative. Oral history quickly became the most meaningful portion of my
research, and the component of which I feel the proudest. Readings hundreds of case studies and
methodological treatises on fieldwork did not prepare me for the bonds I would form with community
members, even those I only met once or twice, and although I hoped emotion would play a strong role
in my research (sensu Tarlow 2000), I could not anticipate its impact. I sometimes joke that my job as an
oral historian is making elderly people cry, having evoked truly emotional moments during nearly every
interview I have conducted, but the truth is that people’s lives and stories move me as deeply. Andigoni
Steffa (Figure 79), who went by Andi for short as an adult, is a prime example. Andi was 91 years-old and
residing in an assisted living community outside Philadelphia when I contacted her and her daughter
Paulette about the possibility of an interview. My phone call was undoubtedly a surprise, and although
Andi’s heath was rapidly deteriorating, she jumped at the chance to be interviewed. Andi had been
wanting to transcribe all her stories of her childhood in Jenkins, and the immigration and
accomplishments of her Albanian family for years, and she told me I was granting her last wish to have
them heard. I spent three days with Andi and Paulette in Pennsylvania, and before I left, Andi told me
that she loved me, and that God undoubtedly granted her wish and sent me along. When she died a year
later, Paulette told me the interviews meant more to her mother than I could know, as they were a trip
back in time with someone else who loved her girlhood home. I cried for days after Andi passed, humbled
by the gifts she gave me in return for a few interviews. Like most archaeologists, I struggle with the
relevance of our discipline and my own research, but recording Andi’s interviews is a contribution to a
greater purpose of which I am quite proud and humbled to have facilitated.
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Figure 5-8: Andigoni Steffa and the author in Andi's home, 2015, Warminster, Pennsylvania. Photograph by Paulette Steffa.

The passing of other community members was certainly one complication faced during this
research. Nearly a dozen community members I intended to track down and/or interview for this project
passed away during my research or experienced such radical declines in health they could no longer
participate. I had anticipated doing around thirty interviews for the project, which was simply no longer
feasible by the time I started working in Jenkins and McRoberts. Had I only started my research even five
years earlier, the pool of former residents in their late eighties to mid-nineties would have been much
deeper, and a researcher that had visited the community ten years prior could have recorded a richness
of stories. Another complication, related to the age of my interviewees, is that they simply were not old
enough to remember some areas of my interest, notably the company’s gardening and canning
competitions. My oldest interviewees were born in the early 1920s, and none remembered the
sponsored competitions, though all remembered gardening vividly. Memory was a complication that
also impacted other elements of my research focus. For example, my research focus on ceramic dishes
was simply not a topic that interested most community members and interviewees, although they
politely entertained all my questions about their tableware! Most interviewees only peripherally
remembered their dishes, although a few described the patterns they remembered and where they
purchased them. Obviously, an archaeological preservation bias exists for dishes, overrepresenting them
in our assemblages, but as Majewski and O’Brien (1987) have remarked, dishes constituted relatively
low economic household expenditures, and people did not attach the same importance to them as we
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archaeologists do. My interviewees were much more interested in discussing other household artifacts,
notably foods and beverages. These material themes are discussed below, and dishes, wellness, and
beauty products will be discussed in Chapter 7. First, however, is a discussion of residents’ perceptions
of their own towns and histories, a component of my oral history interviews that challenge persistent
stereotypes about Appalachia.
5.4

Life in the New York City of the Mountains: Themes and Reflections

5.4.1 “I Know What They Think of Us”: Perceptions of Life at Jenkins and McRoberts
“I know what they think of us,” has been a sentiment repeated to me many times in various
ways over my years working in Letcher County, by interviewees, friends in the communities, and even
strangers at the grocery store. “They” variously has meant Americans at large, outsiders in the community
like myself, various nearby urban centers like Whitesburg and Pikeville seen as cosmopolitan and
privileged, Lakeside residents historically, politicians, medical providers, city folks generally (particularly
from Louisville and Lexington), and even local elites in their own contemporary communities. Residents
are very aware of historic representations of rural Appalachians, and rhetoric of “backwardness” and
“otherness” are commonly confronted, often in subtle ways. Early in my interviewing, the daughter of
one of my interviewees asked me if I worked for Appalshop, a non-profit community arts and education
organization in neighboring Whitesburg. Appalshop is an incredibly influential organization founded by
two local filmmakers and employs many people from the area, but the perception among Letcher
Countians is very complicated, and Appalshop staff are often perceived as outsiders capitalizing on local
art and culture. Sensing the loaded question, I carefully answered that while I had collaborated with
Appalshop on a project, I did not work for them and this oral history project was for my own research.
“Good,” she expelled forcefully, “We’re not all poor!” She went on to tell me that she was surprised by
my interest in her parents, solidly middle-class urban Jenkins residents, as, “They usually come here
looking for folks that fit that mountain image.” “They” encompassed not only documentary filmmakers
and journalists, but imagined travelers who ‘visited’ Appalachia through these representations to gawk
at poor, white mountain residents who had either been bypassed by progress or stamped by the boot of
extractive capitalism.
Residents were certainly wary that I shared these perceptions of Appalachia and may have come
to their communities as a poverty tourist. People expressed to me several times that it was nice to
encounter someone from Lexington that did not act like they were inferior or talk down to them. Eileen
Sanders, a retired librarian from the Jenkins School System, told me a story after I interviewed her and
her husband Ked about seeing a doctor at the University of Kentucky hospital in Lexington, recounting
that the doctor spoke dismissively to both of them. “I just can’t understand why he would do that. I’m
educated,” she said. “He heard our accents and knew we were from Eastern Kentucky, and treated us like
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we were ignorant.” Stigmas against Eastern Kentucky, and Appalachia generally, are felt very deeply by
residents, and they deal regularly with normalized prejudice against their speech and origins, regardless
of their educations or other social factors. Beatrice and Basil Hall, who were interviewed by Appalshop in
1991 (Hall 1991), were two retired schoolteachers from Jenkins who earned Master’s degrees from the
University of Kentucky and then moved to Michigan to teach for over 30 years before returning home to
Jenkins. Beatrice Hall discussed perceptions of Kentuckians by her neighbors in Michigan, saying that it
did not matter what part of Kentucky they were from, even if they hailed from an urban center like
Louisville, as all of Kentucky and the South was perceived as homogenous, rural, and backward. The Halls
made close friends with their Northern neighbors, but were often called terms like “hillbilly.” Beatrice
noted that while the jests were usually meant good-naturedly in their neighborhood of mixed ethnicities
and origins, that she felt the need to justify her speech, upbringing, and home region. She stated,
I wanted to uphold my upbringing because I had a good upbringing, and I just always thought
if I could bring my children up like I was brought up, then that’s what I’s planned on. I still
wanted to keep that, because it was part of me. I didn’t change my accent, either. I’m sure my
accent has changed to a certain degree, but I didn’t change it purposely. I still wanted to keep
that, because it was part of me.
Basil agreed that he purposely kept his accent, remembering that his students would remark on
his accent, and he would say, “’Now, just listen to what I say. Don’t listen to how I say it, because people
here speak differently than Jack Kennedy and Robert Kennedy. The people from that group have the way
they speak, and people from different parts of the country.” They both agreed that standing up for their
accents and geographic origins worked well, and neighbors respected them for it, but it was an exercise
in identity politics that never ceased.
Jenkins and McRoberts residents like the Halls are simultaneously very proud of their home
communities while always feeling compelled to defend them, and often do so through complex
narratives which both embrace and distance themselves from aspects of their heritage. Media and
scholarly representations of Appalachian coal towns weigh heavily on the shoulders of their residents.
Historian Crandall Shifflett notes that popular images of company coal mining towns have been
universally negative, with portrayals from film to government reports focusing on company coal towns
as filthy, overcrowded, and exploitative. Shifflett’s (Shifflett 1991) study of Southern Appalachian
company coal towns, which heavily utilized oral history with former and current residents, found that
many mining families, particularly the first generation, preferred company town life to farming. Shifflett
rejects the condemnatory nature of most coal town scholarship, particularly a monolithic understanding
of corporate paternalism that renders residents’ agency nonexistent, writing of the dualistic nature of
corporate paternalism in the company town, which both constrained and enabled residents. Oral
histories, he argues, reveal that coal town residents feel their lives are misunderstood, and “Whether the
company town was universally good or bad is in the eye of the beholder and matters less than how
mining families themselves perceived the company town and, ultimately, how this perception may have
shaped their response to industrial life (Shifflett 1991, 145).” Residents do not, however, craft some
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“ideal world of the historic imagination” in their evaluation of their own lives in company towns, but
rather negotiated the new opportunities coal towns provided while also playing the hand they were dealt
(Shifflett 1991, 146).
It became immediately clear during my oral historical interviews that residents expected me and
other scholars to hold unfavorable views of company towns, coal mining, the coal industry, and Eastern
Kentucky generally. People always expressed surprise and gratitude when I expressed interest in hearing
otherwise, and I truly feel this was a large part of my success in involving people in the project.
Interviewees and other community members were always willing to talk about hardships and other
negative experiences, but it was important that I understood they had good lives and were proud of their
communities, regardless of negative aspects. I often thought about Alessandro Portelli’s beautiful oral
historical study of Harlan County, Kentucky, which focused explicitly on labor history and strife. Even in
these interviews, people had complimentary and meaningful things to express about their communities,
woven in complex narratives. Mary LaLone’s (1995) anthropological oral historical study of residents who
lived in company towns around Appalachia, Virginia between the 1930s and 1950s challenged the strict
dichotomy between portrayals of harsh versus positive existences. La Lone found that residents
expressed both positive and negative statements about town life throughout interviews. Negative
recollections largely centered around labor strife, unionization, the Depression, mine mechanization,
and mining safety issues like black lung. Residents expressed strong positive sentiments about their
lives generally, communitas, personal qualities of their neighbors and bosses, and fair and favorable
company policies, notably the provision of good jobs, facilities, and pay. La Lone argues that as social
scientists studying coal towns, we must realize the emic perspective is more intricately contextualized
and mobilized than we credit from an etic perspective.
Jenkins and McRoberts are remembered very fondly by former and current residents, the older
of whom have almost fantastical remembrances of its golden days during the company era. These
residents remember high quality of life, a wonderful sense of community, and fulfilling younger days.
They are also proud of how cosmopolitan the area was, comparing it to other urban centers. Clarence
Dotson, a retired miner and milkman from Burdine, said, “In, my opinion, and I keep saying it, Jenkins
was the best place in eastern Kentucky. There was nothing better in the area. There was nothing better
than Jenkins in a 50-mile radius, no matter how you went. Because, they was modern (Dotson 2014).”
Clarence was proud of Jenkins and its facilities, stating, “It would depend on where you had been and
where you came from. Now, if you came to Jenkins from any of this radius around Jenkins, you went to
New York. I mean, the impression you’s in a city, because you were, really. It was ran like a city, operated
like a city, and it was because, as I told you a minute ago, there was 10,000 people here (Dotson 2014).”
He likened Jenkins to all the major U.S. and European cities he had visited in the Service in terms of
amenities, saying,
Everything that you could buy in New York, we had it. We had everything that New York did with
the exception of the crime.” Crime didn’t last long if any- company ran them out of town. Was a
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complete city. Too bad it’s all gone, but time doesn’t last forever anywhere. Have had
opportunities to go other places, but grass not greener over there. Life’s been good to me. I still
work and plan on keeping working! At the time, couldn’t have found a better place to live in the
area (Dotson 2014).
Jenkins residents are also proud of their rural heritage, even though they viewed Jenkins during
the golden age as a ‘real’ city. I found that residents’ perception of Jenkins positioned it as both an urban
and rural space, and residents often simultaneously positioned themselves as ‘city folks and ‘mountain
people,’ and mobilized these identities in narrative depending on context. Their rural heritage is a source
of pride for residents, but also defensiveness, given the national imagination of rural Appalachia as
primitive and anti-modern. Beatrice Hall remarked about her neighbors in Detroit, where she and her
husband taught school for decades, said, “…they think we still live like Abraham Lincoln or someone like
that, you know. But it’s entirely different. We have our ways, but I took my own ways to Michigan. We
canned in Michigan, we had a garden in Michigan. We had fruit trees. We dried our beans in Michigan.
They dried just as good up here as they do in Kentucky [laughs] (Hall 1991).” Clarence also
simultaneously voiced pride in being from the mountains while referencing the national perceptions
entangled with this rural Appalachian heritage. Clarence thoughtfully said,
I’d say we’re mountain people. We grew up in the woods but that doesn’t make us a deer or a
bear because we grew up here. We’re still human beings. We have feelings, desires, wants,
likes, dislike, just like everywhere. But we still live in the mountains. That doesn’t make us bad
because we live here. It doesn’t make us any better because we live here. But we’re as good as
anybody! And anywhere, for that matter. They may have more, but sometimes more is not good.
Sometimes you can have too much. We have all we need, really (Dotson 2014).
Everyone I interviewed from Jenkins and McRoberts who grew up there agreed firmly that they
were wonderful places to have a childhood. Andi Steffa, who was born in Jenkins and remained there
until she went to college at Virginia Intermont in Bristol in 1942 and later moved to Philadelphia
permanently, said,
It was a nice, safe place to live and the people are great there. Just a cozy place to live. And we
had all the opportunities. …I don’t expect to ever see Jenkins again, but just let people know
that it was a wonderful place to have your childhood because everybody treated us with respect.
I miss those people very much (Steffa 2015).” …I was just thankful that I lived there and had a
wonderful childhood. …I was just a carefree person loving to live there (Steffa 2015).
Andi’s best friend Norma Jean Vaughn moved to Jenkins as a girl until she and her husband moved to
Lexington. Norma Jean had been born in the coal town of Wayland, Kentucky in Floyd County, and her
initial impressions of Jenkins were good. She said, “They were so warm and accepting of someone new.
I was very content and liked it. Like with Andi- you just had that warm spot in your heart (Vaughn 2016).”
Goldie Sparks expressed, “That’s the way all of them was. We was like close family to be no kin. We just
helped each other (Sparks 2015).” Many others also stressed warmth and a strong sense of community,
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paring those qualities with a sense of safety and freedom they felt as children. Myrtle Venters stressed
that she had a wonderfully free childhood in East Jenkins, and remembered going into the woods to
make toys, like pretty rag dolls with penciled faces, which they would play with under a limbed branch
covered in paper as a makeshift umbrella (Venters and Anderson 2014). Jake Gallion also cherished
memories of the simple fun of childhood, in which he loved to shoot marbles and roll a hoop-and-hook
toy, and he remembered kids walking along the new blacktop roads rolling the tar with a stick for fun
(Gallion 2015).
Jim Scott lamented that being a kid in McRoberts was not like it is now. Jim and other children
played often, going camping in the summertime or on Spring Break when they were eight or ten years
old. He said they would grab potatoes and wrap eggs in a jar, and put them in a backpack with canteens
of water and pup tents, and would stay in the woods a week at a time. He stated that their parents never
had to worry about them and would know roughly where they were. They would even come down at
night to skinny dip in the McRoberts pool all night, but their parents never worried. Jim laments that
children in McRoberts don’t play in the woods like this anymore, both because they prefer indoor
activities like video games, but also because of safety concerns, and he sees this as an indicator of
negative changes and loss of community (Scott and Scott 2015). Many other residents juxtaposed their
wonderful memories of younger days with concerns about how these communities have changed, such
as Georgia Helton from East Jenkins, who said, “Honey, I’ve had such a happy life. Oh, yeah. I’ve had a
wonderful life. If I died tonight, I’d have to say it.” Georgia said life was full of good people when she was
younger, when she lived a in good, clean neighborhood and they “didn’t have to worry about anyone
stealing. I guess most of the others have also had a wonderful time (Helton 2014).” Myrtle also spoke
about a wonderful community of friends, especially in East Jenkins. Myrtle remembered that when the
dance halls in East Jenkins would close at 2:00am, friends would come to her and her husband Ellis’s
house to stay up until 4:00 listening to country music on their radio. Myrtle remembers many families
having a radio, but that she would turn theirs up in the window for their friends across the street who did
not own one. She remembered people being quite happy with sharing arrangements like this, unlike
today, and exclaimed, “And now, if people ain’t got a big-faced television, they think they ain’t done no
good (Venters and Anderson 2014)!” Myrtle’s daughter Nagatha said, “Way of life back then was much
slower, and you knew everybody, and everybody was willing to help if you had an issue. It was just a
closeness. Mountain people have a closeness that a lot of people don’t have. They don’t have it as much
now because we’ve had a lot of people from out of the area since we got public housing to move in
(Venters and Anderson 2014).” Nagatha’s friend Betty Hall remembered that she could go anywhere as
a child without her mother worrying, which young people cannot do today, a situation she largely finds
changed due to the opioid epidemic and rising crime (Hall 2015).
Luckily for my research, many of the most positive and richest memories residents recalled
revolved around material culture. Common materials, notably food and beverages, were integral in
nuanced reflections on life in the ‘New York City of the mountains,’ as discussed below.
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5.4.2 “We Got on Just Fine!”: Lifeways and Material Culture
One of the most important components of home for residents of Jenkins and McRoberts was
definitely foodways and food productions, topics that elicited eager discussion during interviews.
Jenkins and McRoberts residents pursued diverse, creative foodways merging store-bought foods like
meat, produce, and pre-packaged products with home-grown and foraged foods. Contrary to popular
perceptions that life at coal towns was homogenous, residents within these communities had very
different experiences, and food and beverages are an excellent window into this diversity. Some families
in these communities did not produce much, if any, of their own food in the early to mid-twentieth
century, while others produced heavily. My interviews and conversations with residents from Lakeside
and East Jenkins reveal that some families produced very little, for a variety of reasons. Andi Steffa’s
family lived on Main Street in Jenkins during her early childhood above her father’s restaurant, the
Jenkins Inn. They lacked land to garden downtown and purchased their food from the store or ate at the
restaurant. Later, when they moved to the prestigious Lakeside district, they still utilized purchased foods
exclusively, although her Albanian grandmother did grow cooking herbs in outdoor pots. Andi told me
that Lakesiders did not garden, as most households were headed by a salaried company employee and
could afford to exclusively shop for groceries (Steffa 2015), and I suspect the company discouraged
subsistence gardening in Lakeside, where the landscape was maintained to look like a high-end suburb
or resort. Norma Jean Vaughn, one of Andi’s best friends, lived at the Lakeside Clubhouse with her sister
and brother-in-law when she worked for Consol as a teletype operator in the 1940s, and Norma Jean
recounted that salaried employees like herself had no reason to garden, and no land to do so anyway,
and Clubhouse residents either ate there or went out to restaurants (Vaughn 2016). East Jenkins
residents often did not garden either, for different reasons. Myrtle Venters and her husband, Ellis, never
gardened, as they owned the East Jenkins Food Shop and bought all their food through their suppliers
(Venters and Anderson 2014), and it seems other shop owners also did not garden. LaVon Conley’s family
also did not garden. LaVon’s mother ran the Burke General Store in the Rocky Hollow section of East
Jenkins, and LaVon joked that because their yard was worn so slick, nothing could grow, but she laughed
that she and her mother and siblings were so busy running the general store that no one had time for
gardening, anyway (Conley 2015). However, even though Lakeside, East Jenkins, and downtown
Jenkins residents may not have gardened and canned as frequently as other sections of Jenkins and
McRoberts according to interviewees, the number of canning jars recovered archaeologically from the
Shop Hollow Dump suggest that these practices were still prevalent.
Archival photographs and resident testimonies suggest that the majority of residents in Jenkins
and McRoberts grew subsistence gardens, or at least a few vegetables and herbs (Figures 80 and 81).
Some residents gardened on their own house lots, and some utilized shared community spaces. The
residents who gardened on their own lots kept gardens of various sizes. Georgia Helton, a housewife
married to a Consol miner, remembers most people in East Jenkins having a garden of some sort, even
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if small (Helton 2014). Katherine Oden remembered most African American families in McRoberts
having modest to large gardens on their house lots. Her family grew sweet potatoes, collard greens,
cucumbers, and tomatoes, and briefly kept a chicken house across the creek from their house and a few
hogs (Oden 2016). Jeanette Bentley, whose family lived in the Number 2 section of Burdine, claimed
that no one there had a back yard because those spaces were entirely gardened. She said everyone there
raised as much as possible because the miner’s pay was scant. Her family raised small gardens on their
house lot but could not grow corn because there was not enough room, and raised beans, lettuce, onions,
tomatoes, and beets. Her father also kept a potato patch in a separate location with open space (Bentley
2015).

Figure 5-9: Garden contest house No. 2136, 1920. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation
Coal Company Collection.
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Figure 5-10: Garden contest house No. 491, 1920. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation
Coal Company Collection.

Some residents of East Jenkins gardened heavily according to interviewees, gardening large
plots (Figure 82) while some engaged in actual farming, highlighting the differences in lifestyles even
within sections of the same town. Residents in certain East Jenkins neighborhoods actually farmed, such
as miner Jake Gallion’s family. Jake’s father, a coal miner, moved their family to East Jenkins in the early
1900s, which Jake argued was explicitly to capitalize on the expanses of private land for farming, as their
family was quite large, and his father could not support them on his wages alone. Their family grew large
gardens and owned livestock, occasionally selling surplus to supplement their income. Jake’s mother
sometimes sold milk and home-churned butter to neighbors along the row-housed section of Camden
down the road from his childhood home. I asked Jake if raising livestock was common in East Jenkins,
and he told me he remembered about ten houses up Joe’s Branch that owned cows and/or pigs because
they were all outside the corporation limits (Gallion 2015), meaning presumably that the both had the
space and were not restricted in terms of keeping animals on their houselots as they were elsewhere
around Jenkins. Jake recalled,
We had our own cows, had our hogs, and chickens, and we farmed a lot. That is eight of us boys,
and we raised 'bout what we eat, and it was a long time before… the first Frigidaire. They had
what they called an icebox. Well, they made ice right here in town, and you just went there and
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got whatever size block you wanted. Say you wanted a fifty-pound block of ice, well, you just take
a ice pick and cut it off or he'd bring it to you, and you put it in that icebox. It has a drain pipe in
it- it kept your milk. …we a lot of times, too, would keep our milk in the well or if we had a cool
place, had a spring out here. You could set it down there and, uh, you know, where the water
got cool and that would keep it from, from blinking on you. And then when it got winter time
we killed our hogs and had our meat, then we had our corn what we had raised, and our beans
where my mother canned and everything, and she'd can all kinds of fruit and stuff, and we didn't
go to the store very much (Gallion 2015).
Ked Sanders similarly remembered farms in Number 15 Hollow in McRoberts around Johnson Hollow
and Bark Camp. Ked remembers company houses at the mouth of the hollows and privately-owned
houses beyond the corporation limits, owned by residents who farmed and also worked in the coal
mines. His grandmother pastured her livestock in the surrounding hills and also had several corn fields
for fodder. As a young boy, he helped her tend over an acre of garden, the corn field, and her apple and
cherry orchard (Sanders and Sanders 2015).

Figure 5-11: Garden plots behind houses after planting, July 7, 1932. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American
History, Consolidation Coal Company Collection.
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Gardens of large sizes, and even small gardens, were not always possible on house lots with
small yard spaces, particularly those that abutted the steep hollow sides or were spaced too close to
neighbors, even though the company seems to have gone to considerable trouble to plan equitable yard
space. Families in this situation leased land from the company, some of which was gardened
communally. Clarence Dotson recalled that many families used community garden space at the head of
his hollow in Improvement Branch in Dunham. Clarence remembered there was room to raise livestock
there, and several people did, but chickens had to be raised a distance from the houses (Dotson 2014).
Wayne Collins similarly remembered a garden near his childhood house on Store Hill, and stated that
even though his father had a very good job back then, his salary was only about $200 a month. His
parents had five children, so the family needed to keep two or three hogs, a milk cow, and a large
subsistence garden. He remembered his mother leased a large piece of land from the company up on
the hill, and he would haul water up the hill to the rented space and did all the hoeing (Collins 2014).
Goldie Sparks and her husband rented a small space up in a hollow where coal was also informally mined
by residents in Mudtown. She remembers several people renting land in that area, where they usually
grew potatoes, or sowed a turnip or tomato patch. Goldie and Charlie also kept a lettuce bed in their
Mudtown Hill yard where they grew lettuce, cucumbers, and big onions she called “tater onions,” which
they shared with the whole neighborhood (Sparks 2015).
Jenkins and McRoberts residents stored fresh fruits and vegetables, and also canned them
(Figures 83 and 84). Georgia Helton remembers East Jenkins residents storing home-grown food for the
winter, digging holes under their houses for potatoes and cabbage, turning the cabbages upside down
and covering the hole though the cold months (Helton 2014). Jim Scott agreed that it was also common
in McRoberts for people to excavate their own root cellars under houses to store produce, much of which
they grew, since the company had built the houses without basements. Many canning jars were
recovered archaeologically from the Shop Hollow Dump, and I inquired of residents whether people were
also reusing store-bought glass containers for canning, and it seems they were (Oden 2016; Sanders and
Sanders 2015). Residents canned their own produce, as well as produce purchased from local vendors
and stores. Jeanette Bentley’s mother in Burdine initially canned using a washtub on her coal stove top,
bringing the water to a bare boil and submerging the jars for two to four hours until they formed a seal.
She eventually purchased a pressure cooker. Jeanette remembers her mother canning beans,
sauerkraut, beet pickles, and cucumber pickles from their garden, along with peaches purchased from
summer vendors selling from trucks (Bentley 2015). Jake Gallion’s family in East Jenkins bought very
little at the store and was largely self-sufficient. I asked Jake if they bought canned goods at the stores,
and he replied, “No, my mother there, she canned apples. She canned peaches. She canned everything,
uh, berries. She canned everything she could get her hands on, and there's very little stuff ever bought
in the store (Gallion 2015).” Ked’s grandmother and their family in McRoberts canned hundreds of quarts
of produce each summer. Ked remembers his job as a child of five or six years old was washing the jars,
since he was the only one with hands small enough to fit in the jars. Ked still loves to can as an adult, and
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said he keeps canning, even though they can certainly afford to go to the grocery, because he loves both
the taste and preserving the customs and heritage of home-production (Sanders and Sanders 2015).

Figure 5-12: Gardening and canning display at McRoberts, September 15, 1926. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of
American History, Consolidation Coal Company Collection.
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Figure 5-13: Garden display at miner's picnic, 1926. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History,
Consolidation Coal Company Collection.

Home production also included raising livestock for meat, milk, and eggs. Jenkins had
company-owned dairy barns (Figure 85 and 86), and produced milk and ice cream, and many residents
also kept their own livestock in company-mandated barns. Jeanette Bentley remembered her parents
keeping their livestock in a cow barn up in a hollow above their house in Number 2 in Burdine. She
remembers three to five families sharing the barn for horses and cows. Her father sometimes kept hogs
behind their house next to the creek where they could wallow, from which her mother made sausage
and canned it in quart jars topped with grease to seal them. Her mother also made souse meat from the
hogs’ heads and cooked the lungs, called the “lights,” and always cooked the hogs’ ears, which Jeanette
still loved and bought as an adult (Bentley 2015). Jeanette and her parents would go up the hill to the
dairy barn to milk every day, and she remembered that after they sold their cow, they did not drink milk
anymore because they could not afford it and other families could not spare any. Jeanette’s mother also
kept chickens up near the cow barn in a location called Chicken Lot Hill. Her mother ordered chicks every
Spring from the Montgomery Ward catalog, which were shipped in flat boxes with holes though the
Postal Service. Her father also raised rabbits once for meat, and Jeanette recalled a humorous story where
they served a guest who claimed she would never eat rabbits and joked that it was the best chicken she
ever had (Bentley 2015).
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Figure 5-14: Interior of a Jenkins dairy barn, August 22, 1914. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections.
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Figure 5-15: Cow at Jenkins May Day, 1936. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.

McRoberts residents outside the corporation limits like Ked Sanders’s grandmother kept cows
and hogs on their land. Ked remembered his grandmother calling her milk cow every day, yelling, "Woo,
Jersey. Woo, Jersey." Ked said,
…you could hear the cowbell become rapid because the cow was running out of the pasture to
get down them--to the, to the house. She knew exactly where to come. And Grandma would
have a, a little bucket of middlings, which was--you'd buy it at the store in hundred-pound sacks
of ground-up corn and fodder and stuff, and the cows loved it. And she'd put some in a bucket
and pour a little water in it to make it mush, and the cow would eat that and, uh, she would stay
th--stand there for Grandma to milk. And she loved that middlings, and she'd get to swinging
her tail because she was so happy eating the middlings. So my job was to hold the cow's tail.
[Laughs] So I'd hold the cow's tail while Grandma milked the cow (Sanders and Sanders 2015).
Residents remembered fresh milk very enthusiastically, which they often consumed raw despite
Consol’s extensive warnings about sanitation. Ked Sanders remembered his grandmother heating the
milk to sanitize it, but a couple other interviewees discussed the consumption of raw milk. Ked joked she
probably had never heard the word “pasteurize,” but knew heating and straining made the milk cleaner
and purer. Ked said, when Grandma would milk the cow, it was not exactly sanitary conditions, but she
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would bring the milk into the house and run it through a sieve and cheesecloth to get out any foreign
particles, and then she would cook it on the stove to pasteurize it, then put it in jars, and, even before we
had refrigerators, you didn't worry about it spoiling, because it's going to be consumed (Sanders and
Sanders 2015).” Jake Gallion’s family in East Jenkins also consumed their milk after heating it. I asked
him if the company was concerned about this, to which he replied,
Well, the company might have been worried about it but we wasn't worried about it because
they didn't know anything about Louis Pasteur at that particular time. That wasn't pasteurized.
[Laughs] They go and milk that cow right there and as soon as that milk got chilled, why, you
sitting on the table right there. If none of 'em did get sick, you just continued to--that's all. My
mother was clean with it. Now, don't get me wrong there but… it's just warm milk out of the
cow. It's strained, is all it was, and you put in the, in the freezer after, after you got power, if you
was lucky enough to have power in your house you'd get a refrigerator, but it's a long time
before there's any refrig--I remember when we didn't have no refrigerators here, no electric
stove--no electric stoves either… She put it up a churning, you know, for butter. Laid it right in
front of the fireplace right there and you heated that and, and kept churning it, you know, until
your milk was what they called up the top, 'til your butter come to the top (Gallion 2015).
Jeannette Bentley’s family in Burdine consumed their milk completely raw, a point of similarity in our
upbringings, and she was delighted when I also talked about how I found it superior. “It just tastes
better,” she agreed. Her mother was very clean, she stressed, and always handled the milk properly, but
raw was how they preferred it, and she does not remember feeling pressured by the company to conform
(Bentley 2015). Consol did have a stake in how residents produced milk, however, publishing an article
in the CCC Mutual Magazine instructing that milk should be strained through a cotton cloth and cooled
immediately after milking, and the milking pail scalded and set upside down in a clean place to dry. They
charged that old and new milk should not be mixed (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1925, 5). It seems that even
residents drinking home-produced milk did keep high levels of sanitation and produced milk quite
frequently, even though the company offered a state-of-the-art dairy.
Residents of Jenkins and McRoberts also foraged and hunted wild foods, both to supplement
their diets, and for fun and sport. Goldie Sparks and her husband Charlie had a hunting dog for rabbits
and squirrels, and Charlie also hunted turkey and deer. Goldie remembered that it was permissible to
hunt anywhere locally for squirrels and other small game, and that her husband would also travel to
hunt, as far away as Louisville (Sparks 2015). Betty Hall remembers her mother taking them on hikes up
to Raven Rock when she was very young so they could pick wild greens (Hall 2015), something also
mentioned by her father, Robert Wassum, in his interview for Appalshop’s Picture People Speak project
(Wassum 1991). Ked Sanders of McRoberts remembered gathering walnuts on company and private
land as a boy, saying,
We would bring those walnuts back and, and lay them up on the roof to dry for several weeks,
and then we'd take them in the house and keep them in the middle of winter, crack them out
and make chocolate candy with walnuts in them and whatever. But it was sort of like a status
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symbol at walnut-gathering time to see boys who had the most stain on their hands, because
that stain would get on, amber stain, and you couldn't wash it off. And you'd come to school and
people'd go, ‘Oh, look how brown his hands are. He must have really found a lot of walnuts
[laughs].’
Ked also remembered picking blackberries and raspberries for his mother, and making pies and cobblers
and canning them together, joking about a humorous story of his mother opening a spoiled jar and
pouring it out, which might have been tasty wine (Sanders and Sanders 2015). Foraging is certainly
suggested by the botanical assemblage recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump, which included poke
(used for salads and cooked greens), blackberries, and raspberries. Fishing was also apparently quite
popular among most residents, according to archival photos (Figure 87), which show many residents
displaying large catches and fishing in Elkhorn Lake, the company-built reservoir.

Figure 5-16: Company men fishing in Elkhorn Lake, Jenkins, Kentucky, 1926. Photograph from the C.C.C. Mutual Magazine, personal
collection of author.

Jenkins and McRoberts residents during the company era and through the 1950s had diverse
diets, as indicated by these home-production and foraging practices, utilized in combination with fresh
and packaged store-bought foods. These narratives challenge portrayals which postulated that mining
families were subject to food scarcity and homogenous foods. For example, a 1935 study under the U.S.
Department of Agriculture about economic and social life in the Southern Appalachians included a
section on food supply and diet. The report utilized data from research in 1919-1920 on mountain
children’s diets in Eastern Kentucky, and concluded their diets were limited, monotonous, and
nutritionally inadequate. These monotonous diets included too much fat, too much pork, not enough
lean meat, too much sugar, starch, and dry goods, and not enough milk, according to the report
(Stiebeling 1935). The U.S. Coal Commission’s famous 1946 medical survey of the bituminous industry,
known popularly as the Boone Report after medical doctor and Rear Admiral Joel Boone, also discussed
diet and nutrition. The report decried the ‘average’ mining family’s narrow diet writing,
The miner’s wife is not familiar with the basic principles of nutrition. She buys and feeds her
family the traditional diet in her part of the country, which happens to be less scientific than the
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diet of urban industrial families. She buys what is most readily available in the company store,
or the small, competitive, independent grocery, where she does the major share of her
shopping. Canned goods and dried foods comprise a substantial part of every home meal.
Sausage meats, beef and pork cuts, especially chops and fat back, are frequently found on the
table, but lamb and mutton are seen less often. Potatoes, if they are cheap enough, and some
fresh vegetables when in season supplement the menu. Lard, baking powder, and flour or corn
meal are staples in the miner’s home (United States Coal Mines Administration 1947).
However, Consol actively educated residents of its towns about proper nutrition. Ruby Fleenor,
a domestic science teacher from Coalwood, wrote a detailed article in the Mutual Monthly Magazine
about the ideal diet for schoolchildren. She argued diet breadth was paramount, and that children should
not be permitted to make meals from one or two items, and that their everyday diet should always
include milk, cereal grains, vegetables, fruits, healthy fats, and either eggs, fish fowl, or meat. The article
described the nutritional benefits of each category of food in detail, providing scientific rationale for its
enforcement (Fleenor 1928). The Mutual Monthly gives no indication if residents were following these
dietary prescriptions at home, particularly diet breadth, but residents’ interviews indicated they prepared
a range of meals. Peter Roberts’s 1901 study of anthracite communities in Northern Appalachia noted
with some surprise that while residents of these towns were not generally eating the refined diets of
elites, they practiced diverse foodways, particularly European immigrants. Roberts wrote, “The variety of
foods on the table of the average workman is surprising. …The laborers of our country are fortified
against hunger by a series of commodities which stand in a gradually ascending scale of refinement, so
that, in times of hardship, they can they can fall back upon grades of cheaper food and be better able to
subsist …than former generations were (Roberts 1904, 104).” Jenkins and McRoberts residents were
certainly in a position to creatively combine store-bought and home-produced foods for their everyday
meals (Figures 88 and 89), including dishes from their regions of origin.
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Figure 5-17: Jenkins Store window display showing canned and fresh foods, titled "A Week's Food Supply," n.d. Photograph from the
Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal Company Collection.
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Figure 5-18: Jenkins Meat Shop, May 10, 1929. Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections.

Some residents heavily utilized store-bought foods, while others relied more heavily on homegrown and raised foods, and their meals, even in times of hardship seem far from homogenous. Myrtle
Venters from East Jenkins described their everyday diet as “good country cooking,” including suppers of
fried pork chops, or sometimes a good piece of steak or hamburger if it was in the budget, and always
potatoes (Venters and Anderson 2014). Jeanette Bentley’s recalls her family’s meals in Burdine as
“average,” describing them as “normal country food,” including cornbread, beans, and some corn, and
recalled that her mother baked pies and cakes all the time. Jeanette’s family was of modest income, but
she recalled always having good meals (Bentley 2015). Jake Gallion recalled his family’s typical meals
in East Jenkins, saying,
They used to have a bakery right here in town. The bread was unsliced. You just got a loaf of it
and took it home. it was like cake to you because you was used to cornbread and biscuits, is what
you was used to! My mother cooked three meals a day. You could figure on them beans and
potatoes pretty regular, and meat. and meat… we'd preserve it in that smokehouse there that
we would kill a hog or anything, why, salt him down good there and we didn't lose none of it,
and once in a while we'd kill a beef and put in there (Gallion 2015).
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Clarence Dotson, from Dunham, proudly stated during his interview that even during the
Depression, a time when families were starving across Eastern Kentucky and Virginia, that even families
of lower economic means like his had enough to eat, at minimum a glass of fresh water, beans,
cornbread, and potatoes (Dotson 2014). Residents also fondly recalled luxury foods and special meals,
such as for holidays. Jeanette recalled that for Christmas dinner, her mother always made a fruit salad in
a big dish, which included apples, oranges, grapes, peaches, and pears if she had any, mixed with sugar
and vanilla flavoring. Jeanette adored the Christmas salad, and also the Christmas hams Consol always
gave their men, making the pun that they always ate high on the hog at the holidays. Jake also
remembered special holiday foods, recalling his mother made gingerbread, raisin or apple pies, and
apple stack cakes, an Appalachian tradition (Gallion 2015).
Jeanette, Jake, and other residents also recall other special treats, such as soda pop ordered
from the company for the Fourth of July (Figure 90). Jeanette recalled that she would go to the recreation
building whenever she had a nickel to get a pineapple sherbet, which she called the “best tasting stuff I
ever had,” noting her family very seldom had treats. She recalled that the company took special orders
for the Fourth of July, and that her father ordered a gallon of ice cream which came in dry ice, a case of
RC Cola, a watermelon, and a couple cantaloupes (Bentley 2015). Jake also discussed consumer foods
as luxuries, specifically soda pop, ice cream, and candy. Jake said,
The company made pop. They had pop right over here. It was called Nehi. It was all fruit drinks.
…peach and the, and the orange, and the grape, and the strawberry, and they made it right
over here. You could get that but now we didn't keep much of that because you could go--they
didn't carry much of them luxuries. With them kids you don't get-you know, when you was out
there but it- that was a luxury. I mean to tell you. When you got that. Oh, I loved to see, um, the
Fourth of July or anything come along 'cause my dad would bring two or three cases of pop in
and a couple or three big watermelons, you know, and get the family around and, and they
made ice cream over there too, and he'd bring you with the gallon, and we'd sit around and
have a pretty good. I liked them kind of days. They was good—[laughs]--yeah, but you had to buy
it like that on account of the family we had, you know.
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Figure 5-19: Fourth of July celebrations children lineup, n.d. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.

Diet breadth and innovation were also important to immigrant families who do not generally
factor into discussions of ‘typical’ Appalachian foodways at coal camps, and their dishes added to the
diversity of foods consumed in Jenkins and McRoberts. Andigoni Steffa’s parents and grandmother were
immigrants from Albania who immigrated from Greece, and her older brother was born there. Andi and
her two younger siblings were born in America, and never visited Albania, but Andi got to experience a
bit of the country through foods they made at home. Andi’s mother and grandmother improvised the
ingredients they could not get in America and made many foods from scratch. Andi remembered dishes
like spinach pie, many stews, tomato sauces, and always a meat and vegetable with every meal. Her
grandmother taught her to make phyllo dough, which they made daily from scratch. Andi recalls that
they would make filling mixtures for pies and baklava the night before, especially the spinach pies made
with spinach, feta cheese, cottage cheese and eggs. The dough made of eggs and flour needed to rest
overnight and was a laborious process, in which the mixture was rolled out very thin with a special thin
rolling stick and pulled and stretched to overhang off the table. Andi laughed that phyllo dough is now
widely available rolled up in a box in supermarkets everywhere, even in Jenkins! Andi would rise very
early before her younger siblings make the spinach pie for that day, roll the phyllo sheets out one by one
and placing the pie mixture in between and on top, sprinkling melted butter after each layer. The spinach
pie could successfully be made from scratch in Jenkins, but other things could not, at least not without
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some innovation. Andi remembered her mother lacking a specific kind of shredded dough to make a
certain dessert, but it was not available, so she used broken shredded wheat cereal instead. She formed
small cups of shredded wheat, adding the mixture of nuts for baklava, and served the dessert without
the shredded dough, called “kadaif.” Her family also kept religious traditions related to food, such as
fasting strictly during the weeks before Easter, and dying Easter eggs on the Thursday before Easter a
solid red to signify the blood of Jesus. They also followed prohibitions about animal products like eggs
during certain times, and tried not to eat on Fridays, fasting strictly the week before Easter. Lastly, Andi
remembered that in opposition to other families in Jenkins, her grandmother had a glass of wine with
every evening meal, a practice viewed as normal among their Albanian family (Steffa 2015).
Alcohol was a topic of great interest to all my interviewees, most of whom spoke to me around
the time Jenkins was instituting a new moist policy, allowing alcohol service in restaurants seating over
fifty people, marking the first legal alcohol sales in Jenkins since Prohibition. Alcohol has certainly been
a contentious subject historically, with Consol selling beer and wine before Prohibition, but decrying
liquor consumption. In an article entitled “The Coal Miner and Booze” in the 1920 Mutual Monthly
Magazine, the author addressed the proposition that miners would be unhappy and unproductive if
alcohol was removed from their lives. “What will the miner do when the booze is shut off,” he questioned,
answering triumphantly,
You now find men working full time, fit for their work, contented with their jobs, and spending
their money for things that make life worthwhile, and in every way proving themselves good
honest American workmen. Before booze was put out of business, you would find that after a
pay… those men who drank… were often drunk (Truax 1920, 20). ….No, the working man is
not asking for the return of booze, and is not discouraged or disqualified because he cannot get
it.
The company often took the stance that miners and their families did not drink hard liquor and
downplayed the consumption of other alcohol, such as in an article published in the trade journal Black
Diamond, writing, “So while one can obtain plenty of good water; can get all sorts of soft drinks at the
drug store, and can buy mint cola galore… the lines of a man who wishes anything stronger are cast in
a hard place. Red or corn liquor must be brought from afar at the thirsty one’s expense. If his tastes run
in that direction, Jenkins is not a congenial place to live (Black Diamond 1914, 394).” Consol may have
argued that liquor drinkers did not exist in Jenkins, but the glass alcoholic beverage containers recovered
archaeologically from Shop Hollow suggest otherwise. Most of the recovered containers are from hard
liquor, notably gin and whiskey, and depositional strata and bottle glass dating reveal that liquor
consumption remained steady through Prohibition, as folks creatively finessed the medical licensing that
allowed doctors to prescribe one pint every ten days per household member (Sussenbach and Updike
1994, 89).
Residents also confirmed these archaeological findings (discussed in Chapter Four) during our
interviews. Alcohol was certainly available before, during, and after Prohibition. The company continually
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prohibited liquor sales within the corporation limits, but East Jenkins provided retail and social options
for purchase. The perception among residents I interviewed was largely that East Jenkins was also the
main locus of consumption, although some recognized that liquor consumption took place all over
Jenkins and McRoberts. Residents from outside East Jenkins certainly felt it was the epicenter of hard
drinking, such as Jeanette Bentley from Burdine. I asked Jeanette if she ever went to East Jenkins for
leisure when she was younger, and she quickly hooted, “Oooh, no! That was nothing but [drunks]. Liquor
stores is up in there. …The drunks were all over East Jenkins. And honey, and I guess I’da got my butt
beat off if I’da talked about going to East Jenkins! That was off-limits, to young people especially (Bentley
2015).” East Jenkins residents like Myrtle Venters and Jake Gallion acknowledged that East Jenkins was
a popular social destination for young people, who often consumed alcohol at the pool hall, dance halls,
and restaurants. Jake remembered several dance halls that sold alcohol. He said,
Anywhere you went there was a dance place, party house. …that's wide open down there at
times, I'm telling you. East Jenkins was... Well, you go down here, there's a dance hall there,
and the beer, sold beer there. Go just across over the railroad tracks, there was Huldy's, they had
another breakdown going over there. Up here was the Twinkle Inn. Go in there, Mal Lads
running it. Another breakdown going on in there, brother. [Laughs] Wouldn't be too long 'til
the cops be coming, there'd be a fight broke out- [Laughs]- with that paddy wagon picking 'em
up. No, that was--it was, it was rough. It was pretty rough they'd show up. 'Cause them miners
get together, you know, they worked hard all week. They'd go down there and you'd--and they
had them, uh, uh, nickelodeon machines going, you know, it was playing everywhere. You could
hear--they had it going--if it wasn't playing one song, you ----------(??) everybody. But I think it
was a quarter, you put a quarter in and get five records, you know, and they'd hit that floor,
brother, really tearing it up (Gallion 2015).
According to Jake, however, East Jenkins did no more drinking than any other area around town,
however, and this perception owed to an inflated reputation of the area’s wildness outside company
control. I asked him if there was more drinking among East Jenkins residents than among residents
living in the company-owned sections of town, and he humorously replied that it remained equal, saying,
“I'd say just the whole outfit when they'd get to it, when they'd get the time off. When these miners get
the time off, they'd get down there, and when them going, a lot of times you'd see 'em coming across.
Said ‘where you going,’ said ‘I'm going to main Jenkins.’ …you have a gathering in East Jenkins. That's
where they, that's where they went.” I asked Jake specifically if people from the wealthier Lakeside district
came into East Jenkins to buy alcohol and drink at the dance halls, outside of the company eye. Jake
laughed heartily in recognition, confirming,
Why, this--that's, that's a drinking bunch up there. [Laughs] Lord, don't you--why they come with
that, with that fur around their neck, brother, and, uh, you see 'em getting that going, brother.
Yeah, that's just like they was let out of a cage. Yeah, yeah, you'd see them dropping over at
Huldy's there and next thing you know, there’s a bottle or something stuck back in there and
they gone. Yeah, man. That draws them just like honey draw a bee. They living like it's a society
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thing, you know. And then, then they didn't want you to know they was hitting that bottle.
[Laughs] Yeah, having their snootful (Gallion 2015).
Residents also confirmed that it was not solely men drinking, as the company’s literature
painted. I asked Myrtle if women drank, to which she promptly replied, “Sure, women drank, but I didn’t
(Venters and Anderson 2014)!” Myrtle said women did not patronize the pool hall in East Jenkins as
customers, but humorously relayed that women would go in to get their husbands out, revealing she
used to hide around the corner and spy on her husband, Ellis, to see what he was up to in there. I asked
Jake if women drank, and he replied, “Oh, yes. They drunk a little beer along, and no doubt they had a
little- maybe went out to the car maybe. Some of them got cars later on but they'd ease out there, I guess,
and take a snip. Yeah, they drank that beer. No doubt about that (Gallion 2015).” Norma Jean Vaugh,
from Lakeside, said, “Social drinking was just common knowledge, I think. …Alcohol was something,
that maybe, one a week- drink. In fact, when my brother-in-law, when I was 16, he had said, you have a
Tom Collins. And he would put the red cherry in it. And that was a special occasion, like on Christmas,
Easter (Vaughn 2016).” She also remembers young couples drinking responsibly at a dance hall that she
and her sister and brother-in-law liked to patronize in Norton, Virginia, but stated that nothing untoward
happened at these social events, including heavy drinking.
Legally obtained alcohol was consumed alongside moonshine and homebrew produced for
home consumption and the informal economy (Figure 91). Consol tried heartily to discourage these
practices, which they considered unbefitting in their caliber of towns. In an article entitled “Hooch Versus
Health” in the 1921 employee magazine, Consol dramatically implored miners not to drink illicit
moonshine, warning miners they were “flirting with the undertaker,” as moonshines often contained
wood alcohol and other poisons used by shady bootleggers. The article read, “Men, if you value your
health at all, let the stuff called ‘hooch,’ which is being sold by unscrupulous enemies of mankind, alone.
It will ‘get you…’” The article went so far as to describe the death-dealing properties of illicit moonshine
so potent they would delight the Nazis (Consolidation Coal Company 1921b, 9). Despite their warnings,
Consol’s residents were certainly consuming moonshine. Mentions of moonshine are scant in the
employee magazine, as the company was presumably concerned with appearances, but the C.C.C.
Mutual Magazine did run a story about a moonshine raid in Van Lear by Consol police that uncovered a
home-made still made of lard cans and galvanized pipes fueled by an expensive oil stove after officers
learned “liquor was being quietly sold around certain sections of town (Consolidation Coal Company
1920b, 20).” Another article recounted a humorous story in the Burdine news section about an officer
attempting to arrest moonshiners, but falling over a fence and breaking his arm (Consolidation Coal
Company 1921a, 24).
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Figure 5-20: Inspection party with moonshine still on Raven Rock, Jenkins, Kentucky, April 20, 1919. Photograph from the University of
Kentucky Special Collections.

Questions about moonshine and homebrew caused great amusement among interviewees and
community members with whom I spoke. Residents around both Jenkins and McRoberts would
invariably joke to me that neighborhoods other than their own moonshined historically and still do. The
Centennial Committee, folks largely from Jenkins who helped me locate interviewees, took great delight
in the question when I first began my fieldwork, joking to me that all the moonshiners were in McRoberts.
McRoberts residents that I subsequently met made the same joke about Jenkins. Moonshine and
homebrews were likely produced all over the area equally. Katherine Oden from McRoberts remembered
a place that sold homebrew in the late 1940s through the 1950s. She said, “Some people made what
they called homebrew, was liked beer. A couple people up in here that made it. Some of the elders that
are gone now. They said it tasted like beer, but I never had it. It was brewed like beer.” The establishment
was informal, or as Katherine put it, “It was undercover!” and, “They just had certain customers.” I
specifically asked about the storage vessels for this brew, wondering if it was sold in canning jars or
reused beer bottles like the many recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump. Katherine said, “They had ___
bottles if you wanted to buy it, and then fruit jars and half pint jars. I never was into that! I had a little
Budweiser when the children were grown, but didn’t fool with it other than that.” Moonshine, she
predictably said, was made over in Jenkins (Oden 2016)! None of my interviewees or other community
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members shared information about the sources of moonshine historically, but it was certainly present.
Myrtle Venters remembered that her husband, Ellis, always kept a gallon of moonshine in the safe of
their store, the East Jenkins Food Shop, and would offer it to any drinkers who paid off their bill. Myrtle
remembered accidentally breaking the jar while using the safe one day, and unleashing a smell that
never left, which constantly worried her that officials would come in and smell it (Venters and Anderson
2014).
Alcohol is firmly tied to narratives about the future of Letcher County and its towns. The moist
motion in Jenkins remains somewhat controversial, as alcohol has throughout the town’s history, but
most residents seem interested in the potential benefits of the motion. Ked Sanders, who most people
call Jenkins’s unofficial historian, summed up sentiments about the transition I heard from many people,
saying,
See, the county went dry back in the nineteen, late forties or thereabout, because there was so
much crime associated with it. But when it was reintroduced… at Seco, and they created a
winery there and actually started selling wine and have a hotel there. …that opened the door.
People learned that you can have alcohol without crime. That was the lesson learned from that
initiative. And then Whitesburg, they took on the option a few years ago, and I remember Mayor
James Wiley Craft said that it generated $180,000 the first year for the city, and there was only
one alcohol-related arrest in Whitesburg in that year. But sixty, seventy years prior to that, there
were some jails were full, and morgues- people just associated it with drinking and fighting and
killing. So our ancestors were probably right in voting it out back then, but this new generation
was right in voting it back in. I drink some, and I always resented the fact that I had to go to
Virginia to buy alcohol and give them the money and taxes over there. But I'm glad to see that
our county is progressing, and since the initial option to sell alcohol in restaurants, that way, you
know- and see, they had a requirement that it had to have so many seats and sell--a certain
percentage of it is food, that way people come and eat and have a drink and go home, you know.
Whereas coming into a bar room, sit there and get inebriated and drunk and fall on the floor
and falling down on the streets, and fighting and killing and all of that is completely different
time. And now they saw that, you know, our generation was pretty responsible people who could
handle alcohol properly, and now they've got whiskey stores around, and a lot of the restaurants
there are selling the alcohol, and the Food City and Walmart, so- progress (Sanders and Sanders
2015).
5.5

Conclusion

Ked also told me jokingly that after Whitesburg’s mayor James Wiley Craft passed the first vote
about alcohol there, that someone came up to him and said, “Welcome to the twenty-first century." The
joke, I think, self-consciously references, on one level, the awareness that residents have of narratives
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about Appalachian backwardness, while also commenting on welcome progress. The joke is funny, I
think, because Letcher County, of course, was already in the twenty-first century along with the rest of
America, just like it was in the twentieth. Jenkins and McRoberts residents are aware of national
perceptions which position them as either under-consumers or over-consumers of market goods.
Consumption, however, is of course more nuanced than such a dichotomy. Chapters 6 and 7 explore this
nuance with an eye not only toward representations of Appalachia, but also consider the active
constitution of social life through practice.
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6

6.1

LIFE IN THE VALLEY OF POTTERY: CERAMIC COSMOPOLITANISM AT JENKINS

Introduction: If Dishes Were Fishes, We’d All Swim in Riches

The United States emerged as a consumer society during its industrialization between the Civil War
and World War II, experiencing a consumer revolution that placed myriad goods within the reach of
middling and lower economic brackets. Rising standards of living, coupled with the ease of access
provided by mail order catalogs, department stores, and dime stores, brought previously out-of-reach
home goods into “ordinary” homes. Ceramic and glass dishes and display vessels abounded on the
market, becoming integral to the desires, décor, and dining practices of American homes. Historian
Regina Blaszczyk writes,
Rich and poor invested a good deal of meaning in the durable goods that made houses into homes.
Ubiquitous china closets, whatnot shelves, and buffet cabinets, suggested that pottery and
glassware mattered more than other things. …These durable, yet fragile, artifacts symbolized blood
ties, anchored memories, and expressed private longings. Between social climbing and visual
delight, Americans found a wide spectrum of reasons for treasuring pottery and glassware… (2000,
2).
Appalachian residents participated in the consumer revolution in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, equally buying, using, and making consumer society alongside their fellow Americans (Figure
73). Contrary to journalistic and scholarly studies of Appalachia during this era, Appalachian consumers
made purchasing and use decisions “based upon economy, need, and desire, but clearly not constrained
by geography nor by their ‘cultural retardation (Horning 2000c, 48),’” as these sensational
representations offered. Ellen Churchill Semple’s (1901) study of Eastern Kentucky’s Pine Mountain area
described a land at the turn of the twentieth century without access or awareness of the market, dotted
by primitive homes devoid of consumer goods. The archaeological record and residents’ testimonies
reveal the opposite. Archaeological sites across the Appalachian region have produced modern dishes
galore (Barnes 2011a, 2011b; Groover 2003; Horning 2000b; Metheney 2007; Westmont 2017),
suggesting not only a strong connection with the market, but considerable finesse in shopping for and
using these “objects of desire.”
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Figure 6-1: Photograph of a miner's wife in her kitchen full of modern dishes, Wheelwright, Kentucky, taken for the U.S. Coal Commission’s
1947 medical study. The caption reads, “Mrs. Temis Sullivan, coal miner’s wife, in her kitchen of her home in company housing project.”
Photograph from the University of Kentucky Special Collections, Russell Lee Photographic Collection.

Jenkins residents had extremely cosmopolitan tastes in home goods, as previously discussed,
and ceramic dinner and teawares recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump suggest that they
enthusiastically purchased and used refined white wares that encapsulated modern trends.
Archeological studies in the 1980s and 1990s proposed largely functional arguments centering
economic limitations in regards to consumers’ ceramic acquisitions, assuming buyers bought the most
expensive and highly decorated wares they could afford, a paradigm archaeologists have since
challenged (Majewski 1987), and it is particularly important to view historic ceramic consumption in
Appalachia in a more complex fashion, given the history of material representations that have centered
poverty and isolation as dominate social constraints. Jenkins residents had wide access to ceramic dishes,
a reality that provoked surprise from outside observers. The C.C.C. Mutual Magazine’s editor toured
Jenkins in the late 1920s, spending considerable time at the largest company-owned store (Figure 74),
about which he raved. He wrote, “You would not expect to find an establishment like this in the hills of
Kentucky (Consolidation Coal Company 1927a, 13).” He described the wares in detail, including,
“supplies include perfumes from Persia, stationary from France, pottery from the kilns of Japan, and
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intricately etched brass work from India (Consolidation Coal Company 1927a, 13).” His surprise is
revealing about the assumptions often made about Appalachian residents’ cosmopolitanism and access
to national and international markets. The wide variety of trendy, affordable ceramic dishes available to
Jenkins residents allowed them to pursue and shape the “china mania” (Blaszczyk 2000) of the early
twentieth century along with the rest of the nation.

Figure 6-2: Interior of the Jenkins Store, 1929, the largest company store in the community, showing a table display set with dishes.
Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.
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Figure 6-3: Closeup of decal dishes on display in the Jenkins Store, 1929. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American
History, Consolidation Coal Company Collection.

6.2

China Mania and the Mass-Produced Revolution

Historian Regina Blaszczyk’s (2000, 2009) incredible studies of the consumer revolutions in
dishes and glassware from the late nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries have explored the
burgeoning penchant for myriad new designs, made possible by technological revolutions in paste,
molding, and decoration, emergent systems of mass and bulk production, and consumer-focused
research into the tastes and desires of “ordinary” housewives and other women consumers. Advertisers,
market researchers, retailers, suppliers, and designers responded to consumers’ tastes and produced a
spectrum of designs for broad consumer audiences, recognizing the modern woman consumer would
not uncritically accept ‘top-down’ tastes from even the savviest marketers. American consumers heavily
patronized wares from American potteries during this period, who employed flexible specialization,
which “emphasized the reading of consumer desires and the creation of an endless flow of novel lines,
[which] perfectly suited the enormous and highly diversified market (Blaszczyk 2000, 11).” Women
consumers demanded not only function, but beauty, affordability, and wide selection by the 1880s, but
these dreams were fully realized in the early twentieth century. Mass-market pottery became ubiquitous,
inexpensive, and sometimes even free as promotional giveaways, enabling women across economic and
geographic spectrums to embrace colorful, artistic home goods that “simultaneously expressed
individuality, betokened a social class’s aesthetic preferences, and testified to participation in
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mainstream culture or industrial capitalism (Blaszczyk 2000, 53).” Their lusts for artful, modern décor
could be easily satisfied through decorated dishes, ordinary items that renovated the home. China mania
factored strongly in the rise of the new woman consumer after the Civil War, when even impoverished
American consumers that were formerly limited to plain dishes could cheaply buy decorated tablewares
for only a fractional increase from new variety chain stores, or obtain dishes as premiums with staple
foods from tea vendors, drugstores, and groceries. The importance of decorated dishes in display and
dining is revealed by the invention and popularity of china cabinets, which first appeared in trade
catalogs of the 1880s, and were widespread by 1900 (Venable 2000, 23). A popular advice manual called
Household Discoveries (Morse 1908) written for rural audiences described the china cabinet as a
combination of function and style, which gave modest dining rooms “character and beauty.”
6.3

Dishing up Modernity: Tastes and Trends at Jenkins

The Jenkins and McRoberts residents I interviewed remembered obtaining ceramic dishes from
a variety of sources in a variety of patterns. Georgia Helton from East Jenkins remembered buying a
dinner and serving set after getting married from the company’s No. 3 Store, including a serving vessel
whose lid she still used to cover her electric cooker. She remembered the East Jenkins furniture store
selling dishes, and also patronizing mail order catalogs, notably Montgomery Ward and Sears Roebuck
(Helton 2014). Katherine Oden from McRoberts stated that their family would buy their dishes and
glassware in Neon or Whitesburg, notably at the hardware store in the late 1940s. She remembered
owning both plain and patterned dishes (Oden 2016). Jeanette Bentley’s family from Burdine, who were
of lower economic means, remembered her family’s dishes as plain and undecorated, but could not
remember if her mother bought them from local stores or mail order catalogs (Bentley 2015). Andigoni
Steffa (personal communication, 2015) did not remember her family’s dishes, but remembered the hotel
ware from her father’s restaurant, the Jenkins Inn, as having a black design like a Greek key around the
rim, which she believed came from a supply house. Clarence Dotson from Dunham delightedly showed
me the prized set of dishes his family acquired from a door-to-door salesperson sometime in the 1940s,
which he said the family still calls the “Jewel tea dishes.” The dishes sat in the beautiful china cabinet
that Clarence made himself (except for the three-tiered serving tray, which holds the family’s keys [Figure
76]), and the pattern was manufactured by Hall China for the Jewel Tea Company as premiums with
coffee and tea delivery beginning in 1933 (Miller 1997).
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Figure 6-4: Hall China’s Autumn Leaf pattern manufactured for Jewell Tea premiums on a tiered serving platter owned by Clarence Dotson.
Photograph by author.

Both patterned and plain ceramic table and teawares were certainly within the reach of Jenkins
consumers whose refuse contributed to the Shop Hollow Dump. Historian Crandall Shifflett (1991, 108)
has argued that establishing “typical” wage rates for Appalachian miners is practically impossible, given
the vast disparity in pay between companies and positions. Exact incomes of Consol’s Jenkins employees
are also largely unknown, due to the loss of company documents after the town was sold to private
interests, but some national studies and reports from the company’s employee magazine help paint a
picture of financial means. Industrial researcher Anne Bezanson (1924) used data from the U.S. Coal
Commission’s early twentieth-century coal mining studies to report average earning for machine
operators, pick miners, and coal loaders in 1920, reporting that yearly earnings for union and non-union
miners averaged between $1,750 and $1,800. The Internal Revenue Service reported that the American
average income in 1920 was $3,269.40 per year, and that 72.19 percent of Americans filing taxes
reported an annual income between $1,000 and $3,000, with the average income in Kentucky as
$3,116.35 (United States Internal Revenue 1922). Consol’s miners, above-ground daymen, and salaried
employees may have earned below the state average, but the few archival sources that could be located
and residents’ testimonies reveal that even underground miners were paid well. Consol published halfmonth earnings of six miners in the November 1920 issue of their employee magazine, which ranged
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from $156.91 to $98.41, stating that, “every man can do just as well as any of these if he has the desire
to work and the knowledge of the work (Consolidation Coal Company 1920c, 20).” The employee
magazine reported high tonnage for the month in the Burdine mines Number 201 and 202 in December
of 1923. The tonnage of six miners was listed ranging from 342.30 to 477.25 tons per person
(Consolidation Coal Company 1923, 59). The magazine reported high tonnage records in September of
1924 for 20 miners at all the Jenkins and McRoberts mines between 226.55 and 470.20 tons per person
(Consolidation Coal Company 1924a).
Company employees seemed to feel their incomes were good. Jake Gallion and Clarence
Dotson both reported to me that they remember miners earning between 80 and 90 cents per ton during
the late 1930s and 1940s, which they both called a good wage. Even assuming the tonnage rate was
lower in the 1920s, the high earners reported in the employee magazine could have earned close to a
thousand dollars during a peak month. Wayne Collins’s father was a salaried Consol miner in the 1920s,
and Wayne reported his father made $200 per month, which would have been an annual income of
$2,400, above the industry’s average reported by the U.S. Coal Commission (Bezanson 1924). McCullom
Cook, an African American miner interviewed for the Appalachian Oral History Project, came to Jenkins
and later McRoberts in 1937, and was amazed by how much money he made, remembering his first
paycheck between $50 and $60, and the going rate between 55 and 60 cents per ton of coal. He had
never seen a $50 bill before, and thought the company was shorting him, wanting coins instead, and
later marveling at seeing a $50 bill in his own pay envelope (Cook 1971). Wage gaps obviously existed
between white and black miners in the coal industry and may explain the disparity between tonnage
rates reported by McCullom, and Jake and Clarence, who were both white. Tonnage rates and miners’
yearly salaries may of course also be an inaccurate reading of financial means in the Jenkins community
as a whole, as earning certainly differed between positions for men and women in and outside the mines.
Interestingly, Shifflett (1991) and economist Price Fishback (1992) have argued that the economic
margin between the “middle” and “working” classes at coal towns was actually small, and that teachers,
for example, did not earn much if any more than many miners. Even hypothetically considering a yearly
income of $1,750 in the 1920s, ceramic tablewares of many prices were within the reach of residents.
For example, a highly popular 51-piece decal white granite set with pink and green roses and bright gold
edges and handles retailed in the Fall 1920 Sears catalog for $12.95 (Figure 77), which would have only
been 0.73 percent of a $1,750 annual income. A higher-end 100-piece gold-banded set (probably Home
Laughlin) retailed in the same catalog for $15.98, which would only have been 0.91 percent of a $1,750
annual income (Figure 78). Both these patterns may very well be some of the decal and white scalloped
patterns which dominate the Shop Hollow Dump assemblage. In addition, consumers had a range of
very similar dishes at their pleasure in less expensive open-stock patterns. Blaszczyk (1994, 126) argues,
“Expenditures on ceramics constituted a small percentage of consumers’ annual budgets, but the act of
possession mattered more than money spent. Ceramics were signs whose cultural value was derived
from their inherent qualities, and to a lesser extent, their prices.”
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Figure 6-5: Pink rose decal dinner set advertised in the Fall 1920 Sears catalog.

Figure 6-6: Gold banded dinner set advertised in the Fall 1920 Sears catalog.

Jenkins residents’ expenditures on ceramic vessels appears to be solidly middling, when
considering the Shop Hollow Dump assemblage. Economic scaling was used for the Phase III refined
white table and teawares in this dissertation’s analysis, following Frederick Thomas’s (1988) economic
scaling classification. Economic scaling was famously developed by George Miller (1980) for use with
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early to mid-nineteenth century archaeological ceramic assemblages. Miller developed a classification
of ceramic vessels based on the cost relationships of decorated wares to the cheapest undecorated wares,
called “cc” or cream-colored wares, based on nineteenth-century ceramic price lists. Miller’s scaling
calculates a formula and expresses results in terms of average relative economic values for plates, cups,
and bowls, and a mean economic value for the assemblage is obtained by dividing by the total number
of these vessels. However, Miller’s price indices only extend to 1881, and his scaling technique is thus
inappropriate for twentieth-century analysis (Henry 1987). Thomas’s scaling method, which is an
adaptation of Miller’s technique for early twentieth-century ceramic vessels, was chosen due to its use of
mail order catalogs from the mid-1890s to the late 1920s. Susan Henry (1987) also developed a ceramic
scaling technique for twentieth century ceramics using mail order catalogs, but did not have access to as
many as Thomas, who used a 1895 Montgomery Ward reprint catalog, and the 1897, 1900, 1902, 1908,
and 1909 reprint Sears Roebucks catalogs. Thomas developed indexes for the mid-1890s, the 1900 to
1910 period, and one for the late 1920s. The Shop Hollow Dump assemblage dates into the 1930s,
however, so it should be noted the fit of Thomas’s indices to these data is imperfect. I consulted original
Sears Roebuck catalogs from 1900 to 1940 which have been digitized and made available on
Ancestry.com and have used these additional catalogs for pattern identification and pricing specifics but
did not expand or revise Thomas’s scaling method.
Thomas generated index values from these seven mail order catalogs by using prices of openstock plates, cups, saucers, and bowls. Index values for plates were averaged since plate sizes cannot be
reliably determined from sherds, and Thomas generated a combined index value for tea and coffee cups
since their specific function is difficult to determine from archaeological collections. Thomas’s economic
scaling is predicated upon a minimum number of vessels analysis, which was completed following Voss
and Allen (2010) using rim sherds (n=145) from refined white earthenware dinner and teaware vessels
(plates, cups, saucers, and bowls). Only rims were included in the analysis (as opposed to rims, bodies,
bases, and handles), based on Pamela Schenian’s (1988) findings that the majority of patterns in early
to mid-twentieth century ceramic vessels sold through mail order catalogs were confined to the rims and
vessel borders, or had sparsely-decorated vessel bodies. Hotel ware was also excluded from MNV
analysis. The refined white earthenware vessels fall in the middling of the scaling range, as shown in
Tables 9 to 11. Many American-made dish patterns featured in the 1927 Sears reprint catalog sold as
either open stock or dinnerware sets are in line with these prices, including floral and fruit decal patterns
and gold-banded and printed wares. Imported German, English, and French dinnerware sets would have
also been affordable, including German gold-banded and pink rose decal patterns with and without gold
accents, English Blue Willow pattern, and French Haviland sets of pink rose and yellow rose with gold
accents.
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Table 6-1: Ceramic Scaling of Refined Earthenware Bowls

DECORATION/WARE

SCALE

Undecorated
Gilt
Blue Willow
Transferprint
Decal
Porcelain

N
1
1.91
2.02
2.75
2.87
6.82

PRODUCT
2
1
0
1
3
2
9

2
1.91
0
2.75
8.61
13.64
28.91

Value= 28.91/9= 3.21
Table 6-2: Ceramic Scaling of Refined Earthenware Plates

DECORATION/WARE

SCALE

Undecorated
Gilt
Blue Willow
Transferprint
Decal
Porcelain

N
1
1.66
2.05
2.73
2.68
4.25

Value= 50.57/25= 2.02
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PRODUCT
5
11
1
1
6
2
26

5
18.26
2.05
2.73
16.08
8.5
52.62

Table 6-3: Ceramic Scaling of Refined Earthenware Cups and Saucers

DECORATION/WARE

SCALE

Undecorated
Gilt
Blue Willow
Transferprint
Decal
Porcelain

N
1
2.08
2.09
2.76
2.84
3.87

PRODUCT
5
6
0
2
5
5

5
12.48
0
5.52
14.2
19.35

23

56.55

Value= 56.55/23= 2.46
Open-stock table and teawares and those sold in sets differed in price. More importantly, openstock patterns allowed consumers to buy dishes gradually, buy only the pieces they wanted, and replace
broken pieces over time. Formal dining rituals of the Victorian Era required specialized pieces for specific
foods and courses were expensive to enact, and the set of dishes required for formal service would have
constituted a once-in-a-lifetime procurement for families of modest means, either through their own
expenditure or the practice of giving dish sets as wedding gifts (Blaszczyk 2000; Venable 2000).
Americans experienced a shift from Victorian dining and entertainment in the home that emphasized
ritualism and formalism to styles of casual eating and entertaining in the 1920s (Lucas 1994; Lucas and
Shackel 1994; Shackel 1993), and the need for an elaborate setting of many dishes subsided. Americans
still purchased table and teawares sold as sets, but open stock became an attractive means of building
table settings that were often used for everyday meals, while sets, particularly more expensive teawares,
were reserved for special occasions and entertaining. These relaxed conventions in table service were
also related to changes in food consumption between 1880 and the mid-twentieth century. Venable
writes, “perhaps the most significant thread in the story of changing American patterns of entertaining
at home in those hundred years is the appearance and wide adoption of a national set of middle-class
meal preparation and service conventions, including, in the early twentieth century, widespread use of
national marketed processed foods that became the basis of a distinctive, if not always lovely, middle
class cuisine (2000, 19).” Middlebrow tastes became the norm in dining, and open stock dishes were a
means of supplying fashionable, inexpensive table settings that could easily be obtained from mail order
catalogs and five-and-dime stores (Blaszczyk 2000; Venable 2000). However, my inspection of Sears and
Montgomery Ward catalogs from 1900 to 1940 reveal that sets in very similar patterns to open-stock
dishes continued to be offered, and it is conceivable consumers purchased both, perhaps using sets as
an initial means of acquiring a full table service, and augmenting or replacing broken dishes with similar
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open stock patterns. The practice of “making do” by combining dishes in similar patterns from several
sets and open-stock patterns became a harmonious aesthetic pursued by consumers of both lower and
middling economic means that has been a standard practice ever since (Venable 2000, 37).
The ceramic scaling indexes for bowls, plates, cups, and saucers compares interestingly with two
Appalachian sites studied in Menifee County, Kentucky studied by Kim McBride (McBride 2018), who
also used Thomas’s ceramic scaling indexes. The Jewell Site (15Mf74) and the Elkins Site (15Mf373) are
two historic residential sites (ca. 1848-1941) affiliated with the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
century logging industry along Indian Creek, which were excavated in 2016 by the Kentucky
Archaeological Survey. The Jewell and Elkins families both farmed and supplemented their income with
logging, and the assemblages of both sites revealed full participation in the market economy.
Undecorated vessels were the most common decorative type recovered from both sites, just as at the
Shop Hollow Dump, accounting for 67.1% of the Jewell assemblage and 60% of the Elkins assemblage.
The ceramic index values for the cups/saucers, plates, and bowls of the Jewell assemblage are 1.87, 1.22,
and 1.68, respectively. Plates were the most numerous kind of vessel in the assemblage, which reduced
the total value of the assemblage to 1.40. The ceramic index values calculated for the Elkins site for
cups/saucers, plates, and bowls, were 1.91, 1.38, and 1.86, respectively. Plates were also more
numerous in the Elkins assemblage, reducing the total value of the assemblage to 1.63. McBride notes
the Elkins assemblage has a higher overall index, due to a higher percentage of porcelain vessels (14
percent for Elkins site compared to 6.6 percent for Jewell site). McBride’s work at these sites and others
in Kentucky provide invaluable comparisons, as she has used Thomas’s scaling indexes at several. She
notes that most ceramic price index values calculated from Kentucky assemblages range from a little over
1.00 (mostly minimal decoration) to two to three times the value of undecorated ware (highly decorated
and with more expensive porcelain). The highest values computed in Kentucky are 3.29, from an
assemblage of highly decorated wares including many costly porcelains, from a mid-nineteenth century
privy at Ashland, the Henry Clay estate in Lexington, Kentucky, and a value of 3.49 computed by Stephen
McBride and Mark Esarey (1995) from a group of artifacts recovered from a subsequent Ashland privy.
Kim McBride concludes that,
…low socioeconomic purchasing power (as representing socioeconomic status) may be
represented by ceramic index values ranging from 1.00 to 1.29, and lower middle class
purchasing power/status by values ranging from 1.30 to 1.99. More studies are needed to conduct
this analysis on late nineteenth to twentieth century assemblages with corresponding good
documentary and oral historical information about the occupants and using Thomas’s values. The
Jewell and Elkins site ceramic index values of 1.40 and 1.63, respectively, suggest that both
families had lower middle class purchasing power (McBride 2018, 178-179).
The index value calculated from bowls recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump is thus surprisingly
high, but can perhaps be explained by looking at sets offered in the Sears Roebuck and Montgomery
Ward catalogs from the early twentieth century. My perusal of these catalogs from 1910 to the 1940s
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found that many bowl sets marketed as berry bowl and dessert sets were quite affordable, and many of
the porcelain bowls could also have been from affordable dinner sets. Bowls could have also been
purchased as open stock, and both open-stock and set bowls could have been used for specific events,
namely for women’s social gatherings, a form of entertainment very in-vogue. Jenkins residents,
particularly those from Lakeside, may have been willing to spend more money on bowls because they
would have been seen and used by guests. The ceramic index values for plates and cups and saucers
suggest that Jenkins residents contributing to the Shop Hollow Dump spent more on these dinnerwares
then the Jewell or Elkins families, but wielded solidly middle and perhaps upper-middle purchasing
power. Jenkins consumers could afford the dishes they desired, including on-trend expensive and
middling wares, but seem to have favored trendy less-expensive wares for everyday meals, as discussed
below.
6.4

A Pink Moss Rose by Every Other Name Looks Just as Sweet: Floral Decals and the
Color Revolution

Consumers during the era in which the Shop Hollow Dump was generated were presented with a
myriad of new designs on both open-stock and sets. Revolutions in applied-decoration technologies
brought a colorful new world of dishes in many shapes to the table, and decal dishes dominate the
decorated Phase II and Phase III assemblages, as discussed in Chapter 4, comprising 10.2% of the refined
decorated Phase III ceramic sherds. The majority of these patterns are floral displaying pink, green, blue
and yellow colors (Figures 79 to 82). The importance of decal dishes from 1910 to the 1930s cannot be
overstated. “Decalcomania,” a craze for these applied decorations, was largely fostered by innovations by
American potteries, who were an integral part of the color revolution in American home décor. Americans
experienced a change in aesthetic preferences after The Centennial International Exhibition of 1876, the
first official World's Fair in the United States, was held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where potteries
displayed new lines of colored decorations for eager consumers. Savvy marketers emphasized a
“rebellion” against the plain whiteness of outdated, undecorated ironstones as impersonal and ugly,
influenced by Far Eastern designs and bright colors that showed plants, animals, and patriotic vignettes.
Domestic potteries in Trenton and East Liverpool originally aped English decal and gilded designs from
Staffordshire potteries, and then revolutionized the market with myriad new designs. East Liverpool
potteries explored a populist appeal, intentionally developing designs and price points that catered to
popular rather than highbrow tastes, notably Homer Laughlin, whose salespeople analyzed ordinary
homes for design ideas. Simultaneously, marketers also encouraged consumers to display
continentalism by patronizing more expensive French, German, and English tea sets in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. Marketers and department stores catering to middle-class
consumers encouraged consumers to show off their tastes and social status through these decorated
dishes, which women bought in large sets or assembled in mismatched but similar pieces, especially in
working-class homes to craft a colorful, homey aesthetic (Blaszczyk 2000).
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Figure 6-7: Porcelain decal plate of pink, yellow, and green roses. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-8: White granite rose decal saucer, EEP Company. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-9: White granite yellow and red rose decal rim. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-10: White granite blue floral decal plate, Alfred Meakin, England. Photograph by author.

Floral decals of pink, violet, and yellow burgeoned in average homes. Women consumers had
many choices for purchase. A proliferation of rose, pansy, and peony designs were sold through stores
and mail order catalogs like Sears Roebuck, and floral designs abounded on promotional tea wares.
Working class sentiments held that free or reduced-cost porcelain dishes were just as pretty and fancy as
more expensive wares, and indeed it is very difficult to tell the difference between many promotional
and for-purchase wares. Pink, lavender, and yellow flowers with green leaves experienced their golden
age from 1900 to 1930, falling off in popularity after the 1930s. Firms ran hundreds of patterns across
many shapes, but a few patterns set the standard. Two of the most popular floral decal patterns were
Haviland’s Moss Rose and Homer Laughlin’s Pink Moss Rose. Homer Laughlin’s pink rose dinner sets
were so popular that they were copied by many firms, and a glance at all the very similar pink and
lavender floral patterns in the Shop Hollow Phase III assemblage makes one think the savvy consumer
was mixing and matching them. These pink and lavender floral patterns were affordable and easy to
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obtain, especially from mail order catalogs. Mail order companies like Sears Roebuck patronized
American potteries in the 1910s and 1920s to replace crockery from the slackening European market.
Sears began to include Homer Laughlin wares, including their most popular patterns like Pink Moss Rose
and Violet Spray. The 1916 Fall Sears Roebuck catalog included a proliferation of Homer Laughlin wares,
including an entire page of pink rose-themed white granite sets in patterns they called Pink Sweetbriar
Rose, Pink Moss Rose, and Pink Trailing Rose, all of which had floral border designs and gold rims. The
catalog bragged, “The fine quality of these dinner sets should be borne in mind,” proudly proclaiming
richly embossed scalloped edges, pure white bodies, lustrous glazes, and very popular Empress and
Hudson shapes. Shoppers could purchase these patterns as either fifty-piece sets in the five-dollar range,
100-piece sets in the eight-to-nine-dollar range, or by the piece as open stock (Figures 84 to 86).
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Figure 6-11: Floral decal patterns from the Homer Laughlin catalog, circa 1916. From
http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/hlcpatterns1916.html
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Figure 6-12: Floral decal patterns from the Homer Laughlin catalog, circa 1916. From
http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/hlcpatterns1916.html
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Figure 6-13: Floral decal patterns from the Homer Laughlin catalog, circa 1916. From
http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/hlcpatterns1916.html

Some of the pink and lavender decal white granites and porcelains are almost certainly from
Homer Laughlin’s lines, but as discussed in Chapter 4, pattern identification was elusive due to the
condition of sherds, the ubiquity of copycat patterns, and the paucity of maker’s marks (Figure 87). These
patterns on the Hudson, Empress, and Genessee shapes, several of which are pictured in the images
from the company’s pattern books above, were very affordable means of pursuing “decalcomania,” and
these patterns are certainly in keeping with the ceramic scaling performed for the Phase III ceramic
assemblage. Some of the pink, lavender, and green decal patterns are on porcelain plates, teacups,
saucers, and bowls, however, and probably represented much costlier expenditures (Figure 88). Several
large Theodore Haviland Limoges sets of pink flowers and green leaves from France were offered in the
Sears catalogs from 1910 to 1930, and the porcelain plates and bowls from the Phase III assemblage
may have come from these sets. Roses, apple blossoms, and other pink flowers graced their borders, and
were promoted as a genuine luxury. It is tempting to ascribe the purchase of these porcelains to residents
of higher economic statuses, especially given that the Shop Hollow Dump refuse likely contained refuse
from mine managers’ and other salaried employees’ homes in Lakeside, but many of these porcelains
would also be within reach of middling households. The Fall 1916 Sears Roebuck catalog sold an
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enormous 100-piece set advertised as the Louis XV Apple Blossom and Moss Fern Dinner Set, for
example, which retailed for $19.98. This expenditure would still account for 1.1 percent of our theoretical
miner’s $1,750 annual income, which is well below Blaszczyk’s (2000, 130) estimation of around 13
percent of American households’ annual budgets on china and glassware for the period between 1898
and 1916, and 6.8 percent for the period between 1922 and 1929. Pink, lavender, and green floral
decals could bring the desired pop of color into kitchens and china cabinets across the economic
spectrum, allowing Jenkins women to fashionably pursue new standards of dining and décor for their
homes.

Figure 6-14: Apple blossom decal on white granite rim, possibly one of Homer Laughlin's numerous patterns on their popular Hudson,
Empress, or Genesse shapes. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-15: Porcelain saucer with gilt rim detail, green and pink lustre, and a red poppy decal. Photograph by author.

6.5

All That Glitters is Bold: Gilt for the Every-kitchen

Gold-ornamented wares, a symbol of luxury and wealth, were costly in the nineteenth century
due to production techniques, which required the hand-application of gold to rims and bodies. The
twentieth century saw a profound change in production, however, and technological revolutions allowed
the mass production of gold-adorned china. Roulette banding, stamping, silkscreening (Figure 89), and
rotary banding offered fast and inexpensive means of decorating high volumes of pottery, and put shiny
wares within the reach of most consumers. Instead of “gilding girls” whose highly skilled hands applied
gold to pottery, companies employed multiple techniques: “Stamping presses were now used to apply
gold embossed ornament. Similarly, the silkscreening process, already used to decorate glassware, was
appropriated by potteries. Gold stamping and silkscreening made it possible to feature brightly colored
patterns without resorting to expensive decorative techniques like hand painting or gilding (Venable
2000, 134).” Browsing Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward catalogs from the early twentieth century
gives one the impression that gold must have glittered in every cabinet. Certainly, most of the Phase III
assemblage’s decorated sherds bear traces of its luster, often in combination with scalloped rims, relief
decoration like dots, hash marks, and scrolls, and decals, as discussed in Chapter 4. Some sherds even
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display multiple types of applied gold design, such as gilded rims, screenprinted or rotary-banded
stripes, stamped medallions, and roulette-applied swags. A popular combination for Jenkins consumers
seems to have been the aforementioned pink and green floral decals plus gold rims, medallions, or
swags, and these patterns were widely available. Sears Roebuck catalogs spanning the early to midtwentieth century offered many of these sets, some for several decades. The 1908 catalog boasted of a
popular set called the “Imperial Faience Dinner Set,” which had a scalloped and embossed edge and
decals of pink roses and green foliage around the edges, and noted, “between each floral cluster is a
genuine gold floral scroll ornament in the form of a spray, composed of roses and leaves outlined in
bright gold, which adds immensely to the richness of the set. In addition every handle and knob on all
the pieces is elegantly hand traced in bright coin gold (Sears 2015, 214).”

Figure 6-16: Gold silkscreened porcelain rim. Photograph by author.

The gold spray in question was almost certainly applied with a roulette wheel, a stamping tool
that quickly rolled the design around the rims of plates, saucers, and hollowware. Applied gold designs,
notably floral accents, appear to have been pioneered primarily at Ohio’s potteries, based on my
extensive research. Swag and linear patterns were produced by hand using the roulette wheel, a handled
rubber roller which was dipped in gold and rolled around the dishes by skilled workers. Raymonde
Limoges’s (Limoges China Company 1930) invaluable collector’s guide pictures one such roulette wheel,
and is one of the few sources that discusses this technique. A review of collector texts and online auction
and antique dealer listings reveals that the Limoges China Company (later named the American Limoges
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China Company) produced many patterns of floral swags, curlicue swags, and lace and filigree-like
borders (Limoges 1996). Companies also apparently used the same roulette wheels for similar patterns.
The Limoges China Company produced a flow blue, scalloped rimmed pattern with identical daisy swags
to Homer Laughlin’s Angelus pattern, which displays a very similar flow blue, scalloped rimmed design
(see examples in Cunningham 1998, 59). These designs often mimicked costlier European designs, but
with a very modern, American twist. French Limoges was named after the city in France where highquality china was manufactured for 200 years, and the name is associated with hundreds of potteries
and many backstamps. Haviland China, founded in 1842, was one of the largest and best-known
companies, which shipped large quantities of dinner and teawares to the United States, Europe, and
Britain. French Limoges is famous for its light weight, pure white often translucent body, and gold
decorations (Limoges 1996, 7).
American designs were more whimsical than their French predecessors, however. Several
sherds from the Phase III assemblage display a green rim and jaunty swags of gold flags, and other
patterns like daisy swags, scrolls, and curlicues are also present. (Figure 90). A few floral-scrolled gold
patterns on plates from the Jenkins assemblage, such as the specimen in Figure 91, look like the Gold
Rose pattern of Homer Laughlin’s highly popular Republic shape, which had a molded, scalloped rim
(Page et al. 2003, 82). One scalloped flow-blue rim sherd displays a rouletted gold daisy swag pattern
around the rim (Figure 92). The daisy swag pattern matches daisy swags on dishes from two potteries,
suggesting potteries may have purchased these wheels from the same company or each other, or copied
the designs when manufacturing their own decorating wheels (Figure 93). Homer Laughlin produced a
flowed blue-edged pattern for plates in their popular Angelus shape, a scalloped rim with a line of
molded dots, a gilded rim, and the gold daisy swags around the plates. The sherd from Jenkins, however
lacks the gilded rim, although as Cunningham points out, not all pieces from a set were identical
(Cunningham 1998), and this sherd may have been from a piece in that set without the gilded rim. The
pattern could possibly have been produced by the French China company after the company moved to
Sebring, Ohio, from East Liverpool, Ohio. The company manufactured elegant, high-quality semiporcelain wares, including dinnerwares, hollowwares, and novelty pieces (Jasper 1996, 39). The pattern
on these flowed sherds from the Jenkins assemblage are possibly the Lorna Doone pattern shown in
Jasper’s (1996:40) Turn of the Century American Dinnerware, which pictures a creamer and sugar bowl
with a flowed, scalloped rim and gold swags, though the photograph is blurry, and the swags cannot be
compared in detail. Jasper notes that Gates and Omerod (1982) date the backstamp on these serving
pieces to from between 1916 and 1920.
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Figure 6-17: Gold applied designs made with a roulette wheel. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-18: Curlicues applied with a roulette wheel. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-19: Daisy chain applied with a roulette wheel. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-20: Daisy chain applied with a roulette wheel. Photograph by author.

Rubber stamped gold-decorated pieces (Figures 93 to 96) experienced their golden age circa
1910-1920, and Jenkins consumers seems to have eagerly pursued this new trend. Homer Laughlin’s
1908 catalog showcased their new Hudson shape, which had various gold-stamped decorations. Goldstamping was a process that Homer Laughlin had perfected, which involved application with rubber
stamps, and replaced laborious hand-application. Gold-stamping was popular throughout the 1910s and
a combination gold-stamped and floral decal design called Princess in a shape called The Angelus was
made for Sears and Roebuck’s 1911 catalog (Cunningham 1998, 98, 102). The Angelus stamp featured
gold peony-like clusters. Homer Laughlin had many rubber-stamped gold patterns in this era, including
one of grapes, vines, and roses on their popular Colonial shape (see Cunningham 1998, 53 for
examples). Gold-stamped patterns also continued in popularity on certain Laughlin shapes, such as
Virginia Rose, one of their most successful and longest-produced lines, which was produced between
1933 and the 1970s. Virginia Rose featured gold or silver stamps in flowers and scrolls, such as their
Woodland Gold and Golden Scrolls patterns (Cunningham 1998, 149-50). The Pottery, Glass & Brass
Salesman trade journal noted new designs by the Carrollton, Ohio Albright China Company which
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included a fancier embossed pattern called Glendere and a plainer shape called Highland, writing,
“Among the decors the concern is laying special stress on some exclusive medallion treatments which
have already made quite a hit, and which are decidedly out of the ordinary. The line is also very strong in
gold treatments. The line of gold decors includes some very dainty lacy effects. Sprays, while
conventional, are well selected and sure to make an appeal to the trade (1921, 29).” The 1908 Sears
catalog lists several American semi-vitreous sets with gold accents. The “Imperial Faience Dinner Set”
boasted a scalloped and embossed edge and decals of pink roses and green foliage around the edges,
and noted, “between each floral cluster is a genuine gold floral scroll ornament in the form of a spray,
composed of roses and leaves outlined in bright gold, which adds immensely to the richness of the set.
In addition, every handle and knob on all the pieces is elegantly hand traced in bright coin gold.” The
1908 catalog also featured a white and gold porcelain dinner set with an embossed scalloped edge. The
listing informed consumers, “White and gold is considered to be the most artistic and refined decoration
used in dinner ware. It is always in the very best of taste; it has always a rich appearance on the table.
Flower decorations may change and go out of style, but a white and gold dinner set is always fashionable
(Sears 2015).” White and gold dinner and teawares apparently did remain fashionable from the latenineteenth century to mid-twentieth century, as very similar sets were featured in Montgomery Ward
and Sears catalogs spanning the 1900 to 1940 catalogs.
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Figure 6-21: Gold-stamped decal floral sherd. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-22: Screenprinted gold flowers on a white granite saucer. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-23: Gold-stamped or screenprinted white granite plate rim. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-24: Gold-applied decorations. Photograph by author.

China displaying gold bands, often wide and often concentric, was also very of-the-moment, and
Jenkins consumers appear to have favored them heavily. Many gold and colored bands were produced
with a technique called “lining,” a rotary-banding technique in which highly skilled women workers held
a brush stationary in one hand and spun the dishes on a turntable in the other, producing precise bands.
Banded hollowware pieces like cups and creamers would then pass to other employees for hand-traced
gold handles (Limoges China Company 1930, -30). The Limoges China Company seems to have been
among the potteries that pioneered this technique. The 1927 Sears catalog lists several sets of plainer
white granite wares (listed as semi-porcelains) with gold bands. One open stock plain-edged set offered
consumers the choice between “bright gold” or “18-karat yellow matte gold” banding. The 18-karat
bright gold option offered gold-traced handles. The matte gold set, which was more expensive, boasted
“the satin finished gold used on the highest priced sets (Mirken 1970).” The Phase III ceramic
assemblage includes one sherd that is the shoulder of a serving vessel, perhaps a tureen. This sherd may
be from a popular Homer Laughlin pattern called Genessee, which featured one thick gold band above
a concentric thin gold band on the shoulder of the pattern’s tureen, as seen in Page et. al (2003). Homer
Laughlin’s popular 1912 catalog, called “The China Book” also heavily promoted the banded Genessee
shape (Figure 97), which featured the double gold band on the rims of plates, saucers, cups, creamers,
and sugar bowls (Cunningham 1998). The Genessee shape was wildly popular in the 1910s, and was
sold to Sears Roebuck, Woolworths, Butler Brothers, and many other companies, and copied by dozens
of other potteries (Cunningham 1998).
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Figure 6-25: Homer Laughlin's popular Genesse shape in patterns 1302, 1601, and 1705. From Home Laughlin's 1912 catalog. Source:
http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/genesee.html.

Several plate rims in the Phase III assemblage may be from Homer Laughlin’s equally popular
Niagara dish line (Figure 98), which included sub-pattern called “Gold Trim,” and included straightrimmed plates featuring one thick gold band below the rim and one concentric thin gold band below.
Page et. al (2003, 67-70) notes that the Niagara dinner service was listed in Homer Laughlin’s 1910
catalog, but was not offered by their 1916 catalog; however, many companies copied this pattern
throughout the twentieth century according to my perusal of Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward
catalogs from 1910-1945. One pattern from the Anchor Pottery Company in Trenton, New Jersey
featured a single thick, applied gold band on hollowware and flatware, such as a creamer with a goldbanded rim, gold-banded foot, and gold-banded shoulder shown in Jasper’s (1996,8) Turn of the
Century American Dinnerware 1880s to 1920s. These designs were produced by Anchor until the late
1920s. The Anchor Pottery Company was acquired by the Grand Union Tea Company after World War I,
which used the pottery to produce premiums given away in their door-to-door tea sales programs, and
Jasper (1996, 7) notes that many of Anchor’s wares from this period display medium-quality
workmanship. Sears catalogs in the late 1920s list several sets of plainer white granite wares with gold
bands. These gold-banded sets boasted the perfect combination of elegance, opulence, and function at
affordable prices, and since they were both timeless and fashionable, could be passed down within
households. For example, a fifty-six piece set in the Fall 1926 Sears catalog that is very likely on of Homer
Laughlin’s Genesse patterns boasted decorations “very rich in appearance” with matte gold bands
around a “beautiful plain edge,” informing consumers to “Please bear in mind that the gold used on
these sets is strictly first quality genuine gold, the same as in on the fine French sets.” The new
technologies which allowed for lowered production costs and higher production volumes, put gold on
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the tables and in the cabinets of households all over the economic spectrum, glittering from the cities to
the mountains, and everywhere in between.

Figure 6-26: Gold banded refined white granite sherd decorated using a turntable or screenprinting press. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-27: Gold banded refined white earthenwares decorated using a turntable or screenprinting press. Photograph by author.

6.6

Bluebird, Bluebird in and out the Store Window: Dime Store Dishes and Bargain Style

The cosmopolitanism of Jenkins consumers is also apparent in the cheapest of wares, notably in
a single decal sherd from the Phase III Shop Hollow Dump assemblage of beguiling importance. This
badly discolored decal sherd (Figure 100) once displayed a vibrant bluebird with a yellow beak swooping
amongst pink and green blossoms. Bluebird china enjoyed a brief but impressive history, first appearing
in the late 1800s, reaching its pinnacle in the early to mid-1920s, and almost entirely disappeared from
the market by 1930. Myriad American companies produced patterns with bluebirds, including Anchor
Pottery Company, Atlas China Company and Atlas-Globe China Company, Chippendale China, Homer
Laughlin China Company, and Steubenville Pottery Company to name a notable few. Over 300 of East
Liverpool’s potteries manufactured bluebird dinner and teawares during the height of its popularity in
the 1920s. The companies purchased the decals from the same suppliers, such as the Meyercord Decal
Company in Chicago. Some companies added details like screenprinted blue or red bands, or combined
the birds in different configurations, but many companies manufactured identical bluebird wares. The
bluebird motif played on the American association with hope, happiness, and good fortune, and bluebird
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china was sold as open-stock pieces and sets and given away as promotions. Bluebird wares were
inexpensive, but bright and cheerful designs, and were used as everyday dishes for American dining
(Rosen 2003). The 1924 Sears Roebuck catalog featured a 48-piece bluebird dinner set, likely
manufactured by Homer Laughlin for only $5.75 (Figure 101). The listing informed consumers, “The
decoration consists of flying bluebirds, ‘the emblem of peace and happiness,’ with pink apple blossoms
and green foliage, all on colors that are soft and pleasing, featuring a blue band and blue handles.” The
pattern was thus an economical, but very fashionable choice for Jenkins consumers, and could have been
purchased through mail order catalog or from the company store.

Figure 6-28: Bluebird decal, possibly Homer Laughlin's E7413 pattern on the Empress shape. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-29: Bluebird pattern E7413 on Homer Laughlin's popular Empress shape. From
https://www.replacements.com/webquote/hlcblb1.htm.

Figure 6-30: "Bluebird of happiness" cards, 1920s. Source: http://vbelleblog.com/2014/03/07/bluebird-china-history/.

An exciting unintended discovery during the archival research for this dissertation brought the
bluebird pattern to the forefront of analysis. I ordered a high-resolution scan from the Smithsonian’s
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Consolidation Coal Collection of one of the Jenkins Store windows (the largest, main company store
downtown) out of curiosity and the desire to see if details would be present in the glass plate negative
that might yield pattern information, but I must admit I crossed my fingers with little hope (Figure 103).
Zooming in on the dishes in the high-resolution scan yielded a fortunate discovery: the very bluebird
pattern pictured on the decal sherd (Figures 104 and 105). The store’s window display actually intersects
with an important movement in retail and marketing, the “Woolworth five-and-dime” model of window
dressing. Five-and-ten and dime stores during the early twentieth century, like Woolworth, radically
aided in the democratization of things by enabling consumers of even modest income to participate in
consumer craze for decorated dishes, explicitly courting a wide range of consumers, including farmwives,
mill girls, and industrial community residents. Five-and-ten stores also wooed rural and recently
immigrated women who worked in their vicinities. A trade journalist for Hardware Age dismissively
argued that if not for trade with foreign-born residents who purchased everything in cash, five and dime
and cheaper department stores could not remain afloat in most communities. These stores sold an
impressive range of china at ten cents or lower, designed to fulfill consumer longings for decorated
wares. Dime store crockery was not of poor quality, however, as Blaszczyk noted that retail establishments
experienced consumer outrage over poorly-made goods. Dime store dishes did differ aesthetically from
those sold in more expensive department stores, though, simplifying the ornate patterns of colorful
bouquets, festoons, and colored bands found on more expensive porcelains through the cheap process
of decal printing (Blaszczyk 2000, 111).
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Figure 6-31: Jenkins Store window, 1927, set in a five-and-dime store-style display featuring Bluebird pattern cups and saucers.
Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.
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Figure 6-32: Zoomed-in view of Jenkins Store window, 1927, set in a five-and-dime store-style display featuring Bluebird pattern cups and
saucers. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.
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Figure 6-33: Zoomed-in view of Jenkins Store window, 1927, set in a five-and-dime store-style display featuring Bluebird pattern cups and
saucers. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.

Woolworth pioneered a highly successful store window model that displayed goods in neat,
repetitive arrangements emphasizing quantity and abundance. Department stores, on the other hand,
“mounted theatrical, thematic, and surreal exhibits aimed to stimulate shoppers’ fantasies… While
department stores tempted and intimidated, dime stores beckoned and delivered (Blaszczyk 2000,
104).” Dishes lent particularly well to the dime store model of display, and Jenkins stores played with
both models of window dressing. Photographs from the Smithsonian’s Consolidation Coal Collection
suggest that the department store model of fantasy and narrative scene-setting often mimicked the
nation’s finest department stores (Figure 106), but the company’s retailers interestingly also explored
the five-and-dime setup, perhaps seasonally. An arresting photograph of the main company store’s
window from 1927 shows repetitive, inexpensive items displayed with bargain price tags, including
bluebird decal teacups and saucers (Figures 104 and 105). The company was apparently quite proud of
capitalizing on this new, in-vogue marketing strategy that highlighted inexpensive wares, and boasted
of the main Jenkins company store, “The real hit of the store from the standpoint of community service
and ability is the bargain basement. Here are over five hundred items of all descriptions, razor blades,
mop pails, umbrellas, radio supplies, tools, nails, dishware, and I don’t know what all, ranging from a
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few cents to a dollar (Consolidation Coal Company 1927a, 14).” “Bargain” dishes like the bluebird
pattern appealed nationally to consumers of middling and lower economic means, and Jenkins residents
surely embraced this trend with enthusiasm, setting their everyday tables with these splashes of color.

Figure 6-34: Window display at the Jenkins Store, 1927, showcasing the "department store" model of display. Photograph from the
Smithsonian National Museum of American History.

Blaszczyk (2012) has also studied the color revolution in the 1920s, chronicling the rising
importance of color in the automotive and home furnishing industries as new advances in artificial
pigmentation, and new emphasis on the power of color in consumer psychology flooded the market with
heterochromia. Professional colorists arose to revolutionize design, and American consumer culture was
forever changed. Manufacturers and designers competed for customers’ loyalty and dollars by offering
numerous designs to catch their eyes. Color harmony, the use of color to produce visually arresting,
cheerful modern homes, particularly in kitchens and bathrooms, became a major preoccupation, as
ladies’ magazines like Better Homes and Gardens and advice manuals counseled women that color could
change the look and emotional tenor of even the simplest homes. Women were instructed that the right
burst of complimentary colors in wall and trim paint, appliances, and importantly, dishes and glassware,
would modernize, revitalize, and Americanize not only the home but its occupants. Dishes, both
displayed in china cabinets and used in service, were an inexpensive way to add the desired accents of
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color. I argue bluebird dishes were a cheerfully arresting means of renovating everyday meals and the
home in line with these desires, and Jenkins consumers pioneered “bargain style” along with a
chromatically expansive nation.
6.7

Cleanliness is Next to Modishness: Plain White Wares and the Aesthetic of Simplicity

Not all ceramics from the Shop Hollow Dump are decorated, however, as discussed in Chapter
4, and the majority of sherds are undecorated. As noted above, most decorated dishes in the early to midtwentieth century displayed patterns confined to the rims or borders, meaning “plainness” is most
certainly overrepresented by the assemblage. Plain dishes, and white dishes decorated with relief and
scalloped rims but lacking applied surface decoration, were popular during this time, however, and were
often used for everyday meals, as with the bluebird sets. The practice of keeping two dish sets, one sturdy
and easily replaceable for everyday use, and a more, fragile, often highly decorated and larger set hails
from the Victorian era. Historical archaeologists have generally privileged decoration- specifically,
applied and colored decorations- when analyzing the economic and social importance of ceramic table
and teawares (Majewski 1987). Margaret Wood (2002a, 195) writes, “While variations in form and
decoration are poked and prodded to expose subtle meanings, plain and undecorated ceramics are
generally acknowledged to be part of an assemblage, and then set aside (Majewski 1987, 133). The
result is that while patterns in decorated wares are assumed to have meaning, plainness is assumed to
be meaningless.” Wood’s dissertation research on the early twentieth century company coal town of
Berwind and the neighboring Ludlow strikers’ tent camp included plain ceramics in her analysis,
however, as her sample was also dominated by undecorated sherds. Wood argued that plain whiteware
and white granite dishes appear to have had social significance for household consumers. Plain dishes
appear to have been favored by residents for everyday meals, including undecorated white dishes
without molding (Figure 107) and those with molding (Figure 108), including plain heavy-bodied hotel
ware. She argues that consumers attempted to create a unified aesthetic of plain white dishes that was
easily replaceable by piece, even if the dishes were not actually identical. Berwind women, she argues,
pursued an aesthetic that emphasized uniformity and plainness, that was both functional and stylistic,
writing,
…in seeking to construct matching table ware sets women were structuring their own meaning
for meals and family life. In their homes women conducted their labor, which despite grinding
poverty was completed with a sense of pride and self-consciousness. At meals were tables set
with uniform and plain table wares [where] all the members of a household were brought
together at meal time when the economic, social, and ethic commonality were reinforced (Wood
2002a, 202).
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Figure 6-35: Plain white granite plates and bowls. Photograph by author.
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Figure 6-36: Knockoff white granite plate copying Haviland’s Dresden shape. Photograph by author.

Plain and minimally-decorated dinnerwares were certainly attractive consumers for their low
prices, durability, and easy replacement. However, like Wood, I argue that the use of plain dinnerwares
emphasized an intentional aesthetic that transcended functionality and frugality. Simply put, the stark
white pastes and clean lines of plain and minimally molded shapes embodied modern, scientific householding. Historian Lizbeth Cohen’s (1986[1980] ) study of Progressive Era reform programs in industrial
communities found that reformers decried Victorian home furnishings as old-fashioned and even
unsanitary, informing working-class residents that the convoluted lines of carved furniture and the heavy
drapes and upholstery of Victorian homes were a breeding ground for grime and dust and stagnant air.
Reformers were particularly frustrated with recent European immigrants who preferred opulent home
furnishings, finding them the pinnacle of achievement, while the rest of modern America embraced a
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more streamlined home. I argue that plain and minimally-decorated white dishes chased that very
modern aesthetic, and the scientific connotations attached to their plain whiteness, specifically, the
extension of the germ theory of disease to their physical and visual cleanliness. The Consolidation Coal
Company strongly promoted domestic science and instructed women and children about the germ
theory of disease, as previously discussed. An article by the U.S. Bureau of Mines featured in the
employee magazine reasoned, “The miner has never seen fire damp, but he knows it exists; the miner
accepts the testimony of his safety lamp. In a similar way with germs; people should accept the testimony
of the microscope (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1925, 5).” It seems that Jenkins residents did just that.
The importance of whiteness cannot be overstated during the Progressive Era. White graced
hospitals and medical professionals’ uniforms, countertops, stoves, refrigerators, and other home
furnishings. I argue that the link between whiteness and sanitation in regard to china was salient to
consumers. Venable writes of early twentieth century dishes,
…both everyday and ‘good’ china represents long-term investments for families of modest
means, to be augmented by a handful of novelties and periodically replenished from open stock
if possible. The most popular everyday dishes seem to have been plain white, usually with a
scalloped edge, or a monochromatic transfer-printed edge motif on a white ground. These
preferences emphasized whiteness as a widely understood sign for cleanliness and womanly
competence. White bedsheets and tablecloths, white napkins and towels, and spotlessly white
ceramics (improper washing would have been instantly visible) were both sanitary and difficult
to achieve (Venable 2000, 65).
White pastes and clear glazes were certainly advertised in parallel industries as the most sanitary choice
for modern homemakers. An advertisement in the Ladies Home Journal from 1915 touted a popular
“Leonard Cleanable” model of refrigerator sold by the Grand Rapids Refrigerator Company (Figure 109).
The model boasted its easy cleanability, due to its “beautiful, glistening-white, seamless, porcelain
lining,” which the ad claimed made it as “sanitary, clean and easy to care for as a Haviland China dish.”
Their slogan, in fact, was “Like a clean china dish.” The Monroe Refrigerator Company of Lockland, Ohio,
also ran an advertisement in a 1915 Ladies Home Journal under the headline, “Is Your Refrigerator
Poisoning Your Food?” Its glistening white porcelain interior was heralded as one "which can be kept
free from breeding places for disease germs that poison food which in turn poisons people.” The
advertisement assured readers that the lining had no cracks or chips to absorb moisture and breed
disease or decay, promising it could be cleaned as easily as a china bowl.
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patterns in the assemblage feature scalloping and a subtle line of dots or scrolls around the rim, and are
very similar to the Snowflake White dinner set sold in Sears catalogs from the 1910s through the 1930s
(Figure 111). The name is telling, and the association with the pure whiteness of snow certainly
references visual and microscopic cleanliness. Cleanliness and whiteness were thus an association borne
through ceramic consumption for plainer white wares, which connected Jenkins residents to national
movements in medical reform and home aesthetics, demonstrating once again that material
forwardness characterized their households.

Figure 6-38: Haviland China's Ranson pattern in stark white. Source: https://www.replacements.com/p/haviland-ranson--dinnerplate/h__rans/67597251?rplSrc=GPLA&rplSubEvent=152707&productTargetID=99514350534&dvc=c&rplsku=6759725&gclid=EAIaI
QobChMIp4r1toaU4AIVibXACh0e.
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Figure 6-39: Snowflake white dinner set advertised in the Fall 1924 Sears catalog.

6.8

The Flamboyance and Humility of Things

The Jenkins Shop Hollow Dump ceramic assemblage is cosmopolitan, and also utterly and
delightfully average, a radical statement, considering most material and social representations have
focused on either the extremely wealthy or more often, the extremely impoverished. Middling tastes
during the early to mid-twentieth century were fashionable tastes, and it mattered less to consumers how
much they spent on dishes than how they were used and displayed to craft a pleasing, sophisticated
aesthetic that fit new routines of socializing and eating. This aesthetic included both patterned and plain
wares. Consumers certainly placed importance on their pottery selections during the age of “china
mania,” when dishes were of heightened importance in aesthetics and social signaling. The semiotic
properties of these dishes in Jenkins’ local contexts has been discussed above, but it is also important to
consider the ‘unintended consequences’ of these new styles and dining rituals. Bourdieu’s (1984, 1990)
theory of practice, which revealed how objects have the ability to implicitly condition actors while acting
as the primary means by which they’re socialized, suggests that dishes were not merely important
because of what they signaled about consumers’ desires and realities, but were constitutive of social
identity on an unconscious level. His exhaustive study of mid-century French consumption practices in
Distinction (1984) contrasted working-class meals with those of the bourgeoise, the former characterized
by the importance of food and carefree socialization over form, and the latter characterized by restraint
and propriety and rigorous rules. Working-class eaters used fewer, unspecialized dishes in thick
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earthenwares, while bourgeoise eaters used a proliferation of specialized fine china and glass. Tastes and
etiquette were socialized through eating from these dishes, however, not simply through their display.
Repetitive use bred internalized conditioning, tastes and dispositions acquired through discursive action
and unconscious, practical mastery, or “sense of place.” Similarly, Jenkins residents’ sense of place, their
social position, dispositions, and desires, was also entangled with the use of their dishes, from everyday
dinners to special occasions.
Erving Goffman’s (1986) book, Frame Analysis, proposed that we follow a wide range of cues that
alert us about the activities and behaviors in which we are engaged. These cues are quite often in object
form, such as theatres and churches, which provide the appropriate setting for the action of worship and
drama. Goffman argues that in instances like these, the “frame” is conspicuous and often ornate, but that
frames more commonly are inconspicuous, playing an unremarked-upon role in structuring our actions;
even when a frame is intentionally conspicuous, such as an actual ornate picture frame or a glamourous
outfit, it is intended to simply present the real display, in these cases the painting or the person. Dishes
in a way serve as the “frame” for foods, presenting consumables while making their consumption
possible. Sometimes, they were conspicuous and ornate, framing foods and brightening china cabinets
through model decals befitting of the fashionable consumer in the age of chromatic decalcomania and
ubiquitous gilt. Often, however, they faded into the background, becoming a sparse, sanitary platform
for everyday meals. Daniel Miller argues that household furnishings particularly highlight the “humility
of things,” because while they can certainly be mobilized for considerable display, they often simply
provide the appropriate background for living, Miller writes,
What is important is that they should not draw our attention towards then by appearing in some way
wrong, inappropriate or misconceived. More appropriate terms are warm, friendly, modern or
stylish, and if our attention should focus upon the pattern or texture of the wallpaper and upholstery,
this should always be to comment on the taste of the selector (Miller 1987, 102).
Jenkins residents both courted the approval of peers and the desire to produce warm, friendly, modern,
and stylish spaces within the home, but also developed these tastes through consumption, shaping
cosmopolitan home fashions through action along with the rest of America.
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7

BODIES IN POTION: WELLNESS PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, AND THE BODY PROGRESSIVE
“The body is in the social world, but the social world is also in the body.”
-Pierre Bourdieu,
In Other Words: Essays Towards a Reflexive Sociology, 1990

7.1

Introduction: Power in Products

Appalachian bodies have featured heavily in materially-informed narratives about the region.
Appalachian women and their bodies have been portrayed as particularly deficient, largely as passive
captors in an archaic cultural system whose tastes, desires, and bodily competence have been handed
down from the elite, from men, and from cyclical poverty. Women have routinely been portrayed as
unclean, unhealthy, and unfashionable in both pre- and post-industrial narratives. Progressive Era
reform programs in the early twentieth century sought to address perceived deficiencies in rural,
industrial, and impoverished communities nationwide by inculcating women into the practice of
scientific health and house-holding. New health, hygiene, and sanitation practices developed coeval with
the intensified influx of consumer hygiene and cosmetics products into rural areas, including
Appalachian coal communities. Women’s bodies became sites of complex negotiations regarding
femininity, health, and modernity, as their daily consumption of health and hygiene products, an
embodied act, constituted gender and modernity in practice.
Many new consumer products for women’s health and beauty hit the shelves for the first time
between 1910 and the late 1930s. Women were exposed to a proliferation of new things to put on or in
their bodies, and to an explosion of advertising and advice from ladies’ magazines and medical
professionals. Women’s advertisements and beauty advice columns (many penned by women)
abounded in the 1910s in magazines like the extremely influential Ladies Home Journal. Magazines
situated consumption as central to women’s identities (Scanlon 1995). So-called “native” white,
immigrant, and African American women were encouraged to become modern through consumption.
Women were not simply dupes of advertising, however, who uncritically accepted new products. Early
twentieth-century markets were also driven by women marketers and consumers. Women copy-wrote
ads and columns, did marketing research (Sutton 2009), and many developed the very products
marketed to and desired by women. The early twentieth century marked a profound shift in marketing
and product research: instead of selling women industry-imposed standards like in the Victorian era,
firms produced what women desired (Blaszczyk 2009). Wellness and cosmetic products for women were
heavily entangled with both slick marketing and consumer aspirations, and Eastern Kentucky’s coal town
residents were test-driving and inspiring these new products along with the rest of the nation. Direct-to310

consumer wellness products, specifically laxatives, allowed women to define and regulate their own care
alongside or outside professional medical services, which were largely provided by male doctors.
Contrary to widespread portrayals of Appalachian slovenliness and ignorance of health and hygiene,
women in early twentieth-century Jenkins merged self-care and formal scientific medicine in a nuanced
embodiment of self and modernity.

7.2

Historical Representations of Appalachian Bodies and Health

Appalachians have been generally painted as behind the times in terms of modern science since the
late nineteenth century, particularly in medical matters. Sherman and Henry (1933) were fascinated by
mountain superstition and ignorance, which they argued manifested in medical care. Medical care, by
their estimation, was completely absent in the Blue Ridge communities they studied in western Virginia
until nearby resort physicians began attending children and administering modern medicines, which
parents uncritically accepted without understanding their administration and efficacy. Their study
reported that parents allowed their children to eat the sweet pills like candy and would not open the
bottles until the full moon, believing the medicine most potent then, as their children died in the
meantime. The only medicine which mountaineers could be trusted to reliably administer, they argued,
was moonshine (Sherman and Henry 1933, 33-4). Sherman and Henry included a horrible vignette
about an infant wasting away in Colvin Hollow’s filthiest cabin until aghast summer resort visitors sent a
doctor from the nearby resort, who gave the mother medicine. The mother forced the medicine down in
a few large doses, which caused the infant to vomit, and thus felt the doctor had cheated her, which
Sherman and Henry called a “characteristic hollow reaction.” The doctor tried again a month later,
prescribing cod liver oil and explaining it could be purchased at drugstores, but Sherman and Henry
colorfully reported that the family was so isolated and backward they thought “drugstore” was the type
of medicine that made the baby vomit, and were too wary and ignorant and unintelligent to administer
the oil properly even after the doctor sent it to the cabin (Sherman and Henry 1933, 28-29).
Sherman and Henry’s attention to mothers was intentional, and their study references historical
portrayals of women over the past century. Appalachian women, their bodies, and their homes have
occupied anxious, contested places in narratives. Stereotypes have generally romanticized or degraded
them, and often both simultaneously. Women are sometimes portrayed as the simple caretakers of
idyllic mountain life, but more often as symbols of failure to acculturate into the mainstream. Women in
popular images stand apart from the rest of America as “counterparts to the modern world (Maggard
1999, 229),” and material culture is central to these portrayals. Women’s’ bodies, clothes, and homes
are often portrayed as uncivilized and unclean, even as they are simultaneously the recipients of our dirty
desires, such as June Tolliver in the famous novel Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Fox Jr. 1912). Appalachian
women and their bodies have also been historically situated in opposition to men. They have been
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materialized as passive receptors of men’s agendas: their husbands, coal companies, marketing and
retail institutions, and the medical establishment, most notably. Todd Snyder (1981) notes that “hillbilly”
is a gendered production of otherness, an often-contradictory binary opposition of masculinity and
femininity. Women are “hillbillied” in opposition to men, and after men, embodying the disadvantages
of being gendered through relegation to the domestic sphere (Snyder 1981, 14), expected to conform
to the Cult of Republican Motherhood by being good housekeepers and caregivers. Coal town women
have historically been relegated to the household and constrained by their position as caretakers in
discourse (Gibson-Graham 1996). This informs our dismissals of women’s power, generally, and
obfuscates the importance of material culture in propagating disenfranchisement. Women’s bodies
simply became another household artifact, and household artifacts became a means of demonstrating
innate inferiority in terms of both region and gender.
Our national imagination has painted Appalachian women and their bodies as unattractive,
unkempt, unhygienic, and anti-modern, perceptions that solidified during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century. Geographer Ellen Churchill-Semple’s influential study of Eastern Kentucky posited
that isolated mountaineers, particularly women, had no knowledge of civilization, which was readily
apparent by their homes and persons. Mountain women, she wrote, appeared drastically older than their
age, sallow because of poor diet, wrinkled because of grueling work, stained around the mouth from
tobacco, and clad in primitive homemade clothes (Semple 1995[1901],152). Novelist James Lane Allen
was equally fascinated by turn-of-the-century Appalachian women, whom he both romanticized and
condemned in an influential essay for Harper’s Magazine. He described women as characteristically very
handsome in early age with luxuriant hair and a penchant for colorful dress and jewelry, but lamented
that women are prone to tooth loss in their thirties, at which point their handsomeness deserts them
(Lane Allen 1995[1886], 69). Sherman and Henry’s (1933) influential Hollow Folk study described
Appalachian women nearly 30 years later as habitually barefoot creatures who wore unclean, cast-off and
hand-me-down clothing, and he argued these women also generally kept less-than-ideals levels of home
sanitation.
Women in Appalachia’s coal camps and towns were subject to national representation that both
romanticized and condemned them. The U.S. Coal Commission’s 1947 medical survey of bituminous
towns was particularly critical of women’s housekeeping and caregiving (Figures 112 and 113), and
argued that most housewives valiantly battled the never-ending coal dust and grime on their homes and
bodies, but that many gave up, writing,
Many, without any conception of better standards or training in homemaking, never try, even when
the conditions in their favor are the best. Other, spurred by self-respect, pride, and devotion to their
families, maintain their homes and care for their households with a zeal that is limited only by their
energy. …Also lacking in the culture of the miner’s wife is a full enough appreciation of health and
hygiene (United States Coal Mines Administration 1947, 27, 32).
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Prolific New York Times journalist Malcom Ross also linked women’s appearances and habits in the
1930s to the poor health, hygiene, and sanitation of mountaineers, generally, arguing, “The mine wife
leaves much to be desired as a housekeeper. When everything is so grimy and there are so few
furnishings, it hardly seems worthwhile to be fussy. Dishes pile up in the sink and beds, as a rule, are far
from immaculate (Ross 1933, SM4).” Ross connected these behaviors to backwardness and ignorance,
linking both to bodily deficiencies, arguing, “In their health the miners are no better than can be
expected of people who cook every dish in hog fat and still use charms against disease. Their teeth begin
to fall out in the twenties; by 40 the women have lost all freshness and men have acquired that
indeterminate aspect which might be any age up to 70 (Ross 1933, SV4).”

Figure 7-1: Photograph of a miner's wife from Welch, West Virginia taken for the U.S. Coal Commission’s 1947 medical study. The caption
reads, "Mrs. Walter Rose, wife of miner, and her baby. The baby probably has rickets and has never had any food other than powdered milk
although he is ten months old. The company doctor has not given her any instructions as to the feeding and care of the child." From the
University of Kentucky Special Collections, Russell Lee Photographic Collection.
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Figure 7-2: Photograph from the U.S. Coal Commission's 1947 medical survey. The caption reads, "Miners' wives and children on the porch
of a typical, fifty-year-old house. Four Mile, Bell County.” From the University of Kentucky Special Collections, Russell Lee Photographic
Collection.

Gendered portrayals of Appalachian deficiency like these presupposed that women not only
provided the most tangible evidence of cultural stagnancy, resistance to modernity, and moral deficits,
but were largely responsible for them as caregivers and gatekeepers. However, women in the coalfields
were exposed to domestic science education and modern wellness products just like other Americans,
and had a hand in shaping them as interactions and representations played out in everyday spaces like
hospitals and homes. Transformations in both the medical field and in consumer-driven self-care were
deeply entangled in the constitution of the modern Appalachian women, her family, gendered roles, and
the fabric of American social life generally.

7.3

Bodies in Potion: Gender, Class, and Women’s Wellness Products
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The mountainous regions of Central Appalachia experienced profound transitions in healthcare
from the mid-nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries. The field of modern scientific medicine, led by
male doctors, actively sought to displace midwives and other local folk healers, many of whom were
women, in order to legitimize their own field and revolutionize healing. These changes developed coeval
with industrialization, and Progressive Era medical reforms. Reform sentiment was particularly strong in
company-owned coalmining towns, where modern medical facilities and professionals sought to offer
the latest in scientific care and instruction, highlighting first aid, hygiene, and scientific house-holding
based on the germ theory of disease (Barney 2000). Jenkins and McRoberts residents made enthusiastic
use of these programs and facilities. However, use of patent medicines and home folk care continued.
Scholars and doctors at the time decried the continued use of self-administered care, perpetuating
stereotypes about the isolation and provincialism of mountain residents (see Sherman and Henry 1933),
who have been painted in discourse as “hillbillies” resistant to change and modernity since this time. I
propose an alternate narrative. My analysis of laxatives recovered from Shop Hollow suggests that
women residents creatively took charge of their bodies and health by self-administering products that
simultaneously referenced scientific medicine and women-led “folk” traditions, performing a nuanced
modernity through repeated bodily engagement. Women consumers created new space for the work of
feminine healing, subverting the hegemony of the patriarchal medical establishment which had
radically altered the gendered relationships of their former care networks.
Model towns, like Jenkins and McRoberts, robustly educated their citizens through medical
programs situated within national Progressive Era reforms. Jenkins’s premier facilities included state-ofthe art medical care. The modern surgical hospital (Figure 114) offered top-notch obstetric and
gynecological care, a significant draw for women, specifically (Amburgey 2015). Consol epitomized
corporate paternalism and welfare capitalism and was actively interested in modernizing their residents,
as previously discussed, believing they needed assistance transitioning to the progressive twentieth
century. White Appalachians, African Americans, and recent European immigrants were painted as
children who must be raised to American standards. Women were key to this plan, as Consol and national
reformers envisioned progress rippling outward from the household. Consol’s Employee Relations
Department included a contingent of nurses, doctors, and teachers who instructed women in sanitation,
hygiene, infant mortality reduction, food safety, first aid, and even beauty (Figure 115). Nurses offered
year-round care and instruction through in-home visits, clinical care, and community programs, and
Consol’s teachers provided domestic science instruction for both children and adults during the vacation
period (Black Diamond 1914; Brosky 1919, 1923).
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Figure 7-3: Interior of the Jenkins Hospital, 1935. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation
Coal Collection.
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Figure 7-4: Jenkins Hospital nurse, 1940. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal
Collection.

Women were also exposed to a wonderous variety of self-administered medical products
through mail order catalogs and the town’s company and privately-owned drug and general stores.
Hundreds of bottles and jars formerly containing health and wellness products were recovered from the
Shop Hollow Dump during the Phase II and III excavations, and the majority of identifiable products were
marketed towards women and children. My container glass analysis of the Phase III collection identified
a sizeable collection of medicine bottles, around 70% of which held patent medicines. Patent medicines
were actually un-patented proprietary, direct-to-consumer formulas that were initially utilized in
eighteenth-century England, and later exploded domestically during America’s consumer revolution in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Patent medicines are now considered nostrums or
“quack medicine,” and were often marketed as cure-alls and tonics, which contained alcohol and herbal
components of questionable efficacy (Young 1961). Identifiable brands included many laxatives, such
as Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup of Pepsin, Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, Fletcher’s Castoria, and Pluto Water
(Figure 116). Laxative use and promotion exploded during the golden eras of Jenkins and McRoberts,
and the Shop Hollow Dump’s medicine bottle collection coincides significantly with a medical revolution
centering around intestinal health.
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Figure 7-5: Patent laxative from the Shop Hollow Dump. Clockwise from top: W.B. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, Pluto Water, Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription, Fletcher's Castoria. Photograph by author.

Constipation was viewed in the early twentieth century as the mother of all ailments, responsible
for many other maladies. Medical professionals embraced a dubious theory called autointoxication,
which linked the germ theory of disease to the idea that intestinal fecal decay caused bodily decay.
Prominent physicians and advertising agents promoted the idea that the absorption of toxins from
impacted, decomposing feces poisoned the body (Whorton 2000). One prominent physician in the
movement argued the constipated person, “makes continual attempts at suicide by intoxication
(Bouchard 1906, 15).” A Dr. Joseph Matthews in Louisville, Kentucky, argued in a 1911 Journal of the
American Medical Association forum that challenged the benefits of assisted purgation that he believed
“six-tenths of the people are constipated,” and that, “The daily administration of a laxative is a good thing.
Why not? The bowel is the sewer of the body, and why not wash it out, and what harm does it do to wash
it out (Walker 1911, 1227)?” Physicians promoted modern, preventative strategies for the nation’s
habitual constipation, notably nutrition, exercise, and prompt defecation each morning (Figure 117), but
patients viewed these preventatives as time-consuming, and did not trust them to fully address the
problem. “Quick-fixes” such as anti-constipation massage devices, purgative foods like All Bran cereal,
and laxative drugs, became the most popular means of assisted elimination. Myriad laxative brands hit
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the market during the “golden age of purgation” during the 1920s and 30s, even though the theory of
autointoxication came under attack as early as the 1910s and had largely lost professional medical
support by the early 1920s (Whorton 1993). The majority of these purgatives were patent medicines,
which navigated loopholes in the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906, which did not regulate advertisers’
claims about efficacy and only minimally controlled labeling on the products themselves (Whorton 1993,
5).

Figure 7-6: A back-cover public service announcement about well living on the back cover of the CCC Mutual Magazine, 1921, endorsed by
a doctor. Courtesy of the David A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum, Jenkins, Kentucky.
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Physicians and advertisers both invoked gender as an important factor in intestinal health, and
constipation was marketed as a pervasive female ailment. Advertisements for popular brands like Dr.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, Fletcher’s Castoria, and Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup of Pepsin heavily featured
women’s images and targeted them as chronically constipated consumers (Figure 118). Doctors often
employed the same rhetoric, linking women’s common medical complaints to internal fecal decay. For
example, a 1926 article in Consol’s employee magazine, the CCC Mutual Magazine, was written by a
company doctor and described the various causes of headache. The article highlighted the ‘bilious’
headache, a very gendered fanciful condition said to be caused by toxins absorbed from women’s
impacted colons (Kellogg 1926, 10). A promotion for Dr. Chase’s Kidney-Liver Pills in the 1920s stated
that women’s bilious headaches resulted from overeating, consuming disagreeable foods, and lack of
exercise, which caused the liver to become “torpid and sluggish and the bowels constipated. Then comes
the bilious spell (Crellin 2004, 85).” Laxatives were actually promoted from the late-nineteenth century
into the 1950s for a range of women’s conditions beyond constipation, including dull eyes, dull
complexions, hyper-pigmentation, and acne (Crellin 2004). A 1940 Vogue magazine lifestyle column
asked women, “Are you an apple polisher? Do you only shine the surface while you ignore what goes on
within? To be really clean, your innermost inners must be as parlour-pure as your complexion (Vogue
1940a, 114).” Wellness was perceived holistically, a system which connected a woman’s outer beauty to
inner health.
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Figure 7-7: Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin advertisement targeting women as "chronically constipated," 1924. Source:
http://www.vintageadbrowser.com/medicine-ads-1920s/4.
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Figure 7-8: Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin advertisement targeting women as "chronically constipated," 1924. Source:
http://www.vintageadbrowser.com/medicine-ads-1920s/4.

Popular laxative brands employed outrageous advertising that often claimed cure-all or tonic affects
and played on women’s fears about their intimate health and the well-being of their children. For
example, Fletcher’s Castoria (Figure 120), a ubiquitous patent medicine recovered on late-nineteenth
and early twentieth-century archaeological sites across North America, was described by its inventor as a
“cathartic,” and included senna, bicarbonate of soda, flavors and extracts, and alcohol. The effects of
Castoria were mostly laxative, and almost a dozen knockoffs marketed across the country resulted in one
of the most extensive patent litigations in the history of American medicine (Lockhart n.d.). Castoria ads
exclusively peddled to women, specifically, white mothers who attended their own health and that of
their infants. Castoria was rivaled by two other top patent medicines that targeted women consumers,
both of which were also recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump excavations: Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
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Prescription (Figure 121), and Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin. Dr. Pierce was a physician from Buffalo, New
York, who capitalized on an “eclectic” medical degree by becoming one of America’s greatest nostrum
salespersons, and his products were exclusively marketed to women. He prescribed his Favorite
Prescription as a “tonic nervine,” claiming it would address all complaints of the female nervous,
reproductive, and digestive system (Nickell 2014). Dr. Pierce and his products were highly influential,
and he intended consumers to use his medicines in concert with his sizeable medical desk reference, a
sort of precursor to the famous Physician’s Desk Reference that was geared toward non-professionals. His
book advised women readers about their reproductive health, which he unsurprisingly linked to chronic
constipation, and offered, “As our Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is a potent specific for most of the
chronic weaknesses and diseases peculiar to women, thousands of invalids suffering from these
maladies are cured annually by it in their homes… (Pierce 1880, 876).” Pierce’s list of chronic women’s
weaknesses in his volume included deviant sexual urges, particularly promiscuity and masturbation, and
he labeled constipation as an exacerbating factor (Pierce 1880, 751). He also mobilized fearful-sounding
conditions such as leukorrhea (thick, whitish or yellowish vaginal discharge often caused by estrogen
imbalance) as the result of women’s moral and systemic weaknesses, and advised them that a
combination of his Favorite Prescription and Golden Medical Discovery formulas (a general plus a specific
tonic) was the only medical remedy for weak vaginas. He argued that treatment of this disorder through
his tonics would address constipation, a related symptom. He wrote, “I cannot too strongly urge in this,
as in all other chronic diseases peculiar to women, that the bowels be kept regular (Pierce 1880, 735).”
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Figure 7-9: Fletcher's Castoria bottle from the Shop Hollow Dump. Photograph by author.
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Figure 7-10: Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription bottle from the Shop Hollow Dump. Photograph by author.

Women also heavily patronized a competing product also endorsed under a male physician’s name.
Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup of Pepsin was marketed as a tonic but was essentially a senna and pepsin laxative.
Dr. Caldwell’s humorous advertisements advised women that the product functioned as a cure-all for
common lady complaints. A Dr. Caldwell’s advertisement from 1904 claimed that the remedy would
relieve indigestion, cure any case of constipation, remove the causes of headaches, biliousness,
dizziness, foul breath, sour stomach, and flatulence, as well as dispel colds and fevers and stimulate
torpid livers and sluggish bowels. A 1924 advertisement boldly claimed that all of women’s minor ills
could be traced to chronic constipation, stating, “Women are so accustomed to finding themselves
constipated that they are apt to make matters worse by indifference. Unfortunately, many seem to think
it is easier to give the appearance of health with cosmetics, or stifle a headache with an opiate, than to
remove the cause by taking a good laxative.” The advertisement recommended using the liquid daily as
a preventative, rather than taking a dose only when impacted (Griffin 2012). Daily prevention and
elimination was a key theme in Dr. Caldwell’s advertisements, and like Dr. Pierce’s advertisements, the
company linked constipation to reproductive woes. A 1924 Dr. Caldwell’s advertisement employed a
headline reading, “Modesty is Charming But Health is Vital.” Prudery, the text argued, was no excuse for
mothers and children to suffer from ignorance about constipation, stating, “Growing girls should realize
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elimination is necessary; constipation dangerous.” The advertisement addresses both adult and
adolescent women, stating,
The growing girl, therefore, who neglects the important function of elimination… should realize
that when days go by and there is no passage the general health is impaired, the monthly
function is interfered and fatal illness may result… Elimination should occur once a day, and if
it does not, a spoonful of Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin should be given. You will thus prevent
intestinal poisoning and constipation and their train of disorders, sallow skin, pimples,
lassitude, bad breath, headache and so forth (Griffin 2012).
Advertisements, medical literature aimed at a popular audience, advice columns, and early
physicians’ endorsements certainly helped solidify their social capital among rural Appalachians. Patent
medicines were extremely popular in Appalachia and other rural areas across the United States. Jenkins
and McRoberts residents laughingly remembered them when I questioned, particularly recalling their
high alcohol content and bitter tastes. LaVon Conley even produced a sealed bottle of Hadacol that had
been for sale in her mother’s Rocky Hollow general store, and another bottle sits on display in the David
A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum in downtown Jenkins (Figures 122 and 123). Lois Greer, the
museum curator, laughingly told me that all the miners drank Hadacol for “sluggish livers,” but the real
draw was its 50% alcohol content. Brigham and Kenyon’s (1976) study of Hadacol notes that in the late
1940s and early 1950s, the ‘Bible Belt’ of the Southern States became jokingly renamed the Hadacol
Belt, due to its widespread advertising, cheap price, and steady use among religious conservatives who
supported temperance for its soothing effects upon jangled nerves. Doctors and the FDA were alarmed
by the spread of the product, which advertisements and user testimonials claimed would relieve a vast
array of complaints, such as indigestion, chronic fatigue, insomnia, skin disorders, constipation, and
gassiness. Hadacol was decried as a product from the past, and its inventor actually capitalized on that
image, touring the eastern United States with a traveling caravan mimicking the carnival-style medicine
shows of old (Brigham and Kenyon 1976). Well before Hadacol rose to popularity in the rural South,
however, medical professionals, reformers, scholars, and coal companies became troubled by the use of
patent and branded over-the-counter medicines and attempted to eradicate them in the early twentieth
century through legislation and medical education of mountain residents (Barney 2000, 27). These
medicines were mobilized in discourse as evidence of Appalachian backwardness, which was linked to
the persistence of a maladaptive culture. They were framed by reformers as dangerous and ineffective
(claims that certainly had merit), but also as anti-modern, and reformers compared them to other forms
and traditions of medical care that they found problematic, particularly the notion that self-administered
care and consumer remedies would preclude or challenge professional scientific medicine.
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Figure 7-11: LaVon Conley, holding a bottle of Hadacol patent medicine sold at her mother's general store in East Jenkins. Photograph by
author.
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Figure 7-12: Lois Greer, curator of the David A. Zegeer Coal and Railroad Museum in Jenkins with Hadacol patent medicine. Photograph by
author.

Like other companies running model coal towns in Eastern Kentucky, Consol shared similar fears
about self-administered care, making frequent appeals in the widely-read employee magazine and
emphasizing the authority of male doctors. A Doctor Rosenthal addressed residents, writing,
Do not listen or do as ‘Grandma This’ or ‘Old Aunt Mary That’ says but obey your doctor… ‘Dear Old
Grandma’ has been the direct cause of death of many, many patients, particularly children, who have
been victims of her interference and suggestions, which are usually based on nothing more scientific
than old superstitions and ignorance of the real laws of nature and science. She means well, but the
results are not WELL. So, when you have a doctor, do what he says (Rosenthal 1918, 40).
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Consol also seemed troubled that residents sought medicine for every illness. One of the company
doctors wrote an article for the employee magazine about doctors dispensing drugs (Figure 124),
arguing that the practice of widely dispensing them to patients was risky and unnecessary. He wrote,
“Many times our people demand ‘medicine’ when they do not need it and do so because they believe
they are paying for it. This is not the case, and the decision as to whether a patient needs medicine is
entirely up to the doctor. He is the judge in this regard and many times feels the patient will ‘get along’
much better without drugs (Kindel 1927, 29).” Consol’s doctors were, of course, male, a fact explicitly
referenced in the above passage. The appeal for women to follow the authority of male medical
practitioners and scientific medicine resounded across the nation as a whole, an authority capitalized
upon by patent medicine companies (Figure 125). Vogue magazine ran a lifestyle blurb in 1940 entitled
“A ‘Regular’ Girl,” in which fashionable, modern women were advised to attend their intestinal health
under the advisement of male doctors. The column read,
There is much flurry and scurry today about proper elimination, and so there should be.
Occasional over-eating, exhaustion, or a bad case of nerves may well slow you up. If rest, plenty
of fresh air, exercise, and more sensible food don’t help you, do something about it. But don’t
try to be your own doctor. Go to a doctor. He will tell you whether one of those bulk motility
cures, or a periodic laxative, or colonic irrigation is best for you (Vogue 1940b, 114).
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Figure 7-13: Medicines in McRoberts doctor's office interior, 1928. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American
History, Consolidation Coal Collection.
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Figure 7-14: Dr. Caldwell's advertisement, 1920s, emphasizing the authority of male physicians.

However, patent medicine use continued into the 1950s across America, joining the ranks of
patented over-the-counter medicines as important self-care supplements to formal medical services
(Young 1961). The sizeable Shop Hollow Dump assemblage of patent and over-the-counter medicine
bottles reveals that residents continued to heavily use these products, which was confirmed by residents
themselves in our conversations. I argue this use was not due to stubbornness, backwardness, or
ignorance. Nor was it a result of poverty or isolation, in opposition to popular, industry, and scholarly
narratives of the day. Archaeologists studying company towns in Virginia (Larsen 1994), California
(Maniery 2002), Iowa (Gradwohl and Osborn 1984), and Colorado (Horn 2009b) have found that patent
medicines were consumed by residents largely because they lacked access to formal healthcare.
However, Jenkins and McRoberts residents had ample access to health education in schools, year-round
programs, and home visitations from nurses. They also enjoyed state-of-the art medical facilities,
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affordable family care, and well-respected doctors and nurses, according to both testimonials in the
company’s employee magazine and from residents with whom I spoke.
I argue that the persistence of patent medicines did not result from residents’ mistrust or
economic barriers to professional medical care, nor from their ignorance of the “snake oil” reputation of
patent medicines. I argue that patent medicines occupied a nuanced space: an old idea making modern
waves that appealed to women’s desire for both traditional and cosmopolitan remedies. These patent
medicines employed women-centric advertising, claimed they were scientific breakthroughs, asserted
they were safer than prescription pharmaceuticals, were endorsed by female celebrities, and offered
correspondences with female company representatives about their health needs, like the famous Lydia
Pinkham. Lydia Pinkham, a nineteenth-century abolitionist and former school-teacher, advertised her
Vegetable Compound as a cure-all for women’s painful ills and disorders and was a revolutionary figure
in direct-to-consumer advertising, attaining a brand recognition that few others nostrums could match
(Conrad and Leiter 2008). Pinkham’s products claimed that only a woman could understand women’s
intimate problems and included her grandmotherly image in advertisements and on product packaging,
eventually making her one of the most-recognized women in print at the time (Figure 126). Her company
even offered mail correspondences with Ms. Pinkham herself (actually penned by female staffers), in
which women were helpfully and soothingly advised on their most intimate problems (Danna 2015).2

2

Jenkins residents undoubtedly used Lydia Pinkham’s products, but they were often packaged in tins
instead of bottles, and tins did not survive the extensive burning and decomposition in the Shop Hollow
Dump.
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Figure 7-15: Advertisement for Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a cure-all for women's complaints. Source:
http://www.antiquerx.com/medtalks/2014/4/29/lydia-e-pinkhams-vegetable-compound-1915-1925.
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I argue these products were thus a draw for women consumers who skillfully combined the modern,
professional medical services so touted by the company, with self-administered, direct-to-consumer
medical products. Historian Sandra Barney’s (2000) study of the transformation of medicine during
Appalachian industrialization argues that male physicians painted alternative remedies and healers, like
herbalists and midwives, as immoral and irresponsible in a maneuver to solidify their own legitimacy as
doctors professionalized the medical field. Male physicians informed patients that these ‘traditional’
healers preyed on their ignorance, and that the only adequate form of care appropriate in the progressive
twentieth century came from scientific medicine and the men who administered it. Coal camp residents
enthusiastically availed themselves of professional medical care in their towns, and indeed such
programs and facilities were a significant draw for perspective residents. However, as healthcare
increasingly institutionalized under the leadership of male medical practitioners, women lost their
connection to intimate, women-administered forms of care, which they lamented (Barney 2000).
Herbalism and folk medicine were practiced in conjunction with formal medicine even after
industrialization (Weller 1965; Cavender 2003; Barney 2000). Botanical remains from Jenkins suggest
residents may have continued using herbal remedies. The botanical sample contained several species
that can used for digestive issues, including pokeberry, honey locust, elderberry, winterberry, ground
cherry, and blackberry (Rossen 1997). Many patent medicines had names and images of grandmotherlylooking healers on them as discussed above, such as Lydia Pinkham’s image, which may have evoked
consumers’ identities as strong women whose labor counted for more during the pre-Industrial past, a
symbolic alternative to male hegemony (Marcellus 2008). I argue this was likely a draw for Appalachian
women consumers. The success of patent medicines in Appalachia was perhaps related to the social
capital that herbal remedies and female healers (Figure 127) previously had in the region, despite the
patriarchal medical establishment.
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Figure 7-16: Aunt Becky McLemore, age 80, midwife of Chavies, Kentucky, from a Louisville Courier-Journal article profiling a "granny
woman," 1938. Photograph from the John Jacob Niles Collection, University of Kentucky Special Collections.

Women as informed consumers took charge of their own bodies through increased access and
selection of health products (the democratization of things in the modern age). Paul Starr (1982) has
outlined the transformation of American medical care from a household-based service into a market
commodity in the late nineteenth century, as people shifted from preparing their own remedies at home
for sickness and injury (care provided mainly by women) to purchasing patent and over-the-counter
medicines and patronizing physicians and hospitals. This shift altered the social and economic relations
of care and illness, but professional medicine’s influence was not absolute, as both patients and doctors
wrestled with the polarity between private choice in an unregulated market and the professionalism and
domination of scientific medicine. Patent medicines finessed this ambiguity, offering cheaper remedies
than physician-prescribed medicines, and playing on consumers’ discontent with the medical revolution
and the changing nature of care, including the dominance of male healers. Ironically, as the American
Medical Association campaigned furiously to expose quackery by demanding censorship of patent
medicine advertisements from newspapers, magazines, and journals, and by investigating fraudulent
medical claims by patent medicine brands, patent medicine companies capitalized on the legitimacy of
newly professionalized medicine by referencing scientific breakthroughs and male physicians’ authority.
Despite physicians’ best efforts, public acceptance of scientific medicine’s authority was still not absolute
in the 1920s and 1930s.
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I argue that Jenkins consumers were navigating this revolution alongside the rest of America by
creatively embracing both the new scientific medicine and self-administered care. This strategy has been
proposed by archaeologist Claire Horn (2009a) in her study of self-administered medicines at the early
twentieth-century Colorado company coal town of Berwind and the neighboring Ludlow Tent Colony. An
array of patent medicine bottles were recovered from both contexts, and the majority were patent
medicines, including laxatives like Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin, Fletcher’s Castoria, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp
Root Kidney, Liver and Bladder Cure, and Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription. Horn reported that
constipation was the second most common ailment treated by company doctors, linked to the
overconsumption of refined and processed foods. She argued that patent medicines may have appealed
to residents that could not access company physicians and to healing traditions that diverse immigrant
and native-born groups brought to the coalfields, particularly their use and manufacture of herbal home
remedies, writing, “Miners and their families did not wholly reject the dominant medical ethos but rather
they used it when they saw it as effective. Alongside the methods supported by medical science, other
concepts of health care persisted, as indeed they persist to this day (Horn 2009a, 277).” Historian Nancy
Tomes (2001) argues that the increasing consumerism of medical care between 1910 and 1940 resulted
in the rise of popular definitions of good health and an escalation of self-administered care. The rise of
consumer medicine transformed the late nineteenth-century obsession with good health into the pursuit
for commercialized care, resulting in the widespread purchase of wellness products alongside cuttingedge physician services, as patients became consumers of both professional healthcare and selfadministered remedies. She argues consumers pursued the creative strategy of using patent medicines
and over-the-counter remedies to offset costly doctors’ visits and take charge of their own health. These
“doctors in a bottle” allowed consumers to appropriate the legitimacy of the new scientific medicine while
exercising their autonomy, as consumers creatively explored self-care before turning to physicians’ care,
or using both in conjunction. This cosmopolitan strategy should sound familiar to modern readers, as it
is a strategy Americans use today! Merging scientific medicine and self-administered care which
referenced older, women-led healing practices, was an innovative, modern strategy, not a holdover from
Appalachia’s so-called primitive cultural past.

7.4

Products in Practice: The Constitution of Modernity

In conclusion, archaeological studies of medicine in Appalachia can reveal the historical
importance of women-led care, both formal and informal, and provide crucial antidotes to the region’s
perpetual representation as medically underserved, impoverished, and backwards. Women’s
consumption of patent laxatives was an exercise in agency: their ability to mobilize themselves and their
things to perform a modernity that transcended the aims of Progressive Era medical reform. Laxatives
also helped constitute women in practice. During the “germ panic” from 1910 to 1940 that developed
after the widespread acceptance of the germ theory of disease, aggressive public health initiatives
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targeted Americans across racial, gendered, classed lines to educate them about the hidden dangers
skulking in their homes and everyday practices. Every household object represented a surface for
contamination, including the body, and a widespread paradigm shift among the every-person resulted
in new microbe-conscious personal home and hygiene routines (Tomes 2000). This
“antisepticonsciousness” extended to the colon, as the theory of autointoxication turned the routines into
constant preoccupation with elimination, which were specifically connected to women’s health and
beauty, as discussed above. Patent and over-the-counter laxatives, an integral part of the modern
woman’s sanitation and aesthetic routines, factored strongly into their habitus, Bourdieu’s (Bourdieu
1977, 53) term for the implicit, practical, social logic primarily achieved via bodily competence. Women,
of course, made conscious decisions to purchase and use these products (or not!), as Bourdieu’s habitus
does not dismiss strategic calculations, but they also enacted unconscious traditions of knowledge
though their everyday interactions with these ubiquitous tonics.
Bourdieu’s discussion of capital, patterned systems of forces encountering actors within the
social field, analyzes how social actors attempt to gain influence and competence within the field. Capital
is conceived of as a representation of the precise resources available to individuals within social fields,
and Bourdieu identified several forms. Economic capital is actual currency, cultural capital refers to
embodied or institutionalized cultural resources, and social capital refers to esteemed and meaningful
social relations. Physical capital refers to the embodied state of cultural capital, the physical attributes
and abilities such as strength and skill that are personified through particular exertions, which can be
converted into other forms of capital such as status, money, or fame, all of which are dependent upon
individuals’ specific intersection of social traits like race, class, age, and gender. Shared experiences of
the body-- in this case imbibement and purgation among women consumers in the age of
“antisepticonsciousness (Tomes 2000, 192)”-- provided a practical mastery of modernity, tradition, and
womanhood below the level of consciousness, an internalized constitution of gender and class. Laxatives,
unlike decorated pottery and pressed glass discussed in previous chapters, were emphatically not display
items in Appalachian homes. The medicine cabinet, unlike the china cabinet, was a private affair. The
importance of these products lies not in their semiotic abilities (unless they did in fact, have the promised
effect on women’s visages!), but in their engagement with the social body in action. I argue here that
laxatives, in the context of reform climates and Appalachian women’s representation, felt empowering:
modern women sipped their herbal burn and felt like they were really “getting shit done.” Jenkins
women constructed dialogs about modern health, beauty, and gender through consumption along with
consumers, reformers, and medical professionals internationally. Considering wellness products as part
of an active social network of people and things transcends the semiotic approaches that have longcharacterized material culture studies in Appalachia and locates agency within everyday household
practices of the region’s diverse population.
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8.1

VIBRANTLY COSMOPOLITAN AND DELIGHTFULLY AVERAGE: THE MATERIALITY OF
JENKINS AND McROBERTS, AMERICAN CITIES

An Unseen Appalachia

Kentucky novelist Silas House gave a keynote speech at the 2014 Appalachian Studies
Association conference in which he argued that no matter how assimilated Appalachians may be in the
broad realm of American culture, they are viewed as perpetual immigrants, always othered by the rest of
the nation. “The truth is,” House said powerfully, “Appalachia is America. We have always been, yet we
have always been American under a microscope.” After discussing problems like racism and homophobia
in the region, and the progressive changes hopefully escalating in the region, House argued, “I put forth
that Appalachia is no better or worse that the rest of the country. We simply are this country (2014, 108).”
The idea that Appalachia is America seems self-evident but continues to be a radical notion, given the
history of the region’s construction as exceptional, outside time, and always, always lacking.
Representations of Appalachia have focused upon extremes, particularly in terms of class and economic
means. Diane Sawyer’s (2009) 20/20 Children of the Mountains piece is a perfect example. Sawyer
interviewed a handful of local families living well below the poverty line, but also interviewed Jim Booth,
CEO of Booth Energy. Booth, a proclaimed self-made Martin County native, employed 41% of Martin
County’s workforce according to a 2013 article in the Lexington Herald and his business empire netted
$750 million dollars in annual revenue (Cheves 2013b). Sawyer asked Booth if he felt guilty about
building a mansion amongst so much poverty in his home town of Inez, to which he replied that it makes
a statement that could catalyze his poor neighbors to pull themselves up by their bootstraps and achieve
what he has done. Booth’s mansion made for a ludicrous juxtaposition to the rotting trailers and
deteriorating frame houses showcased in the rest of the broadcast. Conspicuously absent from the
broadcast were the houses in between and the residents who lived in them.
I had a reflective moment recently while in Letcher County, a kind of out of body experience
where one suddenly watches oneself socializing and observes the dynamics while still participating. It
was Appalshop’s annual Seedtime on the Cumberland music festival in July of 2018, and I was enjoying
the festival across the street from Appalshop with my friend Crystal and her new neighbors. We sat on
her patio, talking and laughing and grilling meat under the garage’s overhang. As the sounds of string
music and square dance calling and the voice of local poet and radio announcer Jim Webb floated
through the rain, the new neighbor, who has the colorful nickname Hacksaw, told us stories about driving
coal trucks from Kentucky to St. Louis every day. This job has earned him a comfortable living for over
twenty years. It suddenly struck me as Hacksaw and his wife were laughingly enjoying beers in WMMTRadio koozies and showing us pictures on their matching iPhones that this is the eastern Kentucky the
world does not think exists. Here was Hacksaw, showing us photos of his new aboveground swimming
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pool behind his comfortable brick ranch house across the street, talking about his job, which earns him
more money than I will probably ever make as a college professor. Across the table was Crystal, a local
Whitesburg woman, kicking back on the patio of her charming cottage before her great job as a special
education teacher started again in just a few weeks. It was a vignette as American as any other. Had I
taken a photograph, our casual party would look absolutely inseparable from barbeques in rural
California, or Ohio, or most places in America, for that matter. It suddenly struck me as we were all
laughing about some reference from George Orwell’s famous dystopian book 1984, which we all read in
high school or college, that I could not remember the last time I had seen a middle-class Central or
Southern Appalachian family portrayed by the national media. The middle-class experience in
Appalachia simply does not exist in the national imagination. It is too familiar, too American, and not
nearly titillating enough to draw attention, and so it remains unseen in both popular and academic
analyses.
Representations of Appalachia have largely focused on the region’s whiteness, conservativism,
isolation, provincialism, rurality, and deficiency, and material culture has always been foundational to
these portrayals. Narratives about backwardness versus progressiveness, tradition versus modernity, and
authenticity versus inauthenticity have always centered material objects, starting with local color writing
in the late nineteenth-century, through the War on Poverty in the 1960s, and to the “Trump Country”
narratives that emerged during the last election. Few academic studies within the century of these
narratives have explicitly challenged them through a material lens. Fewer still have considered material
culture as anything more than a reflection of some sort of a priori social reality or another, confining the
work of material things to semiotics, their ability to function as signs and signifiers. One foundational
aim of this dissertation is to expand these approaches by considering materiality (Miller 1987, 2005),
the active, dialectical construction of selves, societies, and representations in the Appalachian region.
Ordinary household objects like medicine bottles, dishes, and food containers recovered from the
historic company coal mining towns of Jenkins and McRoberts provided a rich opportunity to consider
goods in action during the height of the Industrial Age, consumer revolutions, and the national climate
of Progressive Era reform. Women consumers, specifically, revolutionized their homes, families, and
communities through their consumption of these seemingly mundane goods, navigating and shaping
complex class and gender roles. Archaeological remains from the Jenkins Shop Hollow Dump were
woven with interviews of residents and a broad array of archival material in this dissertation to explore
residents’ engagement in non-market and market economies. Product manufacture, specialization, and
market access increased for Americans across economic and social spectrums from the early to midtwentieth century, and Shop Hollow Dump artifacts suggest consumers who not only had their fingers
on the pulse of national fashions, but who were social agents defining the tastes of the American middle
and lower classes alongside their contemporaries nationwide.
Contrary to popular narratives which painted Appalachians as culturally, geographically, and
economically isolated from the market, dinner and teawares in a multiplicity of exciting new patterns like
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decalcomania and gold-applied décor, were creatively used and displayed in Jenkins homes.
Undecorated white dishes also took on special importance as residents pursued modern homes that
embodied sanitation, hygiene, and simplicity. Trendy, affordable ceramic dishes in innumerable
patterns allowed Jenkins residents to pursue and shape the “china mania (Blaszczyk 2000)” of the early
twentieth century America. Consumers also helped shape the nature of nationwide medical reforms
through their use of direct-to-consumer health products. Central Appalachia experienced profound
transitions during industrialization as modern scientific medicine, led by male physicians, actively
displaced women healers like midwives and herbalists. Medical reform programs abounded in companycontrolled coalmining towns through cutting-edge educational programs about first aid, hygiene, and
scientific house-holding (Barney 2000). Patent medicine use and folk care continued alongside
enthusiastic use of professional medical services, but this does not reveal “hillbillies” resistant to change
and modernity, despite century-old stereotypes about isolation and provincialism. Patent laxatives
recovered from the Shop Hollow Dump suggest that women consumers ingeniously managed their
bodies by self-administering products that simultaneously referenced scientific medicine and womenled “folk” healing traditions. Women consumers created spaces for the persistence feminine healing
through self-care, subverting the hegemony of the patriarchal medical establishment, while constituting
their own identities through embodied, daily use.
8.2

Beyond the “Picturesque, the Unique, and the Uncommon”

Appalachia’s exceptionalism has often been “found” through material means. Economist John
Ashworth noted in frustration in 1913 that “in describing mountain conditions there has been much
generalizing from few particulars. The picturesque, the unique, and the uncommon persons and things
are thrown on the publicity screen as ‘typical (1913, 208).’” Ashworth snubbed the popular trend of
exhaustively detailing the foods, clothing, household goods, and physical appearances of Virginia
mountaineers, writing,
I shall make no attempt to describe minutely the mountaineer, to enumerate what he eats and
drinks, nor to say wherewithal he is clothed. For any description of the mountainfolk of Virginia
as a homogenous people of a single type is misleading. There are many classes of mountaineers,
the rich and the poor, the good and the bad, the learned and the ignorant… Where is a section
of the country of which this is not true (Ashworth 1913, 202)?
Material paucity and disconnection from the market was simply not a reality for most Virginians,
Ashworth noted, who owned and used modern goods in relatively unremarkable ways, just like their
peers outside the mountains. The lure of material paucity myths, however, kept the mountaineer in a
state of retarded materialism as far as our national imagination was concerned, and Ashworth’s hundredyear-old revelation still cannot compete with our national condemnation and romanization of
Appalachia’s anti-consumerism or poorly executed consumerism. Ashworth was competing against a
flood of discourse that situated Appalachia as a cultural anomaly in the modern age, either stuck in a pre340

consumer past or steamrolled by progress. Object-based representations that subsequently arose during
the Industrial Age produced, reproduced, and reified Appalachia as a land apart. Material narratives
about Appalachia’s agrarian past and commercial future constructed backwardness and cultural
deficiency, whose legacy molds our current perceptions of the region and its people. They continue to
exert influence now, as we endlessly debate the ramifications of mobile homes, missing teeth,
prescription pills, toxic waste, mullet hairdos and a host of other material icons in our nationwide
discussion of what Appalachia continues to ‘get wrong.’
Why do we as a society continue to focus on material culture in Appalachia for evidence of
exceptionalism, particularly deficiency in popular narratives? I think that Emily Satterwhite’s (2008,
2011) suggestion that Appalachia functions as either a romantic or terrifying departure from the
normative is apt. One only has to Google “Appalachia” to see our imagination of the region on
problematic poles negotiated in online meme culture, where Appalachia is reduced once again to quaint
cabins or Mountain Dew (Figures 128 and 129). On one hand, we want to see the possibility for life
outside of fast, empty modern living, and imagine ourselves inhabiting it, which hints at why the material
trappings of “hillbilly culture” in the foodie and fashion movements are so “hot” right now among middle
and upper-class consumers. We continue, in Jane Becker’s (1998) words, to buy tradition.’ Consuming
tradition fulfills a longing to inhabit other bodies, spaces, places, and ideals. However, American
consumers and producers of narratives about Appalachia also want to reassure themselves that they are
superior to the lowest cultural denominator. The recent spate of “Trump Country” pieces that Elizabeth
Catte discussed in her book What You Are Getting Wrong about Appalachia are the perfect example, such
as Larissa MacFarquhar’s (2016) “In the Heart of Trump Country” profile, which highlighted material
culture to link West Virginians to political and cultural ignorance, writing, “Everywhere you go in West
Virginia, there are wrecks of houses half-destroyed by fire or fallen in with age,” which Catte (2018b, 31)
drolly notes are accompanied by photographs of perfectly intact houses. Our negotiations of superiority
also includes those of us who are from the region. We may have grown up in a mobile home, we reason,
but at least it was a double-wide. We may have grown up in a single-wide, but at least it had indoor
plumbing. And so on.
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Figure 8-1: Meme about Appalachian culture using material culture in an affirmative, romantic sense. Posted to the Appalachian Americans
Facebook group wall.

Figure 8-2: Pejorative meme filed under "Appalachian problems" on the QuickMemes meme generator, which mobilizes material culture
pejoratively. From http://www.quickmeme.com/p/3w2vc8.

I am also left asking why scholars are still not critically and purposely engaging with the national
imagination of Appalachia, both pejorative and affirmative, through critical studies that explore how
materials are entangled in the construction of the region. Firstly, many have simply not considered
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material culture as a source of information and inspiration, and many do not know how to gather material
data or access previous studies. I often think back to a moment in a graduate Appalachian Studies
seminar discussion with Dwight Billings, in which I mentioned the thousands of contract archaeology
reports about Appalachian Kentucky sites filed at the Office of State Archaeology in Lexington, just a few
streets away. “A wealth of studies are published in the ‘grey literature,’” I said, “and most scholars don’t
even know they exist, and probably wouldn’t know how to interpret the dense archaeological data,
anyway, and this is largely the fault of my discipline.” Dwight and my classmates were floored, never
having heard of site reports before. Material culture must be brought to the forefront of Appalachian
Studies, and archaeologists and other material scholars must make our work accessible and relevant.
Secondly, I argue that scholars who have placed material culture at the forefront of analyses have
been reluctant to pursue nuanced arguments about objectivity and subjectivity because they illuminate
our own biases. It is no accident that most material studies have focused on preindustrial and “folk”
materials, such as vernacular architecture and non-consumer household goods, as discussed in Chapter
2. Material culture scholars are still implicitly operating under the “World Fair approach” to material
culture that John Ashworth (1913) outlined a hundred years ago, searching valiantly for the “authentic
Appalachia,” which is implicitly framed as non-capitalist, non-market, and soothingly non-modern. As in
Portelli’s (2011, 8-9) revealing field vignette discussed in Chapter 2, we see consumer culture and
consumer goods as an artificial veneer or deep-seated cultural failure. It seems that Appalachian Studies
remains afflicted with what Daniel Miller (1987, 2005) identifies as the tyranny of authenticity in
academic studies, in which scholars have internalized a fear of increasingly materialistic and fetishistic
attitudes with goods, which we see as surface or disingenuous. Miller argues our nihilistic critiques of
“modern life” keep us from actually investigating the relationships between people and things in
industrial societies and also reinforce unhelpful dichotomies like tradition and modernity. Geographer
John Rehder’s problematic book Appalachian Folkways (2004) is the perfect example of this principle
operating overtly, as he clearly states that the authentic Appalachia resides in its folk culture and is
mortally threatened by modern goods and the market, gratingly framing an appeal to the purity of an
imagined pre-modern Appalachia. Scholars, however, rarely engage in the same kind of hand-wringing
or dismissal of our own consumption of market goods such as big-screen televisions and pre-packaged
foods, implying that we are worldly and self-reflexive enough to “handle” them without peril. Scholars,
extending Whisnant’s (1983) critiques of Americans’ imaginations of Appalachians generally, have been
continually avoiding “knowing” that Appalachians buy the same goods as they do, shop at the same
stores, shape current fashions, and negotiate complex economies and identities through goods just as
they do. We are unintentionally reifying the tyranny of authenticity, letting the world continue to believe
that Appalachians are not culturally equipped to handle mass consumption in the modern age. Miller
argues “we must distinguish between a conflation of criticisms of the inequalities and oppression
associated with capitalism or the state, and what may often be at the root of a general critique of industrial
capitalism per se which is based upon a presumption of the simple authenticity of pre-industrial culture
(1987, viii).” He writes, “We must give credit for mass-scale social developments to the mass-populace,
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who display a perspicacity and subtlety in mass behavior which is a far cry from the passivity, illusion,
and denigration implied in many self-proclaimed radical academic perspectives (Miller 1987, 5).”
Crediting the everyday agency of Appalachians through the lens of mundane goods is actually quite
radical, considering that most studies have failed to consider not only how these objects factor into our
representations of the region, but how they are entangled in the constitution of social life via practice
(sensu Bourdieu 1977, 1984, 1990; Giddens 1984).
bell hooks has argued, “With critical awareness, we need to look for radical spaces that have
always existed in Appalachia. …We are not calling forth a romantic nostalgia about the Appalachian past
when we work to reveal and remember the roots of radicalism, linking progressive change in the past to
the progressive change we long for in the present (2014, 123).” Studying social histories is a means of
crafting more just futures and presents, and critical material analyses play a powerful role. My casual
conversation with Crystal and her neighbors about Orwell’s 1984 during my fieldwork made me think
about the scene in the novel where Winston the protagonist is tortured by an agent of the totalitarian
Party in a not-so-distant dystopian future, inciting Winston to obediently repeat the party slogan about
engineering the past through narrative. Winston recites, “Who controls the past controls the future: who
controls the future controls the past.” O’Brien, his torturer, nods approvingly, asking if Winston believes
the past has real existence, a question Winston feels helpless to answer. O’Brien admonishes, “I will put
it more precisely. Does the past exist concretely, in space? Is there somewhere or other a place, a world
of solid objects, where the past is still happening (Orwell [1949]1977, 238, emphasis mine)?” And the
answer is yes, of course, all around us, in our engagements with and imaginings of social worlds through
these very objects, solid and otherwise. We attach emotional longings and make so-called rational
dismissals of places, histories, futures, and people through the sensuous power of materials. We make
place alongside them. Appalachia is constituted in living rooms, medicine cabinets, trash dumps,
kitchens, craft fairs, and everywhere else, and we must acknowledge this explicitly. Winston reflects in a
poignant scene in 1984 upon how people remembered the past, musing, “They remembered a million
useless things… but all the relevant facts were outside the range of their vision. They were like the ant,
which can see small objects, but not large ones (Orwell [1949]1977, 88).” It is time to notice objects both
small and large, and to do Appalachia differently.
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Figure 8-3: Coal car, n.d. Photograph from the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Consolidation Coal Company
Collection.
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